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SUMMARY

If the eyes receive dissimilar stimulation, a perceptual
alternation of the tr,.¡o stimuli otrculs knoun as binocular
rivalry (BR). The rate of al-ternation or' predominance of one
stimulus may be influenced by a voluntary effort knor,¡n as the
control of BR. fn the late nineteenth and early tulentieth
trentulies the fieLd of attention ulas considered to be of major
importance

and BR r¡ras actrepted by Helmholtz'

to perception;

Titchener, James, and others to be a paradigm of the attention
process. Although the field of attentisn is receiving reneu:ed

interest follor¡ing a period of neglect, feu tecent psycholoqists
have recognized the potential importance of BR to the study of
attention o¡ of BR control to the study of the voLuntaly
properties of attention. To hetp fill this gap the thesis
presents several experiments that investigate the nature sf

BR

control.

first series of expeliments found that the measure of
controL increased r¡ith plactice but did not inc¡ease r,.¡ith
Spaced practice
uncontrolled or passive vieuring of rivalry.
uJas more effective than massed and the use of knouledge of
results of practice ulas much more effective than no knouledge.
The

of control using tachistoscopic
and shot'led that the duration but nct

An objective measure

recognition

ulas developed

the magnitude of rivalrv suppression ¡¡as altered by voluntary

control.

The

objective

measu1.e uJas

Etrrrelated r,¡ith the

11

subjective measure based on rivalry rates and both
shoued an increase as
based on

a result of practice.

measures

An analysis

signal detection theory indicated that voluntary

control produces a change of signal strength but no

change

in confidence criteria.
Accommodation, pupillary activityr and blinking u:ere
found to be of little or no importance in the'control exerted
by unpracticed and ulell-practiced subjects. The increased
control from practice uas mostly retained and unpracticed
control r¡as hardly affected by the use of rivaling afterimages.
It r¡as concluded that if peripheral mechanisms play any real

part in the degree of control they are only of mino¡ importance.
BR stimulation during induction periods did not affect
the subsequent strength of a negative afterimage but did

of a movement aftereffect.
Because afterimages ar'e retinal phenomena but movement aftereffects are probably nonretinal in origin, it ¡¡as concluded
that the interference of rivalry stimulation occuls on a more
central leve1 than the retina. It ¡¡as also found that the
strength of the movement aftereflfect ulas determined by the
intensity of rivalry stimulatiun but not Þy the amount of
phenomenal suppression. It bJas concluded that control of

markedly reduce the strength

cortical neural Levels higher
those r¡hich produce the movement aftereffect.
rivalry

uas mediated by

than

1]-1

of binocul-ar rivalry u,as
extended to propose that BR control is effected by inhibiting
or exciting a separaie suitching mechanism of rivalry rather
than by inhibiting or exciting either of the retinal inputs.
bJhen one eye is selected flor attention its domj-nance phase is
Ienqthened and suppression phase is shortened but the magnitude
of inhibition of the suppression phase, r,.lhen it does occur, is
unchanged. The model suggests that selective attention in
general is a biased rrall-ol-somerr sr¡itching rather than an
A recently developed model

all-or-none suritching or a constant attenuation of

stimuli.

unu¡anted

iv

This thesis contains no materi'al u¡hich has been
accepted for the auard of any other degree or
diploma

in

any University and,

to the best of

belief contains no material
previoi.rsly published or r¡ritten by another
person except t¡¡hen due ¡eference is made in

my knouledge and

the text of the thesis.
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CHAPTER

I.

INTRODUCTION.

Theories of Selective Attention

Earl

t

In the late nineteenth and early tuentieth centuries
attention LJas conside¡ed to Þe a central issue of psychology.
Indeed, TÍtchener states that n"..the dsctrine of attention is
the nerve of the r¡ho}e psyghological system, ...as men judge
of it, so shaIl they be judged befo¡e the general tribunal of
psychology (1908, p.173).n
The

effects of attentj.on

urer'e

studied by ldundt, Helmholtzt

of the structuralist tradition. The method of
introspection uas used by the structuralists to investigate the
important question of r¡hether attention had the effect of
increasing the rrtrleatnessrr of a sensation or its relatÌve
intensity. bJ.B. Pillsbury, a student of Titchenetrs, presented
a comprehensive revieu and examinatisn of the effects of attention
in his book Attention (1908). Pillsbury felt that it uas

and Titchener,

diff icult to specify

rr:hat

is

meant by sensoly Itclealnessrr, and

apprcach. nA11 mental
progesses affect us in some degree, but those to ¡,lhich r¡e attend
affect us in a much higher degree than those to r¡hich ue do nui
attend (Pillsbury, 19U8, P.2).'r The t'higher degleerr of effect
preferred a

someuhat more behavioural

from an attended ltmental ptocessrr resulted, he felt from
increase in its relative intensity.

He theorized

an

that attention

2.

LJou1d

either increase ihe iniensity of the attended ¡rprocessr!

or decrease the intensity of the non-attended rrproEesslr.
Pillsbury (1908) observed that ¡r...thp ueight sfl authority is
in favour of regarding the effect of attentÍon as different
from the effect of an inc¡eased intensity cf the exte¡nal
stimulus, but r¡ith no convincing proof in favour of that
position (p.5) " u

Pillsbury also elaborated other major factors of attention
stilI discussed today in slightly different terms. He
recognized the apparent fact of our limited capacity to process
information: rr...the amount of attention is practically
constant, and cannot be applied to one object utithout affecting

the clearness of others (Pillsbury, 1908, p.9 ). ¡r This

impJ-ies

that r¡ith tr¡o equally strong objects competing for attention if
the fullrramount of attentiontr is raquired fsr one objectr the
other object r¡iII be relegated to non-attention. Houeverr this
state r¡ould not last indefinitei.y since Pillsbury estimates the
duration of a single act of attention ts be from 3 seconds to
24 seconds and about 5 seconds to B seconds on the average.
This uould result in an alternation betr¡een the equally strong
sensorial rrobjectsrr.

Pillsbury uas less specific about the mechanism of the
control of attention. He dld stress the invslvement of motor
activity as being cor¡elated ¡.¡ith attention Þut not as its

3.

initiatsr or director.

nAttention to any stimulus is

accompanied by rrlidespread motor phenomena...The bodily

or at msst accompany, the attention. They
do not precede it (p.25)." He suggested that, ¡rthe only
effect uhich the coniraction of these numerous muscles has
upon the efficiency of the attention is that it may slightly
increase the adequacy of the attention beyond that ¡¡hich it
uould have had if the strain sensations urere not present
(Pillsbury, 'i908, pp.61-62). "
processes succeed,

At the same time that the Structuralists

uere

investigating the effects of attention, the Functionalist
Schco1 headed by

ttlilliam

James

at

Ehicago ùras interested in

the selective nature of attention and the effect of ttillful
control on mental processes. In his textbook, The Principles

of

Psychology (1891), James

lists three dimensions of

of the first category are
rrsensolialr¡ and ttintellectualrr, of the second category are
rrimmediaten and riderivedn, and of the third, are passive and
voluntary. James felt that although control could
definitely be exetci.sed over attention, contrcl uas not
unlimited. rrNo one tran possibly attend continuously to an
object that does not change (James , 1891, p.421).tt He alss
attention.

The opposite poles

felt that, in general, control of attention

u¡as mediated

through peripheral and central mechani.sms, uhich he described

as rt1. The accommodatisn or adjustment of the sensory organs.

I
2.

The

antlclpatory preparation from ¡¡ithin of the ldeational

centres concBrned ¡¡1th the obJect to ¡¡hlch attention 1s pald
(James, 1991, p.4J4).r

In summary., attention uas a concept central to early
psychology. Early theo¡ies ùrere concerned ulth the effects
and the cont¡ol of attention, concerns still relevant today.
In uhat uay does attention produce nclearnessn? Is it
equivalent to an increase of intensity of the attended obJect
or a decrease of intensity of- all non-attended objects?
Perhaps iclearnesstr does not have an

lntensity equlvalent but'
ls a result of some other nechanism. To t¿hat extent is
attentlon under vsluntary control? l¡lhat ls the mechanlsm of
volunta¡y control? Is lt mediated malnly by pertpheral moto¡

adJustments,

o¡

does

it operate malnly on central

mebhanisms

of a hlqher level?
role of blnocular ¡lvalr ln the stu of attention
If the tr,ro eyes are fixated on disslmilar visual patternst

The

the observer usually experlences a

phenornenal

alternation of

the tuo patterns ln vLsion" Thls

phenomenon

ls

or binocular ¡lvalry.
suppose the mechanlsm

knou¡n

as retlnal

the terrn |retlna1r mlght preo¡ location of rlvalry, rbinocularr as the
Because

more neutral term shaU be used throughout

this thesis.

rival¡y (BR) may be- easily demonst¡ated uhile looking
ln a stereoscope ln ulhlch the rtght eye and left eye flelds of
vlslon are physlcally separated" l¡llth thls appa¡atus the rlght

Blnocula¡

5.

eye may be

fÍxated, for example, on a pattern of vertical

black lines on a uhite background uhlle the left eye may be

flxated

on.

a patte¡n of ho¡izontal llnes.

At no tlme ls

a

grld pattern perceLved. Instead, if the physlcal
stlmulus condltlons of the tuo patterns are equal, an
complete

obse¡ver ¡¡111 normally see an alternation betu¡een the patterns.

Ffrst the vertical line pattern may predominate by occupying
a majorlty of the vlsual field or the complete vlsual fleld to
the exclusion of the horizontal line pattern. The state of
ER ls never constant, houevet, and after a sho¡t period the'
vertical pattern r¡ill fade and the horlzontal pattern u111
become predominant"

Qulte often it is the case ulth relatively detailed

patterns such as those just descrlþed that there is not
completely dlchotomous alte¡nation.

a

Instead, parts of both

ln dlfferent parts of the visual field
at any instant of time. The resultant patchiness of this
effect sometimes makes lt difficult for an untralned observer

patterns

may be present

to decide uhlch pattern is predomlnant over the r¡hole vlsual
field. By uslng simple patterns thls problem can be
mlnlmlzed or ellmlnated. The declslon of predomlnance
betr¡¡een a single vertical line ln rivalry r¡ith a single
ho¡lzontal line ean be made easily by fixating at the
expected intersectlon polnt of the tulo lines. Alternatlvely,
I

a black dlsk on r¡hlte background ln rlvalry u¡Ith an Bqually

6.

slzed and binocularly coincident u¡hite dlsk on black background usually

results in unitary dichotomous rlvalry.

In addition to belng affected by stimulus variables,
blnoculer ¡lval'ry has been consLdered to be affected by
voluntary control. By using va¡ious methodE Helmholtz (1925)
uas able to maintain the predominance of one ¡ivalry pattern
longer than it uould normally be obse¡ved in passlve rivalry.
In the rivalry ef a horlzontal palr of lines uith a ve¡t1cal
pair of lines he fsund that by fixing hls ¡attention on one
pair sf llnes and examinlng them to see uhether there are
irregularitles In them, I can retaln the Ínage
of one pair or the other according to my fancy (Helmholtz,
1925, p.497).' 0ther pairs of ¡lvalry stimull such as a
serles of parallel lines oriented 90 degrees uith respect to
a secsnd series of lines he found to be more difficult to
control ¡¡ith attention" Eountlng the lines in one pattern
or moving Thg eyee .ln the same direction as the lines b¡sre
both effestlve nethods for retalnlng the vlslon of that
pattern. If. more interestlng or attention arouslng patterns
ü,ere used such as a map or photograph ln, rivalry uith a
prlnted page, he could easlly read the uords or examlne the
photograph. Although it uas more difficult, he could even
perhaps some

read the uords

¡¡rhen

the ¡lvaling patte¡n uas ¡el.atively

much

that rthese
experlmente shou that nan possesses tl¡e faculty of petcelvlng
brlghter than the printed page.

He concluded

7.

the imaqes in each eye separately, t¡iihout being disturbed by
those in the other eye, provideci ii is possible for him, by

of the methods above indicated, to concenirate his r¡hoÌe
a.ttention trn the objects in ihis one field (Helmholtz, 1925,
some

p.499 ). "

Ef discussing Helmholtzts experiments here
has been to illust¡ate r¡hat is meant by the voluntary controi
of rivalry. In fact, Helmhoi-tz¡s confidence in the vofuntar'y
The purpose

control that could be exercised r,rith BR r¡as not shared by all
experimenters. The degree of ccntrsl and mechanisms for

effecting control, have been subjects of a continuing
Neveltheless,
csntroversy r,rhich ulill be elabsrated later.
theappa¡entcontrolofrivalryLJasatrceptedbymanyearly
experimenters as a significant attribute of BR'
Fo¡ several reasons binocular rivalry

uJaS

considered

an excellent example of the attention pllocess. It is

to

a

in r¡hich tt¡o sensations compete for attention
because they can not be perceived simultaneously. It
displays in a dramatic and vivid uay the oscillatisn of
senstrry rrclearnessrr or change in relative intensity
considered to be the main effect of atteniion. fn addition'

phenomenon

to the early psychologists to be under some deqree
of voluntary control, an impsl'tant attribute of attention
'Helmholtz (1925) says of
according to the functionalists.
the passive vieu¡ing of rivalry that it rris analogous to the
it

seemed

be

El.

catBless vecillating, unlnterested sÈate of attention,
accustorned

to fllt froû

one lmpresslÈn

to another, unttl

the various obJects are gradually passed f"n revleul (p.500).rl
He states that '1f r¡e do not flx the attentlon then regular

rivalry results and, in this case, stimulus cha¡acteristics
generally determlne predominance" Helmho1tz fu¡ther inslsts
that voluntary control ls as much an attrlbute of BR as it iE
generally held to be of attention. rHence the retlnal
rlvalry is not a t¡lal of st¡ength betueEn tu¡o sensationst
Þut depends upon fixing o¡ failing to flx the attention
(Helmholtz, 1A?t, pp.294-295).r He u¡ote of rivalry that
rlndeed, there is sca¡cely any phenomenon so uelI fitted for
the study of the causes uhich Bre capable of dete¡mining the
attention (1873, p.295).¡
0ther experimenters also used BR as an example of the

attention process. Ereese

( 1899 ,

p.L7) lnvestigated the

of rinhibitlon of one sensation by another; using
rivalry as a panadigm of thls process. McDougall ( 1903,
1906) in his analysis of the physlological factors and more
speciflcally of muscular actlvity as a factor of the attentlon
process used binocular rivalry along uith the phenomena of
process

¡eve¡slble perspective as examples of sensory attentlon.
Early ln his book on attention Pillsbury (1908) states that
lone of the most satlsfactory uays of studylng many of the

of the attentlon ls by means of a s1mple etereo(p.32).t HE thEn qoes on to dEsc¡lbe blnocular rlvalry

phenomena

scope

'

't

9.

that results from green and red squares that are made io be
binocularly coincident in the stereoscope. iames (1891) is
also very impressed r¡itir the relevantre of BR to the study of
attention and quotes the earlie¡ statement of HelmhoItz (1873).
fn

Jamest

classification system,

BR

ttould be a particularly

of sensory as opposed to intellectual, immediate
as opposed to derived, and of either passive o¡ voluniary
attention. In summary, Þinocular ¡ivalry served many of the
early psycholngists as a useful paradigm of the basic aspects
good example

of attention.
revival of interest in attention
The history of aitention in psychology is an interesting
one. Starting as a core concept of psychology in the nineteenth and early tr,:entieth centuries, it fel-I into disrepute
The decline and

for a feu cases, ulas gPnerally
ignored by psychologists for over a quarter of a century.
According to Moray (969) in his recent book on selective
around 192O and, except

attention in vision and hearing, rrresearch on attention

virtually completely from about 1920 onuardsrr,
and rrnot until the 195ûrs ulere references to the phenomena
fattentionJ again made explicitly by name (pp.2-3)."
disappeared

Seve¡a} recent publications have given a sho¡i history

of the decline

and reneual

Farrou ß Haines, 1963i

1969; Moray, 1969;

of interest in attention,

Bakan

Srrrets &

t 1966;

(Santos,

Norman, 1969; McGhie'

Hristofferson, 1970). Although

10.

they desc¡ibe the causes of the decline of inte¡est ln

attentlon in someuhat different urays, they are in general

to the Þasic causes. These stem from both
methodological and theoretical issues" The rise of
behavÍorism in the 192Os uas partly in reaction to the older
psychological schools" Psychology had been embar¡assed by
the failure of introspection to produce reliable results"
In behaviourism, the study of obJectively neasurable behavlour
and st¡ict experlmental design, psychology had found a vehicle
for the attainment of scientific respectabllity. Necessarily
introspection ùras precluded, as a tool uhich yielded only
agreement as

subjective data of lot¡ reliabillty and questionable validity"
Introspectiono the previous

means

of studying attentlonr fell

out of practice, but no objective measu¡e of attention took

its place. Thus, no means of investlgation ürsre available
for those uho mlght have still been inclined to study
attention.
Besides lacking an acceptabLe methodology, the topic

of attention itseLf feII lnto disrepute as a nmentalistÌci
phenomenon. Either lts actual existence u,as being attacked
by the more strict behaviouristsr olr !V tnosg trtho.mlght have
been inte¡ested, it had been indeflnltely shelved as too
sophistleated a mechanlsm to ¡Ë deatt r¡llth by a science in its
infancy" To study slmpler conponents of behaviour uith bett¡¡
experimental control, the uEe of animals became uldespread,

11.

resulting in a further drift of interest auay from attention.
Although behaviourism ascended to a dominant position in
psychology other schools urere also

developing. Houeve¡, the

of gestalt psychology, psychoanalysis, and S-R
learning theory urere not uilling to make a home for the study
of attention gg se. Thus for both methodological and
theoretical reasons attention fell from a position of eminence
to virtual oblivion"
Follouing the Second üJorld ùlar interest in attention
revived slor.uly until today it uould þe one of the most rapidly
expanding topics in psychology. Moray¡s book on attention
(1969) r.uhich deals r¡ith selective attention rather than other
proponents

of attention such as vigilance, visual search, arousal
level or the physiology Bf attention, lists a bibliography of
over 250 items, over half of r,lhich uere published since 1961.
aspects

Eefore 1947 only occasional years are represented by

a

publication of di¡ect relevance to selective attention"
191+8

to

1967

the bibliography

shor,rs

From

10, 40, 67 and.108 ¡elevant

publicat,ions respectively in each five. year period"
Ua¡ious reasons have been advanced recently for this

of interest in attention.

In this case there is
not such unanimity of opinion as thóre uas for the causes of
the decl-ine of interest ii attention. Moray ( 1969) lists
three main rgasons i 1. the increased abillty to objectify
the effects of attention, 2. the practical problems dealing
resurgence

urith vigilance and information processing tasks that a¡ose

12"

during the ular and dernanded solutians reEarcíless of

theoretical biases existing in psychoiogy, and 3. ihe
development of neid aPparatus such as the tape recorder ulhich
incleased the ease uf experimentation in pelceptian.

ßJorman

(1969), Plc$hie (1969) and Sr¡ets & l{ristoff erson (9?D) add
the contributinq influence of the developmeni of information
theory and signal detection theory. santos ei. al (963)
point to Rapaport and the uork of the psychoanaiytic gioupt

the uork of Piaget, the neurophysioJ.ogical invesiigatiuns of
the neural substrates of attention by experimenters such as
HernlnOez-Peln and Galambos, and the theo¡izing

Berlyne.

Eakan (1966)

of

Hebb and

also stresses the neurophysiological

investigations of attention as an important element in the

revival of interest.
The

physiologists and medical tesearchers have not

been constrained by the biases

of

psychoJ-ogy and have taken

of neural concsmitants to attention uith
enthusiasm. It is diflficult to say ¡¡:hether the neurophysiological studies preceded sI suEceeded the revial of
psychological interest in attention, but there is l-ittIe
doubt that they ale a contributing factor to the snorlrballing

up the investigatiun

interest in attention. The physiological- investigations
tend additional scientific respectability to ihe study of
attention, and have also eliminated any last vestiges of the
douþt

of the realitY of attention"

13.

Further, the revival of inte¡est in attentlon

uas

probably to some extent a sponianeous phenomenon resulting
from a relaxation of the strictures of behaviourism.

The

very necessary and important points of behaviourism had been

made.

Hor¡ever, the ¡rmentalistictt phensmena such as attention

to be considered u¡hen
technological developments and practical necessities combined
to produce a mBIe favourabLe climate. The hesitancy to study
processes associated r¡ith atiention, indeed even to name it
had not disappea¡ed and u¡ere uaitÍng

entirely. The result
has been a dramatic acceleration of interest in attention.
explicitly,

seems

to

have disappeared

of fnterest in Binocuiar RivaIrV
It is also interesting to note the decline and reneu'la1
of interest in binocular rivaLry. Its history almost
parallels that sf attention. The present authorts file of
The Decline and Revival

publications, not aII ofl r¡hich uere used in this thesis,
included 87 referentres to publications using or studying

for an anomolous spurt of nine
publications betureen 1933 and 1937 blnocular rivalry uras not
a subject of experimentation betureen 1909 and 194?. In the
follor¡ing ten years to 1957 there Lrere ten publications; in
the six years to 1964 there urere tr.'renty; and in the last six

binocular ri-valry.

Except

years there have been forty-three publications on binocular

rivalry.
It

r.':ould seem

that the ¡elative lack of interest in

BR

largely a result of the factors r¡hich caused a decline of
interest in attention. BR is basically a subjective
uras
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for' bihich ai that time no objective measure had
been devised. It r¡as strongly associaied r¡ith the methsd uf

phenomenon

introspection r,lith the Siructuraiist and Funetionalist schtro1st
and their exhaustive studies uf human visual perception, all

of r¡hich suffered a decline during the ascendance of
behavior-rrísm.

0f course the correlation of interest in attention and
binocutar rivalry sver the past century does not indicate any
direct causal ralationship betueen the turo. The initial
reneual of interest in BR r¡as basicaLly not a result of
reneued interest in attention. Aimosi none of the ¡ecent
studies of BR recognise any lelevance of BR to attention.
Most of these studies can be classified into categories
accurdinq to their experimental pu¡'poses: the use of BR to
illustrate the effects of personality, cultural and
conditloned variables; the study of the effects on BR of
varyinq the physical properties of the stimulus suËh as
intensity and movement; the study af the relationship betÙreen
BR and stereostropic depth perception; and a miscelianeous
in r¡hich BR r¡as used for various other Purposes.
The first category consists sf studies r¡hich t¡ere not
interested in the phenomenon sf binocular rivalry itself.
They rrrere prlmarily concerned r¡ith the effects uf learning on
perception and mereiy ueed BR ts illustrate these effects.
group

This

app1'oach ùras

initiated by Engel ('¡956)

¡¡ho flound

that
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upright faces u,ere perceived more in

BR thanrupside-douln

faces. Thls study uas replicated by Hastorf & Myro (1959)
uslng tachistoscopically presented faces. Bagby (1957) found
culturally meaningful stinuli to be dominant in rivalry.
Toch & Schulte (1961) found that sho¡t te¡m conditioning of
attitudes could affect domÌnance in BR" Davis ( 1959)
illustrated the effect of r¡o¡d associative strength on BR.
van de Eastle ( 1960) used BR to illust¡ate perceptual defence.
Mo¡e ¡ecent1y, 0no, Hastorf & 0sgood (1966) shor¡¡ed hot¡

diffe¡ences in senantic differential ratings could be used to

predict either fusion or rivally of tr¡o different stimull.
Bokander (1966) measured the domlnance of a meaningful
stimulus pattern over a meaningless patte¡n in rivalry.
Me¡edith (1967) related personality variables to meaning-

fulness and BR" Rommetveit, Toch & Svendsen (1968) in

a

of studies used BR to compare associative and syntactic
meaningfulnese of r¡ords. Eoryo (1969) found that faces Predominanted over geometric patterns ln relation to the amount
serÍ.es

of previous exposure of the faces"
A second category of publications is conce¡ned uith the
effects on binocular rivalry resulting from variation of the
physical attributes.of the rivalry stimull such.as contou¡
contrast and movement. Alexande¡ (1951), Alexander

&

B¡lcke¡ (1952), Hull, Armstrong & Telfer (1956), l{akizakl
(1960), llaplan I Hetlay (1964)' tdhittle (1965), Bokander
(1966) and Levelt (1966, 1968) all studied the effects of
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contgur contlast on BR by blurring the contours and varying

the illumination.

The

effects of

movement on Pattern

dominance.in BR tras studied by Sprinqbett (1961) and

Grindley & Tor¡nsend (1965, 1966)
Th¡ee comparatively recent studies (Triesman, 1962;
Hochberg, 1964; 091e & lrlakefield, 196?) lnvestiqated the

effect of binocular rivalry on perceived depth of stereoscopically vieuled patterns containing binocular parallax"
The

results of these studies suggest that

BR does not

interfere r¡ith perceived depth unless one rivalry pattern is
at any time completety supPressed. It is not entirely clear
r¡hether depth informatlon penetrates the phenomenal suppression

of ¡lvahy ot uhether the partial retinal disparity that nay
exist ulith incomplete BR suppresslon |s enouqh to give the
perception of depth"
Binocular rivalry has also been studied or used for
several other purposes. eírfny e Hafldln (ß47) studled the
effects of depressant drugs on BR in the search for a drug
that might reduce the suppression effects of strabisnlc
amblyopia. Kakizaki (1960) stressed the importance of BRt
but as an example of the rather restricted class of trbivalentr phenomena. Enoksson (1963) induced conflicting optokinetic nystagmus uith oPPosltely moving rivalry patterns in
o¡de¡ to devise an objectlve measure of ¡ivalry and ultimately
a

mBasute

of ocular dominanceo

l{aufman (1963) and Hochberg

(1964) investigated spreadlng BuPPreeslon in the vlsual system

1'.l

r¡1th the use of BR. Aafjes, Hueting & Visser (1966)
Eogan &

and

Goldsteln ( 196?) lnvestigated differences in the rate

of rivalry. alternation betu¡een individuals and ove¡ massed
and spaced vier¡lng trials. Goldstein (1968) compared the
alternations of rivalry r¡ith the fading in Troxle¡rs effect
!t u.¡ith image fragmentatlon of
and smlth, P. (1968)
"orou""O
stabllized images and afterlmages. l¡lhittle, Bloor 8. Focock
(196e) compared the effects of coherent or allgned contou¡s
ulth adJacent contsurs in BR.
The purpose of this brief revieu¡ of recent publications
has been to illustrate the polnt that the revlval of lntereet
in þinocular rÍvalry is not a direct result of the reneu¡ed
inte¡est in attention. Although tha revived interest in
attention and BR may be traced to common factors, the large
majority of psychologists have not recognized the relevance
and potential usefulness flf BR ts the study of attention.
There have been a feu experimenters uho have

explicitly

rivalry and attentlon. Houeverr they
have mainly been in the field of physiological psychology.
This le understandable slntre, as Hern{ndez-Peln (966) and
connected binocular

point out in recent reviebr articles, there has
been a rapld increase in the number of neu¡ophysiological
lnvestlgatlons of the neu¡al concomitants of the attentlon

l¡lo¡den (1966)

process.

Many

effects of

changes

recsnt lnvestlgations have measured the

in attentlon ln

humans

on cortlcal evoked

.
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potentials to auditory cllcks or flashes of light (spong,
Haider & Lindsley, 1965; Hast & Llatson, 1968i Eason, Harter

&

, '1969¡ ttupell, Llittner & lrlarrick, 1969i and ruãätänen,
1g7O). The main cont¡oversy has centred around the question
of r¡hethel or not selectlve attention to the clicks or flashest
as opposed to selectíve attention auray from these stimulit
affects the amplitude of the cortical evoked potentials to
these stimuli. Binocular rivally ulas adopted by several
exper5.menters as a phenomenon r¡ith r¡hich the guestion could be

t¡Jhlte

investigated. 0f these investigators van Balen (1964), Cobb,
Ettlinger & Morton (196?)r Lar¡r¡il1 & Biersdorf (1968) and
Donchin & Cohen (97O) refer to BR as an example of attention'
0n the othe¡ hand, the¡e are only a feul retrent
psychologists not lnvolved in neurophysiological investigations
r¡ho have referred to binocular rivalry in the same r,ray as dld

the early psychologists" Berlyne (1960) r,:ho has played a
significant role in reneuling interest in attention, referred

to Breese¡s study (1899) of BR as an example of the effect of
stimulus intensity on attention. He also ¡efe¡red to the
studies of Engel (1956) and Bagby (1957) as examPles of the
effects of familiarity and novelty on attention. To lend
further support to his theory of attention Berlyne refer¡ed
to the Breese findings (1899) that stinulus movement o¡
change predomlnates ove¡

plexity

stationary stimuli and that

dominates over plalnness.

com-
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In a rather ambitious series of experiments, Eraln
(1961) attempted to ¡elate intellÌgence and the physiological
He refers to
measure of alpha rhythms to binocula¡ rivalry.
tThis patchy rivalry r'¡ould
BR as an example of attention"
that, r¡¡hile the visual fields may provlde the basis
for the division of attention, there ls also a central (but
not voluntary) influence exerted on (or reflected in) the

suggest

rivalry process (Erain, 1961, p.273).n
Reynolds (1964) developed r'rhat is basically a theory of
attention based on his concept of the rtemporary inhibltion
of responsen. He generalized this concept to apply as uelI
to binocular rivalry. For Reynolds BR is not an examPle of
rIf
stlmulus selection but one of l.esPonse comPetition"
rivalry is learned o¡ subject to the lar¡s of learnlng then a
is not untenablE...".even
though stimuli ate presented slmultaneously to the subjectt
he responds to them successively (p.335).i He concludss
competing response explanation

thatrlvalrynreflectsagenulneperceptualprocessuhich
lnvslves a tempo1.ary inhibitlon of response (Reynolds, 1964t
p"335).tt This ls a theoretical Lssue ¡,lhich ¡¡ill not be
discussed here; the main point is that Reynolds seems to
accept BR as an examPle of attention"

0f all recent exPerlmenters Fox ( 1963) most
explicitly recognizes the ¡elevanc; of binocular rivalry to
the study of attention. Speaking of the selectisn r'¡hlch
must take place

ln rivalry slnce only

one output can ¡esult
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from the tr,ro inputs, he says nto the extent that these klnds
of seletrtion or control mechanisms are appropriately
categorized under the concept of attention, attention is

clearly a crucial variable in binocular visual phenomena in
general, and is especially relevant to the problem of rivalry
in particular (1g63t p.1l+).tr He regards hls series of
experiments on the suppression mechanism in blnocular rivalry
as part of the recently ¡eneued effort to obtain a better
understanding

of attention.

Experimentersmoledirectlylnvolvedinthestudyof
attention have also recognized BR as an examPle of attention
but have remained doubtful as to its usefulness.

Trlesman

(1969) states that binocular rivalry nmay be taken as one
Iimit on divided attention (p'288)'n Houever' she goes on

to state that nunlike setection betr¡een dichotic auditory
lnputs, the choice is not normally under volunta¡y controlt
and divlsion of attention in vision is usually tested r'lith
inputs diffe¡íng in spacial rosation (p.288).n rhusr because
she assumes that BR is not seleciive in the same tday aS
dichotlc listening, and because most uork in vlsual attention
of visual fixationt
does not pursue the discussion of binocular ¡ivalry.
Moray (1969) is in accord r,¡ith Treisman: as to the
abIl1ty to control rivalry. rrlt ls generally agreedrn hB

has been concer.ned r¡ith the direction

she

b¡¡ites, nthat binocula¡ ¡lvalry ls not under the control of
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the vieuer.

The fluctuations come and

go' and there is

IitttehecandotodetermineuJhichshalldominate.The
but to t¡hich the
system apPears to þe one that is tunable
his
subject cannot pay attention (p'150)" He bases
on the
conclusion of the lack of control of rivalry
of ngeneral agteementn' Since neither Treisman
(1969) nor Moray (1969) refer to previous studies' one

assumption

ngenerali the agreement ¡¡as and urhat experiments
In any caset for
formed the basis of this conclusion'

u¡onders hou

TreismanandMoray,BRisnotanalogoustodichoticlistening

mainlyÞecauseitdoesnotseemtobeundervolunta¡ycontrol.

Therefore,theydonotconside¡BRtobeapotentiallyuseful
attention'
lesearch tool for the study of selective
0ntheotherhandrattheendofhischapteronvisual
selection,Moray(r¡969)seemstoleaveopenthepossibility

thatBRismoreanalogoustodichoticllsteningthanhehad
ls the
previously assumed: trit seems the biggest difference
to r¡hich voluntary control over attention can be
be an
exerci.sed. Houever, this may turn out only to

degree

apparentdifference.Maytherebebinauralrivalryfor
events in the
certain crasses of slgnars? The timing of
tuomodalitlesiscertainlyverydifferent;perhapsalnolB
finegrainedanalysisofhearingulllrevealthatthereis
(Pp'181-2)'r
auditory rivalry for very sho¡t signals
Horay and
Another reason for the distinction made by
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Treisman betueen BR and dichotic

listening

u,as

the fact that

easily, but that eye discrimination
is difficult or non-existent. Houever, Moray refers to a
personal communication from Treisman in r¡hich she says she
found it difficult ta discriminate betu,een ears uith computer
ear discrimination is

made

synchronized dichotic pairs

of digits.

that naural ¡ivalry (p.1AZ)o

Moray (1969) suggests

may occur r,rith

perfect auditory

synchrony.

In his Last chapter, Moray (1969) describes a series of
experiments in r¡hich simple tone bursts of diffe¡ent frequencies
urere pulsed simultaneously to the tu.¡o eals. In conclusiOnr he
points out the need for nmore information about vislon and
aþout inte¡modal continuous tasksE, and the need nto link
rone shotr tasks to continuous tasks (p"193)"8 This
conclusion is consistent r¡ith his earlier stated opinion about

the effect of the tape recorder ln biasing research in
attention: rthe last decade has perhaps seen too heavy an
emphasis on

audltory research at the expense of visual ulotk,

a balance r¡hich is just nou beginning to be restored (Moray,
1969, p.5)"n Thus, Moray seems to be inte¡ested in investigating uhat essentialty ¡¡ould þe rbinaural rivalryn" This
may

lead him to reconside¡ the possible simila¡ities of

dlchstic llstening and BR"'

of psychologists ttho
have recently studied or used binocular rivalry have not
To summatize, the vast majority
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it as an example sf attention. 0nLy a ferrl have
recognized it as such. At the same time some of the
resea¡chers most active in studying auditory attention have
previously considered dichotic listening and BR to be
different to the extent that BR ¡¡as of little relevance to
selective attention. Houever, a development of interest in

cBnsidered

t the recent investigations
of the neurophysiological effects of BR, and the suggestions
of a feu psychologists (Berlyne' 1960; Erain, 1961; Fox'
ff

bi.naural rivalry (Moray,

1969)¡t

1963;andReynolds,1964)mayproduceareneu:edinterestin
BR for the purposes of studying selective attention'
The

Que

stion of the control of Binocular Rivalry

Fromtheprecedingrevleuitisclearthatoneofthe
main deterrents to the ¡ecognition of the relevance of
binocular rivalry to attention is the assumption that BR is
notnormallysubjecttovoluntarycontrol.LikeTreisman
(196Ð and Mora y (1969), Aá"í"u and Halldín ( ß47) expressed
the vier¡ that rrmost previous obseIVeIs aglee that attention
has no influence on retinal rivalry (p.298).rr e/rlny anU
Halldl state that neither of them could, through a
conscious effort, influence the rivalry betueen simple
horizontal and vertical bal's.,- They refer to Helmholtzrs
apparent finding of controL (1925) but suEgest that his
cgntrolmayhavebeenmediatedbyeyemgvements.This
vieu implies that the small degree of control that may
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sometimes be found

is a result of

eye movements

oI

some

other

of the sense organs and thus, should not be
considered a legitimate mechanism of selective attention.
Adjustments of the physical structure of the eye such as
blinking t eve movements, accommodation and pupillary changes
may affect dominance in BR through an effective change of
stimulus strength. Houever., this is very mutrh different than
stimulus selection on a more central level ¡rlhich is presumably
adjustment

uhat occurs in selective dichotic Iistening. The assumption
seams to be that if contr.ol of rivalry is found, it is of only

a small degree and, in any case, is likely to be effected
through trivial mechanisms. If this is the trase then BR could
not be considered an example of selective attention. At this
point it r¡ould be appropriate to examine the exPeriments that
have studied the voluntary control

of rivalr!"

The ea¡Iy urork by Helmholtz ( 1925) hâs a1¡eady been

mentioned. It is quite clear from his detailed introspectj'ons
that he finds that he can control rivalry. L¡Jith simple pairs
of vertical and horizontal rivalry stimuli or r¡ith a printed
page in rivalry brith a complicated stimulus he can exert a fair
degree of control by attendÍng to one rivalry Pattern to the
excluslon of the othe¡" flther stereogram pairs, such as
se¡ies of paralle1 ltnesr. uere more difficult to control.
hlith these he found that by counting the lines, moving his

fixatÍon perpendiculal to the linesr or by moving his fixation
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along the lines paral1el to their direction he could maintain

in attention. As a result, he concludes that a
specific type of eye movement is not necessaly fo¡ the
ftxation of attention. In addition he feels that althouEh
eye movements may facilitate contr.sl, they are not necessary.
He states that n...bV pure1y psychic means of concentrating
the attention, r,rhich ale uell understood and similar to those
one pattern

instanced above, the variation can be instantly stoPPed,

r¡ithout producing any noticeabte change in the external
conditions (such as chanqing the direction ox movement sf the
eyes, etc.) (p.500)."
Houever, Helmholtz (1925) believes

that like all other

of seletrtive attention and voluntary plocesses the
control of rivahy is a ¡rmediate, not an immediate, volition
(p.500)." He feels that it is not enough melely to intend
to concent¡ate the attention. The 'rpsychic meansrr he refers
to is some mental r¡ork or maniPulationr some mental activity
that is associated r¡ith or requir.es the perception sf the

examples

rivalry stimuli to r¡hich attention is to be directed"
Helmholtz does propose a mediating device of atienti8n,

Thus

this is basically a central mediation and urouldt
This leve1 of
therefore, not be considered trivial.
mediation urould probably be qualitatively similar ts
listening, and all that is PIoÞabIy involved in the Prtrtress
Houever,

of trlisteningrr to the ve¡bal material in a selective
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llstening experiment. Thus Helmholtz (1873, 1925) t¡ould
conclude that a high degree of control is possible uith
rivalry, uld that it is exe¡cised in a bray similar to othe¡
of voluntarY attention"
Breese (1899) uas the first to conduct a reasonabLy
thorough series of quantified experiments r¡ith factors
affecting binocular rivalry and the control of rivalry" He
used as rivalry stimuli a ¡ed square on the right eye
containing five para1J.el diagonal linés and r¡hich corresponded

examples

r¡ith a green square Dn the left eye containing diagonal lines
oriented perpendicularly to those of the led squate. Nine
naive subjpcts urere instructed under different conditions to
r¡atch the rivalry r,lithout exerting control, to hsld the red

field by ilr¡ill poulertr, and to hsld the green field. Percentage
of time for r¡hich each field r¡Jas seen ùJaS recorded on each
t¡Jhen the red field uras held lt r¡as seen an avelaqe of
trial.
68% of the time; Lrhen the green field uras held it uas seen
63% of the time and the red field uas seen 3'7Y" of the time.
Thus the effect of r,litlful cont¡o1 uJaS an average variation of
predominance

of about

30% betr¡een

the nhold redn and nhold

greenn instructions"

0n the other hand, since these instructions to alte¡ the

¡elative predtrminance did not iesult in a change in the average
numbel sf fluctuations, he concluded that trthe number of
fluctuatlons in rivalry csuld not be controlled (Breese, 1899,
p.25).r It must be noted here, houever, that Breesers subjects
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uJere

trnly instructed to favour one patteln oI the other;

they uere not instructed directly to increase o¡ dectease

of fluctuations. since it rrlould seem to be
possible for his subjects to follor¡ his instructions either
by increasing the separate duratj-ons of the held pattern
(resultinq in a decreased number of fluctuations) or
decreaslng the durations flor r¡hich the non-hetrd pattern is
the

number.

(resulting in an increased numbe¡ of fluctuations)
conclusions about the rate of rivalry fluctuation may not be
u.larranted from his experiment. The question of the control
seen

of fluctuations can be tested directly only uith
the use of instructions SPetrifically to increase ol dec¡ease

of the

number

the rivalry rate.
Breese noted

that

his

subjects

seemed

to

make vigorous

eye movements tuhen the inst¡ucted pattern ùJas being seen but

that these movements ceased each time the non-heId pattern
ulas Seen. He suspected that eye movements uere involved in
the attempt to hold the instructed pattern. To test this
he used himseLf as subject and attempted to increase the
predominance of either the red or the gleen field r¡hile at
the same time carefully maintaining a constant fixation point

in the centre of the rivalry patterns. lJnde¡ these
conditions he uas unabler'through an effo¡t of t.lill pobrer
alone, to alte¡ the predominance of eithe¡ field from that
r¡hich is obtained du¡ing the passive obse¡vation of rlvalry.
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InadditignLjhenhereintroducedtrtrnsciouseyernovements
perpendicular or parallel to the lines of the pattern to

to attend, he found, as did Helmholtz C1925),
in
a very significant ability to alter the predominance
rivalry (an average of about 35%)'

ruhich he uanted

Toaccountforthechangeofpredominance'Breese(1899)
instead sf
proposed that eye movements had a physiological
psychical effect on rivalry'

Eye movements r¡hen

the

trhe1dtr

patternulasinconsciousnessulouldmaintainahighlevelof
of
stimulation from that eye. Eonversely, the cessation
eyemtrVementsr¡hentheunu¡antedpatternbjasinconsciousness
from that
uould result in a more rapid decline of stimulation
eye. Houever, this explanation seems to be vitiated uhen

that since both eyes move together, both eyes
r¡i'l receive increased stimulation during movement or reduced

Breese recognizes

stimulation r¡ithout movement. one eye cannot be favoured

separatelyuiththisscheme.Hethenploposesthemechanismof

fixation as the basis sf control' That is' r¡hen fixations are
madeuithrespecttoonepattern,thenthatpatternr¡illplebut naimlessrl
dominate in rivalry legardless of the identical
pattern movernents in the other eye. Thus t'¡hen eye movements
aredirectedbytheinputfromoneeye,ituillbethepattern
inthateyer,rhichpredominates.Thisimpliesthattheeffect
of eye msvements is nnot in terms of the physiological
plocesses
function of the periphery but in terms of the central

DA

(Breese, 1ilgg, p.46).n This is as close as Bleese gets to
the position of He1mholtz. In opposition tu HelmhoItz'
for control
Breese concludes that eye movements aIe netressaIiy

rivalry is not a purely psychical function'
A study relevant to the question of eye movernents during

and thus

rivalry u¡as made by Peckhan (1936) tlho observed the eye movementsofsubjectsobservingrivalry.Hefoundthattheoverall
the number of eye
number of fluctuations uJeIle colrelated r,:ith
movements. Hot¡ever, there did not seem to be any causal
relation betueen specific eye movements and specific
fluctuations. As many disappearancss occurred rj:ithout
movements as otrcurred rrrith eye

eye

mBvements. Eye movements uere

aslikelyasnottobefollor'ledbydisappearantres'Basedsn
case
Breesers hypothesis (1899), fluctuations, or in this
to occul urhen eye movements cease.
gther hand, it
Yet this uas not found to be the case. 0n the
¡,,:ere passive
may be argued that because PeckhamIs subjects
observers and uere not attempting to control the rivalry'
Breesers hypothesis should not be expected to apply' Peckhamts

disappealances, should tend

studydoesnotreallyresolvetheissueoftheroleofeye
movements in the control of rivalry'
Ef more direct relevance to this question is an
experiment by uashburn & Giltette (1933). They used f5

naive

subjectst¡hoobservedtherivalryofaredSqualevelsusa
bluesqualeortherivalryoftheafterimagesofthese
stimuLi (a green square versus a yellol'r square)' Their
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subjects

ùJere

instructed under tt¡o conditions to hold

pattern or the other.
these tulo conditions

one

A percentage difference'betuleen

ùJas

used as the measure

of control.

For the rÍvalry'of'the illuminated squares the degree of

control ranged from

-4.99ß

to

51.85% r,¡ith an average

of

23.78o/o. The ave¡age control of the afterimage rivalry

significantly (p = .05) Iess than r¡ith the
illuminated stimuli. At the same time the value of 13.87'Á
u;as over tulo and a half times its standa¡d error greater
(13.87%) üras

than

0%"

fact that neither coloured square had any contours
specific to itself should have eliminated fixation movements
specific to eithel stimulus. This shouldr if fixations a¡e
necessary for the control of rivalry, have elimlnated contlol.
Yet the mean af 23.?B% is not very much less than that
oþtalned by Breese using hls hiqhly contoured stimuli. In
The

fixation movements r¡ould have been elininated
entirely in the rivalry of afterimages. The fact that
control uas reduced in thls situatlon may be considered

any trase

in support of the fixation hypothesis. Houever,
the relatlvely reduced intensity of' afterimages ulould be a
confounding variable. The fact that subjects had
sÌgnificant control of theËe coloured squares and also of'
evidence

their afterimages uould seem to discount the necessity of
fixatlon movements for the contrÒl of rivalry" Indeedt
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Giltette (1933) comment that reye mgvements and
movement ldeas are absent in rivalry control (p.3'19).t'
Interestingly enouqh t¡Jashburn & Eillette (1933)
attribute the control of rivalry, afte¡image rivalry, Necker
rrmotor
cube reversals and cube afterimage reversals to

l¡Jashburn &

processesn. This conclusion is ua¡ranted, they fee1, by the
f act that the contr.ol of the Necker cube reversals t trtith
¡l¡hich eye movements and movement ideas seemed associatedt

uJaS

far superio¡ to the control of the other phenomena less
associated r¡ith movement. The control that does exist r¡ith
rivalry they attribute to rrverbal reactions, since it uas
derived from the subjects acceptance of verbal instructions
Gillette consider themselves
nmotor psychologistsn as opPosed to r¡ce¡tain philosophers
and psychologistsn uho postulate nthe existence of mind as a
dynamic entlty capable of di¡ectly controlling its oun

(p.l1B).r¡

Here ldashburn &

It uJould seem that rrverÞal reaction¡r is
only semantically dlfferent from the position of Helmholtz.
Perhaps this dÍstinction uras enough to alIor¡ the anomaly
deseribed earlier of the isolated spurt of experiments on
binocular rivalry to occur during the 197Os. In any csse

processes

(P.31g).n

the findings'of

l¡Jashburn &

Eillette (1933) r,¡ould suggest

that fixation mov8ments themselves, although they may be
facilitative, are not necessary for the control of rivalry'
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Eye movements have

r¡ith

r¡¡hich

not been the only motor mechanism

the control sf rivalry has been associated.

The

of pupillary tronstriction and
accommodation effected by intrinsic eye muscle activity has
been impllcated in control. McDougall ( 19U3) found that if
sensory organ adjustments

the intrinsic eye muscles of one eye Lrere paralyzed ulith
atropine, that eye became less favoured in ER. He found this

to be especially true ¡'lhen the eyes are made to converge to
some extènt, thereby increasing the intrinsic muscle activity
in the normal eye but not in the paralyzed eye. A voluntary
effort to hold the pattern in the normal eye resulted in an
average increase in its pr'edominantre of 14.5 seconds out of a
total of 118 seconds. But a voluntary effort to hold the
pattern in the palalyzed eye resulted in an increase compared
r¡ith the passive condition of 10 seconds. Thus the loss of
intrinsic muscle activity seems to reduce the pledominance
of the effected eye in passive rivalry and to reduce the
extent to r¡hich it can be favoured in the control of rivalry.
of methodological problemsr houever,
r¡rhich make McDougall I s conclusions (19tr3) about the role of the
There are a number

difficult to accept. Since he does not
present figures of relative dominantre before atropine is
introduced, it is impossible to knorr¡ to r¡hat extent the
dominance of the ncrmal eye blas the result of the atropine
intrinsitr

eye muscles

t¡eatment or me¡ely a reflection of a Possible pre-existing
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ocular dominance- The atropine treatment' besides
paralyzing the intrinsic ocutra¡ muscles I

maV have

resulted

of pupillary dilation.
may
Because accommodation u¡as also Iost, the retinal image
have been blurred and out of focus' In any case the ability
in a more intense stimulus

because

to favour the atropini zed eye by voluntary control seems
merelytohavebeenreducedandnotabolished.Intrinsic
but not
muscle activity therefore seems to be facilitative
necessary for the control cf rivalry'
Theeffectofparalysisoftheintrinsiceyemuscles
(1936) '
on the control of rivally bJas also tested by George
in uhich both
He mentioned the results of a short experiment
for
eyes ùJere paralyzed and voluntary control r'las tested
reversible perspective, binocular rj-valry and the BR of

afterimages.Thistreatmenthadllttleeffectonthe
rrnoticeably decreased
control of reversible perspective but
(p.5g)I the control of BR and the BR of afterimages" unfortunatety he omits a detailed description of the method and
resultsand,thusritisdifficulttoassessthedegreeof
the reduction of csntrol. Apparently, as in McDougaIIrs
experiment, control of rivalry uras not abolished by
paralyzinq the intrinsic eye muscles'

Themostthoroughanalysisoftheroleofintrinsic
eye muscles in the csntrol of rivalry uas conducted by Fry
(1936).Havingassumedthataccommodationprovidedthe
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basis of the control of rivalry, he proceeded to analyze the
exact mechanisms i-nvolved. His measure of controi r¡as the

extent of the difference of rivalry rates uhen a subject
attempted to accelerate and to retard the rate" l¡ihen both

of the rate of afterimage
rivalry r,ras I'practically abolished (p.136)." The
eyes uere paralyzed the control

nacceleration¡r and nretardationn condition produced 23 and
13 alternations per minute r¡ith eyes nolmal but produced 15.4

paralyzed" since
accommodation cannot affect the optical quality of afterimages, Fry suggested the action of intrascular pressurs
changes or prBprioceptive stimulation of the intrinsic eye

and 13.4 per minute respectively r,rith eyes

of control of aflterimage rivalry' Bf
these trr.ro possibilities he favoured the mechanism of pressure
changes since he could demonstrate an effect on the after-

muscles as the þasis

result of pressing on the eyeballs'
In the case of rivalry of patterns produced by direct
stimulation Fry (1936) found that control uas abolished by
the use of small artificiat pupils r¡ith the eyes stiIl no¡mal'
bjith large artificial pupils 3.94 mm in diameter his subject

images as¡ a

uas able

to

produce 48.6 and 28.4 alternations Fer minute

under the acceleration and retardation conditions resPectively.
mm
l¡Jhen the artificial pupil diameters ¡rel.e reduced to 2.06

the respective rates uere 42.6 and 39.6 per minute. He
reasoned that since intraocular pl.essulle trhanges and proprioceptive stimulation r,¡ould stilI be present, the abolition
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of control must have resulted entirely from the use of sma1l
artlficial pupils. Since the reduction of the diameter of
the artificial pupils uou1d reduce the extent of retinal
blurring effect.s, he concluded that accommodation provided
the basis of control of rivalry in normal conditions through
a mechanism of retinal bÌurring.
To summarize, McDougall (1901) and George (1936) both

found the effects of intrinsic eye muscle paralysis to be

reduction but not abolition of control of rivalry.
found that small artificial
eye mustrIes had the

a

Fry (1936)

pupils or the paralysis of intrinsic

effect of aÞolishing the control ofl rivalry.

Since each of these experimenters presumably used one subject,

a tstal of tr¡o subjects
subject

shor^led

shor¡ed some

reduction of control and

one

an abolition of control r,¡ith the loss of

accommodation. Thus, it is not clear from the previous studies

is the only mechanism involved in
control of rivalry or r¡hether it is mere1y facilitative.

r¡hether accommodation

Blinking

may be another

peripheral

the control of Þinocular rivalry.
blinking uere the basis of

BR

mechanism

the

involved in

If it uere shoun that

cont¡ol, it

r,rould

certainly

lrJashburn & Gillette
to the level of triviality.
(1933) state that blinking is a method I'available (p.3'18)r' in
They suggest that blinking may be
the control of rivalry.

reduce control

used

to

blinking
have ns

change
may

the phase of rivalry and that prevention of

tend to hold a perceived phase. Ho¡¡ever, they

direct data to test this hypothesis"

They alss note

2?
Jtl

that blinking cannoi be used for the contr,ol of afterimages
since subjects kept theil eyes closed. It is difficuli to
kno¡¡ uhether the leduction of control flrom 23.?BY" io 13.O7%
in the afterimage condition is the result of the loss of a
blinking mechanism. In any case the contr.ol of afterimage
rivalry is not dependent on blinking.
A{rl"V & HaIIdán (g47) state that blinking may cause
a trhange of state sf rivahy but that it has nno influence
in the long run (p.298).n They tested this assumption by
cocainizing the cornea to avoid blinking and found no
difference in the overall rate sf rivahy urith the condition
in r¡hich blinking ¡¡as allor.¡ed. Thus, acco1'ding to eíIlny
& Halldín blinking rdould have only a temPorary

effect

on

effectively be used to inclease ot
decrease the rate of rivally as measuled over a sufficiently

rivalry

and could not

long period.

recently Meredith & Meredith (1962) examined the
control ofl rivalry. They had 24 subjects indicate
alte¡nations in rivalry under the three instíuctional
More

conditions rrNatural Raterr, rrRapid Raterr, -n9 trSlot¡ Raterr.
The resultant mean rivalry rates urel'e 30.86r 50.96 and 18.06

respectively. Meredith & Meredith preferred to attribute
these very significant differences to the effects of
rrfnstructional conditionstr rather than nemploy ssme central
process, such as rattentionrr rsett, tattituder, or rvolitionl
to control the rate of reversal (p.660).tt Referring to

o
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these latter concepts they add rr...it is apparent that this
sort of menialistic explanaiion is no longer tenable in

(p.650).n [lhat is to Meredith & Meredith
(1952) an impolt.ant distinction seems to be rather a preference
of terminslogy ¡,lhich Fer.haps lelates to the his-r,srical events
in the field of psychrlogy Cj-scussed earlier" In any case

modern psychology

the important poini here is that their subjects had
considerable degree of rivalry conttol.

a

tiith respect to blinking, Meredith & Meredith (1962)
stated that they u:arned subjects not to blink unless it ¡¡as
necessary. They reported further that none of their subjects
reported any differ,ence in blink rate Þetr¡een the instructional
csnditions. Hor¡eve¡r.they mentioned that blink rates uJeI'e
not, in fact,

measuted, and they cautioned against the

reliance on the subjecti recollection of blink rates"
they refrained from discounting the effects of blinking

Thus,
on

the control of riva1rY.
Houlevel, if the subjective repolts of subjects uith
respect to rivalr.y levelsals are accepted as failly reliablet
it seems reasonable to take some note of the subjects

of their blink rates. It r¡ou]d seem unlikely that
if blinkinq uere the basis of BR csntrol it r¡ould go un-

judgments

noticed by subjects producing .an avel'age t'Rapid Raierr almost
three times the average ¡r$ltru Ratetr. In any case, although

blinking does nst apPea¡ to be necessar.y for the conirol of
rivalry, more experimental evidence is requi¡ed to establish
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the role of blinking, if any, in

control'

BR

f¡summary,thecantrolofbinocular¡ival¡ydoesSeem
to exist to a significani but not alr,;ays a VeIy appreciabl.e
extent. Hor,.lever, it is unclear from past studies to uhat
extentperipheralmechanismssuchasblinkingleVemovements
and accommodation play a part in this control' Blink rates

measuted' Eye movernents and
fixations in particular seem to facilitate cont¡sl. 0n the
(933)
other hand, Helmholtz (1925) and bJashburn & Gillette
have never actually been

foundthateyemovements[¡Jelecertalnlynotessentialfor
control.Microsaccadiceyemovementsr¡hichcouldnotbe
a
measured by past experimenters can not be excluded as

potentially necessary element of

BR

control'

There have

beenmixedfindingslegardingaccommodationasthebasisof

control although a}l experimenters

t,¡ho have

paralyzed the

intrinsiceyemusElesofsubjects.havefound,areductionof
control. The cont¡ol of afterimage rivalry, although it is
be
reduced in degree Etrmpared r¡ith normal control, must not
dependent on b1inking, fixations, or retinal blurring'
Fry (1936) assumes, nevertheless, that accommodation operates
in this case through intraoculat PIessuIe changes. This
assumption has

yet to be substantiated. The considerable

degreeofcontrolexercisedbythesubjectsofMe¡edith
& Meredi th (1962) is ¡eminiscent of the degree of control
described by Helmholtz. Houever, the extent to r¡hich
peripheral

mechanisms may have been

operating uas not
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in the past upon peripheral
the paucity of crucial experiments, and the small

determined. Thus the
mechanisms,

emphasis

of control found in most experiments rr¡culd be grounds
for a fai¡'scepticism about the relevance of BR control to
degree

selective attention.
Eurrent Theories sf Attention

last decade has seen the development of a numbe¡ of
theories of attention. Since recent publications by Moray
(1969) and Sr¡ets & llristoff erson ( 1970) have described and
compared these theories in detail, only brief summaries of
the main theo¡ies t¡iII be presented here for the purposes of
making distinctions of relevance to binocular rivalry and BR
The

control.
Broadbent ( 1958) proposed r¡hat has become knoun as the

nFilter Theoryn, in

rrrhich

the

human

i-s conceived of as

an

information processor of limited capacity" To protect the

of information, a single channel
is selected fsr processing at the expense of all other
channels--channels being defined on the basis of sense
¡nodallties or physical characte¡istics" , Messages in the
processtrr from an overl-oad

rejected channels are flltered out at an early stage in the
perceptual process, before any cortical analysis or recognition

of the messages occurs. P¡eceding the filte¡ing prtrcess all
messages are temporarily stored in a short term memtrry" A
in a rejected channel uould decay in memo¡y and
normally be lost r¡ithin a feu seconds. Houeve¡, uhatever

message
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of a message in a rejected channel may Þe ext¡acted
if the filter is sr¡itched to that channel. The filtel tran
suitch channels in a minimum time of about .17 secondsr.and
is biased to st¡ltch to suddenr novel or intense stÍmu1i, or to
stimuli of a htgh probability oI expectation. The fllter may
also sr¡itch channels spontaneously or as a result of
remains

instructions to a subject"

of subsequent experimental evidence that seemed
to be damaging to the filter theory, Treisman (1969) proposed
a modification and elaboration of the theory" The basic
Because

to drop the notion of the filter as an a1l-or-none
prtrcess in uhich messages in rejected channels uete completely
lost" she proposed that rejected channels uere mel.ely
attenuated or reduced to a 1o¡¡ level in effective intensity.
change uras

The selecti.on mechanism may be influenced by transient effects

such as instructions

to subjects.

She

also elaborated the

of perceptual analysisr Positing a hierarchy of
processing levels. Simple physical characteristics t¡ould be
analyzed at lor¡ levels, phonemic characteristics at secondary
levels, and semantic characteristics at highe¡ 1eveIs. The

process

details of this recognition system ale probably mole relevant
to attention to verbal messages than to selection of sense
modalities and urill, therefore, not be elaborated he¡e.

it
comPlexities of the process of selective

Treismants (1969) paPer

recognizes some of

,t|re

is important

because
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attention, particularly the r¡ide variety of items that may be
considered as rrtrhannelsrr. She proposes that selection can be
made on the basis of four broad cateqoriess 1. on the basis of
input seledtion (sense modalities, physical cha¡acteristlcs,

etc.), 2. on the basis of output selection, 3. on the basis
of the selectisn of Itanalyzersrr (single dimensions or
properties of stimuli), or 4. on the basis of target selection
(specific stimulus combinations including many dimensions).
fi¡st category uould conform to Broadbentts original
definition of channel and u¡ould probably be most relevant to
binocular rivalry" The second is similar to the theories of

The

Deutsch & Deutsch (1961) and Reynolds (1961+). The

third

type

of selection is comparatively the most difficult ts control
since it is frequently dependent on selection of a single
dimension from amongst severar stimulus dimensions r¡ithin the
same input" The fourth category is probably most ¡eLevant
to the Frotress of scanning a large numbe¡ of stimuli for a
specific target as üras required in many of the experiments
conducted by Neisser ( 1967).

Despite the classification system outlined above, the

theory of attention by Deutsch & Deutsc¡ ( 1961) and its
elaboratÍon by Norman (1969)

fully

rr.lould be considered

a

morE

comprehenslve one by its.proponents than merely one

type of attention as suggested by Treisman ( 1969).

The

basic departure f¡om the filte¡ theo¡y and attenuation theory
is the level proposed for the seleetlon process. The
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that aIl stimuli a¡e fully analyzed
or recognized on the certical level before unuanted or
unimportant signals are ignored. Selection then merely

Deutschst theory Etates

dete¡mines au:arenessr motor output, and long term

memory

of importance of stimuli is a
function of past experience but alss of transiÉnt effects
such as instructional conditions'

stolage.

The ueighting

ThemaincontroversythenSeemstocentrearoundthe

questionofthelevel-atr¡lhichselectiontakesplace"In
the final analysis it may be the case that selection takes
placeonvariguspossiblelevels,thelevelbeingdetermined
by the type of selection in operation" In any case the mdin
testable distinction bet¡¡een the present theories is the
extent to ¡¡hich stimuli in a rejected channel are available

forrecognitionlesPonses.Thefiltertheo¡yr,rouldsuggest
that as long as the channel remained rejected the stimuli
contained ¡¿ithin it ¡¡ouLd be unavailable fo¡ recoqnltion'
If the fitter dld not st¡itch to the rejected channel r¡ithin
a fer¡ seconds the stimuli t¡ould never be available for
recognition. Treismanrs attenuation msdel r¡ould suggest
that some recognition of non-attended stimuti r¡ouLd exist
but that it r¡ou1d be inferior to that fsr attended stimuli'
This statement must houever be'qualified by a reference to
the uays in t¡hich the non-attended stimulus differs from the
attended stimulus" The theory of Deutsch & Deutsch (1963)
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that a full recognition analysis j-s csnducted on
all stimuli, and ihat, thus, all stimuli should be equally
available for recognition. Selective attention r':ouJ-d anly
determine r¡hich. recognition response is presented tO aualenesst
memory or motor response. The limitation of attention
capacity is cn the ouiput side of the recognition analyzel.s.

urould suggest

There should be no reason r,ihy information could not

be

extracted from a nsn-attended recognition analvzer " It
shsuld merely be a matter sf a shift of attention to that
analyzer.

Possible Role of the Eontrol o f Binocular Riv alry

in the Study of Se lective Attention
uJhat is apparent f¡om the revieu of attention theories
is the emphasis placed on the effects of attention using
verbal messages" This is understandable in vier¡ of the
early emphasis of experimentation in auditory attentiont
especially in ve¡bal dichotic listening and rtshadou¡ingrr tasks

in r¡hich a subject verbally repeats the message in one eal.
]t is, perhaps, significant sf the confusing resuLts sf these
early experiments .that there seems to be a t¡end touards the
use of simpler acoustical stimuli to enable better
quantification of the effects of attention (Moray, 1969).
It also seems to be that theories of attentisn

particularly conce1.ned r,¡ith the voluntaly
csntrol of attention. In aII cases this is referred to

have not been

as
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the effect of instructional conditions and recognized onLy as
another effective variable. Houever, voluntary control or

instructional conditions Pel se have not yet

been thoroughly

investigated.

until recently there has been very little r¡ork on
selective attention in vision. Most of the r¡ork concerned
r¡ith vision has studied attention as a result of the direction
of vision or fixation responses. visual fixation preferences
(Mackr,rorth, 196?), scanning for visual target stimuli (Nei'sser,
in peripheral vision (Grindley & Tor'rnsendt
1g7ú) have been the main categories of experiments in visual
attention. The visual modality as a r¡hole or the eyes
196?), and attention

separately have not recently been considered as attention
rchannelsr! except by a ferrl neurophysiologists and one

or

tulo

psychologists. Thus, BR and BR control have remained
relatively unused as tools to investigate selective attention"
Houever, for a number of reasons the study of binocular
rivalry may contribute to a Þette¡ understanding of attention
is a comParatively simple phenomenal
fluctuation of perception betr¡een tu¡o stimull competing for
attention. The stimuli can be exactly specified; they may

processes"

BR

besimpleorcomplex;theymaybeconstantorchanging.
Technical apparatus such as tachistoscopes, computer controlled
cathode ray oscilloscopes, video tape recorders,

etc. are nouj

available to allou a tremendous variation of quantifiable
stimulus conditions" BR also seems to be susceptible to
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voluntary control. If this is the case and if control is
exercised mainly by central and noi peripheral mechanisms
then it r¡ould possibly allor¡ ihe investigation of the
voluntary control aspects of seLective atteniion.

Finally, if the neurophysiological substrates of
attention are sought, the study of attention in BR may plove
to be a more productive avenue sf investigation than the
auditory modality. The visual system in comparissn r¡ith the
auditory system is less complicated and better understood.
The

fact that in the visual system there are several

fe¡¡er

synapticjunctionsfromsenseolgantocortex,andthefact
that the topographic organization is comparatively r':e11
understood sugqests that it may eventually be easier to
understand the neurophysiological effects of attention in
vision than in hearing.
0f course the point uf this introductory chapter is not
to attempt to establish the importance of binocular rivalry

to the study of attentisn. The importance of
question.
BR control is, in the final analysis, an empirical
The point of this chapter has been snly to suggest the
possible importance of BR control. The rest ofl the thesis
and BR control

mayprovidesomesupportforthissuggestion.Inanycase
it is clear that several questions abcut BR control must
first be tesolved.
First of aII, does control of rivalry really exist?
If it does, to uhat extent can it be exercised? Is it really
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very different f¡om the degree of control found in dichotic
listening? Ean the degree of control be increased uith

practice, and if so, to uhat extent? If BR control is a
perceptual skill then it should be susceptible to conditioning
or practice r¡ith feedback of results. These questions ¡¡ilI be
considered

in

EhaPter

ÏI.
is that of the behavioural
Ean BR control be measured in an

A very important question

control.
objective uray oI must it remain a mentalistic phenomenon?
If it tran be measured, r,rhat are the behavioural effects of
control? Ehapter III r,rill investigate these questions"
If BR control does exist, is it mediated by a peripheral
motor mechanism and, thus, of questionable importange to
selective attention? To r¡hat extent are blinking, eye
reality of

BR

movements, accommodation and

pupillary

changes involved

in

cont¡ol? Are they only minor factors or are they the sole
basis of control? Hor¡ reliable and valid are the leports of
observers of the alternations of rivalry? The experiments in

BR

Ehapter IV r¡iIl undertake to ansr¡er these questions.
A final series of questions are trontre¡ned r¡ith the level
on r¡hich binocular rivalry takes pIace.

Is the physiological

interaction betr¡een the inputs of the tulo eyes r'.lhich underlies
the phenomenal alternation sf rivalry a retinal or a trortical
mechanism? If that can be established one may then ask

hour

its influence on this physiological
mechanism. Is centrifuqal contrtrI involved? Does BR csntrol
and urhere BR trontrol exerts

4?.

to the mechanism
exert its infruence on a level peripherar
directly affect
underlyinq rivalry? Br does BR control
therivalry'mechanism?Tentativaansbjerstosgmeofthese
V and UI'
questíons arise h¡om the experiments of Ehapters
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EHAPTER

II.

THE EFFECT I]F PRAETIEE ON THE EXTENT OF VOLUNTARY
CONTROL OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY.

Introduction

Itisofprimaryimportancetoobtainmorequantitative
data regarding the degree sf voluntary control cf binscular
rivalry.Inttospectivereportsfrominvestigatorsinthe
past have ranged from a report of the lack of ccntrol
Glrlny e Halrdl ,

1g4?)

to a report of a high

degree of

control (Helmholtz, 1g2Ð. 0n1y a feu previous investigations

havetestedthedegreeot.BRcontrolr,rithgroupsofnaive
subjects. Breese (1899) inst¡ucted snbjects to hold dominant

thepatterninoneeyeforlODsecondtrials.Thedifference
in the time for r¡hich the right eye pattern is seen betueen
the hold right eye and hold left eye instructions may be taken
as a percentage measure of the degree of control' This
an
measure applied to Breesers grouP of 9 subjects produces
of 29.3%. Using coloured patches r¡ithout diagonal
lines as rivalry patterns bjashbu¡n & Gillette (1933) found an
average BR control of dominance for 35 subjects of 23.78o/o'
Although Breese ( 1899) did not test directly the abili'ty to
control the rate of ituctuation, he found no change in the

average

rate of fluctuation and concluded that suÞjects could not
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control the rate"

Houever,

in contrast to

BreeserMe¡edith

¡trapid raterr
& Meredith (1962) found the averaqe

of a group

of24subjectstobealmostthieetimestheaverage||SIot,J
rivalry
raterr. They also found considerably more control of

ratethanear}ierinvestigatorsfoundforcontrolofdominance
tt¡o reasons
(assuming they can þe compared)' Thus' these are
(1962) "
to verify the findings of Meredith & Merediih

Binocularrivalryhasoften'o.eenconsideredtoqether
r¡ith the phenomenon of reversible perspective' l{akizaki
of t'bi-valent'l
( 196U, P.94) ref ets to them both as examples

situations.
flIuctuations

Vernon (1962) csnsiders them examples of
of attention' Dember (1963) uses them to

that
irrustrate the instabirity of perceptuar organization

mayariseuhentuoequallyprobableperceptionsareavailable.
have
0ther experimenters, t,lhile considering them togeiher'
examined

the differences betueen them' Uashburn & Eil}ette

(1933)foundthatNeckerEubereversalsUeresusceptibleto
a greater deqree of voluntary control than BR' They

attributedthistothegreateravailabilityof¡|motor
ptocessesllbecausemuchlesscontrolulasfoundusingthe

afterimageoftheNeckerCube.George(1936)makesthe

distinctionbetr¡eenleversibleperspectiveandBRastothe
Level of perception invulved" Because levelsible perspective
ismoreaffectedthanBRbygenera]'stimulantordepressant

drugsbutreversibleperspectiveislessaffectedbythe
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paralysis of intrinsic eye muscles, he considers reversiþIe
perspective l!a higher level function than that involved in
binocular rivalry (p.58).tt NevertheLess Geor.ge (1936)
ctrnsiders there to be a common factor underlying BR and

reversible persPectiveThefactolscommontoreversibleperspectiveand
,binocular rivalry may be those contained in the generalizations

put forrrrard by Ammons (1954) regarding factors affecting visual
recognition responses"

Some

of these factors,

suÉh as

practice, distributisn of sbservation periods, and reinforcement have been studied uith reversible perspective" Ammonst
Ammons, Dubbe, Tschida &

Preuninger (1958) using several

that the rate of perspective reversal
could be increased uith practice. They alss fsund that
subjects could learn uith practice to reverse parts or the
r¡hole of f-dimensional objects" Ammons, Ulrich & Ammons

hundred subjects found

(1g5g) gave 10 subjects Pratrtice in accelerating the Necker
The mean
reversal rate on ten 15 minute trials"
reversal rate for their subjects uent from about 35 reversals
per 3B second period on Trial 1 to 140 reversals on T¡ial 9'
cuÞe

Further studies by

Ammons

& Ammons (1965, 1967) ..found.

that

a

practice schedule of 5 minutes of continuous practicet

rest, foIlor¡ed by another period of
continuous practice, produced the effects of uraI.m-up, uotk
decrement from ¡rreactive inhibitionrr, and reminiscence uhich
a¡e usually found in learning tasks. These experiments

follo¡,.led by 5 minutes
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have shor¡n

that the rate of perspective reversal can be

learnedandmaybeincreasedr¡ithpracticeofinstructions
to accelerate the reversal ¡ate'
(1936) contained an
An experitnent reported by Peckham

incidentalremarktotheeffectthatr,¡ithpracticesubjects
eye in binocular
learned to increase the dominance of one
rivalry.Houevet,totheknor,rledgeofthepresenturite¡no
experimenterhassubjectedthecontrolofBRtoadirecttest
oftheeffectofpractice.AtthesametimeMoray&Jo¡dan
in a
(1966) have evidence to suqgest that uith practice
dichoticlisteningsituationsubjectscanlearntoincrease
theircapacitytoattendtoonechannelexclusivelyorto
(1969) supports
suitch morB readily betueen channels. Moray
thissuggestionulithhispersonalexperiencethatexperimenters
andotherr,lell-practicedsubjectsshot,tsuperiorperformanceto
Moray (1969)
naive subjects in dichotic listening experiments'
effects of
states that there is a great need to study the

practice:

t,NB one

has systematically investigated r¡hat happens

r.¡.¡ithoÞseIVeISr¡hohavebeenpracticedovelmanythousandsof
should be
trials, and it is most important.that such urork
(F.194)'rr Therefore' in the spirit of that
undertaken

statementandbecausetheeffeçts9'fpracticegtgRcontrolare
unknou¡n'thischapterr¡irlinvestigatethee||egts.of.practice'

distributionofpractlcetrials,andknot.lledgegfresultsof
practiceontheabllitytocgntro].blnocularrivalry.
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Experiment

1

of this experiment ¡¡as to verify the
results of Meredith & Meredith (1962). Fsr this reason
rivalry stimuti and contlol instructions used uere simila¡ to
those of Meredith & Meredith (1962). They used simple
The main purpose

rivalry stimuli consisting of a single Þl-ack verticaL bar on
the left eye and a single horizontal- black bar on the right
eye. In the stereoscopic condition these bars bisected each
other. They used control instluctions to affect the late of
rivalry instead ofl dominange. Unde¡ their rrnatural 1'aterl
instructions suÞjects ùJere not to exert any control over the
rate trf rivalry alternations; in the rlslou 1.ater! subjects
urere to reduce the rate of alternations; and in their ltrapid
raterr subjects bJeIe to actrelerate the Iate of alternation.
The second purpose of the experiment uJas to examine the
effects of spaced practice E¡f the rate contlol instructions.
Ulrich & Ammons (1959). found a steady and
consideTable inclease ove¡ trials of the rate of Necker cube

Ammons,

reversals ¡¡hen subjects urere given spaced practice of the

instructions to produtre a rapid reversal rate"

Thus, if

BR

rate is aLso subject to learning, then one ulould predict an
increase of BR rate r¡ith spaced practice of the rapid rate
instructions.
0n the other hand, from the
1967)

it is not clear

as

to

r,¡hat

Ammons

& Ammons uork (1965,

the prediction usuld be uith
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regards to practice of the slor¡ rate instructions'
Ammons ure1.e

Ammons

&

mainly concerned uith illustrating the fact that

the reversal rate can be learned and did not specifically
refer to the increase of reversal- rate as an inctease in the

abilitytocontroltherateoflreversa]'.Theydidnot
measure the reversal ¡ate under both rapid and slor¡
instructions at the end of practice sessions to test r'¡hether
the difference produced by these tr¡o inst¡uctions (the degree
of the rapid rate
instructlons alone" It may have been the case that the
reversal rate under s10ùr rate instructions increased in
proportiBn ts the increase under the rapid rate instructions'
If thls r,rBre sB, then it could not be concluded that the

of controt)

had been increased by practice

practice of the rapid rate instructisns produced an increase
in the ability to control the revetsal rate'

In any case past investigations have shor¡n that the
revelsal rate of ambiguous figures can be increased or
decreased according to the instructions given to subjects.
Bruner, Postman & Mosteller ( 1950) found that three different
rates of reversal resulted ulhen the three different
instructions to increase the rate, to uatch the reversals
passively, and to decrease the rate rr.rere given to the same

of subjects in different 10 minute periods. Pelton &
5o11ey (1968) found that r¡hen one gloup of suÞjects u¡ere
given only the increase rate instructions and another gI.oup
uere given the decrease rate instructions, the same magnitude
group
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ofdifferencebetr,leentheratesuJasobtained.Pelton&
rracti-ve
Solley vier¡ this difference as the result of
intentional attitudesrr in opposition to a prediction of the
dependenceofthereve¡salrateonapuresatiationtheory
(p.SBB). Ons may then predict that the spaced practice of
the slor¡ rate instructions r¡ould resuLt in a decrease of the
i-nstructions' Thus
BR alternation rate under the slor.¡¡ rate
the practice of bsth inst¡uctions should result in an
the
inc¡easing differentre in binocular rivalry rate betueen
instructional conditions, or in other uords, an increase in

the degree of

BR

control.
Method

Su

cts

Tenma]esandtenfemalesr¡ithno¡maloIcBllectedto
psychology
normal vision uere obtained from an introductory
class to serve as subjects" AII r¡ere naive r¡ith respect to

binocular rivalry and the purpose of the experiment'
Stimuli

Thestimulitoserveasfusioncontoursinthetuoeyes
uere identical black rings 1 degree of visual angle in r¡idth
and r¡ith an outer diameter subtending 9.5 degrees of visual
angle. The circles brere centred in squale r¡hite fields'
each subtending 28 degrees of visual angle. The ¡¡hite fields
a black background r¡hich provided an
additional fusion contour for the left and right visual
fields. The rivalry stimuli u¡ere provided by a black vertical

¡¡rere sur¡ounded by
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lineldegreeinr,¡idthbisectingtherightfusionringanda
the left
brack horizontar rine 1 degree in r¡idth bisecting
fusionring.ThefusionandrivalrystimuliuJelemountedin
a stereocard so that the rings r'¡ere 58 mm apart from centre
to centre. vier¡ed ste¡eoscopically the rings formed one
lines
fused ring and the mutually perpendicular rival-ry
bisected each other at the centre of the fusion ting'
App aratus

and Pr ocedur e

TheapparatusconsistedofaStereol{ingModelHN-44
1Ei cm stereostereoscope in r¡hich could be mounted a 4 cm by

card5.5trmfromrefractinglenses.Thisprovidedfixation
at infinity for normal vision. The fusion rings and rivalry
linesr¡ereinkedonthinuhitepaperandmountedintheblack
steteocatd. The stimuli ulere transilluminated by a ?5-tt,l'
24o-vincandescent].ampplacedB0cmbehindthestereocatd.
lines.
The luminance of the black fusion rings and rivalry

as

at the lens by an S'E'I' spot photometer u¡as 0'62
The r¡hite background lumÌnance bras a
f'oot-Lamberts (ft-L)"

measured

uniform4.5ft-L.TheÞlackbackgrounduasauniform
luminance of 0-4 ft-L.
Subjectspressedtheþuttonofahandtallycgunterto
indicate each dominance change in binocular rivalry during
timed trials.

Although Eogan & Eoldstein u967) nsted that

there are periods

r,lhen

both patterns seem to be visible, uith

the present stimuli the contours of une line aluays pledominate ove¡ the other at the expected intersection point'
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Thenondominantlinemaybeabsententirely,oritmaybe
faded out at the intersection point, or it r¡ill- at least

appealtobeueakerorbehindthedominantline.Sincea
dichotomous classification ujas possible at a11 times, a
changeofdominanceujasunambiguousandeasilyreported.

Allsubjectsujeregiventhegeneralinstructions:
1. ilat the (ready) signal, Iook into the stereoscope and

flixateattheapparentintersectionpointofthevertical
and horizontal linesrr ; 2. ¡rafter the (start) signal ' Fress
the hand tal1y counter once fsr each change of rivalry
dominancerr, and 3. rrat the (stop) signal, stop tapping and
look auay¡t. They also recei'ved one of three different
The
rivalry rate instructions for any one test trial'
instructÍons uere similar to those used by Meredith &
rrslot't rate¡r, and ¡rrapid
Meredith (1962) of rrnatural tate[,

rate||.

The equivatent

of their rrnatural laterr uas the

rrpassive raterr instruction.

Passive

rate:

ItYou

are to look at the pattern in

a

passivemannel.Lookattheintersectionpointofthe
vertical and horizontal bar. At any instant one of the bars
u¡itl be dominant in that it is solid or continuous r¡hile the
other is broken or fades out at the intersection point.
This bar r¡ilL not remain dominant for the dominance ¡¡lill

to the other þat. Do not assist or hold back this
change of dominanEe. Do not try to control the rate of
dominance changes. Just relax and r¡ith an aloof, passive

change
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attitude let the bars alternate at their oun natural rate'rl
51or¡ rate: rrYsu are to exert control over the rivalry
ratebymakingthedominanceofthepatternschanqeasslor,rly

aspossible.Lookattheintersectionpointofthevertical
andhorizontalbars.Atanyinstantoneoftheba¡sr¡iIIbe
dominant in that it is solid or continuous r¡hile the other

bar

isbrokenorfadesoutattheintersectionpoint.Alt,:ays
long
concentrate on the dominant bar to hold it dominant as
aspossibleorsuPplessthenondominantbartokeepitfrom
chanqes'
becoming dominant. If, eventuallv, the dominance
apply the same procedure to maintain the neul dominant bar
as long as possible- In this uay slou doun the rate of
dominance changes

-

rl

are to exert cont¡ol over the
rivalry rate by making the dominance of the patterns change
Rapid

rate:

rrYou

asrapidlyaspossible.Lookattheintersectionpointof
the vertical and horizontal bars. At any instant one of the
bars r,.¡ill be dominant in that it is solid or continuous
r,.¡hile the other bar is broken or fades out at the intersection
point.Tomakethechangestakeplacerapidlyconcentrate
on or attend to the bar that is not dominant to bring it into
dominance, or suppress the dominant bar to make it nondominant'
a change in dominance takes place, aPPIV the same
procedure to make the dominance changes take place as rapidly

l¡Jhen

as possible.

rl
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Allz0subjectscompletedthesameexperimentalptocedure'
on each of ten consecutive
consisting of ten J0 second triaÌs
30 seconds allor¡ed the
days. Intertrial rest periods of

to be recorded and the
rivalry rate on.the previous trial
to be given" For the first
instructisns for the next trial
and tenth

trial

rrPassive

the
on each day subjects received
gn odd numbered test days starting r'rith

raten instructions.

DaVlthe||S}ot¡Tate||instructionsueregivenfortriaLs2,3,
4.and5andthe||Rapidrate||instructionsueregivenfortrials
rate instructions uras
rivalry
of
srder
This
9.
6, 7 t B and
the
so that on even numbered days
days
alternate
on
reversed
2' 3' 4 and'5
instructions uete given for trials
rraPid
laterr

andthe||sIor¡.¡rate||instructionsueregivenfortrial.s6,,J,E
and 9.

Results and Discussion

Figure Z'I

the
that the effects sf practice'under
The
conditions uere quite dramatic'

shot'¡s

present experimental

rapidrate(rivalryrateunderthe||rapidlate¡|instructiols)
increasedfromameangf46.Tdominancechanges/minandrange

of22tf_B|onDay,ltoameanofgt,.zandrangeof4lto160
rate betu:een Day 1 and Day
rapid
of
increase
The
10.
Day
on
19' p ( '80'l)' In factt
df
(t
5'26¡
=
=
significant
2 was
rate on every practice
uere increases of mean rapid
there

betueen
+r-.a rlì €f Þlences betr'¡een Day 4 and 5 '
day, of ¡,lhich the diff erences

DayGandTrandÞetr¡eenDayBandgalsou¡etesignificantto
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the (p =.0'1) Ievel.

As a

result, the difference in rapid

ratebetuleenDay,landDayl0¡¡assignificanitoaveryhigh
leve1 (t = 18.5, df = 19, P< '0001)'
The effect of practice on slot¡ tate uas someuhat less
consistentthanthatofrapidrate.ThereLJaSaninitial
increase of slor,¡ rate ( t = 2.76, df = 19, p < "OZ) betr¡een
Day l and 2. Houever, by Day 5 the slot¡ rate uas
significantly louer than the sl-ou rate on Day 1 (t = 4'33'
df = 19, p < "00'l). There urere significant decreases
(p < .01) of slor¡ rate betureen Day 4 and 5' betueen Day 6 and
7'andbetueenDayBandg.Thustheeventualdifferencein
slor¡ ¡ate betueen Day l and Day 10 r¡as significant to a high
level (t = 8.28, df = 19, P < '0801)'
From Figure 2.1 it aPpears that the greatest daily
increases of rapid rate occul Bn even numbered days and that

thegreatestdailydecreasesofslouraieotrculonodd
numbereddays.ItmayberecalledthatonevennumÞered
days the !rrapid raterr instructions preceded the 'rsIo¡.rl raterl
instructions and that on odd numbered days the 'tslotrl taterl

instructionsueregivenfirst.Thusitseemsthatonany
givendayuhichevercontrolinstructionsuerepracticed

firstproducedthegreatestchangefromthepreviousdayls

perfotmance.Thismaybearesu}tofthefactthatuhich.
ever instruction is first on a given day ulas also the second
control instruction sn the previous day, so the first
rivalry contrsl instruction

each day follsued the

same
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instructions from the previous day. Bn the other hand, the
second rivalry control instruction on a given day afu,rays
follor¡ed tuo successive days or a total of eight trials of the
trpposite rivalry control instructions. If the¡e is any
proactive inte¡felençe betueen the t¡¡o rivalry

tront1.ol

instructions then the second on each day r,ri11 be detrimentally
affected by the previous eight trials of practice of the
opposite control instructions-

rate (rivalry rate follor,.ring the rrpassive
raterr instructions) uas not included in Figure 2.1 because it
uJaS not a dependent variable of major conceln. In fact the
mean passive rate r¡Jas remarkably stable acr'oss practice days.
The passive

It
In

36.t dominance changes/min on Day 1 and 36.1 on Day 10.
betuleen it never exceeded 39.2 or fell below 33.4 dsminance

r¡as

changes/min.

of the degree of BR control must logically
include a compalison of the rapid rate and the slor¡ tate.
All subjects had greater rapid than slou rates on Day 1.
A measure

A

direct test of the diffelence betueen the mean rapid and slo¡¡
rate shot¡ed a very significant efflect of control instructions
on Day 1(t = 8.9, df = 19, p { -000'l). The difference
rivalry rates then incleased on each successive day
ss that the¡e bras complete separation of the distribution of
betueen

rapid rates and slohl rates by Day 7"
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there are large differences of passive rate
betr,¡een subjects, the absolute diff erence of rapid and slot'¡
Because

rate

may

not be a measure of control, that is

comparable

subject's. A reasonably comparable measurÊ of the
degree of BR cont¡ol ¡rlould use the difference betr¡een the
rapid and slour ¡ate in relation to the overall ¡ate for that
subject. For instance one subject r¡ith a rapid rate of 20,
a sloLr rate of 5 and a difference of 15 should be considered
tc have more control than a subject r¡ith a rapid rate ofl 60,
betuleen

a slor,l rate of 40, and a difflerence of 20. Even though the
second subject produced a gleater absolute diffelentre betuleen

instructions, the difference lePlesented a much smaller
difference ploportional to his oveIaII late. Since individual
differences in ovelall rate should nst be a function of the
degree sf BR ctrntrol they should be cancelled out of the
msasure

of

BR

control"

A measure

of

BR

trontrol

ujas devised

incorporating the

difference sf the rapid and slou rates in comparison u¡ith the
overall rate, the sum of rapid and slot¡ rates. The measu¡e
r,ras

put in the form of a percentage difference by multiplying

by 100. The percentage contrsl measule equals (100)(Rapid
rate - slor¡ rate)/(Rapid rate + slor¡ rate). This measure u¡iII

of zero for no difference betr¡een rapid and
slou rates, a negative value fsr slot; ¡ates gr,eater than rapid
rates, and a value of 100% r¡hen the diffelence is as great as
produce a value
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the

sum (r¡hen

slou rate equals 0)'

Ulith this measure the

firstofthetr,ropreviouslyhypothesizedsubjectsr¡ouldhave
second
(100) Qt-5)./(2O+15) = (100) (Ð/(25) = 61yo' The
subjectt¡ou}dhave(100)(60-l+0)/(60+4o)=?:a24control.This
a fairly symmetrical
measure applied to all suÞjects produced

of 13.2y"
distriþution t,,¡ith a mean cgntrol of 45 "5% and a range
a range of
lo 66.t% on Day l and a mean contrcl of B3'0% r¡ith
65.5% ts 98.5% on DaY 10'
1 sf the present
The mean rapid and slor¡ rate on Day
by Meredith &
experiment are very similar to those found
They found
l4eredith (96iZ) ¡¡ith their unpracticed subjects'

ameanrapidrateof50.96revelsalspBlminuteandmeanslo¡¡
in a mean control
rate of 18.06 reversars per minute resurting
to the respective
measure of 47.7%. These are very similar
valuesinthepresentexperimentof46.?dominancechangesper
minute' and mean control
minutes t 17.0 dominance changes per

of45.5%.ThissuggeststhatthedegreeofBRcontrolusing
the|lslot¡|¡and||rapidtate||instructionsmaybeafairly
experimental
stable value from Sample to sample under the same
conditions
conditions or even betr¡een different experimentar
using someuhat differently tuorded instructions'
In summary, the effect of ItRaPid raterr instructions
and [slor¡¡ raterr instructions

is to produce a very significant

differenceinrivalryratesonDayl.Therespectiverivalry
ratesanddegreeofcontrolaleverysirnilartgthatfoundby
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Meredith & Meredith (1962). The eflfect of successrve
practice days of these instructions is a monotonic and

significant increase of rapid rate and eventually a
significant decrease of sIot,.l late. In other uords, subjects
can exert a significant degree of control over the ¡ate of
alternation in binocular ri-va1ry' The degree of BR control
then increases monotonically r¡ith successive practice days
of the rate control instructions'
onequestionr¡hichnou¡arisesistor¡hatextentisthe
increase of BR controLa result of the practice of the
rivalry cont¡ol instructions. It may be the case that BR
control r¡ould increase as a I'esult of only passive vieuing
of rivalry. The next experiment is concelned mainly t¡ith a
test of this PossibilitY"
eni"

2

Investigators have usually found an increase of BR rate
uith spaced practice but not during massed practice of
passive vieuring (Aafjes, Hueting & visser , 1966). Cogan &
Goldstein (1967) suggest that rrrest periodsn during spaced
practice provide a motivating factsr for subjects to follot¡

unintentionally inferred instructions to increase the

BR

This r¡ou]d suggest that during spaced rrpassive ¡.aterl
vieuing subjects may, to some extent, be practicing some
internally derived type of trrapid rate0 instructions.

rate.
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It is also not clear f¡om the literature ¡¡hat the
effects are of passive vier,ring on BR cont¡oI. It CoUld be
that npassive raterr vierrring increases the familiarity of the
subject to both phases of the rivalry stimulus thereby
increasing the subJectts aÞility to control the rate. 0n
the other hand, rrpassiverr vieu.ling may i-ncrease both the first
rapid rate and slorr¡ rate rr¡hen tested and, thus, not affect
control. Therefore, the purpose of this expe¡iment is to
investigate the extent to r¡hich the ccntrol of Þinocular

BR

rivatryisatteredbyspacedpracticeofpassivevier¡ingaS
separate f¡om the effects of the rate control instructions'
Method

Subiects

Sixteen males and sixteen females r¡ith normal o¡
corrected to normal vision uere selected randomly from

an

introductory psychology class to serve as subjects' AIl
subjects uere naive to the rivalry situation and to the
purpose

of the exPeriment"

Stimuli and ApParatus
The fusion and rivalry stlmuli uere the same as those
of Experiment 1. The apparatus uas the same as that in

of a telegraph key to replace
the hand ta]ly counter for the Pulpose of reporting rivalry
dominance trhanges. In this case the subject uas given the
instruction to tap the telegraph key once uith his Prsfelred

Experiment 1 r,.¡ith the exceptigl
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handtoindicateeachdominancechangeinrivalryduringtimed
triars. rn addition a chin rest r¡as adjusted for the subject

sat in a sound deadened and dimly lit room. The subject
received instructions through headphones from the experimenter
in an adjacent room. 'A tap of the telegraph key activated a

¡¡ho

digital counter in the experimentetrs room r¡hich allo¡¡ed the
rivalry rate to be measured for a timed trial'
Procedure

Thegeneralinstructi-onsandthethreespeciflicrivalry
rate instructions Lrere the same as in Experiment 1. The

testingschedulealsoconsistedofatotalofl0testdays
second
each r¡¡ith ten 30 second timed trials spaced r¡ith f0
In this experiment the 32 subjects
uere divided randomly into 4 gloups, each containing 4 males
and 4 females. The 4 groups had different amounts of
passive vieuing and control practice (see TabIe 2.1). Group
intertrial intervals.

test
A hadrrsl0r¡ raterr andrrrapid raterr instruction on all 10

days.GroupBhad?testdaysofcontrolinstruction
starting on Test Day 4. Gtoup E had 4 test days of cont¡oI
nslot,l late||
instruction starting on Test Day ?. Group D had
and rrrapid rate¡' instructions only on Test Day 10. until
the first control practice day for GrouPs B, G and D' aII 10
t¡ials on each day rrrere rrpassive taterr instructions. 0n aII
control practice days, the first and tenth trial remained
rrpassive raterr instructions, and the middle eight trials

TABLE 2.1

Experiment2Design.S-nSlor,lRate|'Instructlon.R-||RapidRate||Instruction.
Test

Eontrol
Group

A

B

TriaIs

D

B9

'l

10

123

4

2 ,3r4

SRS
RSR

RSR

2 ,314 15

lrPassive¡r
llPasslver¡

R5R

sRs

SRS
RSR
SRS
RSR

llPasgiverl

rrPassiverl

5Rs

R

npsssiverl

RSR

S

lrPagsiverl

R

Passlverl

Þ

t5
6 ,? rBr9

t ,7 rarg
E
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DaY

213r4,5
6r? rB19
213r4

l¡

sRs

Passi verl

np6sslverl
15

6r7,B19

ll Pa

ss

lve

rl

It

Passiverl

lrPassi-vell
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R

S
R

s
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{
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retreived the control instructions.

The rrslot¡ raterl

instructions uere first (Trials 2, 3, 4, 5) folloued by
rrrapid raterr instructions (Trials 6, 7, g' 9) on sdd-numbered
nslot¡
test days, alternating rrrith ¡rrapid taten follorrred by
ratetr on even numÞered test days. All subjects lemained
naive to the rrslot¡ raterr and r¡rapid ratert instructions until

their first control Practice

daY.

Results and Discussion

Uhenquestionedonthefirsttestdayandonsuþsequent
test days, all subjects reported no difficulty in indicating
dominance changes. The measure of blink rates by a second
experimenterconfi¡medthatsuÞjectsuerefollouing
instructions not tc blink excessively' There ulere no
significant differences in blink rates for any subjects
betueen any

of the conditions nor anv change sf blink rate

ovet time.

to the slor¡ and rapid rates
of aII subjects on the first control test day of each group
yielded a mean percentage control for Group A-Day 1 o1 42.6,
for Group B-Day 4 of 46.3t for Group c-Day 7 sf 39.1 and fsr
The control measure applied

of 53.2. The overall mean percentage control
for all subjects on their first control practice day r,las 45.3.
This agrees closely uith the mean percentage control measu¡e
of 45.5 on Day 1 of Experiment 1 and the value of 47.? from

Eroup D-Day '10

the experlment of Meredith & Meredith

(1962)

"
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Figure 2.2

shows

graphically the rivalry rate fsr

each

ofthegloupsunderthe|'sJ.ot,¡latet|instructions.Theeffect
ofpassive.vieuingontheslor¡ratecanbetestedbycomparing
day of aII groups' A
means of the firstrrslot¡ laterrpractice
A-Day 1' Group Bsimple analysis of variance applied to Group
Day

4,

Group E-Day

? and Group D-Day

'10

found a significant

vieu:ing on
effect (F = 3.09r df = 3/31t p < '05) of passive
rrorthogonal poJ'ynomialsrr
slou rate. A trend analysis using

(McNemar,1962)shouedthatthesignificantdiffelencebetueen

grouPsrrrasproducedbyasignificantlinearincrease(F=B'84'

df=1/31rP<.OZ)'Thecumulativeeffectofnsloulraten
a
instructions on slor¡ rate can be tested by applying
variance (Lindquist'
treatments Þy subjects design analysis of
of rrslou¡ raterr'
1g5Ð to each group atrross the practice days
GroupAshor¡edasignificantdifferenceaclossTestDaysl
Gtoup B shou¡ed
(
through 10 (F = 3.79¡ df = 9/63, p '001)'
10
a significant difference across Test Days 4 through
(F = 4.4tr, df = 6/55, p ( "005)' Eroup B shorr¡ed
significant difference across Test Days ? through

a
1D

of
(F = 6.96' df = 3/31, p <' '005)' In summary' the effect
Ìpassive raten instruction alone bjas to increase the rivalry
the
rate under the first rrslot¡ taterr instructions, uhereas
gloup
effect ofl subsequent ¡rslsuj raterr instructisns on evely
practice days"
ujas a decrease of slor¡ rivalry rate over

Sincethesetr¡oinstructionshaveoppositeeffectsonthe
sloul rate, it is not surprising to find a significant
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difference of slorr¡ rate bet¡¡een gl¡oups on Test Day 10

(F=8.43, df =3/31, P<.0U1).
Figure 2.3 shot¡s graphically the rivalry rates unde¡
lrrapid raten instructions for each group. The effect of
passive vieuing on the first |trapidtr rivalry rate can be
tested by comparing means of the first rrrapid ¡ate'r plactice

of all groups. A simple analysis of variance applied to
Group A-Day 1, Group B-Day 4, Group E-Day ? and Group D-Day 10
found a significant effect (F = 4.64, df = 3/31, P <.01) of
day

first ttrapid ¡aterr seems
to be a linearly increasing function (F = 12.O2, df = 1/31,
p (.01) of the number of days of rrpassive taterronly- The

passive vierrlinq on rapid rate.

The

cumulative effect of rrrapid ratetr instructions on rapid raie
can be tested by applying a treatments by subjects analysis

of variance to each group over the practice trials of rrrapid
raten. Group A shor¡ed a difference atrIoss Test Days 1 through
10 (F - 8.22, df = 9/63, p < .001). Gtoup B shoued a
significant diffe¡enge acloss Test Days 4 through 10 (F = ?.D4
df = 6/55, p < "001). Group E shor¡ed a significant difference
across Test Days 7 through 10 (F - 5-60, df = 3/31, p < '01)'
1

Therefore the effect of both r¡passive laterr and rrrapid

raterr instructions is to increase the rivalry rate under
frrapi

d late rr i ns t ru ct i ons .
By testing the difference betureen glouPs on Test Day 10,

in the magnitude of effect of the t¡¡o
instructions on rapid rate can be compared. If rrrapid laterl

any difference
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effect than rpassive taterr inst¡uctions on increasing
the rapid rate, there should be a lineal increase in rapid
rate on Day 10 from Group D to Group A' In other uords
I'rapid raterl
Group n rouro shor¡ the greatest rapid rate if

has mo¡e

instructions uere mole effective than rrpassive l¡aterl
instructions in increasing the rapid rate. Hor¡ever, there is
no signif icant diff erence betr'leen grsups (F = o'22) nor is

'

there any linear t¡end (F = 1.0). Therefore, there is no
significant difference betu:een the effects ofl npassive raterl
and ilrapid ratetr instructi-ons on the increase of rivalry rate
test days as tested under trrapid 1.aterr instructions'

over

The¡easonfortheincreasedslouandrapidratesof
Groups E and D r¡ith prior passive vierrring becomes evident
urhen the passive rivalry rates are analyzed in these tuo
groups: A treatment by subjects analysis sf variance applied
toGroupErpaV?l.through6r.shot'lsasignificantlinear
increagE (F = 8.15¡ df = 1/35, p( '001) of passive rivalry

rate. The same analysis applied to Group D, Days 1 throuqh
g, also shorrls a significant linear inc¡ease of passive rivalry
rate (F = 18.7t df = 1/56, p ( '001)' Uslng a Spearman Rank
Eorrelaticn Test it r¡as found that those subjects t¡ho shoued
the highest passive rate in, Group E on Day 6 had the highest
slor¡ rate (r= = *.90¡ F = B, P ( .OZ) on Day 7" Those
subjects in Eroup D r¡ho shoued the highest Passive, rate
Day

t had the highest rapid rate (rs = *'9'l¡

D

on

= 8r P ( '02)

74.

rate (r= = +'54' F = B'
slou and
p < .10) on Day 10- In summary' the inereased
conirol praciice
rapid ¡ates of Groups G and D on their first

and tended

to

days are due
days

have a higher slou

to'the general increase of passive rates during

of only rrpassi-ve late¡r instructions'

binocular
Figure Z-4 shor':s graphicatly the measure of
for each
rivalry control (( 100)(Rapid - sror¡)/(Rapiu + Sror¡))

test days for r¡hichrrrapid raterrandrrslot¡ raterl
vieuing on
inst¡uctions r¡ere given' The effect of passive
groupsr cuntrol
control can Þe tested by comparing the 4

qroup on

valuesonthefirstdayoft|slot¡latet'and||rapidtate||
ujas applied to
instructions. A simple analysis of variance
thecontrolmeasulesonthefirstcontrolinstructiondaysof
the4gltrups.Thereujasnosignificantdiffelencebetueen
(F = 1'32'
groups on their f,irst day of control practice
the
df 3/31, p ) .25). To test the effect of practicinq
=

||slot¡late|landt|rapidlate||instructionsonthecontrulof
binocularrivalryatreatmentbysubjectsanalysisofvariance
each group' Group A
tuas applied across the practice days of
1
a significant difference in ccntrol atrIoss Test Days
B sho¡¡ed
through 10 (F = 7-85¡ df = 9/63, p ( '001)' Group
10 (F =
a significant difference across Test Days 4 through

shor¡ed

12.7,df=6/55rp4.Û01)'GroupEshor¡edasignificant
df = 3/31'
diffe¡entre across Test Days ? through 10 (F = 8.12¡
Þ

( .001). since control

does not

significantly

change

uith

l
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successive days of
passive vierrring but does increase over
rrrapid rate¡r instructionst
practice of the ¡¡slot¡ laterr and

.

in
it is not surprising to find a siEnificant difference
df = 3/31'
(F
control betueen.groups on Test Day 10 = 4'61¡
P

<

-0'1).

Togetsomeideaoftheextenttot¡hichcontlolcould
volunteers from
be increased t¡ith further practicet tt¡o
GroupA(R.G.aboveavBlageininitialcontrofandc.T.belo¡¡
averagBininitialcontrol)ueregivennslot¡¡atetrandnrapid
The rivarry
raten instructi.ons for another 10 test daysper minute and
rates for bsth instruetions in reversals
Both R'8" and
control percentages are given in Table 2'2'
increase of
E.T. sho¡¡ continued decrease of slor¡ rate and
a result' their
rapid tate over Test Days 1D through 20' As
approach 100' By
percentage control measures asymptotically

Dav20bothsubjectsshguJaremarkab].eabilitytoholdone

patterndominantovertheotherintheslou¡rateasindicated
per minute'
by a rivalry rate of snly one alternation
the more passive vier'rinq a subject has
rrslot¡ raterr and rrrapid raterr' the
before the instructions of

In

summary,

greatert¡illbehisrivalryratesundereitherofthese
controlinstructionl"Houever'passiveviet,ringdoesnot
affectsignificantlytheextentofBRcontrol.contrgl
increasesverysignificantlyr':ithspacedpracticeofboth
performance
control instructions and approaches asymptotic

r¡ith continued Practice"

7'7.

TABLE

2.2.

Effect of Further Practice of n5lot¡ Raterr and
rRapid Ratefr Instruction on the BR Eontrol of
Tr,ro

Test
Dav

Subjects from GrouP A.

Subject R.E.
trS1or¡r rrRapidrr Ea¡Ë rol

Subject E.T.

dtr Control

rr

10

7

134

90.

1

10

62

'72.3

11

B

156

90"3

B

6?

78"6

12

B

281

92.3

9

63

75.9

13

4

199

96.1

7

66

BCI.B

14

4

zoo

96.1

?

6B

81.4

15

3

231

97.5

6

71

94.4

16

5

207

95.3

5

73

87.2

1?

4

245

96.

B

3

76

92.4

1B

2

242

98"4

2

83

95.3

19

2

259

98.5

z

87

95.5

20

1

278

99.3

1

89

97.8
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Experiment

3

The previous t¡¡o experiments have shoun

that

spaced

practice of the rrslou raterr and rrrapid ratert cont¡ol
instructions produces a decrease of sloul rate, an increase
ofl rapid rate, and, as a result, an j_nc¡ease of the

measure

of

the

BR

control.

Expeliment 1 shor¡ed no increase

in

passive rate uhen subjects ¡¡ere practicing both the control

instructions. Experiment 2 sho¡¡ed that the inc¡ease of
control occurred only rrlith the practice of the contrsl
instructions and nst ¡,rith the practice of passive vieuling
alone. Houever, it uas found in Experiment 2 that passive
rate does increase ¡¡hen only the npassive raterr instructions
are given to subjects. FBr these suÞjects the¡e is an
erevation of both the rapid rate and slo¡¡ rate þut not of
contror on the first day of contror practice.

rate

BR

since rapid

to increase as much from passive vj.errling as from
the practice of the rapid ¡ate, it may be the case that only
the practice of the slor¡ rate is crucial to the increase
.of
BR contror. This.possibility r,.ras examined indirectly in the
seemed

present experiment.

of the present experiment is to
analyze in more detail the facto¡s relevant to the increase of
BR control uith practice. rf BR contror is a perceptual skill
that can be learned, then it should be affected by variables
that are usually factors in learning, such as the spacing of
A more important purpose

?9.

practice trials and the knouledge of results (T{R). since
these tulo variables have not yet been investigated, they ui1I
be the main. concern of the present experiment'
The distribution of practice t¡ia1s is a va¡iable uhich

hasbeenconsideredofsomeimportanceinlea¡ningtasks.It
has generally Þeen found that for the same number of practice

trials dist¡ibuted practice

produces more rapid learning than

practice (Tsao, 1948; Hovland, 1951; hjooduorth &
Schlosberg, 1954). In the previous experiments the eight
30 secsnd practice trials ¡¡rere spaced r¡ith 30 second rest

massed

periods on anv one test day. The 10 test days urere

spaced

of practice trials r^¡ould
normally be considered to be facilitative fsr learni-ng
(LJoodr¡orth & Schlosberg, 1954). Houever, for some types of

one day

apart. This

arlangement

learning tasks this degree of spacing may be less beneficial
than.rrlith practice trials r¡hich are massed together. There-

fore, in order to understand better the nature of this ability
to control BR, it uould be instructive to test the effect of
massing of practice trials.
The use of knouledge of results (t{R) and other social
reinforcement u¡as not rigorously specified in the tr¡o .previous
experiments. i{R uas not given in a systematic uay to subjects'
In addition, praise bjas sometimes Þut not consistently given
for improvements in perfolmance. Several revie¡'¡s of the
literatu¡e have et¡essed the importance of t{R in learning and

80.

performance (Ammons, 1956; Bilodeau & Bilodeau, 1961;

Locke, Cartledge & lloeppel, 1968; Annett, 1969).

liR

facititates learning both by providing information necessary
for correction'of inferior performance and by serving as
reinforcement of superior performance or improvements of
performance. Because of the proximity of the experi-menter
to the subject in Experiment 1 and the less personal arrangement in Experiment 2, it is not surprising that the increase
of BR control in Experiment 1 (37.5%) is someuhat greater than
that of Group A in Experiment 2 (3O.8%). In any traser it is
to investigate more ca¡efulIy the extent to t¡hich
the increase of BR control is dependent on explicit HR during

necessary

practi ce.
Method
Subj ects

Sixty subjects (f0 males, 30 females) uith normal o¡
co¡rected to nsrmal vision
psychology

class.

No

uJere

obtained from an introductory

subject had any prior experÌence uith

BR. AI1 subjects ue¡e naive to the
Stimuli and A

purposes

of the

experiment.

ratus

rivalry stimuli ¡¡e¡e the same as those
used in Experiment 1 and 2. -.The apparatus uras the same as
in Ëxperiment 2. The subject received instructions and
indicated rivalry dominance changes in the same uay as in
The fusion and

Experiment 2.

81.

Procedure

The general instructions

to subjects

and the three

rivalry rate instructions ùJeIe aLso the same as in the
previous experiments. The basic difference of the present
experiment is in the experimental design'
The 60 subjects urere landomly allocated into 4 practice
groupsandonepassivevieuringglBupasinTable2.3t,.lith
about equal numbers of males and females in each group.

The

passive group, Group PS-no l{R (N = 15), uas given therrpassive

¡aterr instructions only on a spaced practice schedule' Ten '
30 second trials urere separated by 30 second rest periods on

of nine test sessions each separated by 24 hours. 0n
Test Session 10 the subjects of Group PS-no llR r¡ere also given
each

control instructions of rrslot¡ latetr and r¡rapid laterr'
They follor¡ed the Session 10 trial seguentre identical to all
the

BR

the. control practice groups of one trpassive raterr trial, four
nslot¡ laterr trials and one final
Itrapid rale¡r trials,

_four

to the trsLsÙJ raie¡t and
rrrapid raten instructions until Test session '¡0.. Group
Sp-no HR (N = 15) foltor¡ed the same temporal sequence of spaced
npassive raten

t1iaI,

They r,rere naive

¡¡sIot¡

trials and sessions as Group P5-no t{R Þut received the
rateil and rrrapid late¡r instructions starting on Test session''1As in Experiments 1 and 2 the tr.,¡o control rate instructions
alternated in their order of presentation from session to
session to avoid a possible development of an crder effect in
the ability to cont¡ol

BR.

2.3.

TABLE

Experiment 3 Design.

Passive Vieuing

Active Vieuing
(rtSlor.,l

raterr and rrRapid raterr)

llnou:ledge
(KR)

Spaced Practice

(sP)
Massed Practice
(MP

)

Group SP-tlR

(N = 15)
Group MP-tlR

(N = 7)

No l{nouledge

No Knou:Iedge

(no

(no

t{R)

Group SP-no llR

(rv

(Ps )

-

Group MP-no

Group P5-no

(N

15)

HR)

=

HR

15)

tlR

(N -- B)

(þ

Í$

o
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Eroup sP-no HR received no HR nor any informaticn beflsre

or after practice triais other than the rivalry rate
instructions. The experimenter uas parti.cularly careful in
using a neutral tone in imparting the instructions in order
to avoid projecting any expectatiuns of performance orl reactions
to previous perfolmantre. Group SF-llR (N = 15) folloured the
same testing procedure as Group sP-no ilR but in addition
received l{R after each test trial and session. In addition
the subjects in Eroup SP-llR received secondary reinforcement
from the experimenter in the form sf mild praise for any
improvements

i.e.

in

decreases

performance compared

in slo¡¡ rate

r¡ith the previous sessiont

and increases

in rapid ¡.ate.

effect of massing of practice uras investigated by the
inclusion of tr¡o additional, although smaller, active vieuing
groups. Relative massing ulas accomplished Þy collapsing all
test trials and sessions into one 60 minute period. Test
The

t¡ials uere doubled in length to 60 seconds but reduced in
number to half as many trials to retain the same total time of
practice. This el-iminated half of the intertrial interYSls.
In addition the remaining intervals ¡,lere redutred in J.ength to
'10

seconds. In this

received exactly the

r,1ay

same

tfe,.*u::qq.practice subjects

total practice time of

each

rivalry

¡ate instruction as the spaced practice subjects but t¡ith a
minimum of intertrial and intersession rest time. Minimum

rest periods uere required for imparting rivalry rate
instructions and l{R. Group MP-no llR (N = 8) folLor¡ed this

84.

testing schedule and uas given the
as for Group SP-no llR.
schedule

trial

but, as r¡ith

same

t¡eatment of no

Group MP-tlR fo1loued

the

Group 9P-llR, uras given HR

llR

massed

after

each

for improved performance.
The treatments for the spaced groups of the present
experiment differed from Group A of the previous experiment
only in the consistent presence or absence of KR. In
addition the massed practice groups diffe¡ed f¡om Group A in
the decreased spacing of practÍee t¡ials.
and mild þraise

Results

rate and rapid rate

in dominance changes
per minute uere calculated for each test session. F¡om these
the percentage measure sf BR control of subjects u¡as
calculated for each test session. The slor¡ rates fo¡ the
four control practice groups on all test sessions and for
SIoUJ

measures

Group PS-no llR on Test session 10

in Figure 2.5.

are graphically irrustrated

in the previous experiments one effect sf
practicing the ¡ate control instructions is a general decrease
of the measured sItru rate. The effect of passive vieuing, on
the othe¡ hand, again seems to produce an elevation in the
first measured slor,¡ rate although the difference betueen
Group P5-no llR on Session '10 and the four practice groups on
Test Session'l is not significant (t - 1.15, df = 5gr p) .10).
Because

As

the initial slo¡¡ rates on Test Session 1 uere

different, the appropriate tests to

compa¡e

the ¡elative effects

85.
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of practice under the fou¡ conditions are tests of the
differences Þetueen Test Session 1 and 10. These differences
are shor¡n in Table 2.4.
TABL

E 2.4.

rate measures in dominance changes per
minute of four practice groups on Test Session 1
and 1O, the difference betu¡een these sessions
and the slou ¡ate of Group PS-no llR on Session 10.

Mean Slor¡

SP-llR
15

Test Session

1

Test Session

10

SP-no

HR

15

MP-I{R

MF-no tlR PS-no tlR

815

7

17.4

20.6

15.7

14.0

7.5

17.8

B.?

13;4

Diffe¡ence

-9.9

-2.8

-7.O

-0.6

p (related
sample t

< .001

tests

On1y

<.05

<

.t25

rì.

21.7

s.

)

the Eroup MP-no llR decrease fails to reach a significant

Ievel.

The main

effects of spacing of practice trials

and

of results on the decreases of slor¡ rate ulere analyzed
in a fixed constants, tr'ro-uay analysis of variance. llnouledge
of results had a very significant effect (F = 15.2, df = 1/41,
p < .0005) but spacing did not have a significant effect
knouledge

(F = 2.08, df = 1/41, p >.10) oir slor¡ rate decreases.
The effect of practice on increases of rapid rate is
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illustrated in Figure 2.6. The general increases in rapid
¡ate r¡ith practice aglee r¡ith the results of the previous
experiments. Passive vieuring also has the effect of increas5'ng
the first measured rapid tate. But unlike the results of
Experiment 2, spaced passive vier,ring did not inc¡ease the first
measured rapid rate as much as spaced practice of the contr'ol
instructions.

rate increases betueen session 1 and 10 are
shoun in Table 2.5. The Group MP-nO l{R inCrease is
significant only to a lor¡ ]evel. In a tr¡o-u¡ay analysis of
variance of the increase of rapid rate knor,lledge of results
The rapid

has

a significant effect (F = 13'38¡ df = 1/41' p < '001) and the
effect of spacing is significant to a lou leveI (f = 3.28¡

df = 1/41, p ( .10).
TABLE

2.5.

rapid rates in dominance changes per
minute of 4 practice grouPs on Session 'l and
1O, the difference betr¡een these sessions and
of the rapid rate of Group PS-no HR on Session 10.

Mean

SP-I(R

ErouFs
N

SP-no-

15

15

t{R

MP-tlR
7

MP-no

l{R

B

Test Session

1

39.9

43.4

3?.6

36.8

Test Session

10

85.0

69.3

76.4

44.2

Difference

+46.1

+25.9

+J8.8

+7.4

p (related
sample t

(.0001 (.0005 <.01

<.10

tests)

PS-no
15

56.2

KR
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It is interesting to nste an order eflfect r¡ith some g1.oups
similar to that obselved in the tulo previous experiments. Bn
odd numbeled test sessiuns in r,lhich slsu; rate PlecedeC rapid
rate Gxoup SP-no tlR and to some extent Group SP-¡{R shor¡ed the
greatest relative decreases of sLot¡ ¡ate. [inly Eroup Sp-no ilR
the Order effect of greatest rapid I.ate incl.eases on even
numbered test sesSions. If there urer.e any proactive inter-

shoLJS

ference effects betr¡een sessions, the massed plactice gloups

the qleatest o1.der effects" Ïf
anything, the spaced practice gl.oups tend to shoLJ gleater order
effects. This ¡¡outd suggest that the orde¡. effects arise

uJould be expected

to

sho¡,¡

from proatrtive interference betureen the first rivalry rate

inst¡uction and second livahy rate instruction ¡¡ithin test
sessionS.
The mean percentage control values

fol the 4 practice

test session and for G¡oup PS-no llR on Test
session 10 are shoun in Figure 2"7. The gl.sups t¡lith
knouledge ,of results and Group SP-no tlR shor¡ very definite
linear increases of BR control uith practiEe. The Eroup
grouFs on each

MP-no tlR increase
BR

cont¡ol

is less obvi-sus.

The mean increases of

Sessisn '1 and 10
Lr,een Test Sessi
betrr¡een

are given in

Tab1e

AIl the glouP increases of BR csntrol are significant
at a high level except Eroup MP-no l{R. The analysis of
variantre found both the effect of knor¡Iedge of results
(F = 2g.3, df = 1/41, p (.0001) and the effect of spacing
2.6.

(F = 5.78, df = 1/41, p < .825) to þe significant.
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TABLE

2.6.

values of BR control of the 4
practice qroups on Test Session 1 and 10, the
mean di'fference betr¡een these sessions, and
control of the passive grgup on sessi-on 10.
Mean percentage

SP-I{R

SP-no

HR MP-tlR

MP-no

15

t)

38.9

36"3

39.3

43.6

Test session 10 83.3

58.4

?5.6

51.3

+22.1

+36.3

+7.7

Test session 1
Difference

+44.4

p (related
sample t
test)

<.0001

?

llR

PS-no
15

B

43.9

<.0005 <.0005 <.1û

In the analyses sf variance fsr all three measures the l{R
by spacing interactions uiere very lou and did not approach
significance (F < 1.0 in all cases). This suggests that the
t¡¡o factors are additive in ihei¡ effects on the increase of
control r,rith practice.

in Experiment 2, passive vierrring increases the first
measured slou rate and rapid rate but does not increase the
measure of contrsl. The mean control of Group PS-no t{R
(43.9%) uas not significantly greater (t = 1.O1' df = 58,
As

p ) .10) than the

mean

test Session 1 contrsl of the four

practice groups (38.9%).

tlR
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Discussion

results are consistent t¡ith those of Experiments 1
and 2 in aLmUst every respect. Under similar experimental
conditions Gr.oup A of Experiment 2 shor¡ed an increase of BR
These

control of 30.?% fron
Day

42.4% on Test Day 1

10. Since explicit

t{R and

to

'73.1% on Test

praise u:ere given only

occasionally, Eroup A could be considered essentially a
pratrtice group t'lith

some knor¡¡Iedge

of results.

Thus

spaced

it is

not surprising that Grsup A shou¡ed a performance increase that
r¡as intermediate

to the

pelftrrmance intrIeases

of

Eroup Sp-i{R

and Gruup SP-no llR.

It is inte¡esting that Group SP-no llR t'¡ith no knoriledge
of ¡esults shor¡¡ed a very significant increase in BR control.
0f course it is impossibLe in practice to eliminate all l{R from
a task (Ammons, 1956). Although unlikely, it uas in fact
possible for subjects in the no l{R groups to have counted the
alternations subvocally in order to get exact t{R. Hou:ever,
at the conclusion of the experiment no subject admitted actually

alternatiBns. In any case subjects probably
could have made relatively accurate estimates of their rivalry
to

have counted

rates. 0n the other hand, the present author uould ag1.ee
r¡ith the Eonclusions uf Locke, Eartledge & Koeppel (196e) that
the strong facilitatlve effect sf t{R depends largely upon the
goals set by subjects in response to t{R rathe¡ than upon the
directive aspect of the tlR. fn

Group SP-no t{R the

significant
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increase of BR control probably is due to the expectations

of

improved performance implied by the

rivalry rate

instructions given on the spaced practice schedule rather
than the di¡ective aspect of any implicit llR.
Subjects in Group MP-no KR are much less likely than

subjects in Group SP-no llR to have expected increased

performance. Indeed, subjects might even expect decreased

result of fatigue during massed practice.
Therefore, even urith the possibility of implicit KR, Group
MP-no tlR did not shor¡ a significant performance increment.
performance as a

uith explicit llR, seconda¡y reinforcement
and the greater motivation it provides (Annett, 1969),

LrJhereas Group MP-[{R

produced a vsry

significant increase of

BR

control

r^lith

practice.
Eonsistent r¡ith Experiment 2 the present experiment
found that ER control does not increase r,rith passive vier,ring

on1y.

Hotuevet,

the earl-ier experiment alsc found as much

increase in the rapid rate measure from passive vieuing
from practice of the t'Rapid r'aterr instructitrns.

as

This implied

that the increase of BR control. uas due. mainly to the practice
of the rrslo¡¡ raterr instructions. This is consistent uith the
tendency in the present resuLts for llR to have more effect on
slou¡ rate decreases than on rapid rate increases and for
spacing to have some¡¡hat more effect on the rapid rate increases
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than on the slor,r rate decreases. Since l{R is a poteni

learning variable it ¡¡ould

seem

that slo¡¡ rate

deereases are

to learning and rapid rate increases due more to
elapsed time. Nevertheless, the fact that HR still had a
very significant effect on rapid rate increases suggests
that the practice of the rrRapid raierr instructions dses play
a real part in the learned increase of BR control.
tdhat is clea¡ from these ¡esults is that bsth tlR and the
distribution of practice are significant independent va¡iables
in the increase of BR conirol. Consistent uith ihe conclusisns
due more

of Bilodeau & Eilodeau (1961) l{R uith secondary reinforcement is
the more effective variable. These tr¡o factsrs seem tc be
additive in their effects since there is very litt1e interaction
bett'¡een them. t¡Jith minimum spacing of practice and r¡ith ns
explicit llR or reinforcement, there is very little increase of
BR cont¡oI" LJith just the addition of spaced practice Group
SP-no llR shoued a very significant increase of BR control.
This large increase is likely to be partly due to a sma1l Þut
real facilitative effect cf distributed practice and partly due
to the additisnal motivation from inferred goals of performance
improvements. hjhen motivation is maximized uith explicit HR
and secondary reinforcemeni for both HR groups, the increases
of

BR

control uith practice are most dramatic.
Discussion and Conclusisns

results of all three experiments support the findings
of Meredith & Meredlth (1962). The fact that all groups of
The
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unpracticed subjects had mean rapid rates in excess of tt¡ice

their

mean

slo¡¡ rates suggests that even naive, unpracticed

of control
of rivalry. It is also interesting to note the initial
control of subjects in Experiment 1 ranged from 13.216 to 66.O%.
This large range of control measures suggests that one possible
subJects have on the average a considerable deg¡ee

for the past discrepancies betr¡een experiments using only
one subject is that some subjects possessed a high degree of
control r.rrhile othe¡s possessed relatively litt1e control.
All three experiments agree as to the effects of
practice of the control instructions on the degree of BR
controL. ft is quite clear that the degree of BR control can
reason

learned. The increase of the measure of cont¡ol is
facilitated r¡ith the spacing of practice trials and, especiallyt
r¡ith the use of knorrrledge of results and secondary reinforcement.
The massing of practice trials and the elimination of l{R reduces
the effect sf practice to an insignificant Ievel. This
ctrrresponds rrrith the experiments of Bruner, Postman & Mosteller
( 1950) and Pelton & Solley ( 1968) ¡¡ho found very little change
of figure reversal ¡ates ove¡ time u¡ith either the rapid or slor¡
be

rate instructions uhen practice ¡rlas conti-nuous and no KR ¡¡as
given. Thus the control of the BR rate and the figure
revelsal rate

similar

seem

to

respond

to practitre parameters in

a

uay.

One may nouJ

question r¡hether there is such a large

difference in the degree of cont¡ol betueen binocular rivalry
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lisiening situation.

If there is a large
difference Bne may also qr.lestion the basls of this diffe¡ence.
l¡Jiih the d.ata available it is impossihle to compare directly
the degree of BR control and selective listening. Results
of experiments in uhich shadouing Lras used as a device to
selectively attend to one ear suggest that shadouing insures
a high degree of attention csntrol even uith relatively
unpracticed subjects. Attention to the shador,red message
seems ts be csntinuous r¡ithsut lapses of attentisn to the
and the dichotic

rejected

message except under

special circumstances.

Houreve¡, shadouring may be an exceptional case

sfl selective

attention.

In any case there is not an equivalent device
available in the control of binocular rivalry to allou a
mtrre realistic comparison of the tuo modalities in this
respect.
The

results of selective listening experiments ¡r¡ithout

shador¡ing suggest

that there is less than complete

suppression

of the rejected ear message. Moray & 0tBrien (1967)
presented subjects r¡ith 100 pairs of digits per minute
dichotically so that the digits of each pair arrived
simultaneously at each eal. Occasional letters substituted
for digits in these pairs served as target stimuli to ¡,.¡hich
the subjects responded by tapping a telegraph key. Subjects
uere instructed for

selectively to

Bne

tr^.¡o

different conditions to attend

ear throughout a nine minute session or to
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Deteciion performance for ihe rejecÌ;ed

attend to both ears.

r¡o¡st (dt = 1.429), performance for the selected ear
uas best (mean dt = 3.712) and performance on both ears in the
shared attention task r¡as intermediate to these values (Left
ear

LJas

ear df= J.001r right ear dt - 2.823). In addition single
channel performance

of

msnaural

listening uith the right

ear

alone produced performance (dr = 5.821) r¡hich ulas superior to

the selected ear condition. Thus, in the selective attentisn
condition the rejected channel intruded to a significant
extent and performantre sn the selected channel uas far from

that obtained on a true single channel.
dichotic listening task vsluntary control

Even

in

appears

the

to be much

less than complete.
From Moray &

to determine
rrray betueen

0¡Brienrs experiment (196?) it is difficult

r¡rhether

attention is fluctuating in an all-o¡-none

the ears spending more time on the selected ear or

if there is a constant bias to the seLected ear. The first
The only
case uJtruld be more analogous to binocular rivalry.
data of relevance to this question is the detection performance
target stimuli arrive simultaneously over the tuo
channels. In these cases the mean probaÞility of detecting

uhen tr¡o

target stimulus is very high (0.812) and the probability
of detecting both targets is very lott (0:167). This latter
probability is lor¡er than the joint probability (0.36) of
detecting turo targets based on the detection probability
one
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(0-60) from the sha¡ed attention task"

The simpiest

expranation fo¡ the inability to detect both ofl the
simurtaneousry presented tarEet stirnuii is to.assL¡me

an

all-or-none time sharing mechanism for dichotic ristening"
Houever, Moray & OrBrien are ¡eluctant to come to such a
sonclusion because of the ureight of evidence against it from
earlier experiments. Although the ability to contror_

selective listening

rr:as

not measured in the

same r,ray

as the

control of BR, it appears that the differentre in the degree
of control betr¡een the t¡.,.¡o modarities may not be as great as
been previously assumed by tvloray (1969) and T¡eisman (1g69).

rn addition, if comparabre measures of contror a¡e
applied to both modalities and it is found that unpracticed
suÞjects have less control over BR than in dichotic

listening, this ruourd be easily expricabre in terms of
different amounts of practice. practice in listening to
one ear or to a speaker at one side of the head at the
expense of a speaker on the other side is not an uncommon
occurrence in every day life; Ít is effectively the
rrcocktail party effectrr in r¡hich most
naive subjects must
have had some previous experience. rf it is the trase, as
Moray (1969) suggests, that practice in selective l_istening
increases performance, then. naive subjects in dichotic
listening can þe assumed to have increased their control to
ssme extent arready from previous practice. 0n the
othe¡

oo

hand, apart from an occasional medical or biology student uith
some

practice in selective looking uith one eye through

a

uniocular mi'croscope r,rith both eyes open, most naive Éubjects

in a ER control experiment uould be unpracticed. üJith a
sufficient amount of practice it could easily be the case that
the control of binocular rivalry apprtrximates the cont¡ol found
in dichotic listening situations.
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OHAPTER

ITI

THE DEVELOPMENT OF AN OEJECTTVE MEASURE OF
THE EONTROL OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY

fntroducti
The experiments

on

of Chapter II established that

un-

practiced subjects have a considerable degree of cont,rol over

the alternatisn rate of bi-nocular rivalry.

It uas also

flound

that the degree of cont¡c1 can be markedly increased by
practicing the control instruetions, especially under the
conditions in uhich practice trials are spaced and kno¡¡ledge
of results is qiven. Thus, a very large degree of BR controÌ
is theoretically obiainable. In this sense then, there is ns
question of the existence of the control of binocular rivalry.
Houever, the deflinition of cont¡ol in terms of the rate
measure is perhaps limited in its meaningfulness. Meredith &
Meredith (1962) consider.the instructional conditions to

be

the independent variable, thus avoiding the assunption of
organismic intervening variables.

ïnstructions are given to

subjects to inc¡ease or tu decrease the rivalry rate.

The

of taps of the indicator
key in a specified time period to calculate the ¡ate of
rivalry, the dependent variable. This is the typical S-R
approach in r¡hich the human organism is considered essentially
experimenter then records the number
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a rrblack boxrt. Instructions are put in and a rivalry rate

this approach that uhat has
so far been established in Ghapter II is that the output frsm
the rrblack Þoxtr'confor'ms to some extent to the input and that
it conforms more readily after some practice. If the
mechanism and the fulI effects of ER control are to be undercomes

out.

It

may be argued from

stood, then a deeper analysis of binocula¡ rivalry and BR
Eontrol must be carried out.
There are tuo questions r¡hich must be resslved before
such an analysis can proceed: 1. Are the key tapping reports

of subjects accur.ate indications of the phenomenal rival.ry?
and 2. Is there any obiective meaningfulness of BR? Because
the ansr¡er. to the first question is dependent in the end trn
an objective measule of rivalry r¡hich is separate f¡om the
suÞjective reports of subiects, boüh questions may be
resolved together. The proþIem the¡¡ is to develc¡P an
objective

measu1.e

uhich rrrill produce behavioural effects

ctrrrelated uith the subjective reports of rivalry"
may be

Thus

it

possible to achieve a better understanding of the

behavioural effects of rivalry and at the same time to test
!
the validity of subjects subjective reports.

to present test signals
to an input channel r¡hen it uas attended and again uhen it
ulas nonattended. If there LrJaS a performance difference in
The generaL strategy ulould be

relation to these signals

þetueen the attended and nonattended
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states, this

rrlould be an

objective, behavioutal measure of

the attention state. This strategy has been extensively
used in studies of selective attention, particularly uith
dichotic listening experiments. The first appì-ication of
this strategy to the study of Þinocular rivalry has occurred
only relatively retrently (Fox, 1963). In this case test

to an eye either in the rivalry state
of nonsupp¡ession (dominance) or the state of supplession.
The required responses ts these stimuli of reaction responses'

stimuli

Lrere presented

detection responses, oT r'ecognition lesponses provided the
behavioural performance measure"

In a series of experiments Fox (1963) used moving blackr¡hite contouls in the left eye to produce Periods of rivalry
suppression of a fixed stimuLus in the right eye. Subjects
indicated the supPr'ession and nonsupPression of the right eye
stimulus by depressing and reLeasing an indicator key. Fox
found that the reaction time to a target flash superimposed

the right eye stimulus

Lras lengthened r¡hen

the right

on

eye

in the suppressed state. The reaction time
effect Lras Shouln to be a pelceptual rather than motor. eflfect
since r.eaction times to acoustic stimuli uere unaffected by

stimulus

hras

rivalry suppression and since Fox ( 1963) also. fo.u¡td increases
of the detection threshold during rivalry supPlession" He
found, further, that stimulus offset uas much 19=: effective
in penetrating rivalry suPPlession than stimulus onset" In

1t3.

addition the effect of suppression uas found to be non-

selective in that it

r,:as

not specific to the right

eye

stimulus but affected many different test stimuli equally.

that phenomenal rivalry suppression uas
correlated uith an elevatisn in the energic threshold for test
stimuli falling in the area of the right eye suppression
stimulus. As a result, he favoured an inhibition model of
rivalry suppression.
In further studies Fox replicated and elaborated his
earlier findings. Fox & Eheck (1966) tested forced-choice
form recognition for both eyes in both states of rivalry.
Rivalry uas produced by stimuli similar to the coloured patches
r¡ith diagonal-.lines used by Breese (1899). Three letter-fo¡m
Fox ( 1963) concluded

stimuli (4, T, and U) ¡¡,ere presented tachistoscopically to
either eye in either the suppressed state or nonsuppressed
state of rivalry.

Subjects indicated states of rivalry'by

pressing and releasÍng an indicator key.

The luminance of

target stimuli r,ras adjusted to give mean recognition
performance in the range of 50-70% correct responses or
midr,ray. betueen chance

level

about

(33%) and perf ect performance

(1AO%). Fox & Check (1966) found that recognition performance

to target stimuli presented to an eye in
state as trompared to the nonsuppressed state and

uas significantl-y less

the supp¡essed

that nsnsuppressed performance did not differ from that of
nonrivalry condition.

a

'r04.

thai reaction iimes to
moving stimuli are increased rr¡hen the movement is lnitiated in
the suppressed phase as compaled to movement initiated in the
ii r¡as found that as test
nonsupplessed phase of rivalry.
Fox & theck (1958) have also fsund

stimulus

movement decreased

the reaction time difference

betueen supplession and nsnsuppression

increased. In

some

velocities of the movement stimulus ujould not even
be detected until ihe tested eVe emelged from suFPlession in

Eases small

the normal course of altelnation.

Mor.e

recently

LJaIes & Fsx

(1978) have found a larger threshold for increments of light

intensiiy during rivalry suPplession than that fsund in nonsuppr'ession and nonr.ivalry. This threshold eleva'r,ion r'JaS
They concluded
measuled to be in the oIder' of .5 log units.
that visual sensitivity during nsnsuppr.ession is the same as
that during nonrivalry but that rivalry suPpr.ession is a nonselective inhibitory state producing a constant .5 loq unit
increase of threshold.

that the inhibitoly effect acts nonselectively on all inputs in the immediate al'ea trf the
sl-.tppression target is cBnsistEnt r¡ith the repolts of other.
experimenters. l{aufman (1963) found that the supplession
effect from rivalry decreased as a function of the angular
distance from the region of the rivalry contours. HochÞerg
The conclusion

(1964) even found rivalry supP1'ession uhen contralateral
stimuli did not intersect. A contoul j.n one eye aFpalently
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rrcarries r¡ith it¡l a pari of the background of the binocular

condition. þlschbelg (1964, p.157) pr:oPosed that 'rg¡y contour
that fal1s.in one eye is surruunded by a zone of ssme finite
size, i¡n the combined field of vie¡J, ttithin r¡hich all
contributions of the other eye are supplessed.rr Enoksson
( 1968) also agrees that suPplessisn is not lestricted to the

specific Eontours of the pattern in the suppressed field of
visitrn.
Thus, substantial progress has been made in the understanding of the effects of binocular ¡ivairy.

several

behavioural indicators have been colrelated uith the
phenomenal

states of Iivalry.

Rivalry is nou reasonably

u1eII undpl,stood as an alternating supplession

selective leduced visual sensitivity.

effect sf ntn-

Houever

the primary

of this chapter is to develop an obiective measule of
In all the previously
the control of binocular rivalry.
cited studies subjects t¡Jere inst¡ucted to observe the rivalry
csntreln

in a passive manner.

Thus the

effects of

BR

control on these

behaviour.al inditrattrr's lemain unknouJn. Therefore,
Þe

useful to apply these objective

measuI'es

it

r¡ould

to the study of

conttgl.

In Ehapter II the measure of control uras based on the
dilference in the rate of rivalry alternations produced by the
ItRapid r.aterr and rrSlotJ ¡ate¡r instructisns. Experimenters in
the past have also measured the degree of contrsl on the basis
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of the diffe¡ence in rerative domÍnance that can be. produced
fo¡ the pattern in one eye (Breese, 1899; McDougaII, 19O3;
Gillette, 1933). Control of dominance and
rate of rivalry have been the only uays in uhich control has
and üJashburn &

been

measured. Houever,lt uould

seem

possible that there

t¡ould be other effects of control besides the effect on these

tuo

measureg.
Some

subjects in Experiments 2 and 3 reported that rr¡ith

increasing control of the ¡ivarry rate they

seemed

to be able

to make the rivalry more clearly a unitary, dichotomous
fluctuation. Initially most of the rivalry suppression of
the unuanted line occur¡ed at the inte¡section ulith the
attended line.
lrJith practice, houever, suppression occurred
not only at the hypothetical intersection point but extended
over the r,lhole of the unuanted line.
This suggests that
either 1. the subjects urere increasing the magnitude of the
inhibitory effect of suppresslon for the r¡hole rivalry pattern,
trT 2. the subjects ue¡e gaining control over a greater extent
of the visual field. This second possibility may be
considered a ¡esult of a greater spread of the prevlously
desc¡ibed suppression effect.

first possibitity of a qreater degree of inhibltion
¡,¡ould be suggested by the r¡ork in the auditory modality.
The

Moray &

0rBrlen (1967) found that selection increased

detection performance and rejection decreased it

ulth sha¡ed attention.

compared

Naive subjects uere not successfur
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at completely rejeciing an unLranted channel nor uere they
successful at selecting a channel to prcduce detection
performance. egual ¡.,¡ith that in a mtrnau1'al task. Houevett
Moray (1969) atss suggested that, r,rith practice, subjects
could improve their ability to select one channel and reject

anothet. Since Moray & B¡Brien (1967) concluded that
rejection Lras a result of a constant aitentuation, Morayts
suggestion ( 1969) implies that practice uould increase the
attenuati-on or declease the detectisn performance of the
rejected channel and incr.ease ihe detection pelfo¡.mantre of
the selected channel. If this teasoninq urele applied to the

effect of binocular rivalry, it r¡suld sr-rggesi
that a voluntary effort to make the alternations of rivaj.ry
mtrre unitary and dichotomous should result in a greater
suppression

suppression

effect

and tronsequently a greater diffe¡ence in

detection oI lecognition Ferfolmantre betueen ihe selected
suppressed eyes. Then as BR control is increased urith

and

practice the diffe1.ence betueen the selected and supp1'essed
eye should be increased further.

0n the other hand, in a personal communicatisn

Fox

that BR control could affect the
degree of inhibition in the suppressed state of rivalry.
He cited evidence to suggest rrthat the magnitude of
suppression as indexed by the test siimulus method is a
(ß6Ð

expressed doubts

relatively constant quantity (Fox, 1968)'tt

He

refe¡red to
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an unpublished dissertatian by Check (1959) r¡ho found inai

the inhibiiory effects of suppression are unif,orm throughout
a suppression phase. Tn addition Fox (1968) referred to
preliminary etudies in r¡hich he found that regardless of the

of the suppressed target a constant increase of
stimulus energy of about .3 1og units ulas required to overcome
suppression. Houever, this evidence is only indirectly
suggestive of an unalterable magnitude of the suppression
effect. It may stii-l be the case that the volunta¡y control
to accentuate the phases of rivalry coul-d increase the
difflerences betueen the rivalry phases of tachistoscopic
recognition perfsrmance. Fox (i968) agrees that 'rit r¡ou1d
energy leve1

be interesting to measure the suppression effect in subjects
u¡ho have

process

obtained va¡ious Levels of control over the rivalry

to see if the¡e is a change in the magnitude of

the

suppression effect.rr

Thus, the first testable hypothesis r¡ould be that the

of the suppressisn eflfect can be increased by
voluntaty control of rivalry in comparison r¡ith that found

magnitude

during passive vieuing.
Exp eriment 4

sf forced-choice recognition used
by Fox & check (1966) uould provide a useful model to employ
in the present series of experiments. In passive rivalry
The performance task
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one subject shoued a mean difference

in percentage correct

resptrnses betuleen nonsuppression and suppression states of

about

25% whj-]-e

another subject produced a mean diffe¡ence of

1966). ff control can þe exerted to
enhance the difference betu¡een rivalry phases, one r¡ourd expect
about

13?6

(Fox. B Eheck,

the performance differences produced by these
example,

to be increased.

An lncrease

tr,ro

subjects, for

of control as a result

of practice should be atrtrompanied by an even greater
recognition difference betuleen rivalry phases" Thus the

of this experiment is to compare the recognition
differences of nonsuppression and suppression phases in
passively observed rivarry r,rith that during controlled rivarry.
purpose

Method

Subjects

6 males and 6 females from the 15 subjects of

Eroup

in Experiment 3 voluntee¡ed to serve as subjects in this
experiment. From Experiment 3 these subjects had a total of
60 minutes of spaced practice of the control inst¡uctions

SP-HR

rslou raterr and rrapid raterr r¡ith

of lesults. For
all subjects Experiment 3 u¡as completed, five ueeks prior to
this experiment" Arr subjects had uncorrected no¡mal vision
and uere naive to the purposes of the experiment.
knor,rredge

Stimuli

stimuri consisted of left and right
fusion squares su¡¡ounded by identical but rathe¡ compricated
The þlnocula¡ fusion

11t.
geometrical patierns (see Figure 3.1).

fusion patterns uas to provide a large
contours and angles to insure a
l¡Jhen

The purpose

aî ihe

of fusion
stability of fusion.

number

maximum

properly mounted in the pre-vier,:ing field of the

tachistoscope all Þlack lines of the fusion and rivalry stimuli
subtended '10 min

of the visual field.

fusion squares subtended

'1

The

l-eft

and

right

degree 20 min, and the geometrical

of the fusion patterns subtended a horizsntal angle
of 4 degrees and a vertical angle of 6 degrees of the visual
shapes

fie1d.

¡ivalry stimuli consisted of diagonal lines filling
the fusion squares. The right rival¡y stinuJ-us consisted of
five paralIel lines at 45 degrees from vertical; the left
rivalry stimulus ¡¡as the same but rotated 90 degrees.
The target stimuli consisted of the letter forms ArSrT,
The

in capital letters on uhite stimulus cards. The
cards uere inserted into the second field of the tachistoscspe
so that the letter-forms uere visually centred in either the
and U, typed

Ieft or right flusion squares and subtended about 25 min of the
visual fie1d, about one thi¡d the size of the fusion squares.
Apparatus

of a modified Dambridge
tr,is-field tachistoscope combined uith a modified Stereoking
The basic apparatus consisted

model HN-44

stereoscope. The stereoscope

ulas msunted

to

vÍeuing hole of the tachistoscope and modified to provÍ-de

the

m.

N
o'Non

"supp16ssed"

NON
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suppressed

t'

RIVALRY

ntsupprese

Non suppr€ssedt'
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¡l
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Right
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RIVALRY

Fig. 3.1.

Left ond right eye fusion potterns ond rivolry potterns for
Non -rivolry ond Rivol¡:y condilions
:
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clear vieuring of the binocular fusion and rivalry stimuri in
the tachistoscope at a distance of 35 cm instead of the normar
stereoscopic vieuing distance of 6 cm from the primary renges.

For this purpose the regurar refracting lenses

uJe¡e repraced

t¡ith +1.25 d lenses and 1.0 d r,redge prisms. For all subjects
this alroued a very sright degree of convergence r¡ith a small
degree of accommodation to obtain binocular fusion and
focused retinal images. fn addition ¡ ZiB mm artificial
pupils brere mounted in front of the lenses, adjustable to the
interocular distance of any subject. A chin rest uras
adjusted to provide a fairly staÞle head position for each
subject.
Subjects alte¡nately tapped tr,lo telegraph keys to

indicate actual rivalry alternations or to simulate
hypothetical rivalry altelnations. A tap of one key,
indicating a shift of dominance, stopped the cumulative timer
and aceumulated one count on a

digital counter. This enabred

a measure of rivalry rate and ocular dominance to be taken
during a timed period and enabled the experimenter to

knoul

r¡hich rivalry stimulus uas predominant for the subject at
any moment. Presentation

of the target stimulus during
predetermined dominance phase of ¡ivalry r¡las manually

a

triggered by the experim.enter follor.,ring a uarning signal_ of

.2

second duration 50 Hz buzzer.

to produce simultaneous
exposure or iÈ" pJevieuring rivalry

The tachÍstoscope ùras modified

rather than successive

a
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target siimulus fieId" Thj-s allou¡ed ihe Fr'esence
ofl the fusion and rivalry stimuLi ts be continuous anC the
target stimuli to þe suparimposed on eithe¡ rivalry stimulus or

field

and the

fusion squaxe for a þrief duration. The tarEet siimulus

in steps of 10 msec.
The intensities of both fields r.¡ere fixed beflore
commencing the experiment so that the fusion and rivalry

exposure duration uas adjusiaþle

stimuli ¡¡rere comfortably vier,led during the ill-umination of the
fi¡st field alone. Then the additian sf the iiluminated
target stimulus field to the first field ¡esui.ted in clear
cÖntrast for the target sti¡¡u1us and a suitable ccntrast fsr
the fusion and rivalry stirnuli.

Before target stimulus

of the black lines of the fusion
patterns and rivalry stimuli as measuted at the artificial
The
pupils r^¡Íth an S.E.I. spot photometer ulas 0.016 ft-L.
During the
¡¡hite background uas a unifsrm 0.4 ft-L.
additional target stimulus expúsure the luminance of the
black lines and black target stimuli ü¡as 0.1 ft-L and ihe
exposure the luminance

r¡hite background uas a unifs¡m 0.5 ft-L.
Prscedure

ints fsur test sessions held
on four successive days for all subjects. In the f,irst
session aJ.1 subjects r,lere tested for ocular dominance using
the Miles A-E-C test (Milesr 1929) and trrls binocular rivalry
The expe¡iment r¡as divided

tests.

Th¡ee

trials of the Miles sighting test

u¡ere qiven
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to subjecis. Far the Efr ocuLar dominance tests subjects
obse¡ved the rivairy stimuli in the tachisioscope and
alternately tapped telegraph keys to indicaie alternations
of BR. fn the filst BR oeular dominance iesr) subjects
passively vieued the rivalry stlmuli for a periad of 6û sesonds.
The total tirne accumulated out trr- 60 seconds for the predominance of the left eye stimulus ¡r¡as taken as the measure ofl
ocular dominance. Ëreater than ¡t seconds and less than 3ü
secsnds uere classified as left eye and righÈ eye dominant
respectiveJ.y. The second BR euula¡ dominance test i,.¡as for
aciive vieuing of BR, using the inst¡ucticnal conditisns sf
rrslor¡ taten and nrapid rate¡t. Trr¡o ¡¡sloi¡ laten periods uere
foLLs¡ried by four trrapid raterr periods ¡¡hich ¡¡ere fslic',:ed Þy
ancther tLJu ¡rslo¡¡¡ ratetr perinds. All periods ¡¡ere 3û seconds
in duration and ùrere separaied Þy 30 secsnd rests. The total
time accumulated out of 240 seconds for tire predominance cf
the left eye rivalry stimulus uas taken as the measure of
ocular dominance, ulith greater than 120 seconds and less than

classified as Lefi eye and right eye dominant
respectively. From the eight active vieuring trials the mean
'120 seconds

alternation rate unde¡ the
instructions

u¡ere

From these t¡¡o

r¡sLo¡¡

raten and nrapid laten

calculated separately fsr each subject.

rate

measures a measure

of

BR

esntrol

uas

calculated fo¡ each subject uslng ihe fsrmula (1U0)(Rapid 51o¡¡)/(Rapid + Slou).
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In addition, on the first test session a suitable test
stimulus exposure duration uas established for each subject.
For this purpose target stimuli ulere presented only to the
dominant eye

in the tnonsuppressedn state of the nonrivalry

condition. Letter-forms urele randomly presented follouing
the r¡arning buzzer in the no¡mal uay. Five trials ¡rJere
presented at each exposure du¡ation sta¡tinq at '100 msec
decreasing in duration by 10 msec steps until the subject
uas inco¡rect on tulo out of five exposures' At this
exposure duration an additional

fifteen

exposures

uJere

to obtain a performance measure out of ttoenty
t¡iaIs.
If performantre Lras belor¡ 40% or above B0%
corrective adjustments uere made until performance over
trials uas rr¡ithin these limits. ltJith this procedure

presented

20

for the 12 subjects ranged from 30 msec to
80 msec r¡ith most of the durations at 40 msec and 50 msec.
After the preliminary test session subjects ue¡e tested
exposure durations

fo¡ letter-form recognition performance on three successj.Ve
test sessions for three different conditions. The three
conditions Lrere those of nonrivalry, passive vieuing BRt
and active vieuing

earlier

BR.

The

nonrivalry condition as described

used bsth fusion.squares and fusion patterns but

eliminated one of the rivalry stimuli.

During this condition

subjects uere instructed to simulate the rivalry condltions
tapping the telegraph keys alternately at about the

same

by

¡ate
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as their passive vieuring trondition. The motor action of
I

tapping may be attention diverting or in some

r,ray

key

detrimental

to recognition pelformance. The purpose of rivalry simulation
in the nonrivalry condition r'¡as to equate þetr¡een the three
csnditions the possible detrimental effects of key tapping
Since in the nonrivalry condition the one nli.valrytr

ltself.

stimulus is usually seen continuously, the state in uhich the

target stimulus is presented to the same eye as the rivalry
stimulus uas called the trnonsuppressedn state and that in
r¡hich the target stimulus uas presented in the blank fusion
square uas called the rrsuppressedn

state.

During the first

half of this condition the rivalry stimulus uas on the BR
ocular dominant eye and in the second haLf it uras Bn the nondominant eye" In each half exposures ¡¡e¡e divided ¡andomly
but equally

betrrleen rtnonsuppressedtr and nsupptessedrr states

as indicated by subjects'BR simulated key tapping.
During the passive vie¡¡ing BR condition subjects vieuled

the rivalry in a passive state tapping the telegraph keys to

alternations" Since a key tap indicated the
beginning of a nonsuppression phase for a particular eyer it
also indicated the beginning of a suppression phase for the
number of exposures u,ere presented
opposite eye. nn
"qu"t
to each eye an equal number of times in both the suppressed
indicate

BR

and nonsuppressed states"
The active vieuíng BR condition h,as the same as the

passlve condition in all respects except that subjects

ùrere
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instructed to atiend ic the dominant patt=rn and ts suppress
the nondominant pattern as compJ-eteiy as possible. They i,,iere
instructed .ihat

it

tco diÍ'ficuit tn hoid the
rivalry in this'state they r,rere ts make the alternatian ofl
dominanee betr¡een rivalry stimuJ-i as dichoiomous as possj-bIe.
Eighty target stimulus exposures ¡dere given for eaeh of
the three conditions. Each letter-form target siimulus
r¡hen

becanie

(ArsrTru) uas presented tr,renty times sn a randsm scheduie
thus had an equal probability ol ocrurrence for any trial.

Letter

and

five times to the left and right
eye in both the suFpressed and nrnsuFpressed states. 0ver
the eighty triars the order of eye stimulatisn and the c¡der
Each

u¡as presented

of, suppression state occur¡ed sn a semi¡andom scheduLe.
same

The

presentatj-sn schedule uas used fo¡ each of the th¡ee

conditions. No knoul-edge of results uas given to suÞjects.
The test session o¡der of the three conditisns of nonrivalry,
passive ER, and active BR uas balanced r¡ithin both the six
male subjects and

six

flemale subjects.

trials of each condition uere run in fsur
brocks of tr¡enty triars each requiring aboui six minutes
r¡ith tr¡o minute rests betueen each block. Follor¡ing trrro to
five alternations of rivalry or simulated rivaLry the
The eighty

experimenter presenied the uarning buzzer immediateJ.y

(about .3 seconds) after the first approp¡iate key-tap
determined by the presentation

schedule.

as

The experimenter
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then triggered the exposure of the target stimulus
approximately .5 seconds follor,ring the onset of the uarning

stimulus. The subJect r,¡¡as instructed to respond uith one
of the lette¡-fo¡ms immediately after the target stÍmu1us
presentatlon. At this moment the first priority of the
subject ¡¡as to report the presented letter-form. Follouing
the response subjects r¡ere allo¡¡ed a 5-10 second rest f¡om
the key-tapþing task as the experlmenter removed the stimulus
card and inserted the next predetermined card. The subject

then resumed the inst¡uctional conditions and key-tapping"

all three csndltions subJects ùrere instructed to
fixate the centre of the rivalry stlmuli continuously prior
to the target stimulus presentation" Subjects uere instructed
to be as accurate as possible in the key-tapping task, tapping
the appropriate key just as the dominance changed from one
Under

stimulus to the other"

In addition subJects ¡¡e¡e instructed
ts info¡m the experimenter immediaùely lf sn any trial the
target stimulus had been presented incorrectly, i.Bo at a
moment ¡r¡hen the key-tapping failed to co¡respond to lts
appropriate rivalry phase"
Results
Even though accuracy. on

the key-tapping task

uas

stressed, a feu subjects occasÌonaIIy reported the lnco¡¡ect
presentations of target

stimuli.

marely informed the expe¡lmenter

trn these cases subJects

of the error

u¡lthout
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reportÍng any lette¡-form.

These fer¡

trials ¡¡ere usuarly

re-run several triars later in the presentation schedule.
subjects reported that on the r¡hore they urere confident of

thelr ability to follor¡ all instructions. Subjects also
reported, not surprisingrv, that the non¡ivalry condition uas
subjectively easiest, that the passive BR vier¡ing condition
uas Íntermediate in difficurty and that the active BR vieuing
condition ùras the most difficult"
In a dichotomous classification of ocular dominance
into left and rÍght the tuo BR tests agreed in all 12 subJects.
üJhen

the more precise ocular dominance information uas included,

the Pearson trorrelation betr¡een the tr¡o

BR

tests

uras

very high

(r = +.746, df = 1O, p < .005)" The Miles sighting test and
BR tests agreed in ocular dominance for 9 subjects but disagreed for 3 subjects. The overall correspondence uas not
significant using the chi-square test (x = 3.09, df = 1,
p > .05)"

Therefore, for most of the follor¡ing data analysis

ocula¡ domlnance u¡l1r be that de¡ived f¡om the

BR domlnance

tests.

In Figure 3.2 are shou¡n the mean percentage recrignition
scores for the three vleuring conditÍons each separated into
dominant and nondominant eye and each eye separated

into

the

states. In addition the mean
percentage recognltion scores fo¡ the preriminary and finar
tests ale shoun. Each mean ln the bar graph represents

suppressed and nonsuppressed

scorea out

of 20 t¡ials f¡om 12 subJects.

Fig.3.2

Mean percentage

12 Ss

recognit'ion scores fo¡

in the three vieuing conditions for

both the dominant (D) and non-dsminant (nD)
eye under both the suppressed (S) and nonsuppressed (nS) states and

in addition the
mean preliminary and final test ¡ecognitlon
scoreg.
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The main hypothesis

of this experiment

nonsuppressed-suppressed (IJS-S)

r¡as

that the

difference uoul-d be greater

fo¡ the active than the passive csndition.

Hense, only the

active and passive conditions uere ineluded in a 4-r¡ay analysis
of variance of recognition scores r¡hich tested the main eflfects

of rivalry

phases (nonsuppressed and suppressed)

r

eVe dominance

(dominant and nondominant) and vier¡ing conditions (passive and

of this anal.ysis are shutrn in Table 3.1.
12 subJects served under alL conditions the
appropriate erro¡ term to test the main effects is the main

active).
Since the

The resuLts

effect by subjects intetaciion. Simila¡Iy the interaction
r¡ith subjects mean squares is the appropriate errur te¡m to
test the ?-way and 3-r¡ay interactions.
It can be seen that the only significant main effect is
rivalry phase. RivaIrV suppression produces a significant
reduction of recognition performance. This seems io be
equally true in the active and passive condition since the
rivalry phase by condition interaction does nst approach
significance (F = 0.?8). Thus, r,.rith regards to the main
hypothesis there sEems to be no diffelence betueen the active
and passive viet'ling conditions

in the (NS-S) difference.

The difference þetueen nonsuPpressj.on and suppression

in Figure 3.2 to be greater fur the dominant than the
nsndominant eye. In facb, the rivalry phase by eye dsminance
interaction shsr,rs that this difference is significant (F - 6.55t
df = 1/11, p < .05). The greater (NS-S) differentre for the
appears
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TABLE 3"1
EXPERTMENT

4 RESULTS EF A 4-i¡AY A¡.'JALYSTS OF

0F REE0ENIT¿üN SÛOñES INDLUDINE
MAIN EFFEETS 8F RTVALRY P¡.JASE (P), EYE
VARTAT\IEE

DOMINANTE
SUEJEETS

(D),

VIEhJTNG CI]NDTTION

(E),

T¡iE

AND

(S).

Source

df

Mean Squares

t

e

Rivalry phase (P)

1

380.0'l

19.83

Eye Dominance (D)

1

55.51

1.31

N.s.

Vieuring Condition (0)

1

3.t1

0.40

N.s .

11

42.58

1

29.26

6.55

1

6.51

0.78

N.S.

0.49

N.S.

1.08

N.5.

Subjects (S)

PxD
PxE
PxS
DxC
DxS

t¡

<.05

19.17

1

1.26

11

42.35

ExS
PxDxE

11

7.59

1

5.51

PxDxS
PxExS
DxExS

11

4.47

11

8.35

11

2.60

11

5.12

PxDxCxS

<.005
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dominant eye seems to be

true for both vieu;ing conditions since
that interaction term does not approach significance (F = 1.08).
0n the'other hand, if eye dominance is initiarry designated
using the Miles'sighting test, there is no diflfe¡ence

betureen

the rdominant¡ and Inondominantr eye (t = O.57, df : 11,
p 2 "28) in the magnitude of the (NS-S) dJ-fference- Thus, the
dominant eye produces a greater (NS-S) difference than the nondominant eye if dominance is determined by the BR tests but not
if it is determined by the Miles sighting test"
lesser difference betr¡een suppressed and nonsuppressed
recognition performantre for the nondominant eye appears to a¡ise
The

f¡om a reduced recognition performance in the nonsuppressed

state ¡ather than from an increased performance in the supplessed
state. The four suppressed performance means of the tr¡o BR
conditions all are at about the

same

lever and arl above chance

performance"

0n the othe¡ hand, the four nonsuppressed
tr¡o

means

of

the

conditions do appear to vary conside¡ably" The nonsuppressed means for the dominant eye are generalry greater
BR

than those fo¡ the nondominant eye. The passive condition

for the dominant eye is not sÍgnificantty less than that
of the dominant eye ntrnrivarry condition (t = 0.99, df = 11,
p > .20). 0n the other hãnd, the nondominant mean of the
mean

passive condition is significantly less than the nonrivarry
mean

(t = 3-14, df = 11, p < .01).

fo¡ the

nondominant eye seem, then,

The reduced (NS-s) varues

to be due to a ¡eduction
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rf

nonsupFrsssed perflormance

any difference

in

of the

nsndcminant eya rather than

suppressed recugnition perftrrmance.

There are no diflferences beiueen any

rivalry condj.tisns.
the

Even

of the fou¡

the greatest difference

nsn-

betu.reen

nsuppr-essedd dominani eye mean and rnonsuppresssdrr non-

level (t = 1.17,
df = 11, p ) .29). The ccmbined nonrivalry mean of 69.4% is
hardly different from the combined preliminaly and final test
means of 69.8%" Thus there appears ts Þe no suFFression
effect in the asuppressedr¡ eye of the nunrivaJ.ry conditions.
A comparison of preliminary and final tests shor¡s a very
significant increase of recognition perfrrmance acrsss the
csnditions sf the experiment (t = 9.9¡ df = 11, p ( .üt5).
dsminant eye mean does not reach a siEnificant

All subjects shoued an increase of performancE? from preliminary
to finaL test producinE a mean increase af 22.1%. Hourevel,
since the srder.of the three test conditions uras balanced uithin
the 12 subjects, this praciice effeci shouid be evenly
distrihuted betu¡een the th¡ee test conditions.
It ¡r¡as shoun that the (NS-S) difflerence in the active
condition.uas not greater than the difference in the passive
csndition. This implles that an active voLuntary effort tu
enhance

the completeness of the BR aLiernatisns has no effect

sf inc¡easing tire (NS-S) value as comFared r¡ith the cÍifferenËe
that occurs ¡¡ith no voluntary assistance j.n the passive vieuing
condition. l-iouever, the measures sf BR contrsl ranged from
33.3yo to 71.4% r¡ith a mean af 5A.4% fo¡ the 12 subjects. This
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ujas abúve

the

Experiment

active

mean BR

3.

cantrcl of unpraciiced subjects in

Thus, the iack sf difference beil¡een the

ancj passive

ccnditions csuld nst be explained on a

general iack of BR conirsl of the present suþjects.
Based on

the original hypetheses, it r¡ould fslLsr,r that

those subjects r¡ith the greatest measure ei BR csntrol should
þe able ts shoùr the greatest nsnsuppressed-suppressed difference.

Therefore, sne

i,JouLd

predict a csrreiation bet¡¡een this

difference in the active condiiion and the measure sf

BR

csntrol.

iest applied ts the tsR
contrsl measure and the (NS-S) measure in the active conciitiun
(bsth eyes combined) u¡as not signlficani ( T = *.279 t n = 12,

Ho¡¡ever, a Spearman rank cs¡¡elation

P

>

.2O).

A significant correlation u.¡hiclr uilI be of ¡elevance to

the discussian of the main hypothesis is that betueen the
conditions csmÞined

(1rJ5-5)

values of the dominant and non-

dsminant eyes (r= = +.680r n
enhanced by

= 12, p (.A25).

This is mainly

a significant eorrelation Þeii¡een the difference

of the dominant and,nondominant eyes in the passive
condition (r= = +.56,,D = 12, p 4.tr25), and.Less so by the

measures

dominant and nsndoi¡¡inant eye

crrrelation in the active

conditisn (r= = *.37r n = 12, p ) .û5). This suggests
that if a subject shours a large nÐnsuppressed-suppressed
difference in

Dne

eye, he tends also ts shai; a large

ciifference in the other eye; and this is especially true in

the passive condition.
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Discussion

lack of a signifisant difference betr¡een non_
suppression and nonrivarry in the passive vieuring.condition is
consistent uith' the results of Fox & Gheck ( 1966), at least
r,¡ith ¡espect )to the BR dominant eye" 0n the other hand, in
The

the

of

BR

active vierrring condition there is perhaps

some decrement

for the dominant eye in the nonsuppressed state.
The mean for thls sub-category is 5B.B!É and is ress than the.
performance

non¡ivalry

of
df = 11, p <.10).

to a lorr¡ significance level (t = z.Eot
subjects remarked that the active vieuing
csndition r¡,as most dlfficult"
Thls is not surprislng slnce
ln addrtion to malntaining accurate key-tapplng and belng
mean

73%

fo¡ the presentation of target stlnurl, subJects ürere
instructed to exe¡t an active effs¡t to make thE arte¡nations
complete. 0vera11 recognition performance may be impaired
prepared

under these condltions by the considerable demands made upon
subJectSr

attention"

0cular domlnance, for the purposes of this.l?t" analysls,
uas att¡ibuted

to the eye uhose rivarry patterl"93:.seen as
predomrnant in passively and actively vie¡.¡ed rivalry a
majority of the tlme. since there are an equal numbe¡ of

fo¡ each eye i-n thg a|!e1¡3ting rlvalry
process,. thl-s naJortty gr i!: tgifl*tiry.op,ihg
lomlnant eye
predoninance phases

¡aust be produced by longer nonsuppression phase du¡atlons"

12'J.

fr,lo

qua3.i'i.ative diflfelences bai¡r¡een the ciuminant anci non-

iiuairy phase has been assumed.
It uas merely assui¡:ed thai îcr ihe iominant eye ihe nonsuppressed staie ¡rtuici be longe¡ and the supp¡essed state
shorte¡ in duration. Houever, the nonsupplessed means Ûf'
the nondûminant eye tend tc þe less than thase for the ciuminani
ele (t = 1.93, cif = 11, p (.1Û) and 61e significantly less
2.79,
than the nondominant eye nonrivally ctndition mean (t
dcminant eyES fsr a given

.=
ts indicate thatt in

This r,¡ouLd seem
df = 11, p <.tZ).
additisn to greatel nonsuPpression duraticns, the dsminant eye
prc¡duced better recognition perflolmance than the nsndsminant
eye in the nsnsuppression phases. If it i,s assumed that nÛnrivalry is free from supplession effects, ihen the nsnsuPPIessed
rivalry state of the dominant eye is also free of rivalry
sUppression. Hcuever, the nonsuPPressed state uf the nondominant eye doss contain some deg¡.ee

sf rivalry

suPPression.

of the present expEriment the BR
test but not -r,he Miles test of ocular dominance. has predictive
validity flor (NS-S) differences in recognition perfolmanca
betueen the dominant and nsnciominant eyes. This is no-¡,
under the conditions

surprising considering the close reLatiÐnship of the

It is interesting
to note that Fsx & Check (1966) used the Miles test but did net
mentiCIn any effect of Bye dsminance ûn recognition perfor.mance.
recognitisn task r,¡ith the

Both subjects

in ihe

ER dsminance

test.

Fox & Check study (1966) r¡iere classed as
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right eye dominant.

An exaininatisn cfl the núnsuÈpressed-

nonrivalry diiferences for botir subjects

ihai far
subject tM. the larEer díffeiense aFpea¡s to þe on the left
eye. Therefore, sne Lroulci predi.ct thai tM¡s left eye is
tn the
ncndominant ¡,¡ith the Miles test and ihe BR test.
other hand, subject DC shor¡s a larger nonsuppressed-nsnrivairy
difflerence for the right eye uhich accsrding io Fox & Eheck
(i966) is significant to a Iu¡.,t leueL (p ( .'10). Thereflore,
one ¡'¡ould predict that although subject DC is right eye
dominant by the Miles test, he ¡.usuld be left eye dominant hy
the BR tests.
experj-ment

shorris

This raould be posslÞIe since in the present

three out oi the t¡r¡elve subjects lacked coriespondence

betueen the Miles and ER duminance

tests.

Tt¡s

of the three

subjects r¡ere Miles right eye dominant but left eye dominant
according to the BR tests,

At the end sf the results section a significant
co¡relation uas found in the ntrnsuppressed-suppressed
differences

þett.¡een

the dominant eye and nondoniinant eye.

Subjects r'¡ith a large difference in.one eye al-so tend to

shut¡

a large difference in the sther eye. Similarly subjects t¡ith
a small or negliEible (l'¡S-S) difference i-n one eye tend to
shor¡

little

difference in ihe other eye. This result

¡¡louLd

if one asaumes that BR is a dichotomtus alternation
bet¡¡een the eyes. If recagnitiun performance drops.markedly
in one eye'rrrhen that eye enters the supp¡essed state, then

be predlcted
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simultaneously reccgniiion periormanÊe rises markedly in the
nGnsuppressed

siate sf ihe cther

eye.

in this experiment u,¡as that an
active vsluntary effort oi subjecis tu accentuate the rivalry
Tiie main hypcthesis

alternations u¡ould enhance the (NS-S) difference in
recognition performance as cûmpared to the performance
difference during passive

vj.er¡¡ing

of BR. This r,.¡as based

that cont¡oL could be exerted on ihe
amplitude of the suppiessisn effeet. Ho¡¡¡ever, if anythinE,
upon the assumptisn

the (NS-S) difference in the active condition tended to

be

Iess than that in the passive condition.
Eased on

been predicted

the original assumptions it

have

BR

control

greaier (t\15-5) diffe¡ences than r¡ould subjects

a small degree ef csntrol.

correlation

also

that suÞjects r¡ith a large degree of

¡¡ouLd have shoun

¡,.¡ith

r¡ou1d

betr^¡een

the

BR

Thus, the lack of significant

control measure and the

(NS-S)

in the actlve condition aLso fails to support the
original hypothesis.
Foxts (1968) suggestion that the depth of suppression is
a relative csnstant nsûr seems to be the most likely explanation
cf the present results. In ulell-practiced subjects there is
ns difference in the depth cf suppreesion bet¡¡een passive
vieuing Bfl and an active vieuing condition in u¡hich subjects
atternpt to enhance the suppressicn effect. There is aLss no
signlficant correlation betueen tha measure of a subjectts BR
measure

13t"

contrcl and the exteni ufl ihe suFpr.essj.un eifeci in the aciive
vier,ring conditisn. Ecth uf these resuits are corilpaiibie uith
the resuite afl Fsx & theck (19661 1968) and uiih ihe cuncept
ofl a iirniteci and constant supplessisn effeci in the suppressed
state cf BR. P¡esumably r,:hen a rivaLly stimulus j-s in the

state, the degree of inhibition is the same
regardless of the activity or passivity of vieuing or af the
exient of a subjectts measui.e sf BR csnirol. LJhen a rivairy
stimulus is in the nonsupplessed staieo except perhaps for the
BR nondsminant eye, there is no supplessisn effect and visual
suppressed

sen6itivity is the

same

as that for normal nonrivalry

mgnoEular vieuiing.

that BR contito1 as measu1.Pd En the basis
ûf ER frequencies (s1o¡¡ rate and rapid raie) does not affect
the magnitude of the BR suppressi-on eif,ect. It nour ssems mtrIe
likely that if BR csnt¡oI has any objective meaningfulness, it
It

seems c1ea1t

is in terms of the BR contrul measure itself or af the
duratisns of the suppr.ession effect rathe¡ than magnitude.
In the slor¡ rate subjects are essentially lengiheni.ng the
durations of the supPressed staie in each eye in turn uhile
in the rapid rate suÞjects ale shti'tening the durations. i¡jhen
subjects increase their measures of BR contrci they are
increasj.ng their abiJ.ity to shs¡ten and lengthen the durations

of suppressisn un each eye.
This hypsthesis gf the efiect sf voluntary control sf
rivalry r¡ou1d be consistent r,¡ith the general mBdeL of atteniion
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(1935). ConsiderinE ER as a paradi-gm
of attention he suggested thai attentisn maV be vsluntaly,
involuntaly or bsth. Uerhoeff stateci that it nmay actually
prcposed by Verhaeff

that the action of attentisn is alr,rays involuntaiy Þui the
place or places in r¡hich it acts can be to some extent
determined by the u:ili (p.'154).t' This suggests that the
action or effect of attention is a constant involuntary
suppression but that this effect can be directed by voluntary
contrul. ldith respect to binucular ¡ivalry ihis suggestion
r,¡ou1d be consistent r¡ith the finciings of Fsx & Eheck (1968)'
Eheck (1969), t¡Jales & Fsx (979) as ¡,¡e11 as the findings of
be

the present experj-ment. l¡Jith respect to

BR

contrsl Verhoeffl

(1935) uould agree uith the previous suggestion ihat the

effect of contrsl is to direci the supPlession ts either eye
o¡ in effect to sho¡ten or lengthen the duration of the
sui-ìpression phase in either eye.
0n the other hand, Moray (1969) in.his ctnstruction uf
a terminology for the study of attention, suggested that the
direction of the suppression effect ln binocular rivalry is
not under the control of the sbsetver. He used BR as a

conirol uhich eye he is using to see
at any given moment, but uhere identification of, items
appearing in the momentarily dominant eye rr¡ilI be better than
those in the momentarlly nondominant eye (p .26) - u ['le
case

in

r,¡hich uS cannot

classifies this as an example in r¡hich the subject can be
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rtunedn to a certain signal or channel in uhich attention is

involuntary ln contrast to sLlective attention in r,rhich the.

direction of attention can be voluntarily determined (Moray,
1969).

results of the experiments of Ehapter fI shor¡ed that
the rate or durations of at least the phenomenal effect of
The

binocular rivalry

urere markedly

affected by voluntary control.

Since past studies and Experiment 4 have found a correlation

of behavÍoura1 effects r,rith passively observed phenomenal
rivalry, it utould seem reasonable to expect to continue to
find this correlation, even u¡hen the phenomenal aspect of
rivalry is being controlled. Thus, the next logical step
rrsuld be to measure the recognition performance during the
suppression and nonsuppression phases

of rivalry

uhen these

phases a¡e being directed by voluntary controì..

eriments 5 and

6

of the present experiments is to measure
objectlvely the control of binocular rivalry.
If control
affects the duration of the suppression or. nonsuppression
phases, this may be measured directly uhen subjects are
The purpose

uith test stimuli for recoqnition.
Eonsider the situation of subjects passively

presented

vierrring

rivalry. At some point in time regardless ofl the phase of
rivalry an auditory etimulus is presented by ruhich the subject
is instructed to

make one

of the rivalry patterns dominant.
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Shortly after this instruction stimulus a test stimulus is

to the eye containing the rtinstrucied'r (I) pattern
or to the eye containing the ¡tnoninstructedn (Nf) pattern.
If subjects have no ability to control the duraiions of
rivalry phases, then rivalry ¡r¡i11 continue acco¡ding to some
involuntary mechanism and r¡iIl be in either phase ulith an
presented

equal probability at any time follstJing the instruction

stimulus. Therefote, ¡¡ith nu contrsl over ¡ivalry phases,
recognition performance for tesi stimuli uiLl be equal for
the (I) and (NI) conditions. 0n the other hand, if after
receiving the instruction stimulus, subjects are able to
Iengthen the nonsuppressed phases and/or to shorten the
suppressed phases, then the ninstructed!r eye uilI be msre

likely to þe in the nonsuppressed than the suppressed phase
of rivaJ.ry. As a result, recognition performance for the
(I) condition (ninstructedn eye trials for both eyes combined)
uitl he greater than that in the (NI) conditj-on.
The differense of (I) and (NI) recognition performance
o¡ (I-NI) should be a measure of the extent to r¡hich voiuntary
control can be applied to the phases of rivalry. LJith no
ability to control rlvalry the (I-NI) value should be zero.
fnc¡easing abillty to control rivalry should increase the

that the instructed eye
is in the nonsuppressed phase of rivalry. This r,¡ill produce
an lncreasing positive value for the (I-NI) measure. The
maximum degree of rivalry control ( 10t%) r¡ould occur r¡hen

percentage

of total time

above 5A%
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the suppressed phase is shortened ts zero and the nonsuppressed phase is extended indeflinitely fsr the insiructed
Then 'Lhe

eye.

(I-NI)

measule

r¡lill reach a maximum value

the difference in recognition perfûrmance oþtained
betueen the ideal nonsuppressed and supp¡essed states of
rivalry. This r¡ould be in the order of the difference obtained
dependent on

in

Experiment l+ in the passive vier,ring condition, assuming

subjects urere accurateiy indicating the phases of rivalry.
The hypotheiical relationship betr¡een the degree
and differencÊ

ln recognition performance

sf

BR

contrsl

bBtureen the

instructed and nonins'r,rueted condltíons, Or (I-NI) measure, is
illustrated in Figure 3.3. No specific recognition performance
values are pledicted for the (I) and (NI) conditions in this

modtsl; it only euggests that the (I-NI)
absence

BR

is zero in

that it approaches the difference
and supp¡essed recoqnition perfo¡mance fo¡

of control

nonsuppressed

mtsasule

the

betr¡een

and

180%

control.
Method

Subj ects

Eiqht males and

trr¡o females voluntee¡ed from

and postgraduate students

of the Psychology

the staff

Department ofl

Adelatde University to sBIVe as subjects. All had ntrIma1 oI

corrected vision.

Three (LL, JTr JR) had, as a

result

ofl

control, built up higher
than average measu¡.es of ER csntrol. Three sther suÞjects
(IP, AR, EC) had partlcipated in a past exPeriment in uhich

past experiments of practice sf

BR
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BR

control

results.

uras

required but not practiáed r¡ith knouledge of

The other

four subjects (Nl{, BE, EG, PE) had no

previous experience of

BR.

Stimuli
The fusion contours and BR stimuli

in the previeuing

field of the tachistostrope u¡ere the same as those of
Experiment 4 (Figure 3"1, bottom pair).
The target stimuli
in Experiment l+, consisting of the capital
lette¡-forms ArSrTrU. They could be mounted in the second
r¡e¡e the same as

field of the tachistoscope so that a slngle letter proJected
to the same ¡etinal area as the center of the left o¡ rlght
rivalry stimuli.
Apparatus

that of Experiment 4
consisting of a modified stereoscope mounted to the vierrrlng
port of a modified Eambridge tachistoscope. A chin ¡est and
forehead rest uere adjusted to allour a comfortable and fairly
stable head posltion for each subject. Instead of provlding
simultaneous exposure of the previeuing field and test
stimuli, the tachistoscope uas ¡eturned to its normal
The basic apparatus uas the same as

operation uhich provided successive exposu¡e of the test

stimuli and the previeuing. field. The luminance of the
black lines of fuslon and rivalry contours as measured at
the lens u¡lth an S.E.I. spot photometer ù¡as 0.1 ft-L and the
luminance of the uhlte background ¡¡as a unlfo¡m 1.0 ft-L"
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overall illumination of the test stlmurus field could Þe
adjusted in steps to obtain recognition performance of about
50% r¿ith the test stimulus duratisn betr,¡een J0 msec and ?0
msec. The most frequentry used irrumlnation of the test
The

stimulus fierd prouiu"d a ruminance of o.tr32 ft-L fo¡ the
black letter-forms and 0.4 ft-L fo¡ the r¡hite background"

other possÍble irrumlnations of the test stimulus field
stilI provided a contrast ¡atio þetu¡een r¡hite and brack of
The

about 12"

0ther apparatus similar to that in Experiment

4

incruded a teleqraph key, event counter, and cumurative

tlmer to arror¡ the measurement of BR contror and ocular
dominance. The continuous depression of the telegraph

key

by the subJect to indlcate the presencg of the nonsuppresslon
phase

of the right eye rivalry stimurus

produced one count on

the event counte¡ and the continuous activation of the
cunulative time¡. Th¡.¡s fo¡ a timed period of ¡ivarry the
nonsuppresslon and suppression tlme of the right eye and

left eye stimulus ulaE avairabre in additlon to the rate of
rlvalry alternations.
Addltionar apparatus included decade time¡s and tuo
buzze¡s. This apparatus u,as assembled so that r¡hen the

start button on the first decadei timer uras pressed a z second
inte¡var elapsed follor¡ed by the activation of one of the tuo
buzze¡e

fo¡ 0.J seconds and forlorr¡ed by the activation of

a
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third decade timer to produce a given inte¡val until the
triggering of the tachistoscope for the target stimulus. The
third.timer uras adjusted to give one of four possible intervals
(1, 31 5 ot ? seconds) of target stimulus delay. A tr¡o
position mode suitch enabled the experimenter to select the
activation of a high intensity 50 Hz buzze¡ or lor.,¡ intensity
100 Hz buzzer.
Procedure

The general procedure follot.red on each

as follor¡s.

test trial

¡¡as

The experimenter inserted a predetermined test

stimulus into the test field of the tachistoscope. He then

said rrreadyn to the subject and simultaneously pushed the

start button. The subject u¡as instructed to fixate at the
centre of the rivalry patterns and to ¡¡atch the rivalry
passively. Trrlo seconds after the rrteadyn signal one of the
buzzers r¡as activated"
The higher pitched 100 Hz huzzer uas the instruction

stimulus representing the nonsuppression phase of the right

rivalry pattern uhile the 50 Hz, stronger intensity
buzzer r¡as the stimulus for the nonsuppression phase of the
left eye pattern. In other uo¡ds, if the 100 Hz buzzer
sounded, subjects blere instructed to bring the right eye
eye

pattern into dominance as qui'ckly as possible and to maintain

that

dominance as long as

possible. If it uas already domi-

nant then the subJect uras to maintain the dominance phase as
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long as possible. If the dominance phase for the instructed

rivalry patteln ulas ltrst, subjects ùJeIe instructed to bring
it back as guitrkly as possible. The 50 Hz buzzet bras the
instruction stimulus for the subject to maximize the duration
of the dominance ,of the left eye rivalry pattern. Subjects
uere told not to blink or to move their fixation from the
centre of the rivalry patterns but to use nattentionn or
Itconcentlationrt only as the means for follouing the

instructions.

of the target stimulus then folloued
the. initiation of the instruction stimulus by an interval of
11315 or ? seconds according to a predetermined order.
Immediately follotuing the target stimulus presentation the
task of the subject uas to respond r¡ith one of the four
letter-form stimuli as quickly as Possible" This r¡as
foLloued by an intertrial interval of about 15 seconds in
r¡hich the experimenter inserted the next target stimulus and
The presentation

set the next inst¡uction stimulus and interval of target
stimulus delay.

All

10 subjects uere

first tested for their

degree of

control and ocuLar domj.nance. Subjects uere given a
series. of ten 'l minute timed periods of vier¡ing rivalry in
BR

r¡hich they depressed a telegraph key to coincide ¡¡ith the

of the nonsuppression phase of the right eye
rivalry pattern. The sequence of instructions for the ten

presentre

1¿+0.

trials is given in Tabre 3.2. From triars 2-5 ruere obtained
a rivalry dominance control measure, the same as that used by
Gillette

hlashburn &

(1933)

t r¡hich uas calculated by subtracting
the aceumulated nonsuppression phase time of the pattern
instructed to be nondominant from that instructed to be
dominant, multiplying it by 100, and dividing it by the total
time. Thus, percentage dominance control = (Dominant time nondominant

time) (1OO)lTotal time.

F¡om trials

6-9 could

be

obtained a æE control measure uhich uas the same as the
percenüaqe BR control measute used

previously" fn addition the

of ocular dominance ¡¡ras calculated by using the results
of all ten trials.
It r¡as the percentage of time for r¡hich the
left eye nonsuppression phase or right eye nonsuppression phase
degree

exceeded 50%

or

300 seconds
TABLE

TRIA:

SEqUENEE

T¡iaI

of the total time of

600 seconds.

3.2.

0F pRE- AND P0ST-TEST sESsr0Ns

Instructions

B

Passive vieuing
Left eye predominance
Riqht eye predominance
Right eye predomlnance
Left eye predominance
Slor¡ rate
Rapid rate
Rapid rate

9

Slor,¡ ¡ate

1

2

3
4
5
6

7

10

Passive vierrring
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Follouring the ten trials of the pre-test session

subjects u¡ere tested to establish tachistoscopic exposure
durations fo¡ each eye in the monoculat, nonrivalry vieuing

condition that

r¡ou1d

give approximately

50%

correct

recognition perfo¡'mance. A descending staircase

method

of results after each trial. About
'100 trials urele normally required to establish the appropriate
tachistoscopS-c duration for both eyes. Follor¡ing this,
subjects uere given some conditioning trials uith the

uas used r¡ith knor,rledge

instruction stimuli. First they r,rere given about 20
presentations of the tr¡o instruction stimuli presented in
¡andom order, and uJere lequired to name each stimulus as
quickty as possibte by saying rrrighttr Br nleftrr" Subjects
uere then given about 20 trials simulating the experimental

conditions in r¡hich they had to follo¡¡ the instruction

stimuli by controlling the rivalry in the appropriate uay.
By the end of these conditioning trials all subjects ttg1.e
quite familiar r'lith the csrrect relationship betureen auditory
instruction stimuli and the rivalry pattern to be made
dominant. They blere confident that they kneul uhat u¡as
required in folLotuing inst¡uctions.
The experiment proper uas conducted

in six sessisns

ofl

approximately 20 minutes each. For most subjects these

at about the
same time on each day. Each session consisted sf 64 trials
- the 64 possible permutations of all the conditlons of

sessj-ons brere conducted on Sj-X consecutive days
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target stimulus presentation.

These 64

possibilities

are

in TabLe 3.7 and ¡esult from the multiplication
of the 2 instruction stimuli by the 2 eyes to ¡,¡hich target
stimull may be presented by 4 possible target stimurus delay
lntervals by 4 posslÞIe letter-fo¡m stlmuli. Each
presented

to an srder
derlved f¡om a random permutations table of blocks of 100
from Moses & 0akford ( 1963)" Each of the six sessions had
the 6¿r possible t¡ials arranged in a diffe¡ent ¡andom orde¡
de¡ived from different random permutation blocks. This
insu¡ed that each of four variables uas randomized r¡ithin
each session and balanced for any order effects across the
six sessions. Subjects r¡ere informed at the beginning of
comblnation ¡r¡as given a numbe¡ 1-64 and assigned

the experiment of all the combinations and of the fact that
they uere equally probable and in random order.

the experiment subjects

Throughout

of ¡esu1ts.
Even though considerable care u¡as taf,en to establish
flrst a target stimulus intensity and then a tachistoscopic
duration uhich

r,rere given no knouledge

overall recognition
performance of about 50% correct responses, the performance
rrrould produce an

of subjects often va¡ied considerably from this level.
Usually performance uould improve but in some cases it
declined. ff recognitiori periormance had approached 25%
or 100% the (I-NI) measure may artifactually have been
reduced. The¡efo¡e criterion limits uere establlshed for

;
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overall recognition performance to keep it from varying too
far from the 50% level. rf the responses felr Þerou j5%
co¡rect for any session of 64 t¡iars then the target stimulus
duration uas increased by 10 msec fo¡ subsequent sessions.
0n the othe¡ hand, if the responses rose above

B0%

co¡¡ect

for any single session, the duration uras decreased by 10 msec.
This adJustment of duration uas aluays enough to bring overalr
recognitlon performance back into the

3S-BA# range

for

correct responsBs, and usually brought performance lnto the

range. onry occasionally r,ras morB than one adjustment
necessary for any one subject throughout the six sessions.
5u-60%

The

varlables of major concern b,ere that of inst¡ucted

eye versus noninstructed Bye presentations and target

stimulus delay interval"
stimulus

h,as presented

The

to'the

t¡ials in uhich the target

same eyB

as the instruction

stlmulus (see Table 3.3) resulted in instructed

recognition performance (I).

eye

Gonversely, recognition

target stimuli presented to the noninst¡ucted eye r¡as designated (tUt¡. This (I-NI) value
performance from

courd then be obtained f,or any session of
each

half of the experiment

and

for

each

6t+

t¡iars or fo¡

of the target

stimulus delays. The signiflcance of these values could be
tested for each indlviduai subject using a sign test and for

the group as a uhole uslng a co¡related means t-test.
Follo¡¡Ing the slx sessions or i8¿r triars subjects

urere
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retested for their measure of dominance control, rate

control and ocular dsminance under the same conditiuns

in the pre:test sessisn.

as

Follor,.iing the experiment, three

suÞjects (Nll, BG, EE) r¡ere given the addÍtional ireatment

of a series of tuelve rate control practice sessions and a
repeat of the experiment. The practice sessisns follsbJed
the identical procedure of Group SP-ilR in Experiment 3.
Fcllor'ring Experiment 5 Þy approximately four ueeks
I of tha '10 subjects uere retested in the sams type of
experiment ¡¡hich uiII be called Experiment 6. This experiment
contained only 96 trials since only one target stimulus delay
of 2 seconds u¡as used instead of the previous fou¡. All
slxteen conditions brere presented in semi-random orde¡ in
each of six blocks of sixteeir trials.
Besides recording the resptrnse and marking it correct or
incorrect, additional information uas sbtained from subjects
in the second half of Experiment 5 and for the r¡ho1e of
Experiment 6. This information ¡r¡as sf the confldence sf
subjects in their responses. A fsur point confidence ratÍng
scale uas used in r¡hich Efourfr represented very hlgh
confidence that the response

uJas

correct, rrthreerr represented

of a correct response, trtr¿str represented
Jou confidence of a co¡rect responee or msderate confidence
of an incorrect response and tronetr represented no confidence
that the respsnse üras correct o¡ high confidence that the
moderate confidence

1l+6.

incorrect. Experiment 6 and the confldence
measures of responses uilI be discussed in more detair in
the appropriate part of the results section.
rBsponse ùras

Results and Discussion

fi¡st question is r¡hethe¡ subjects could bring the
inst¡ucted patte¡n into dominance, and keep it dominant after
receiving the instruction stimurus. Table 3.4 shor¡s the
percent recognition scores for all ten subjects r,rhen target
stimuli urere presented to the instructed and noninstructed
eyes in Experiment 5. Using a Z-score t¡ansfo¡mation for
large samples in the sign test it can be seen that I subJects
The

reached the "85 significance

level of uhich 4 subjects
reached the .01 signiflcance level for the (I-NI) dlfference.
For the group as a u¡hole the effect of instructions uras highry
significant (t = 8.88, df = 9, p < .0005). Therefore, it is
quite apparent that subjects can make the inst¡ucted pattern
pattern suppressed .to an extent
that provides a very significant difference in tachistoscopic
dominant. and noninstructed

recognltlon

Effect of

perflormance

Tar

o

et Stimulus

Dela

The performance difference bet¡,¡een instructed and non-

instructed conditions ¡¡as arso analyzed to study the effect
of the va¡isus derays or target stimurus presentation.

First it should be noted that the group of 10 suÞjects
initially had a mean passlve ¡ate of 21.6' arte¡nations/minute,
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TABLE

f.4.

MEAN PERCENTAEE BR RATE CONTRBL AND PEREENTAGE
RECOGNITTON SCORES FRI¡M BOTH EYES COMBINED UNDER

THE IN5TRUCTED

(I)

AND NONINSTRUCTED

EONDTTIONS OF' EXPERIMENT

(NI)

5.

Eontrol (I)

(NI)

( I-NI )
Difference

L.L.
J.T.

'J6.1

45.4
58.4

"1

45.9
31.3
38.5
52.6
41.'l
45.9
43.2
54.2

1'7.2

N.l{.

63.9
56.9
54.2
72.4
51.1
64.6
57.3
61.5

Subject

B. G.

E.G.

BR

91.1+

.015

19.B

.01

J.R.

I.P.

31.9

A.R.
E.E.

49

46.0

si.a

41.'1

14-1
7"3
13.1

P.C

57

"5

53.2

35.9

17

"3

53.9

5g.g

43.1

15

"g

Mean

"013

25.5
15.7

34.7
47.2

"

p-1eveI

9.4
18.g

"

0001

"10
.01

.05

"192
"05
.01

rate of 11.0.a1ternations/minute, and a mean rapid
rate of 37"5 alte¡nations/mlnute. This indicates that
a

mean sror¿

of about J seconds unde¡
passive vieuling; uhich they can extend to about 5 seconds
during sror¡ rate or shorten to about 2 seconds under the rapid
rate. Thus, it r¡ould see¡n that subjects in general may be
able to make the rivalry phases confo¡rn to the'instructions
best fo¡. the 3 second target stimurus deray and least r¡ell
for thE 1 second or 7 second delay.
subJects have a mgan phase duration
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The mean performance

of instructed

and noninstructed

conditionscombined,(I+NI)/2,andihe(I-NI)valuesforeach

ofthetargetstimulusdelaysisshouJninTableJ.5.Although
themeanre.cognitionperforlhanceSeemstodeclinelinearlyuith
Þetr¡een the 1 second
length of stimulus deIay, the difference
reach a significant level (t = 1'4'
and 7 secsnd delay does not
(I-NI) measures of
df = 9r Þ ) .10). 0n the other hand' the
significantly
the 3 second delay and ? second delay are
A1I stimulus delays
(t 2.O7, df = 9, F (

'05)'
different =
to the p = 0'0'1 level'
shor¡ (I-NI) values r¡hich are significant
to display significant
Thus, it seems that subjects are able
follor¡ing the
control of rivahy ai any of the intervals
reaches a maximum
instructions. The fact that this control
some finite time
at an intermediate del-ay might suggest that
and that a
is required to shift attention in rivalry
particular rivalry phase cannot be held indefinitely'
TABLE 3.5
I4EAN E0MBINED

(I-NI)

(I+NI)/Z

AND MEAN DIFFERENEE

SCORES BF
PEREENTAGE REEOGNITION

INSTRUETED

(I)

CONDITIONS

IN EXPERIMENT 5

AND NONINSTRUCTED

(NI)

ANALYZED

DELAYS
SEPARATELY FOR TARGET STIMULUS

StimuI us DeIaV

I

(I

+ NI)/z

(I-NI)
*rp ( .005

*p (

3

?

5

53.2 5',¡.9 49.8

49"1

15.0*t19.0t*

11.9r

.01

11

"3r]
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Relation of (I-NI) measure to

BR

control

that those subjects t¡ho had greater
measures of BR control r^¡ould produce, in general, greater
(I-NI) values. That prediction r¡iII be tested someuhat
later. More specific predictions may aLso be made relating
to cont¡olIed slou rates, rapid ¡ates and the (I-NI) measures
It

r¡as predicted

for specific delays of target stimuli.

Subjects t¡ho have

the slor¡est slor,r rates should be able to follou the
instructions for the longest stimulus delays better than
subjects rrrith higher slot.¡ rates.

Inversely, subjects ttith

fastest rapid rates should shot¡ greater (I-NI) values uith
short stimulus delays than subjects r¡ith comparatively slor,l
rapid rates"
The ,Spearman

correlation of rapid rate r¡ith the (I-NI)

for the 1 second stimulus delay approaches
significance (ru = +.455, N = 18, p ( .10). The correlation
of slor¡ rate r,.rith the (I-NI) measure of the 5 second stimulus
delay is significant (r= = -.623t N = 10, P (.05)r but the
measure

correlation ¡¡ith the 7 second delay is not significant

(r= = -.268,

= 10, p ) .10).
Since the mean slot¡ rate produces a mean phase duration
of about 5 seconds it may be expected that the 5 second
stimulus delay r¡ould maximally differentiate betu¡een those
N

r,¡ith lor¡er and higher slo¡¡ tates.

rates r¡hich gavs

mean phase

0nly 3 subjects had slot¡

durations greate¡ than 7 seconds.
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Therefore, the significant correlation of sIsuJ rates r¡ith
the (I-NI) measure from the 5 second delay but the iack of
significanÇe for the ? second delay is understandable.
Eenerally thenr'the specific predictions relating slou

and

rapid rates to different stimulus delays have been confirmed'
to
Those subjects rrlho have qreater rapid rates a¡e Þetter able

to the rivalry control inst¡uctions ¡¡ithin 'l second'
In addition, those subjects r¡ith slo¡,¡er slot¡ ¡ates are better
able to conform to rivalry control instructions as 1on9 as
5 seconds after the instructicn stimuli but not necessarily

conform

as long as 7 seconds.

ThedegreeofBRcontrolisafairlyconsistentaÞility
of subjects. The pre-test, post-test correlation sf rate
contrel rrlas significant at a high level (r = +"931, df = Br
F(.005).ThedominancemeaguleofBRcontro].hasusually
also
Þeen highly correlated r,¡ith the ¡ate control and this is

thecaseinExperiment5.Thecor¡elationofmeanrate
control r¡ith

mean dominance

control

r,¡as

highly significant

(t = +.932, df =,8r F ( .005).
Theabilitytoproducealargedifferenceinrecognition
performance betu¡een instructed and noninstructed conditions
is also consistent. The Pearson correlation betr¡een the

(I.NI)measu¡eofthafirstandsecondhalvesofExpe¡iment
5 uas signfficant (¡ = *.790¡ df = 8, P ( '005)' This
conBistent abllity to makB the state of rivalry conform to
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instructions even extends betueen Experiments 5 and 6.

The

correlation of overall differentre measures (I-NI) of Experiment
5 t¡ith the equivalent for those subjects (N = 8)

r,rho repeated

significant (r = +.856, df = 6,
p < .005). fn other u¡ords, both the ability to control
binocular rivarry and the ability to produce greater recognition
performance in the inst¡ucted condition than in the noninstructed
condition seem to be fairly consistent abiLities r¡ithin subjects
as evidenced by their high reliability.
The next logical step
¡¡ould be to examine the relationship betueen those tr¡o abiliÈies.
Experiment 6 uas. hiqhly

Eombining the pre- and post-test measures, the mean

control of slor¡ and rapid rate for Experiment 5 is
Taþle J.4.

(I-NI)

shsuln

BR

in

The Pearson ctrrrelation bet¡¡een BR control and the

measure uas

significant (t = +"742, df = 8r p < .01).

As one uould expect, the dominance control aLso co¡related

significantly r¡ith the magnitude of .the (I-NI) measure
(r = +.632, df = 8r p ( .O25). Figure 3.4 is the scatte¡
diagram placing the 10 subjects rr¡ith iespect to percentage BR
rate control and percentage difference bet¡¡een instructed and
noninstructed conditions. The best fit regression line fo¡

predictinq (I-NI) differences from rate control gives a slope,
b - +.224, and is indicated by the solid line passing through
the point of the joint means" ..'ft can be seen that the 1ine

intersects the
about

2626

100%

point of

BR

cont¡ol at a (I-NI) value of
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4%. This is not far off f¡om the predictions of
model, r,rhich r¡ould suggest a 0% (I-NI) value r¡ith 0% BR

the

aÞaut

conttol.

If the relatÍonship betueen Percentage BR control and the
(f-ruf) percentage diffelence is a linear one, then the maximum
(I-NI) measure estimated from the reqression line uould be
about 26%. This suggests that there is a limit on the
magnitude of the (I-NI) measure. The theo¡etical maximum
(I-NI) value r¡ould be 75% r¡hen instructed performance is 1og%
and noninstructed performance is at chance level (25%).
Houever, Fox & Gheck (1966) did not find the dominant-suppressed
difference to approach the

maximum

possible diffelence

even

in r¡hich subjects indicated dominance and
suppression only r¡hen it uas complete and unambiguous. bJhere
the maximum possible difference was 67% their subjects shoured

under conditions

differences of

13% and 25.5%

(Fox & Eheck, 1966).

Since the completion of the present se¡ies of three
experiments, a very relevant article has appeared Þy Eollyer
& Bevan

(1970). Using a method similar to that of

Fox

&

Eheck (1966) they found a mean difference bett¡een dominant and

of 15.5'/". In a condition similar to
the present experiment, in uhich their subjects had to shift
attention to an inst¡ucted patte¡n uithin a constant 3 second
suppressed conditions

delay after the instruction stimulus, the dominant-suppressed

difference droPPed to about 11?A. This indicates that

under

tronditions 1n ¡¡hich subJects had to control rivalry before
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target stimurus presentation,

some

the rivarry less than perfectly.

subjects at least controrled
These

studies

csnfi¡m the model relating the (I-NI) measure to

seem to
BR

control

r¡hich bras proposed in the int¡oduction to this experiment.
That is, uith greater degrees of BR control the (I-NI) measure
approaches the nonsuppression-suppression difference.
The effect of prac tice on the

(I-NI)

measure

rt has arready been shor¡n that the mean rate controL is
highly correlated r¡ith the (I-NI) measure and that both
measures

are very reliable rrlithin subjects. rn othe¡ uords,

the experimental design is successful in providing an
objective, behavioural measure of the degree sf BR contrsl.

stilr

to be determined is the extent to r¡hich
practice of BR control may affect the (I-NI) measure. In
Llhat

needs

the present experiment there are a

of urays in u¡hich the
data can be anaryzed to examine the effect of practice.
rt may be ¡ecalled that some of the subjects uere r,¡erIpracticed in BR contlor" JT and LL had participated in a
series of experiments involving ER contror and had practiced
cont¡or r¡ith

knourledge

subjects inltially

number

of results aluays given"

Both

had about average ER cont¡or þut by the

time of this experiment had attained initial

¡ate controls of

respectivery. 0n the othe¡ hand subject JR
had only 10 practlce days in Experiment 1" The initiar rate
contror of JR in the present experiment rr.ras u6"'12i,, onry
98.3% and ?4.7%
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someurhat

greater than the initial

rate control of the
seven unpracticed subjects (38.?'Á), NeveltheLess, if the
group of '10 subjects uere to be divided into groups uith and
t¡ithout prior practice of BR control, JR must be allotted to
the forrner. The effect of practice on the BR control measure
mean

has been found previously

to be an increase of the control
meaE¡ure- rn this case the initiar mean control of 71.5% for
the th¡ee practiced subjects is significantry greater (t = 3.37,
df = B, p ( .005) than that of the unpracticed subjects"
The mean (I-Nl) measure for the seven unpracticed
subjects is 13.6%. rt is interesting that the same measure
applied to the resurts of Eolryer & Bevan ( 19?0) is aÞou t 11%.
since collyer & Bevan used three target stimuri instead of
four as in the present experiment, their maximum range of
recognition performance
measure

of

was 6?%

rather than z5%. A comparable

performance can be de¡ived

fo¡

each

of

these

percentage correct measures by converting

into signar strength
(dt) values using Table rr in the Appendices of sr¡ets (1964).
In that case the dr difference from the (I_NI) measurg is 0.42
for the seven unpracticed subjects in the present experiment
is very similar to the dr value of 0.j9 fo¡ the unpracticed
subjects of Eollyer & Bevan (19?0). The seven are thus fairly
and

representative of unpracticed subJects Ín general.

of three uell-practiced subjects, on the sther
hand, had a mean (I-NI) measure of 20.5% (dr - 0.6j) r¡hich is
The group
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significantly different from the unpracticed group (t = 2.06¡
This finding is consistent t'tith the
df = B, p (.05).
coxrelation described earlier betr¡een BR control and the (I-NI)
measureo 'Thus, the subjects r,.lho had previous practice of ER
control

(I-NI)

shor¡ed

a greater

mean

value of

BR

control and greater

measute.

There u¡as also a r¡ide range

of initial

BR

control

in the group of unpracticed subjects from 26.0% to
53.5%. If the original correlation betueen BR control and
(I-ruf ) derived mainly from the inclusion of the r¡rell-practiced

measures

subjects, this correlation for the seven unplacticed subjects

not be significant, and the (I-NI) measure uould þe
tronsidered only a reflection of BR control practice and not a

u¡ould

generaL troncomitant

of the degree of

the correlation betr¡een the

BR

BR

control.

Houlevett

control measure and (I-NI)

for the seven subjects ulas also signiflcant (r = +0.682¡
df = 5, p ( "05). In summary, the (I-NI) measure is a
reliab1e, objective indicato¡ of the degree of BR control and is
increased for subjects u¡ho have increased their BR control as

measure

a result of practice.

of information regarding the effects of
practice on BR control and the (I-NI) measure may come from
the practice of the main task of Experiment 5. It tlill be
recalled that this task consisted of 384 trials on each of
r,¡hich subjects reseived an instruction stlmulus to make
The second sou¡ce

dominant one

trf the tr¡o rivalry patterns until the target
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stimulus had been presented, sometimes as soon as 1 second
follou¡ing the inst¡uction stimurus, and sometimes as rong as

7 seconds forrou¡ing the instruction stimulus. rn othe¡

urords

trial required an effo¡t of rivalry control eithe¡ to
maintain a dominant pattern or to shift dominance to the
Ínstructed pattern.
rf it i.s assumed that this r¡ould require
an average of 3 seconds of controL for each of 3BI+ triars, then
subjects may be considered to have obtained a total of z0
minutes of BR control practice throughout the experiment.
ïhis r¡ourd be spaced practice but r¡ourd be r,rithout any
each

exte¡naL feedback. Nevertheress, according to the results
of Experiment 3, this shourd produce an inc¡ease of BR control.

Just previously it uas sho¡¡n that thsse subjects r¡ho had prior
practice of BR control instructions of slot¡ and rapid rate had
greater (r-Nr) measures" The questisn he¡e is r¡hether the
practice of BR controL required in the main task of the
experiment (an

ability

r,rhich should be

directly. related to
the (r-Nr) measure) has any effect on the (r-Nr) measure and
on the subsequent measure of BR rate control. To study this
question (r-Nr) measures for the first harf (192 t¡iars)

r¡ere

uith the second half, and increases of this measure
r'rere trompared uith increases betu¡een the initial and final BR
rate control measures
compared

First, either

of adjustments of target stimurus
duration during the experiment or Þecause practice beyond a
because
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certain point

may

not have been effective, overall recognition

(I + NI)/2, did not improve over the duration of
the experiment. 0n the other hand, the difference Þetueen

performance

instructed eye recognition performance and noninstructed
performance shoued a mean inc¡ease of 5.3% f¡om the first to
the second half of Experiment 5 r¡hich uas highly significant

(t = 4.4, df = 9, p ( .005). The measure of BR rate control
increased by a mean of 1O.4% from the initial test tc final
test (t = 2.53, df = 9, p < .025). This circumstantially
relates the increased (I-NI) measure to the increased rate
control measure. The more direct test, comparing the
increases of rate cont¡oI measure r¡ith the (I-NI) incteases,
produced a siqnificant correlation (r = +0.647¡ df = Br
< .025). Thus, there is a general increase in BR control
measure and (I-NI) magnitude across Experiment 5 r¡hich derives
p

its main contribution from subjects tuho shot¡ an increase in
Þoth control and (I-NI) magnitude. Some subjects seem to
benefit from the practice of rivalry control required in the

experiment. Furthermore, these incteases seem to be
excLusively related to each other and are not correlated uith
overall mean recognition performantre, rrrith the overall (I-NI)
difference measure, or r¡ith the

mean BR

cont¡o1 measure.

A third uay of examining the effect of practice of
controL on the (I-NI) measure ¡¡ould be to give subjects

series of

BR

control practice sessions interposed

BR

a

betu¡een

pre- and post-test session of the recognition task.

a

Because
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of the lack of time

availability, only three of
the seven unpratrticed subjects undertook this procedule.
Table 3.6 shor¡s the results for these 3 subjects in the order
of their initial BR rate cont¡sr (Rc¡), the (r-Nr) measures of
the first and second halves and the total 384 trials, the
rate cont¡ol measure for the firsi of the practice sessions
(RE1), the control measure in the last of tuelve practice
sessions (RE12), the (I-NI) measures in the repeated experiment,
and subject

final rate control measure (RGr).
The main test ¡¡ou1d be to compare the (I-NI) measure
afte¡ practice of cont¡ol r,¡ith the measu¡e before practice"
and the

For the three subjects combined this test is not very

successful. Subject Nll shor¡ed an increase in the (I-NI)
measure of 8.4% f¡om 15.6% to 24.O%. Subject BG shoued only
a O.5% increase from 19.8% to 2O.3%. SuÞject EG shoued, in
fact, a decrease of 7"3% from 9.4/" to 2.1%. The effect of the
practice t¡eatment seems to be mixed, r,rith only one subject
shouing a fair increase, a second shor¡ing a slight increase,
and a thi¡d shor,ring a decrease.
Some reastrns for these apparently inconsistent results
may be deduced f¡om

a mtrre detailed analysis" First, subject

fit r,lith earlier findings and confirm
the hypothesis uith regardÉ to the effects of practice. He
shor¡ed an lncrease of (I-NI) from the first to second half
of the pre-test session of 6.3%, indicating that he had
Nll shoued results r¡hich

TABLE

3.6.

EFFEET OF RATE CONTROL PRAETTEE ON THE

(I-NT)

MEASURES

OF

3

SUBJEETS. RIVALRV RATE EONTROL MEASURES ARE SHO|IJN FOR THE
INITIAL TEST SESSTON (RE¡), THE FIRST PRACTICE SESSION (RE1),
THE LAST PRABTIGE SESSIoN (RC12)' AND FINAL TEST SESSI0N (RCf).
THE

(I-NI)

PERCENTAGE5 ARE SHOIdN FOR THE

FIRST AND SEEOND

HALF

AND MEAN OF BOTH THE PRE- AND POST-TEST EXPERIMENT.

SubJec_t

lli

Bontrol Practice

P¡e-Test
( I-NI )

lst half

Znd

RC

half

1

RE

12

Mean

Post-Test
(

Ist ha]fl

I-NI)
Znd

RC

half

f

Mean

Nlt

37.5

12"5

18.8

15.6

53.2

80.2

25.O

22"9

24.O

76.2

BG

41"2

16.'7

22.9

19.g

?5.5

95.4

19.8

2A"g

28.3

87.7

EG

30.0

?.3

11.5

9"4

39.4

B¿+.1

- 1.0

5,2

2.1

51.3

-I

Oì
o

a
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benefited considerably from the practice of the experiment

itserf.

This coincided ruith an inc¡ease in control of

17.?%

from 37.5% to 53.21a. Nll csntinued to increase his contror
during the practice sessions hy 2??6 to a value of Ba.z%.

This Ís also reflected in an increase of the (I-NI) measu¡e of

8.4%. blhen comparing the six subsections sf the pre-test
r¡ith those of the post-test, this increase is significant ts q
lou level (t = 1.63, df = 18, p < .1EI). The final (RCr) for'
Nl{

is maintained at 76.2%.
subject

also

l

a conside¡able increase in the
first 384 triars of 6.2% from 16.?% ta zz.9%. This seems to
BG

shor¡ed

effect in bringing BErs rate contror to'15.5%
in RElr an increase of 34.3?6 from his initial contror. The
next tr¡elve plactice sessions onry produced a fu¡ther increase
of 9.9% to a value of 85.4%. The retest session produced an
(r-Nr) measure of 2o.3%, only sliqhtly more than the pre-test
have had a great

measure.

his increased cont¡oI at 97.?%. Ljhat
seems to be the case for BG is that the effect sf practice of
cont¡or r¡as obtained entirely r¡ithin the first experimental
session of 384 triars.
BG arready had a hiqh (r-Nr) measure
of 16.7% in the first half and increased Ít to 2z.g% uhich is
close to the (I-NI) measu¡e of 25.5% of subject JT, uho
possessed

EG

maintained

the greatest rate control fo¡ the group (91.4%).

that subject BG benefited maximalty from the first
38t+ triars is supported by the fact that his ¡ate control

The idea
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increased 34"3% ovet this session, but only increased

a

the next eLeven Practice sessions. Uith
this in mind one ulould not have expected BG ts shou¡ much

further

9.9% over

further increasd in the ¡e-test (I-NI) measure.
SuÞject EG seems ts Þe the anomolous case. EG sta¡ted
r,lith an unimpresaive ¡ate control of J0.0% and a rather lot¡
(I-NI) measure of ?.3%. He increased his (I-NI) measure
4.21Á to 11.5%. r¡hich seems to be reflected in the moderate
increase of his control to 39.4oÁ. Then

EG made

rather

an

impressive gain uf controL of 44.7"Á in the practice sessions

to the value of 84.1%. Houever, his detailed results shokl
that the entire increase occurred over the first four
practice sessions as his cont¡o1 uent from 39.4% to 71.8% to
?7.5% to 86.5% by the fourth test session to remain fairly
constant thereafter.

0n the other hand, the increase of

control fo¡.Nl{, as uith all other subjects in earlier
experiments, blas a gradual pr.ocess. His largest increase
14.O% betr¡een

sessions 2 and 3.

u¡as

This makes EGrs remarkable

increase in control from session 1 to 2 someu¡hat suspicious.

It

r,¡as

only after thL first practice sesslon that these

of .regu1ts. and told that
the purpose of the practlce sessions uas to increase their
three subjects

brere

qiven

knor^rledge

control. It may have been that subject EG
became less reliable in his reporting of BR alternations ln
order to conform ¡eadity to expectations. Tor¡¡ard the end
of the practlce sesslon EG volunteered that he sceasionally

measure

of

BR
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noted a loss of fusion of the fusion stimuli, particularly
uhen exercising the slor'l

rate instructions.

fusion occurred frequently, then

If the loss of

EE may have been

practicing

rather than control of BR. It is
perhaps also relevant that EE shor¡ed a substantial decrease in
convergence movements

the final control measure to 51.3oÁ. It seems possible,
therefore, that either through unrellable reportinq of rivalry
alternations or a frequent loss of fusionn subject EE
benefited litt1e from the practice sessions. If this is the
case, then it seems likety that

EG

has a minimal

level of

cont¡o1 in the experiment, perhâps enough to produce a measure

that the 9.49Á and 2.1% values
are merely chance variations from this va1ue"l
Despite the negative results of subject EG in the retest
measure in this particular section of the expe¡imentr the
overall results generally suppolt the notion that the practice
of BR control has the effect of increasing the difference

of about

5%

in the long run,

and

betr¡een instructed and noninstructed eye recognition perfor-

mantre. ldhen a r¡ell practiced group of subjects is

compared

u¡ith an unpracticed group, not only does the practiced group
1

sidelight to this discussion is that not long
after participating in Experiment 5 subject EG uas dismissed
frsm his position as technical assistant in the Psychology
Department. The dismissal uas allegedly the result of a
lack of ctrnscientiousness and ¡eliability in his job"
An interesting
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of BR control, but they also produce
a greater (I-NI) measure. In addition, the practice of
rivalry cont¡ol required in the experiment itself has the
effect of inc¡easing both the (I-NI) and the rate cont¡ol
measures. Thelefore, despite the inconsistent results in the
last experimental design, it can be concluded that the practice
of the qpntrol of binocula¡ rivalry does have the effect of
increasing the objective measure (I-NI) of BR control.
possess a greater measure

Analysis of the results of Experiment
Subjects

BG and PC r,lere

6

unobtainable for Experiment 6r,

I subjects.
since the¡e r¡Jas a significant increase of performance for alr
subjects f¡om the fi¡st to the second harf of Experiment 5, onry
the second half performance r¡Jas used to compare urith Experiment
6. For subjects Nll and EG the second half of the retest
sB comparisons betueen Experiments 5 and 6 ¡.¿e¡e ¡¡ith

session uas used.

(I-NI)

in the second half of Experiment 5
urere analyzed by stimulus delays. It r¡as earlier found that
the measu¡e in Experiment 5 u¡as greatest for the j second
The

measu¡es

target stimulus delay. This ulas also the case for the B
subjects in the second half of Experiment 5" The (I-NI)
means for the eÍght subjects are presented in Figure j.5.
The mean (I-NI) value

in Experiment 6 ¡¡as 2g.6% and is
represented by the filled circre in the figure" This value
is approximately equar to the value fo¡ the 3 second deray.
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STIMULUS

Flg. 3.5. Meon (I - Nf

)

volues

5
DELAY

(

þ

7

sec.)

for eight subjecls for eoch lest
lhe lost 192 lriols of Experiment

stimulus deloy from
5 (open circles) ond meon
6 (filled cirde)

(I-NI)

votue ln Experiment

rbb.

The rather high

(I-NI) value in

Experiment 6 may be

attributed to the similarity ofl the 2 secsnd delay to the
3 second delay, but it may also be attributed to the fact that
only the 2 second stimulus delay uas used in Experiment 6.
This meant that subjects had only to insure that they ulere
follorr¡ing rivalry instructions over a very lestricted time
interval, In Experiment 5 subjects often had to follot¡ the

instructions over a comparatively long time interval sincB
there b,as an equal probaÞ|1ity of four different stimulus

of stimulus
delay in Experiment 5 might have tended to r.educe the (I-NI)
values in cornparison uith those in Experiment 6"
0n the other hand, it seems unlikely that the theoretieal

delays on every trial.

Thus the uncertainty

uncertainty of stimulus delay r¡ould have had much practical
effect on the strategies of suÞjects for the 1 and J second

delay.

Many

subjects volunteered statements about their

strategies to this effect.

subjects attempted to shift

to the instructed pattern as quickly as possible in
order to have it dominant by the 1 second delay. No subject
reported difficulty in maintaining the instructed patte¡n in
dominance for the 3 second delay, though many lost the
instructed dominance by 5 seconds and most had lost j.t by
? seconds. once the instructÞd pattern had been lost it

dominance

of re-establishing it to dsminantre as quickly
as possible. Therefore, . Þecause of proÞable strategies
in follsuing instructions, the variaþIe of stimulus delay

uas a matter
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uncertainty

bras pr.obably

for the 1 and 3 second

not oPerative on the (I-Nf)

measu1"e

delaYs.

that may enhance the (I-NI)
measure in Experiment 6 r¡ould be that of practice" Houevert
this effect has Þeen minimized by comparing only the last 192
The only other variable

r¡ith the 96 trials of Experiment 6.
Therefore, the (I-NI) value of 20.6% for Experiment 6 is
probably a reliable indicator of r¡hat it t'¡ould have been for

trials in

Experiment 5

the 2 second stimulus delay had that condition been included

in

Experiment

5"

Thus, it seems reasonable to suggest that

the magnitude of the (I-NI) measure may be a quadratic function
of target stimulus delay r,¡ith the maximum (I-NI) value obtained

at a delay of about 2-3 seconds.
s of the use of

ctr nfidence

ratingq

It r¡i1l be recalled that in the second half of
Experiment 5 (192 trials) and fo¡ the r¡hole of Experiment 6
(96 t¡iaLs) subietrts gave confidence lätings follouing their
responses in the forced-choice recognition task. Because
subjects P0 and

NH completed Experiment

5 þefore the use of

confidence ratings u¡as adopted, the analysis included I

subjects in each experiment seven of ¡¡hich PartitriPated in
both experiments

of the confidence rating scale in forced-choice
recognition tasks i.s an uncommon but potentially useful
extenslon of techniques developed from signal detection theory.
The use
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Multip1e category rating scales have been used to good effect

in simple signal detection tasks (Sr¡ets t 1964). The replacement of dichotomous Yes-No responses by multiple category
rating scales has ¡esulted in an increase of information
transmitted for each ¡esponse of the subject (Sr¡ets, 1964).
The use of the multiple criteria rating scale allous the
simultaneous analysis of signal strength (dr) and the
confidencp levels

of multiple c¡ite¡ia (beta values).

Forced-choice recognition tasks, on the other hand, have

rarely used confidence rating scales since they are discrimination ¡ather than simple detection tasks and are usually less
affected by different confidence criteria.

Hou.lever, inform-

ation about the confidence of forced-choice judgements in

a

multiple choice task is most definitely available (Egan &
Cla¡ke, 1966, p"243)" Pollack & Decker (1958) have sho¡¡n hou¡
this info¡mation can be measuted using a confidence rating

scale. 0btaining the judgements of confidence in subjectst
responses apparently does not inte¡fere uith recognition
performance and

it provides useful information about the

receiverts operating characteristics (Pollack & Decke¡r 1958).
For the purposes of the present experiment the use of

the confidence rating scale

of

comparing performance

may Frovide

tus additional

bases

in the instructed and noninstructed

conditÍons besides that of' the percentage correct measute.

First, lt is necessary to dete¡mine if the confidence ratings
blere used equally under the tr,¡o conditions. One uay in ¡¡hich
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this can be determined Ís to compare the difference i-n mean
confidence ratings of the tulo conditions uith the differentre
in recognition pelformance. In other r¡ords, are the
differences in

mean confidence

to the effect of rivalry
correct

¡atings more or less sensitive

phases than are the percentage

measutes?

Another, more directr uãV of comparing the use of

is to calculate the probabilities of
correct responses for each condition separately urithin each
confidence rating category. A similar use of confidence
ratings in both conditions uilI be reflected in equal
probabilities of corlect responses for the same csnfidence
ratings. In psychological terms, for a given recognition
confidence ratings

in mean confidence rating, the resuLt
of an increase in the probability of a correct response for
separate conflidence ratings, reflects a decrease in confidence
of judgements. This is the case in uhich each of the
categories is used as a more conservative criterion.
. In addition to the analysis of the ctllellgn values
unde¡ both conditions the use of the category rating scale
performance a decrease

provides a method for determining and illustrating signal

detectabij-ity for the tuo conditions. Receiver operating
characteristic (R0E) curves can be derived for each of the
instructed and noninstructed conditions in o¡der to compare
visuaJ.ly the effect of attention trr inst¡uctional conditions
on the detectaÞiIlty of target'stimuli.
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first task is to analyze the use of the confidence
ratings. Figure 3.6 shor¡s the distribution of all responses
across the four rating categories in Experiments 5 and 6 fo¡
both the instructed and noninstructed conditions" There is
a fairly equal use of the fou¡ categories for the instructed
condition, but for the noninstructed condition there uras a
linearly decreasing probability r,:ith higher confidence ratings.
The

Table 3.7

shor.'rs

a greater

mean confidence

rating for the

instructed condition than for the noninstructed condition in

experiment. If the differentre betueen the conditions
in mean ratings is converted to a percentage difference by
dividing by the theoretical range of four, the resulting
values are 13.5% and 20.4%. Interestingly, this compares
closely t¡ith the mean (I-ruf ) values of the tr,ro experiments.
each

TABLE 3"7

Percentaqe Correct

Experiment
5

Experiment
6

Response

I

NI

65.2

49.5

16.7

71.6

51"1

20.5

Mean Confidence Ratin q

I

NI

Diflference

2.44

1.90

0.54
(13.5'Á)

2.57

1.75

0.82
(2O.\%)

Difference

This similarlty in percentage differences

may suggest

that

the

effect cf the instructional conditions is essentially the same
for recognition scores and confidence ratings. The inc¡eased
(I-NI) value for Expe¡iment 6 is reflected in an inc¡eased
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difference of

mean confidence

ratings and is illusirated in

Figure3.6byagreaterdifferenceþetr¡eenthes}opesgfthe
response distributions for Experiment 6'

Asr¡asstatedearliertheuseofconfidenceratingsin
the
the tr,ro conditions may be di¡ectly analyzed by comparing
probaÞilities of correct responses separately fo¡ each
for
confidence rating. The correct response probabilities
eachconditioninbothexperimentsarei].IustratedinFigure
3.?. As expected, the correct response probabilities
rronen to
increase monotonicarry from confidence rating
It
rating rrfourtr in,both conditions of each experiment'
Seemsclearthen,thatsubjectsüJeTecorrectlyfo}louing
instructions in the assignment of confidence ratings"

Thecrucialcomparisonofthetuloconditionst¡ithin

experimentshor¡sverylittlediffelentreintheprobabilities
both
of correct responses. The largest difference for
experimentsisuithconfidenceratingl|thteenbutneitherof
it
these differences aPProach significance' Therefore'

each

Seemsthatsubjectsusetheconfidenceratings.asinstructed'

andusetheminthesameuayforbothinstruc.tedandnoninstructed conditions. This means that subjects are
essentiallyusingthesamepsychologicalcriterionforthe
This suggests
same confidence rating under both conditions.

thatintermsofsignaldetectiontheory'thedecreased
is
signal detectability (or ) in the noninstructed condition
(beta)'
not accompanied by a change of crtte¡ion
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fo¡ B subjects in each condition of
Experiment 5 and 6 are illustrated in Figure 3.8. The
ordinate is the Iinear cumulative probability of a correct
acceptance or nhittt. It represents the subjectst judged
probaþility of a carrect response, r¡hen in fact their responses
ulere cor.r.ect. The abscissa is the linear cumulative
probability of a rrfalse alatmn or subjectsr judged probability
ROC

cu¡ves

in fact the respgnse uas incorrect'
The 45 degree diagonal from probability (0'0) to probability
(1r1) represents chance leve1 performance (dr = 0), uhen it is
of a Cor¡ect resPonse

r¡hen

impossible for a subject to discriminate betuaen signal

and

noi.se.

Figure 3.8 shor¡s greater deviations from the diagonal
for the (I) condition than for the (NI) condition for both
Experiments 5 and 6. The R0C cur.ves fo¡ the (NI) conditisns

of the tuo experiments happen to be very simila¡ as a result
of similar retrognition performance Or dr values. Table 3'8
shor¡s the similarity of mean percentaqe cor.rect values fo¡
the (NI) conditions of both experiments. As uas mentioned
earlier the mean (I-NI) values for Experiments 5 and 6 uere
16.?"Á and 20.5014 respectively, producing dr differences
betueen the (I) and (NI) conditisns of o.53 and 0.67"
In summary, Experiments 5 and 6 have shor,¡n that rivalry
control has the effect of shortening or extending the phases
of rivalry in order to produtre a difference betr¡een the
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TABLE

f.B.

MEAN PERCENTAEE EORREET RESPONSES

(P)

NruO

EqUIVALENT SIGNAL DETEETABILITV VALUES
FOR BOTH THE INSTRUCTED

(NI)
5

(I)

(dI)

NruO NONINSTRUGTED

CONDITIONS AND DIFFERENCE FOR EXPERIMENTS

AND 6.

(r)
P

Experiment
5

Experirnent
6

(

dr

Difference

NI)

P

dr

P

dr

65.2

1.29

49"5

0.76

16"?

O.53

71.6

1.51

51.1 0"84

?O.5

0.67

inst¡ucted and noninst¡ucted conditions. As control increases
r,rith practice the (I-NI) value increases and approaches its

value: the difference betureen the nonsuppression ånd
suppression phases of rivalry.
BR control affects signal
detectaþility but not confidence criteria of responses since
maximum

the use of confidence ratings is invariant

betùreen tronditions.

Conclusion

results of Experiments 5 and 6 in terms of the
analysis according to signal detection theory are similar to
The

those of earlier investigations of selective attention in

hearing. Broadbent & Eregory ( 1963) had subjects use a
five point confidence ¡ating scale in.a simple detection
task of a tone bu¡st embedded in noise. The signal uras
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presented

to

one ear during the presentation

of digits to

the

othe¡. under the divided attention condition subjects had
to ¡ecall the digits before giving a detection judgement.
unde¡ the selection condition subjects could ignore the

digits.
The conditions markedry affected the siqnal detectability (dr)
but did not affect the confidence criteria (beta). Unde¡ the
divided attention condition dr uas 2.90 and under the selection
condition it r¡as 5.05, resulting in a dt difference of 2.15.
Treisman & Geffen (1967) had subjects rshador¡n the

in

uith a ¡ure¡ to indicate
target uords in both ears in a dichotic listening situation.
They arso found no change in beta but a significant difference
in dr betu¡een target uo¡ds to the shador¡ed and nonattended ears.
The shadoued ear dr uas 4.2 and the nonattended ear dr uJas 1.g
¡esulting in a dr diffe¡ence of 2.4. Moray & 0rBrienrs (1967)
speech message

one ear and tap

experiment, r¡hich r¡as discussed earlier, also ¡esurted in

a

large dr diffe¡ence of 2.zB but no significant difference of
beta betueen the selected and rejected ears.
Arthough selective attention

in binocular rivar¡y seems
to produce basically the same effects as selective attention
in dichotic llstening, there appears to be a difference betüreen t
the degree of attenuation in selective ristening and the
degree of suppression in BR. rn arl three selective listening
dl differences uJere greater than 2"15.
mean dr differen"å brtr"en inst¡ucted and noninstructed
experiments the

The

1?8.

conditions in Experiment 5, houever,
r'Jhen

uJaS

only 0.49.

Even

considering the more favourable target stimulus delay of

dr difference Ùras Stil]
only 0.63. Subject JT r¡ith the greatest BR control and
(I-NI) measure produced a dr difference of 0.88. In addition
2 seconds in Etperiment 6, the

the projected (I-NI)

mean

for a hypothetical subject
r¡ith 1OB% control r¡ould produce a dr difference of about 0.80.
Hou¡ever, this apparent limitation of the magnitude of
the dt difference for the (I-NI) measure is a limitation of
the magnitude of rivalry suPplessisn and not a limitation of
measur.e

af

26/"

the degree cf control.

The subject producing the greatest

nonsuppressed-suppressed

difference in the experiment of

Fox

dr difference of about 0.90.
Fox & Eheck (1966) took qreat care to insure complete

& Check (1966) produced a
Eecause

for target stimulus
presentatisns, this difference ¡¡ou1d seem to be a maximum
effect of rivalry suppression. Experiment 4 found a dl
SuFpression and nonsupplession phases

difference

Þetu:een nonsuppressed and suppressed phases

in

passive vierrling of 0.66 and in active vier,rin! .of .!.54. Thus,
it seems that there is a limitation on the magnitude of the

effect that is csrrelated r¡ith the phenomenal
Houever¡'the di¡ection or location sf
states of rivalry.
these phases of ¡ivalry tran þe controlled to a very large
suppression

extent.
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EHAPTER TV.

THE ROLE OF PERIPHERAL MECHANISMS

'

IN

THE

EONTRI]L OF BINOCULAR RIVALRY

Int¡oduction

of the main obqtacles to the recognition of the
relevance of BR to the study of a selective attention has
been the long held assumption of the necessaly role of
peripheral mechanisms in the cont¡oI of BR. Ehapter I
revieuled the evidence regarding the effects of eye movementst
one

blinking on the control of rivalry. A
striking feature of this ¡evieu ¡¡ras the paucity of
experimental evidence and the disagreement betueen experi-

accommodation and

to the importance of these mechanisms" In brieft
Helmholtz (1925) felt that eye movements urere facilitative
but not netressaty, uhereas Breese (1899) felt that eye
ments as

for the control of rivalry.
nideasn
üJashburn & Eillette (1933) felt that eye movements ol
ulere not involved in BR contlol. Their findings that control,
although reduced, still existed r¡ith afterimages uould suggest
a facilitative but not necessary role of eye movementg"
Fry' ( 1936) found that BR cont¡ol ¡¡as abolished uith the
use of small artificial pupils o¡ the paralysis of the
fixations

bJere necessary

int¡insic

eye

muscles"

He concluded

that

accommodation uas'
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the basis of

BR

control and operated through retinal

blurring o¡ intraocular pressure changes.

image

Houlever, neither

McDougall (1903) nor Eeorge (1936) found ER control

to

be

abolished by the paralysis of the int¡insitr eye muscles.
fndeed, McDougall found little
overemphasis

effect

of peripheral motor

and u¡arned against the

systems

in the control of

attention (McDougall, 1905).

role of blinking, in fact, has not been directly
investiqated in past studies" l¡lashburn & Gillette (1933)
suggested that subjects may have used blinking as a method
of control. Aárány & Halldln (g47) argued that blinking
The

uould not affect the rivalry rate in the long run.

Meredith

8 Me¡edith (1962) ua¡ned subjects against blinking but did
not measure þlink ¡ate"
measured

in

ExperÍment

2

0n the othe¡ hand, blink rates
and uere found

not to vary

ü¡ere

betueen

conditions or ovet time"
produce

In fact, most subjects did not
noticeable blinks at aII during the 30 second t¡j-als.

Because

the

mean measure

of

BR

control and the increase of

control urith practice in Experiment 2 uas comparable r¡ith

that in Experiments 1 and 3, it r¡ould suggest that blinking
plays no role in BR control" Houevero it may still be the
that small unnoticeable blinks occurred in Experiment
In any case, the investigation of the BR control of afte¡images may provide a test of the effects of blinking"
case

Not only the disagreement betueen experimenters but

the tenuous ¡ellability of thei¡ experiments are sou¡ces of

2.

'¡B

disquiet r,rith past findings. Helmholtz (925), Breese (1999)t
McDougall (1903), and FIy (1936) all based their conclusions
on the data.frsm only one subject--Fresumably thernselves ln

trase" fn studying factors affecting vsluntary'contr.ol
of attention, it is obviously desirable to minlmize subjectsl
expetrtations and to take care to control motivation oI
each

inst¡uctional conditisns. A necessary prelequisite u¡ould be
to use a sufficient number of subjects naive to the pur.poses
of the exper.iment. The purpose sf the follouring experiments
uJas to ovelcome past exPeri.mental deficlencies in cj.arifying
the rcle of the peripheral

of actrommodation,
and blinking in the contr.ol

mechanisms

pupiIIaIy activity, eye movementsr

of binocular rivalry.
Experiment

7

first experiment uras to test the effect of artificial
pupils on BR cont¡ol. Fry ( 1936) found that the leduction of
artificial pupil size flom 3.94 to 2.06 mm Pupils uras sufficient
to abslish control in his subject. In any caser urith
artificial pupils smaller than 0.5 mm in diameter, BR control
The

r¡ould necessarily Þe abolished, since accommodation changes

ineffective in ÞIur¡ing the retinal
images. In the present experiment, subjects urere tested fo¡
their degree of contrsl of BR under the conditions of no
a¡tificial pupils, and uith 2.8 mm artificial pupils, 1.?, 1.O,

r,lould become completely

and 0.5

mm

puplIs"

1.

1EZ.

Method

Sub.jects

Nine volunteer subjects (5 males and 4 females)

ùrere

obtained f¡om the nonacademic staff of the psychology

Department. Arl suÞjects had normal vision r¡ithout the use
of co¡rective lenses" The naturar pupil diameters of arl
subjects ulere measured to the nearest 0.5 mm in the vieuing
condition of no artificial pupils. The mean naturar pupil

size uas 5.7

r¡ith no subject having naturar pupils ress
than 4.5 mm in diamete¡. Thus, it seems reasonabre to
mm,

that all the artificiar pupil conditions produced
¡eductions of effective pupil size in all subjects. No
subjects had eve¡ practiced BR control, and onry th¡ee had
any previous expe¡i.ence of BR" All subjects u¡ere naÍve to
the purpose of the experiment.
assume

Stimuli

stimuli consisted of reft and right black
rings, 58 rnm apart, uith inner dlameters of g.5 degrees and
The fusion

outer diamete¡s of 10.5 degrees. Each ¡ing u¡as cent¡ed on
a 28 degree sgua¡e r¡hite field" The r¡hite fields Lrere on
black su¡rounds of a stereocard ¡¡hÍch provided a second
fusion contour for the tuo fierds. The ¡ivalry contours
a black verticar diamete¡, 1 degree in r,ridth, in the
right fusion ring and a black horizontal diameter, 1 degree
ùrere

in uidth, in the left fusÍon ring.

The fusion

rings

and
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rivalry llnes uere inked on thin r¡hite paper and mounted in
the black stereocard.
ApFara tus and proce dure

of a stereoking, Model
HN-44 stereoscope, in r,.lhich could be fixed a 4 x 10 cm
stereocard, 5.5 cm from refracting lenses, providing fixation
The apparatus consisted mainly

in front of the refracting lensest
artificiat pupils could be mounted and adjusted to the interocular distance of any subject. The stimuli r¡ere trans-

at infinity.

Immediately

illuminated by a 508-td incandescent bulb placed behind the

steteocard. To keep ¡etinal illumination constant for all
pupil conditions, adjustments ulere made in the distance of
the incandescent bulb from the stereocard and the input
voltage to the bulb by the use of a Variac transformer. The
effective luminance uras measured at the lens for the no-pupil

pupil r¡ith an S.E.I. spot
photometer. In all conditions, the luminance of the black
fusion rings, vertical and horizontal diameters u¡as 0.31 ft-L.
The r¡hite baekground luminance uras a uniform 4.0 ft-L. A

condition sr' behind the artificial

chÍnrest and nose slot'r,rere adjusted for the subject in orde¡
to provide a comfortable and fairly stable head position.
Durlng a test trial,

the subject pressed a small event counter

in his prefelred hand to indicate each alternation in BR.
Rate of alternation hras measured for 30 second timed trials
r,¡hich brere separated by 30 second rest peri'ods'
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All subjects uere given the general instructions:
(1)rrat the (ready) signal look into the steroscope and fixate
at the apparent intersection point of the vertical and hsrizontal lines'r , (2) rraftet the (start) signal press the
counter once fsr each alte¡natj.on in rivalryrr, and (3) trat
the (stop) signal stop pressing and look auray.!r SubJects
uere j-nstructed to keep their heads stationary and not to

In addition, subjects
blink excessively during test trials.
received one of three different instructions for any one test
trial.
The instructions ¡¡ere identical to those detailed in
Experiment 1 of rrpassive tatett, rrslot¡ taterr, and nrapid raterr.
The tt31ou raten and rrrapid raterr inst¡uctisns ùJere essentially
the same as Fryrs (1936) Itattempted retardationrr and nattempted

accelerationrr conditions. They r,lere then given 2 minutes

vieuing in the no-pupil condition to familiarize them ¡lith
counting alternati.ons during BR and to allor¡ the BR rate ts

staÞilize aflter uhat Cogan & Goldstein (1967) found tc be an
initial increase of BR rate commonly observed in naive

aII subjects follou¡ed
the same sequence of instructions over nine test trials: the
Itpassive ¡atetr for the first 30 second test trlal, the trslot¡
raten for the next four trials, and therrrapid raten fo¡ the
subjects. In

each vieuing condition,

all nine subJects r'¡ere tested
under the three vier¡ing conditions of no artificial pupiJ.s,
2.8 mm puplIs, and 1.7 mm puplls in baLanced order so that
last four trials.

fnltially,

each condition appeared three times

in

each position

of orde¡.

1e5.

later, arr nine subjects r¡ere tested
in the vierrrÍng conditions of no artificral pupirs, 1.0 mm
puplls, and 0.5 mm pupils in a simlla¡ balanced ordet. A
comprete testlng session uas about 45 mtnutes in duration.
ApproxÍmately 2 months

subJects uere given no

knourJ.edge

of results throughout

the

experiment"

Results and Discussion

After the initLar 2 minute îamiliarization period, all
subjects reported no difficutty in indicating rivalry
alternations of, the ve¡ticar and horlzontar lines. The
experimenter observed no head movements of subjects during

all the test trials.
Subjects also foltor¡ed the
inst¡uctlons not to blink excessively. Most subjects, in
fact, did not blink at all durÍng any 30 second test trial.
Subjects uho did blink occagfsnally du¡ing test t¡Íara dld
at about the eame lor'r frequency regardress of the vleui.ng
condition or instructions"

so

of rivalry ¡ate under the nsro¡¡ ¡aten and
trrapid ¡aterr inst¡uctÍons in arte¡natÍons per minute and the
The measure

percentage BR control measure, (100)(rapid

slor¡)r

the

- slor,l)/(rapid

+

in prevlous experiments.
Table 4.1 gives the mean.slor,t rates, rapid rates, and
parcentage control rneasures fo¡ both test sesslons. slnce
therE h,as no practlce Effect betueen the tu,o test seeslons,
ùJerB

same as described
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TABLE 4.1

MEANSLBbJRATESANDRAPIDRATESINALTERNATI0NS
PERMINUTEANDMEANBREoNTRoLPERcENTAGESFT]R
THE SIX EOI\IOITIONS I]F BOTH TEST SESSII]I\IS.

Natural
Pupils

I

2.8

mm

1.? mm

Natural
Pupils

II

1,0

mm

0.5

mrn

51o¡¡ Rate

14.6

13.4

12.B

14"0

12..3

13.O

Rapid Rate

33.9

32.9

32.9

32.4

31.1

31.1

Percentage Eontrol

38.3

39.6

40.1

41"2

42.7

40.5

not included in the subsequent data
analysis. An analysis of variance applied to the slou rate

presentation order

uras

andrapidratemeasuresshoujedasignificantdifference
(F = 27.g¡ df = 1/8, p {. .001) betr¡een the ¡ivalry rates but

significant effect (F = 0.99¡ df = 5/4O, P > '50) of
pupillary conditions on the rivalry rate measures. A Subject
by condition analysis of variance applied separately to the BR
control measures found no significant effect (F = 0.11r df = 5/4gt
p > .50) due to pupillary conditions. In summary, the
no

laterr and trrapid raterr consistently
produced a very signlficant diffelentre of rivalry rates in all
pupillary conditions. In this experiment, the reduction of

instructions of

rtsIBuJ

effect on BR control.
(1936)
The discrepantry of the present results t¡ith Fryrs
findings a¡e unlikely to be due to diffelentres in stimulus
conditions. The retinal area subtended and the black-t.¡hite

a¡tificial pupil size

had no
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in both cases. The rnain
difference in stimulus conditions uras that Fry (1936) had
three bars in each rivalry stimulus comPaled to one bar in
the present experiment. In any Ease, according to the
contrasts ulele about the

same

retinal blurring hypothesis, the BR control of any illuminated
stimuli should be lost r¡ith the use of the very small a¡tificial
pupils.

of disc¡epancy may be due to differences
in the experimental subjects. As far as possibler the subjects
in the present experiment u¡ere kept naive and free from
expectations about their abitity to control the rivalry in any
of the pupillary conditisns. The fact that the overall mean
A second sourtre

rate, rapid rate, and percentage control is nearly
identical to these lespective measures in naive unpracticed
groups of subjects in the similar conditions of Experiments 1,
2, and f suggests that the subjects in the present experiment
h¡ere a replesentative naive sample" 0n the othe¡ hand, any
prior expectations on the part of Fryts (1936) subject may
have made it difficult for him to exert equal amounts of effort

sLor¡

conditions. hlhatever the case, the
reliability of Fryrs (1936) ¡esults ürithr respect to the effect
of small artificial pupils on BR control ¡,louId seem to be in
under the trr¡o pupillary

question.

of any difference due to artificial pupils
not exclude the ptrssibllity that accommodation changes do
The lack

does

1BB.

control. It only suggests that if
there are atrommodation changes concomitant uith BR control,
the resulting image blurring in the natural pupil or large

provide the basis of

BR

pupil condition has no effect on BR control as compared to
the small artificial pupil csndition in r,¡hich retinal image
blurrÍng is eliminated. 0ne is left r¡ith the necessity of
developing alternative explanations if accommodation is still
held as the basis of

BR

cont¡oI.

In any traser BR control

should be abolished r¡hen the accommodation function is

eliminated due to paralysis of the intrinsic eye muscles.
The next experiment, therefore, examines the effect of

intrinsic

eye muscle paralysis on BR control.
Experi ment

B

A mydriatic and cycloplegic named Mydrilate uas used"

sufficient to produce complete
ciliary muscle paratysis and pupillary dilatitrn trommencing
approximately 15 minutes after administration and lastÍng
approximately 6 hours. Its effects could be more rapidly
reversed after a testing session ¡¡ith the administration of

one drop

in

each eye Lras

one drop

in

each eye

of

present author initially

o.5%

solution physostigmine"

The

tested the effect of Mydrilate

on

himself and observed that the inability to focus uras

subjectively disturbing and seemed to produce increased

caution.

These

introspections suggest that intrinsic

muscle paralysis may produÞe a genelalized motivational

eye

1Bg.

decrement

in subjects.

TB

test for this possibility a visual

(hand
task (simple reaction time, RT) and a nonvisual task
to the test of
sgueeze strength) ¡,rere included in addition

BR

control.IfBRcontrgluJasabolishedbuttheRTtaskand
Squeezestrengthtaskr¡ereunchangedr,lithMydrilate,itr¡ould

beclearconflrmationofaccommodationasthebasisofBR
control.
Method

Sub.iects

Tuentysubjects(l0malesandl0females)r¡ithuncorrected
normal vision and under 30 years

of

age uere obtained from an

introductory psychology class'

No

subject had any prior

experiencer¡ithBR.AlI¡¡erenalvetothePurPoseofthe
experiment.
Appa ratus and Procedure

The apparatus,

illumination, and testing procedure for

BRcontroluerethesameasthatinExperiment?,exceptthat

onlythe0.5mmartificiatpupilsujereused.Inaddition'
subjects u¡ere instructed to maintain for all three instructional
to be a
conditions the same criterion of rohat they considered
alternation. This instruction uas to test the extent to
their BR
rrrhich subjects in Experiment ? may have enhanced

BR

controlmeasuresbydistortingtheircriterionunderthe
rrslot¡ ratert and rrrapid rate[ instructi'ons"
of
The appa¡atus for the visual RT task consisted
and
telegraph key, reaction stimulus, reaction time¡'

L
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electrical circuitry, in addition to the chinrest and stereoscope used in the ER task. subjects vieued the stimurus
through the stereoscope r¡ith the stereoca¡d and artificiar

pupils removed. The stimulus (a Z4-V, j-U red light bulb
placed 60 cm behlnd the stereoscope) provided a binocularly
red disk of 25 ft-L unifo¡m iLlumination" subJects
positioned at the stereoscope in a lightp¡oof and sound-

vieu¡ed
brere

deadened

room.

The

subject uas inst¡ucted to hold the fingers

of his preferred hand immediatery above the teregraph key and
to respond as quickly as possibre at the onset of the reaction
stimurus by tappíng the teregraph key.

Thirty-five reaction

trials uere presented in seriar order rrrith no uarning signars.
The onset of ¡eaction stimuli forror¡ed previous triars by
varying inte¡vals of tim
a semi-¡andom schedure. The
intertrial intervals of 3, 4, 5, 6, and ? seconds occurred
an equal. number of times in the total of 35 triars.
subjects
u,ere ua¡ned to uait fo¡ the onset of the ¡eaction stimulus to
avoid anticipatory tapping"

fo¡ the squeeze task consisted simpry of
a han! dynamometer hydraulicarly connected to a pressure
gaugsc subjects uere inst¡ucted to squeeze the dynamometer
The apparatus

bulb as st¡enuousry as possÍbIe on each of th¡ee trials,
separated by 30 second ¡est inte¡va1s"

Arl subjects perfo¡med the three tasks in the same
o¡der (BR control, RT task, and squeeze st¡ength task) on
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of iuo separate tesi sessj.ons held 'i ueek apari at the
same time trf day. FoI both sessions, the instructions and
procedures ujeI,e exactly the same except that in one session
subjects had Mydrilate administBl'ed 20 minutes prioI' ts
eatrh

testing.

into tt¡o gloups
so that both Group A and Group B contained five mal'es and five
The 20 subjects rirere divided randomly

first had the normal test session follor.,.led
by the treatment test session; Group B had the revetse order

females.

Group A

of conditions. At no time
knorr:1edge sf results.

urere any

subjects given

any

Results and Discussion

In the

BR

task the

same measules

as used in Experiment

? uere taken of passive rate, slott rate, and rapid rate ln
alternations per minute, and the percentage BR control. In

the RT task, the first 10 trial-s from each subject in

each

test session uere considered as ular'm-up trials and uere
excluded from the results. The median RT from the remaining
25 trials uJas used as the subjectrs RT in each test session'
In the squeeze strength task, the mean of the three trials in
used as the subjectrs squeeze stlength for each
lbs/in.t
D

"u=

test session.
of these measuI|es for t he 20
subjects under each treatment condition ale shoun in Table 4'2'
The effect of intrinsic eye muscle paralysis tends to be
The mean values

of

each

the same as that found by Fry (936)--a reduction of rapid
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TASLE
MEANS FTR

BüTIi

4.2"

EROL.JFS

IC}ìBINID

OF- RTVALRY RATES,

TiME'

PERCENTAGE BR CI]NTRTL, REAÜTTüN

AND SQUEEZE

STRENGTH UNDER NORMAL CONDITITNS AND IdITI-I THE

INTRINSIC EYE MUSCLES FARALYZED.

51o¡¡

RaPid

Squeeze

BR

(Alternationsy'Min )

Control
(

Percent )

(Msec)

Normal

12.6

32.8

42.8

26t

Paralyzed

13.8

30.5

3'l .9

269

<

(

< ,05

Difference

fl"S.

"'lÛ

Strenoth

RT

"10

(

t¡s /ín.

2

)

18.4
r

/.tl

{"10

rate and an increase of slo¡¡ rate. Houever, the changes are So
slight that neither reaches the .05 leveI of significance urith
a one-tailed test. The mean ¡eduction of the BR control
measur'e approached significance (t = 1.62, df = 19r.10) P> .05)t
but the mean increase of reaction time is significant (t = 1.87,

df = 19, F ( .05)r

and the mean dec¡ease

of

squeeze

sttength also

significance (t = 1.64t df = 19, .10 ) p ) .05).
Therefore, the effect of eye paralysis produces a slight
decrement in performance, rrihich reaches about the same level
approached

significance for. all three tasks.
the

mean

ufl

The diffelences betr¡een

slou ¡ate and mean rapid rate is still

very significant

(t = 6.5r df = 19, p ( .0001) in the eyes-palalyzed condition.
The only difference in procedure betueen the otherulise
identical testing conditions of the Experiment ? O.5 mm pupil
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condition and Group A in the normal conditj-on of the present
experiment uas the additional instruction given
use the same criterion

rate instructions.
mean

to

Enoup A to

for alternations under both rivalry

The tuo groups have almost identical

values of slot¡ rate, rapid rate, and BR control.

Therefore, it seems reasonable to conclude that subjects

do

not distort their criterion to obtain feuler alternations in
the slor¡ rate and more alternations in the rapid rate.
In conclusion, intrinsic eye tr="i" paralysis does.not
produce a specific loss

very significant

BR

of

BR

control.

0n the contraryt

control is present r¡ith the complete

abolftion of accommodation activity. If the nonsignificant
tendency of decreased BR control r,rith eye paralysis is realt
it is probably due to some trentral factor that produced
performance decrements

in all three tasks"
e¡iment

Fry (1936) found that

BR

9

cont¡ol of afterimage stimuli

practically abolished uith the use of homatropine. He
¡easoned that BR control of afterimages ulas mediated through
the intraocular pressure changes resulting from..accommodation.
Although resea¡ch investigating the effects of accommodation
ùras

on intraocular pressura .(Armaly I Rubin, 1961), did not find
the sort of pressure-changing mechanism envisaged by Fryr it

is still possible that intrinsic eye. muscle .pq¡3lysis does
Tf":e.forer this
abolish control of afterimage rivalry:
possibllity

needed

to be investigated" It uas also decided
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to include a test of the comparative cont¡ollability of
single line and triple line rivalry stimuli during eye
paralysis to determine if the discrepancy of the findings of
the present experiments r,rith Fry¡s (1936) uas due to the
difference in rivalry stimuli.
Experiments

1, 2, and 3 found that

spaced

practice of

the rrslou ratert and nrapid raterr instructions produced

a

in the measured slot¡ late, and increase in the
measured rapid rate, and hence an increase in the measure
of BR conttol" Because this result r¡as obtained uith eyes
no¡ma1 and r¡ithout the use of smaIl artificial pupilsr it ig
decrease

possible that an accommodation mechanism provided the basis for

the increased control of r¡ell-practiced subjects. This

possibllity uas also tested in the present expe¡i-ment"
Method

Subj ects

Tr,renty-eight subjects (14 males and 14 females) uith

uncorrected normaL vision and under 30 years of age tlere
obtained from an introductory psycholoqy cIass.

subjects uere naive ¡¡ith respect to

BR and

AII

the purposes of

the experiment.
Stimuli

pair of rivalry stimuli (single vertical and
ho¡izontal diameters of fusion ringsr H-V), uras the same as
that of Experiments 7 and 8. A second pair of rivalry
One
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stimuli (lH-3V) uas produced by adding tr,:o equally spaced lines
parallel tu each of the rivally diameters sfl the first pair"
The additio.nal rivalry lines urere 7 degrees in lenqth and 1
degree in r¡idth'and had the same iilumination as the other
black fusion and rivalry lines. fnstead of producing one
intersection point of rivalry as the first rivalry pair, this
of three vertical and three
horizontal 1ines, ot nine rivalry intersections. The afterimage rivalry stimuli consisted of a single vertical bar on
the right eye and a single hsrizontal bar on the left eye'
pair

produced the intersection

r,¡hich bisected each

other in the binocular condition. Bsth

bars ¡,¡ere 4 degrees in r¡idth and 28 degrees in iength.
urere produced

They

by a photoflash behind the siereoscoPe projected

through cut-out slots of a black stereocatd.
ApFaratus and procedure

instructions, and stimulus illumination
for the tr'ro pairs of illuminated rivalry stimuli ¡¡e¡e the
The appa¡atus for the test of
same as in Experiment 8.
afterimage rivalry control uas the same as that of Experiments
The apparatus,

? and B, except that the artificial

pupils Lrere removed

and

the black stereocard uJith the vertical and horizontal bar

slots uas inse¡ted in the stereoscope. A Blaupunkt

manually

triggered photoflash uas mounted 20 cm behlnd the stereoscope
equidistant from the tr¡o eyepieces. It produced a flash uith

a constant output of 150 J for a duration of apProximately
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1 msec. The subjects uere instructed to cLose their eyes

after the flash and to vieu the afterimages. The
rstartu signal for the beginning of rivalry alternation counting
uas given aluays 5 seconds after the fIash.
The 28 subjects uere allotted randomly to tt.lo grouPs so
that a r,rell-practiced Group P and an unplacticed Group u each
contained seven maLes and seven females. Group P rrlas initially

immediately

tested uith Mydrilate, using only the single vertical and
horizontal ¡ivalry stimuli, and uithout knoi¡¡Iedge of ¡esults'
Group P ruas then given 12 consecutive

normal. Prior to
subject

uras

in terms of

each practice day

practice days utith eyes

afte¡ Practice Day 1,

each

given knor¡Iedge of his previous dayrs performance
mean

slor¡ rate,

mean

rapid tate, and percentage BR

control. The subject ¡¡as then given knouledge of results
after each trial and uas teinforced r¡ith mild praise for any
improved performance at the end of the practice day.
According to the findings of Experiment 3, this procedu¡e
gives the maximum increase of BR control. Follo¡¡ing the 12th
practice day, Group P u¡as given a final test day uith

of results.. Subjects u¡er.e
tested r¡ith the single Line rivalry stimuli, then triple line
rivalry stimuli, and finally r¡ith the aflterimage rivalry
stimuli, follorrring the normal test trial sequence in each case.
For the afterimage stimuli r the f0 second rest periods u¡ere

Mydrilate and r¡ithout

extended

to

100

knourledge

seconds.

Eroup U r¡as tested unde¡ the

same

197.

conditions and procedure as the final test day of Group p.
Results and Discussion

difficulty in indicating BR
alternations of the afterimage stimr.¡li on the final test day.
The alte¡nations Lrere reported as being unambi-guous, r¡ith a
complete disappearance of sne afterimage bar usually occurring
t¡ith the apFearance of the other. This virtually eliminated
the possibility ofl criterion problems for subjects.
The main results of this experiment are illustrated in
Figure 4.1. Group Prs practice of the ¡tslor¡ ¡atert and rrrapid
ratefi instructions shouled very significant effects betr,¡een
Practlce Day '1 and Practice Day 12. The mean slor'¡ ¡ate shoued
a highly significant decrease (t = 9.73¡ df = 13, p < .0001);
the mean rapid rate shoued a hiqhly significant i.ncrease
(t = 11.2t df = 13, p < .0001); and the percentage control
measure shoued a highly significant inc¡ease (t = 21.O1
df = 13, p < .0001). The effects due ts practice are very
similar to the results of Experiments 1, Z, and j. The fact
The subjects found no

that this increase of BR control, using the 0.5 mm pupils, is
at least as great as that r¡ithout artificiar pupils is fu¡ther
confi¡mation of the conclusions of Experiment 7.
Initial Test Day and p¡actice
Day '1 found no significant diffe¡ences of slou rate, rapid
rate, and BR control" This confirms the results of
Experiment 8, that eye muscle paralysis has no effect on
Eomparisons betueen.the
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unpracticed control.

Bn the other hand, the diffelentres

betueen Practice Day 12 and the

Final Test Day did

reach

significance(p<.01).Itisdoubtfulifthesedifferences
can be attributed to a specific loss of an accsmmodation factor
in t¿elI practitred control because there are other facto¡s
uhich rrlould tend to decrease the performance of Group P on the
final test day. A general performance decrement ulith Mydrilate
r,lould be expected to produce the same proportional dec¡ement as
r,rith unpratrticed contrtrl, Þut this ¡¡ou1d produce a greater
absolute reduction of urell-practiced control" According to
the generalization of Ammons (1956) the absence of knorrlledge of
results and reinfolcement on the final test day must also tend
to

decrease Eroup PtS performance

in

comparison u,ith Practice

Day 12"

This drop of performance on the Final Test Day is alss
consistent. r¡ith the results of Smode (1958). He qave subjects

trials on a trackÍng task under high or 10¡¡
information feedback. Follot'¡ing these trials subjects uere
Eiven a further ,3 trials ulith the same or a different level
11 spaced practitre

of feedback. Smoders Group 3 (1958) had similal..lreatment
to Group P of the present experiment--high inftrrmation feedback during training follor'¡ed by a lor¡ information feedback
condition. Interestingly, the'learning gUIYP for this group
over 11 practice trials üras very s5.miIa¡ to llet of Group P.
Then Smodels Eroup 3 shou¡ed

a drop of performance f¡om the

ZDE.

Iast high feedback trial to the first lor¡ feedback trial r¡hich
from
uas abou t 29% of the increase of performance obtained
practice. The drop of performance of Eroup P from Day 12 to
from
the Final Test Day uas about 2oÍ of the increase obtained
practice. If smode¡s results (1958) can be used as a standard
r¡ithulhichtotrompalethepresentresults,itr¡ouldseemthat
thelackofknor^¡IedgeofresultsintheFinalTestDay¡¡ouldbe
asufficientcausebyitselfforthereductionofBRcontrol.
Thus,thesignificantreductionof.BRcontrolontheFinalTest
Daycannotbeattributedspecificallytotheeffectsofthe
paralysis of intrinsic eye muscles'
Although the effect of eye paralysis is a significant
decleasegfBRcontrolfromameanofB4.0%onDay12toa
r¡¡ith the
mean of 74.3% on the final test day, a compalison

initialtestdaymeanof32.0%shoulsthatuhatcontroluas
(80%) retained'
developed through practice has been mostly
Final Test Day
The compatison betr,leen the Initial Test Day and

for Group P shor,red hiqhly significant (p ( "0005) differences
of sLorr.l tate, rapid rate, and BR control, as did the comparison
Test Day'
betueen the unpracticed Group u and the Group P Final
Insummary,thepracticeof||Slot¡late||and||Rapidrate||
instructionsr¡itheyesnormalproducesamarkedincreaseof
control betu¡een the initial and final eyes-paralyzed conditions.
In addition, it seems unlikel,y that this inEreased control is
dependent on accomnodation.
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effect of praciice u¡ith the H-v stimuli clearly
transflerred to the control of the 3H-3V stimuli and afterimage
stimuli since the BR conirol measules urele significantly
elevated (p ( .001) above these respective values for Group U'
l¡Jhat is most important uith respect to the original purpose
The

of the experiment is that the naive unpracticed Group U t':ith
Mydritate and using very small artificial pupils had very
signiflicant control r,¡ith all BR stimuli. The rapid rate/s1ou
rate difference uith the H-V stimuli is highly signifi'cant
(t = 5.731 df = 13, p < .0005), as is the diffelence ¡¡ith the
stimuli (t ='7.75¡ dfl = 13, P {'0005), and also t'lith
the afterimage stimuli (t = 5.84¡ df = 13, P ( "0005). tdith
the afterimage stimuli, the peripheral factors of accommodationt
3H-3U

pupillary activity, retinal image movements, and blinking are
eliminated, as is the possibility of criterion distorticns'
Even in this condition there is significant BR control by naive
unpracticed subjects and highly signiflicant control (t = 10'6¡

df = 13, p <.0001) by r,retl pratrticed subjects. This argues
strongly for the existence of ssme comPonent of control that
is exerted on a higher, nonperipheral leveI'
rrlouer
George (936) concluded that BR represents a
leveL functionrr than reversible perspective, and as a result,
BR is under less voluntar! control than is reversible

perspective. In any case, he is implying that the main
sourtre of control still accessible to BR is a tromponent that
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Ievel. This corresponds utith
McDougallt= !1906) conclusions that despiie the sj-ight effect
of atropine in reducing voluntary attention in ER, the role of
motor adjustnrent of sense or'gans is one that is only secondary
can be affected on a highe¡

to r¡hat he calles rrcelebro-ideational activity.t¡ The ¡esui'ts
of the present experiments also suggest that the peripheral
mechanisms of accommodation, pupillary activity, blinking, and
retinal image movement, i-f they have a reaL effect at aII,
play only a minor role in the control of binocula¡ rivalry.
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CHAPTER V

THE STRENGTH OF AFTERIMAEES AND

MOVEMENT

AFTEREFFECTS FOLLOIdINE INDUCTION PERIODS

IJITH BINOEULAR RIVALRY"

of the follouing series of experiments is
to gain some information regarding the nature of binocular
rivalry suppr.ession and rivalry control in relation to its
effect on afterimages (AI) and the movement aftereffect (l"lAE)"
The purpose

A negative AI can be clearly seen on a homogeneous background

afte¡ prolonged stable flxation of a vlsual pattern r¡ith at
Ieast a moderate intensity of illuminatj.on. It has been
hypothesized that the AI is due to strme kind of neural
trfatiguerr of cells specific to the configuration of the
fixated retinal image. The discussion of the origins of
AIs r¡il} be included in the general discussj.on at the end of
the c'hapter.
A general strategy to investigate the neural effects of

binocula¡ rivalry urould be to

compare

the strengths of AIs

different stimulation periods . 1. an induction
períod in r¡hich the fixated pattern is vieu¡ed ¡¡ith only the
right eye, and 2. an indutrtion period in u¡hich the fixated
pattern is vieùred rr¡ith the right eye and a rivalry stimulus
pattern is vieu¡ed r¡ith the left eye" AII the right eye
follor¡ing

trrro

zt4.
stimulus variables during induction and AI measulement tlould

in the turo condiiions. The only diffe¡ence
betr¡een cohditions is the addition of rivalry stimulation
during the induction period of Condition 2. Rivalry stimuli
may be used Lrhich do not produce interfering AIs during the
post-induction period. Then a reduction in strength of the
right eye AI foIlor,¡ing Eondition 2 may be att¡iþuted to
be identical,

interference effects of rivalry stimulation du¡inq only the

If this is the case, it may be inflerred
that rivalry stimulation had a neural effect on those levels
Thus, to the extent that the
r¡rhich give rise to the AI.
neural substrates of AIs are understood, neural effects of BR
induction period.

and 8R control may be investigated.

If a subject maintains a constant fixation point so that
a moving pattern continues to stimulate the retina in the same
uaVr a movement aftereffect (MAE) is observed as an opposite
movement immediately after the moving pattern is stopped. fn
a similar fashion to the examination of the effect of rivalry
on the AI, one may investigate the question of the extent to
r¡hich rivalry stimulation during the induction period of a
moving pattern affects the strength of the subsequent aftereffect

"

There

is

some controversy

as to the leve1 at uhich the

originates. In a personal communicatlon, Pickersgill
(1978) naintains that a retinal element has not been disproved.

MAE
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thai r¡hat she calls a rrretinalrr element
may not be in the retina, hut might be ocular dominant cortical
treIIs similar to those found in the monkey by Hubel & tilieseL
(1968). Many experimenters r¡ould concede at least the
existence of a cent¡al component in the or.igin of the MAE. In
Houever, she admits

likely from the existing evidence that
the MAE originates flom higher, more cent¡a} levels than does
the AI. The existing evidence for the origin of the MAE t¡iIl
any case

it

seems most

be discussed in more detail at the end Ef the chapter.

in the levels of origtn of the AI and MAE,
at least to the extent to r¡hich they have Þeen verified physioIogically, may provide a technique for investigating the level
The difference

of action of binocula¡ rivalry suPplession and the control of
rivalry. It r¡iII be assumed that the presence of rivalry
stlmulation during the induction Periods for the AI or MAE can
only have a detrimental effect on the subsequent AI or MAE as
r¡ith those resulting from monocular induction per'iods'
t¡Jith these assumptions of the effect being detrimental, "Td
compared

¡¡ith the origin of the MAE þeing mole cent1'al than the AIt
three basic results seem possible depending on the level of
rivalry supp¡.essitrn. 1. If neithel the Af nor the MAE are

afte¡ a period of rivalry stimulation, it may be
inferred that the effect of rivalxy supp1.essitrn is more
central than the oligins of both the AI and MAE. 2" If the
MAE but nut the AI is decteased, then rivalry suPpression is
decreased

¿UÞ.

level as the MAE but on a more cent¡al leve1
than the AI. 3. If, houever, both the AI and the MAE a¡e
decreasedr.it may be infe¡¡ed that rivalr.y suppression occuls
on the same level as the AI oI on a level peliPhelal to Þsth

acting on the

same

the AI and the

MAE.

Experiment

10

of this experiment uras to establish t¡hether
or not BR r¡cu}d decrease the strength of a subsequent MAE as
trompared to that fo}Iot¡ing a monoculal' nonrivalry induction
pertod. The basic pr,ocedu¡e uras to measure the strength of
the aftereffect in terms of its duratisn and the magnitude
estimate of the initially observed velocity. The strength of
The purpose

the monoDular MAE r¡as measured follor,¡ing tuO types of
stimulation conditions. 1. monocular rotational stimulation

for 60 seconds uith no rivalry stimulation, and 2. monocula¡
rotatitrnal stimulation uith þinocular rivalry of a nonmoving
stimulus pattern. If the MAE is Less follor,ring the BR period
than the monocular Peliod, the difference may Þe attributed to
the addition of

BR

stimulation during the induction period.
Method

Subj ects

Tuelve subjects (7 femalest 5 males) ¡¡ere obtained frcm
an introductory psYchologY coursB.

r¡ithout corrective lenses.

All

had normal vision

None had any

pîevious 1aþoratorY
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of binocular rivarry or movement afte¡effects.
All subjects uere naive to the purpose of the experiment.
experience

Apparatus and Stimuli

of a modified Breustet/
Holmes type stereoscope, mounted in a rigid frame r,¡ith a chin
rest. The combined uedge prism and refracting lenses in the
The basic apparatus consisted

tuo vier¡ing

urindours

provided focusing at infinity for

binocular stimuli at a distance of 20 cm for subjects urith

visi-on. 2.5 mm artificial pupils brere mounted to the
vier,ring uindous and could be adjusted to the inte¡ocu1a¡
distance of any subject" The separation betr¡een the binocula¡
stimuli could be adjusted to provide a'comfortable degree of
normal

of binocular fusion" This
distance separation uras typically about 9 cm" A tight proof
partition ulas added betrr¡een the tr¡o vieuring areas to allor¡
tronvergence under conditions

of the tuo stimuli" A small slide
projector bJas mounted adjacent to each vierrring a¡ea to
provide illumination, u¡hich ulas varied by the addition or
independent illumination

subt¡action of neutral density filters to the slides of the

projectors"

The use

of 6 v,

12 watt cold lamp projection

bulbs avoided the noise usually associated r¡ith fan-blor,rn,

air-cooled slide projectors" The projectors illuminated

ci¡cular areas subtending 15 deqrees of visual angle in both
the left and right ocular fields" These disks of light r,rith
blaek sulrounds provided a fuslon contour for the tuo eyes in

the þinocula¡ condition.
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Left and right eye fields contained identical fusion
stimuli centred in the illuminated disks. The fusion stimuli
consisted of various lines and geometric shapes enclosed by a
diamond shaped perimeter 1D degrees atrross opposite

the diamond (see Figure 5.1).

The black fusion

points of

lines

subtended

of visual angle on uhite backgrounds and provided a
larger number of contours to facilitate fusion" A circula¡
area 4 degrees in diameter uas ¡emoved f¡om the centre of each
fusion pattern. Vertical and horizontal uhite cstton threadst
2 min thick, urere mounted to Þisect each fusion stimulus"
They intersected in the centre of each fusion stimulus and
served as fixation points during the experiment. Behind the
10 min

intersection midlines in the cut-out circular area visual
patterns could be mounted to serve as rj.valry stimuli.
The

left eye rivalry stimulus

ulas composed

of B r¡hite

threads horizontally and evenly spaced across the central

circular area, 4 above and 4 belou the horizontal midline.
This provided high contrast contou¡s for the left eye rivalry
stimulus since a black background resulted from the negligible

intensity of ambient illumination behind the appalatus.

right eye induction stimulus

ùras

The

a pattern of ¡andomly placed

black dots each subtending 10 min of visual angle on a ulhite

background. The dots accounted fo¡ approximately

339(

of the

total a¡ea cf the pattern.
A neutral densitv filter uras mounted on the back of the
right fusion stimulus to cover the cut-out circular area behind
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Fig.5'1. Fusion stirnulus for left ond right eyes in Experiments lOrll,
snd 12. The MAE or Af induction stimuli were mounted in
the shoded oreo of the righl eye ond the rivolry stimuli
were mounted ln -Îhe left eye shoded oreo.

z1a.

the intersecting horizonial and vertical midlines. The
random dot patteln Lras mounted sn a disk attached to a gea¡'

motoI" This apparatus produced
a rotation of the random dot pattern at a constant angular
velocity of 36 degrees/second. The I.otational apparatus
uas placed so that the dot pattern filled the cut-out
circular area and rotated about ihe central fixation point.
The purpose of the neutral density filter in f¡ont of the
rotating dot patteln nas to reduce the csntlast of the patternt
box porr.rered by a synchronous

in ¡iva}rv io a suitable
level r¡ithout reducing the itlumination of the right eye
thereÞy reducing

its

predominance

fusion stimulus.
other apparatus included an incandescent light for
additional illuminatisn of the random dot pattern at the
cessation of rotation, a stop uatch for timing the induction

period and the duration of the MAE, and sr¡itches to control

the rotation and illumination of the stimuli.
The Iuminances of the right eye fusion and rivalry

stimuli during the induction and test periods as measu¡ed
at the artificial pupils r¡ith an S.E.I. spot photometer are
given in Table 5.'1.
To terminate the 60 second induction period the

rctaticn rr.ras stopped and simultaneously the right eye visual
field rrras given additional illumination from an incandescent
lamp. This incleased the illumination by a factor of three,
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TABLE
LUMINANCES TN

5.'¡

FT-L ÛF THE RIGHT EYE FUSION AND

RIVALRV STTMULI DURING THE INDUDTII]N PERTOD AND
TEST PERTOD AND LUMINANCES OF THE LEFT EYE FUSII]N
AND RIUALRY STIMULI DURING THE INDUCTION PERITJD
OF THE IIJEAII AND STRONG RIVALRY EONDITTONS.

Riqht

Period

Eye

fnduction
3.O

Test
9.0

3.0

9.0

Black fusion lines

o.3

0.9

ldhite rivally background

0.5

1.5

lJhite fusion

background

ldhite horizontal

and

vertical fusion lines

Elack rivalry dots

Left

E ve

l¡Jhite fusisn background

.05

lleak ¡iv alry

0.15

St¡onq rivalr V

5.0

20.0

5.0

20.9

0.5

2.8

5.0

20.8

Lrjhite horizontal and

vertical fusion lines

Black fusion Lines
L¡Ihite

horizontal rivalry lineS'

Black rivalry background

0,01

0.01
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in Table 5.1. The purpose
of lncreasing the illumination cf the right eye field during
the test period üras to facilitate the observation of the tqlAE
and to suppress more reliably any posslble t¡ansfe¡¡ed afte¡image from the left eye. These conditlons of rotation and
illumination of the right eye field urere tronstant throughout
Þroducing the luminances as shoun

the experiment regardless of conditions of stimulation of the

left eye.

The purpose

of the 2.5 mm artificial pupils

üras

to maintain a constant riqht eye retinal illumination betr¡een
the different experimental conditions.
There urere tuo basÍc experÍmental conditions, binocular

nonrivalry. For the monocular condition
the vieu through the left eye uras occluded r¡ith a black opaque
disk mounted in the vier¡ing r,rindou of the stereoscopeo This
¡esulted in homogeneous darkness of about 0.01 ft-L illumination. There uere tuo binocular rivalry conditions differing
only in the illumination of the left eye patterns" A trueaktr
rivalry condition ulas produced by a moderate level of left
field illumination, and a rrstrong¡r rivalry condition üras
produced by the ¡emoval of some neutral density filters in
the slide projector resulting in a four-fo1d inirease of left
eye illumination (see Table 5.1). Since the left eye rivalry
stimulus of the present experiment had a black background of
rivalry

and monocular

a fixed 1or¡ level illumination, changes in the f¡ont

illumination of the leflt eye pattern resulted in

changes of
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(1958)
cDnirast in the rivalry stimulus. AcEoÎding io Levelt
this increased contrast should result in a greater proportion

of suppresdion time of the rotating

random

dot pattern during

the induction Period.
Procedure

subjects urere comfortably seated at the stereoscope in
a very dimly lighted room. Since subjects had no previous

experienceoftheMAE,theyr'lerefirstgivenonetrialinthe
monocurar conditlon as practice. rn this trial no suggestion
uasgiventosubjectsastothenatuleolstrengthofthe
effect. Subjects ¡rrere then i-nstructed to fixate at the
intersection point of the rr¡hite horizontal and vertical Iines'
subjects uere toLd that the random dot pattern r¡ould be rotated
the
clockr,.rise for a period ef 60 seconds, that at the end of
periodtherotationofthepatternuouldbestoFPed,butthat
they should csntinue fixation as before and observe r¡hat
happens to the random dot pattern' AIl subjects reported
seeingtheapparentrotationoftherandgmdotpatterninthe
anticlockr¡ise direction. They also reported ihat it seemed
todecayinstrengthovertimeuntilitstoppedentirely.
Subjects ulere instructed that on a typical trial they

r,:ere to

in the same ÜJay and to say ttstoP" r¡hen the
apparent anticlock¡¡ise rotation of the ¡andom dot pattern

observe the

entirelY

MAE

stoPPed.
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subjects uere also instructed to observe ihe initial

strength of the aftereffect in terms of its apparent angular
vej.ocity and to

make

a magniiude estimate of iis strength

relative to the initial sirength of the MAE from a standard
They uere to repart this magnitude estimate after
trial.
they saidrrstoPrr so as not to disturb the ongoing MAE'
subjects uere instrucied to assign a value of 10 to the initial
strength (apparent angular velocity) of the MAE in the standard
If the initial strength in a subsequent trial t'las
trial.
greater,subjectsshouldgiveamagnitudeestimatevalue
greater than 10. Eonversely, if the initiai strength in

a

trial uas less, subjects should give a magnitude
estimate less than 10. The magnltude estimates should also
reflect the proportisnal strength of subsequent MAEs' e.g. an

subsequent

half as st¡ong as the standard shsuld be given a value sf
5 or one tr¡ice as strong initially given a value of 20.
Subjects uere instructed that in making a magnitude estimate
they should use only the initial strength of the MAE and not
MAE

be influenced Þy its duraticn.

They uere instructed alurays to

irial as a refexence rather than other test
The purpose of using both a duration measulB and a
t¡ials.
magnitude estimate ofl the initial strength of the MAE aIBSe
from the hypothetical possibility of there beinq tuto
(initial
tromponents to the MAE. These tuo components
use the standard

strength ol tramplitudert and duration)

may be independent to
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some

extent trr

may

be related in a nonlinear r''ray' If ihat is

affected but not ihe other by
to different
rivalry suppression, or they may both be affected

the case, then sne

may be

extents.Toailor¡forthispossiÞilitybothmeasulesujere
used.

Subjects uere also given practice fixating during

binocular rivalry uith the rotating

random

dot pattern

and

thestationarylefteyepatternunderthehighilluminatian
betueen
condition. Any adjustments of distance separation
thetr¡opatternscrinthelens-stimulusdistanceujeremadeto
patterns' AII
provide comfsrtable fusion and clearly fscused
subjectsreportedvigorousrivalrybetuJeenthepatternsr,lith

nolossoffusion.Afterarestperiodofaboutfiveminutes
monocula¡
subjects uJere Fresented r'lith a trial under the
subjects said
csndition r¡hich served as the standard trial'
nstop,, at the cessaiisn of the MAE in this trial for practice
subsequent
but the recorded duration uas not included in the
of six
data analysis. Subiects uere then given a series

trials t¡ith 60 second induction periods in ¡¡hich the
subsequentdurationoftheMAEandthemagnitudeestimategf
the initial strength of the effect ¡,¡ere recgrded" Intert¡iaI
each trial
rest periods uere three minutes in lenEth' Befsre
subjects checked to see if there

uJas

any apparent movement of

therandomdotpattern;if.thereu¡asanyresidualtrIlegeneratedapparentmovement,thisprevieuringactaluayshadthe

effect of eliminating it'
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Thesixtrialsconsistedofthreeconditiunspresented
The
in a specified o¡der uith that crder repeated once'
presentation order sf the three conditions u¡as balanced
of the six
atrross subjects r¡ith 2 subjects follor..:ing each
possib}epresentationgrders.Thethreeconditionsconsisted
dif¡""ei
of the monscula¡ and tr¡o binocular conditions' They
during induction
only in the condition of binocular stimulation
on the

periods. The monocular condition had no stimulation
trr¡eaktr rivalry
Ieft eye and uas free sf rivalry' The
conditionhadmgderateliluminatiunofthe}efteyepattern
in a
during the 60 secund induction period resulting
the
relatively small amount sf rivalry suppressisn sf
rotatingdotpattern.The||sirong¡|rivalryconditionhad
in a
high iiluminatisn of the left eye pattern resultinq
dot
greater amount of rivahy suppression sf the rotating

patternduringtheinductionperiod.Follor¡ingtheinduction
periodtheilluminationUasj.ncleasedfortherighteye
patternandintherivalryconditionsthelefteyeillumination
fo¡ viet^ring
uas terminated. Because the s timulus conditisn
theMAEuasidenticalforallthreeconditions,anydiffelences
be
in the strength of the MAE betr¡¡een conditions must
du¡ing. the
attributed to differences'in reft eye stimuration
induction Period.
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Results and Discussion

AIl subjects reported that the rotating dot pattern uras
less dominant or more suppressed in the induction period of
the rrstrongrr rivalry condition than in the

ItuJeakrr

rivalry

period. Apparently, then, the increased il-Iumination of
the left eye rivalry pattern produced the expected increase in
rivalry suppression of the rotating dot pattern" No subject
reported the appearance of a negative afterimage during the
observation of the MAE in the test period even after the
rrstrongr!

rivalry condition. Apparently the illumination of
the dot pattern in the test period r¡as sufficient to suppress
to the right eye.
'
The mean durations and magnitude estimates of the MAE in
the 3 conditions are shoun in Table 5.2. Because there u¡as
quÌte a uide range of MAE duratisns (l seconds to 34 seconds)
across subjects for the monocular condition, it seemed
reasonable to standardize durations for each subject in terms
of the percentage of his monocular condition duratj-on. The
mean percentage values for duration and magnitude estimates
are illustrated in Figure 5.2. These percentage values urere
any afterimage rrrhich may have transfe¡red

then used in individual compari-sons" The difference in

duration pereentages
condition

¡lJas

betureen

the monocular and rru¡eakn rivalry

significant using a correlated means t-test

(t = 2.691 df = 11, p < "O25),
iluleaktr and rrstrongrr

and the difference betr¡een the

conditions in duration percentages ulas

2.19.

TA3LE 5.2
OF THE
MEAN DURATTON AND MAGNITUDE ESTIMATES
MAE FTLLTUJING THE THREE INDUCTION PERIOD
¡¡'ülEAKrl
Û0NDITI0NS gF MÛN0OIJLAR NCNRIVALRY '
IISTRONG¡I BINTCULAR
BINBEULAR RIVALRY AND

RIVALRV.

tondition
livalrY l¡stronq'l rivalrr

Indu ced Pe¡iod

NonrivalrV

¡¡¡¡Jgakr¡

Duration (sec)

11.5

9.8

'7.3

Magnitude Estimate

'10.1

?.s

5.5

(initiut strength)

(
also significant (t = 3.32t df = 11, p '0'1)'

SimilarLy the

maEnitudeestimatesuerestandardizedintermsofpercentageof
the
the monocular conditisn fo¡ each subject. Here arso
significant (t = 3'08¡
monocular -rrtjeakr¡ rival¡y difference LJas
df 11, p < .01) as u¡as the rrueakrr-rrstrongrr difference

=

(l = 5.22¡ df = 11, p ( '01)" Thus, the ini¡oduction of a
induction period
r¡eak binocular rivalry stimulus during the
producedasignificantreductionofMAEstrength"Inaddition'
a
the increase of the rivalry stimulus strength produced
further decreasa sf MAE strengih'
Itmaybeprematureatthispointtuconcludethatthe
the cause of
phenomenal visual suppression of BR is' itself'
thereducedMAE.Itmay'bethecasethatthecgntralateral
effectsofrivalrystimulationr¡hichreducetheMAEare
operatingatalevelpriortothatatt,¡hichthephenomena}BR
alternationsarise.Theinductionstimulusmaybeinhiþited
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or suppressed by rivairy stimuli on the first cent¡al level
at uhich ccntralateral effects occur. This interference may
be continuous and p4oportional in strength to the strength of
the rivalry stimulus. Acco¡ding to this hypothesis, the
phenomenal alternations of BR then operate at a subsequent
or higher level uhe¡e the percentage ef time for r¡hich the
induction stimulus is in phenomenaì- suppression is also a
function of the strength of the rivalry stimulus. This
hypothesis r,.¡ould generate a number of specific predictions,
some of u¡hich u¡iIl þe tested in Experiments 11 and 12.
Experiment
The main purpose

effect of

BR

11

of this experiment is to

exami.ne the

stimulation on the subsequeni strength of

a

negative afterimaqe (AI).

If rivalry stimulation affects
the MAE but does not affect the AI under similar conditions
it

may be

infer¡ed that the ¡ivalry stimulation

contralate¡aI effects at a leve1

Þelor¡¡

produces

that of the MAE þut

that of the'AI.
In addition to this purptrse, the¡e are a number of
other noteuorthy alterations f¡om the previous experiment in
the present experiment. It may be recalled that the mean
du¡ation of the MAE in Experiment 10 uas 11.5 seconds in the
monocular condition. This is not a particularly vigorous
above

MAE

considering that the induction period

r,¡as 60 seconds.

¿¿ l.

Presumably

the ]ou luminance of the rotating dot pattern

limited the strength of the aftereffect. It is ueII knouln
that a moving stimulus patteln dominaies strongly in rivalry
r¡ith a nonmoving pattern. In attemptinE to create a rivalry
condition in ¡¡¡hich the Iotating pattern r¡ou1d be suppressed
a significant amount of the time the intensities and contrasts
of the tuo ¡ivalry stimuli r¡ere ueighted strongly in favour of
the left eye rivatry stimulus. This had the desired effect

of producing a significant degree of supPl.ession despite the
mtrvement attribute of the rotating Pattern. Houevert even
r¡ith the gleater' contrasts sf the J-eft eye rivalry pattern in
the rrsttongrr rivalry condition, the rotatinq Fattern uas in
of the 60 second induction period.
of providing a stronger MAE in the

suppression a minority

For the purpose

montrcular condition and perhaps alJ.ouling a gl.eateI. susceptibility

of the MAE duration to the effetrts of rivalry, the dot pattern
received a gleater illumlnation for the Present expeliment.
This urould, hou¡ever, make it virtualJ.y impossible to provide
the left eyP ¡'ivalry stimulus r¡ith sufficient intensity to
of the rotating induction
stimulus. The BnIy bray to provide an equally st1.ong left eye
rivalry stimulus t¡Jould be to use a moving stimulus there also.
The drar¡backs to this suggestion a¡e obvious. A ¡ivaL1.y
stimulus moving linearly in any direction or lotating about

produce significant BR supplession

the fixation point r¡iII produce its oun movement aftereffect
r¡hich may transfer to the right eye during the test peritrd
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follor¡ing induction. This transferred effect nay contribute
to or subtract from the MAE beinq measured thereby Þeing
possible effect of rivalry suppression
.r¡ith the
during the induction perlod.
A possible r,lay to ove¡come this drar¡back but still use

confounded

a moving rival-ry stimulus in the left eye is to use

movement

that is perpendicular to the rotating pattern at all points
on the induction stimulus. This requires that the visual
contours diverge symmetrically from oI converge symmetrically
touards the central fixation point. This requirement can be
satisfied by using a spiral patteln urhich is rotated about the
fixation point. Rotation of the spiral results visually in
radial rather than rotational contour movement. Any movement
aftereffect r¡hich is transfe¡red from the left eye to the right
eye during the test period t.¡ould only prsduce an apparent
radial movement aftereffect ¡¡hich shsuld not be confused uith
the anticlock¡¡ise rotatitrn of the MAE. Thus the use of a
rotatinq spiral for the left eye rivalry stimulus should
provide strong suppression of the rotating dot pattern uithout
producing interfering transferred movement afteleffects during
the test periods.
Qne

additional reason fo¡ using a moving rivahv stimulus

is that it can also be used as the rivalry stimulus for the
induction per'iod of the negative afte¡image condition. The
use of a stable pattern ¡¡ould produce its or¡n AI uhich t¡ould
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then rival and suppless the measured Af during the test period.
The supplessi-on effect acting in the test period r¡ould confound

the suppression effect acting in the induction period. Therefore it is necessary to use a moving rivalry stimulus in the AI
condition.

of info¡mation r.¡hich u¡as not
utilized in Experiment 10 r¡as the degree of rivalry supplession
actually produced during the induction period Þy the left eye
A potenttally useful ssurce

rivalry stimulus"

The rather crude subjective estimates by

subjects indicated that the induction stimulus

uras suPp¡essed

less than half of the time during rrsttong'r rivalry and that
the rrueakrr rivalry stimulus suppressed the induction stimulus
even less

of the tj-me. It r¡ouId be informative

and rather. easy

to obtain more exact information regarding suppressisn time of
the induction stimulus. Subjects could tap telegraph keys
alternately to indicate shifting of dominance from one rivalry
stimulus to the other" In this rrray the effect of various
intensities of rivalry stimuli could be measured in terms of
rivalry suppression r¡hich in tu¡n could be related to the
effect on the MAE.

i

Method

cts
Tr¡elve subjects (6 ma1es, 6 females) r'lere obtained from

an introductory psychology cou1.se. All subjects had normal

vision r¡lithout ctrrrective lenses.

None had any previous
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experience

of

ER

or the MAE. All subjects uete naive to

the

Furpqse ofl the experiment.

Apparatus and Stimuli

that of Experiment 1Û r¡i'r,h
the addition of t¡¡o telegraph keys, a cumulative timer, and asecond synchronous motor. The fusisn stimuli uere the same as
those used in Experiment '10. The ¡andom doi pattern for
The apparatus uas the same as

induction of the

MAE

r¡as the same as used previously, except

that a neutral density filter uras removed to increase the
intensity of the dot pattern. For the induction of the
negative afterimage, the left eye rivalry pattern frsm
Experiment 10 of the eight thin r¡hite horizontal lines on a
black nonreflecting background replaced the random dot pattern

right eye. The induction
period rivalry stimulus on the left eye for both the MAE
condition and AI condition ¡r¡as a one-thror¡ black spiral. on a
r,¡hite background" It replaced the horizontal line pattern

and neutral density

filter

trn the

from Experiment 10 and u¡as centred on the intersection of the

r¡hite horizontat and vertical fusion Lines. The spiral
pattern filled the 4 degree diameter circular rivalry area of

the left eye. It

uras mounted on

a disk uhich could be

¡otated clockr¡ise by a synchronous mstor at a constant

40

rev/min. This produced urhai appeared to be nearly concent¡ic
circular contours expanding radially at a constant rate from
the centre fixation point to the periphery of the rivalry area"
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It took approximately J seconds for a contou¡ to move along
any radius flom centre to periphery.
Although variation of overall illumination has less
effect than variãtion of contour contlasts in affecting
rivalry dominance, three diffe¡ent intensities of illumination
forthelefteyerivatrystimulusbjeleusedintheMAE
condition. The resultant amount of suppression uas measured
to see exactly r¡hat effect variation of intensities did have'
Intensity condition 1 uas provided by a lorrr overall illumination
of the left eye field r¡ith a neutral density filter placed ovel.
Intensity condition 2 r,ras produced by an
increase of illumination cf the spiral only by removinq the
Intenslty conditlon J ¡'¡as produced
neutral density filter.
by an increased ove¡all illumination and ¡¡ithout the filte¡

the spiral pattern.

of the left eye
stimutus for these three intensitles and luminances of the
right eye induction stimuli for the MAE and AI conditions are
presented in Table 5.3. Fsr the test of the MAE the right

covering the spiral pattern.

Luminances

of rotating random dot pattern uas
paired r¡ith the left eye rivalry stimulus under une of the
three possiÞIe intensity conditions" If variation of
eye induction stimulus

intensity aLone does affect the strength of a stimulus in
rivalry this should be refLected in changes of measuled
suppression time and changes in MAE strength. The MAE uas
measured follor,¡lng

the lnduction period under the same
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TABLE
LUMINANCES

IN FT.L

5.3.

OF THE RTGHT EYE FUSION

INDUCTION STIMULI FOR THE MAE AND

AI

AND

OONDITIONS

AND OF THE LEFT EYE FUSION AND RIVALRY STIMULI
FOR THE THREE INTENSITY CBNDITIONS OF EXPERIMENT 11.

Condition

Right Eye
ldhite fusion background and
ve¡tica1 and horizontal

lines
Elack fusion lines

tdhite rivalry Þackground
Black rivalry dots
ûJhite horizontal

lines

MAE
Inductlon

MAE

Test

Induction

3.0

9.0

20.0

0.3

0.9
4.5
0.45

2

1"50

0.15

rivalry

0.01

Eve

l¡lhite fusion background and
vertical and horizontal
lines
Black fusion lines
l¡lhite spiral arm
Black spiral arm

"0

20.0

Black rivalry background

Left

AI

I

Intensity CondÍtion
2

3

5.0

5"0

2A.O

0.5
1.0
0.1

0.5

2.O

5.O

20.0
2.9

¡'

r

0.5
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conditions as it uas in Experiment 10.

dot pattern

uras stopped and

facto¡ of three at the

same

The

rotation of the

illumination u¡as i-ncreased Þy a
time as the left eye spiral rotation

its illumination terminated.
For the test of AI strength the right eye induction
stimulus of ho¡izontal uhite lines uas paired r¡ith the left eye
spiral stimulus at intensity condition 1. This intensity r,ras
sufficient to produce quite marked rivalry suppression of the
induction stimulus. Follouing the induction period subjects
ue¡e instructed to close their eyes to vieu the afterimage and
uras stopped and

at the same time the illumination of the left eye field uas
terminated" This provided a l-or¡ Level illumination for the
right eye of long uravelengths resulting from the uhite light
passing through the right eyelid"
Procedure

The general procedure and instructions given

to subjects

in the measure of the MAE strength uere simila¡ to those for
Experiment '10 except for three changes" One change uas that
subjects uere instructed to give a value sf 100 to the
initially observed angular velocity of the MAE in the standard
trial instead of the value of 10 used in Experiment 10.
Similarly subjects urere instruct".O to give a value of 200 to
MAEts tr¡ice as strong and 50 to MAEts half as strong in their
initial Eomptrnent as that of the standard t¡ial.
The second
change uas that subjects ue¡e instructed to tap the right hand
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telegraph key to denote the termination of the
saying ttstoprr as in Experiment 10.

MAE

instead of

This change uras introduced

to eliminate the possibility of head movements ar.ising frum the
act of voca'Iising rrstoprr t¡hich may affect the duration measure
of the MAE. The third addition uras that fo¡ the induction
periods subjects uete inst¡ucted to tap the right telegraph key
r¡lith their right index finger b¡hen the rotating dot pattern
in rivalry. Llhen the dot patteln enteled
suppression and the spiral patteln became dominant subjects uere
to tap the left hand telegraph key. A tap of the rlght telegraph key activated a cumulative timer, a tap of the left key

became dominant

stopped the timel and pr.oduced one count on an event retrolder"

This provided a

measur.e

ftrr the

amount

of time the induction

stimulus ulas in rivalry Suppression. Subjects uere given

pratrtice trial observing the

MAE

and uere given

one

plactice in

tapping the approprlate telegraph keys to denote alter.nations
during rivalry.

ldithin the MAE condition a trial uas added to check for
the presence trf any transferred MAE from the left eye spiral
pattern to the right eye" Although csntoul

movements

in

the

rotating spiral pattern should onIV have been radialr some
texture elements of the material on urhitrh the spiral had been
d¡aun may have been perceived in ¡etation and consequently have

If a MAE is produced by
the spiral it may conceivably transfer to the right eye during
the test period and tronfound the xBSuIts of the right eye MAE.
produced sorne

rotational aftereffect.
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prior to the Þeginning of
test trials to check for any rotational movement in the spiral
aftereffect. They observed the rotating spiral r¡ith their
left eyes for a 60 second induction period under the high
intensity condition. The spiral uas then stopped and afterHouever, a feul subjects uere tested

effect observed. Subjects reported only the diverging radial
movements or collapsing of the spiral during the afte¡effect'
Neve¡theless, atl subjects ule¡e given one trial in the
experiment follouring the Intensity 3 rivalry condition for
the MAE. In this trial subjects vieued the spiral pattern
r¡ith the left eye for 60 seconds follo¡¡ed by vieuing of the
stopped dot pattern uith the right eye. subJects uele
instructed to report the nature of any movement of the random
dot patterns.
Although it seems unlikely, it may stilI

be the case that

effect to the strength of the
dot pattern MAE. Houever, because the spiral pattern is
rotated clockr¡ise in the induction period any transferred MAE
r¡ilI tend to enhance the dot pattern MAE fo1lor,:ing the rivalry
induction period. If a decrease of MAE follor,ring rivalry is
expected, then any transferred MAE from the spiral pattern uill
the spiral pattern transfers

some

only tend to reduce this difference" Therefore, significant
differences betujeen the monocular and binocular conditions may
be taken as significant of a real effect of suppression from

the þinocular rÍvalrY stimulus.

,
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for measuring the strength of the
negative AI uras similar to that for the [ulAE, During the 60
second induction period in the rivalry condition, subjects
fixated continuously at the vertical and horÍzontal llne
intersection point and tapped telegraph keys to indicate
rivalry alternations. ImmediateJ.y flollor,.ring completion of
the induction period the subject closed his eyes to obse¡ve
the AI. Because the maximum intensity of the AI r¡as often
not seen immediately for tr¡o or th¡ee seconds follor¡ing ByE
The general procedure

oIEsure, subjects

ùrerB

instructed to

make

a magnltude Fstimate

of the maximum intensity of the AL AIs also differed from
MAEs in that they usually disappeared and reappeared sevelal
times before disappearing finally.
This fact made it
impossible for subjects to signal the last disappearance.
Instead, the duration measure uas obtained by instructing
subjects to tap the right telegraph key r¡hen the AI appeared
and

to tap the left key every time the AI disappeared.

The

duration measure uas then taken as the accumulated time of the

AI

presence"

of the MAE and AI conditions u¡as balanced r¡ithin
the 12 subjects. The MAE condition consisted of six trials.
The order

sixth trials r¡ere the monocular condition, of
r¡hich the first uas the standard trial uhose magnitude uJas
given a value of 100. Betueen Trial 1 and 6 subjects uere
given one trial for each of the th¡ee intensity values fs¡ the
rivalry conditions. fn addÍtion, folIor,¡ing the rivalry
The

first

and
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condition r¡ith fntensity 3, subjects uere given one trial to

test for any rotational movement in the dot pattern transfe¡red
from the spiral pattern. The o¡der of the three rivalry
intensity conditions uas balanced across the 12 subjects uith
2 subjects each taking one of the six possible presentation

orders. Subjects

rest periods betureen t¡ials of 3 minutes.
In the AI condition four trials (tr¡o in the monocular and
tuo in the binocular condition) uere presented in the ABBA
order design. LJith 6 subjects the monocular condition ulas
first and r¡ith the other 6 subjects the binocuÌar rivalry
condition uras first"
tdhichever trial uas first served as the
standard t¡ial for magnitude estimates by giving a value of 100
to the maximum intensity of the AI. Subjects had inte¡trial
rest periods of J minutes.
had

Results and Discussion
No

subjects reported any transfe¡red

monocuLar

MAE

follorrring

stimulation of the spiral pattern" Not even

converging

radial

movements uere

transfe¡red to the right

eye.

This suggests that the use of the rotating spiral

pattern

bras

r,¡ou1d

successful in providing a rivalry stimulus that

not produce an interfe¡ing aftereffect of its

or,rn

during

the test period. Nevertheles.s, the spiral produced strong

rivalry suppression during ihduction perÍods of the MAE and AI
condition. The mean rivalry suFpression times out of a

z3z.

possiþle 60 seconds for the three intensity conditions of the
MAE

condition and for the Af condition are shou¡n in Tabie 5.4.
TABLE

5.4.

MEAN RIVALRV SUPPRESSION TTME TN SECONDS FOR

THE THREE INTENSITY EONDITIONS BF THE

I4AE

EONDTTTON AND FOR TNTEN5ITY CONDITION

1 OF THE

AI CONDITION ÏN EXPERIMENT 11.
Eondition

Intensity
Time

(sec)

AI

MAE

1

2

3

28.5 36.3 39.9

1
36.5

A Z-uay analysis of variance applied to the suppression times

in the MAE condition sho¡¡ed a highly significant effect of
intensity on suppression time (F = 22.9t df = 2/11, p (.0005).
Increases of intensity of the left eye rivalry stimulus
produced increases of rivalry suppression time of the right
eye induction stimulus. ft may also be noted that the
fntensity Condition 1 in the AI condition produced a mean
rivalry suppression time about the same as Intensity 2 in the
cóndition. This indicates that the stable horizontal
pattern uras suppressed more than the rotating dot pattern ¡¡ith
the same intensity rivalry sti.mulus. In fact the mean
suppression time of the Ar condition r¡as significantry greater
(t = 2.58, df = 11, p < .05) than that of the rotating dot
pattern in ¡ivalry uith Intensity 1.
MAE
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The¡e uras no orde¡

6 of the

MAE

condition.

effect

comparing

trial 1 uith trial

The durations and magnitudes

follo¡¡lng monocular vierr¡ing shoued no chanqe betbreen the first
Houever, this uas not a reflection of a
and last trials.
large unreliabllity of the

MAE

measules. itor instancer the

correlation of the first and second monocular condition
duration measures uas highly signifÍcant (r = +.783, df =
p < .005)" Hence, for the purposes of data analysis the

10t

of the tu¡o monocular trials ulas used. For the same
reasons the trrlo trials of each condition brer.e combined fo¡
each subject in the data analysis of AI strength'
The mean durations and magnitudes for the four MAE
tronditions and for the tr,lo AI conditions are shoun in Table
5.5. From the mean data it can be seen that the durations of

average

in the monocular condition of this experiment are
ctrnsiderably greater than the monocular mean of 11.5 seconds

the

MAE

in Experiment '10. This increase obviously reflects the
greater illumination of the rotating dot Pattern in this
experiment.

similar to the results of Experiment 10 the rivalry
conditions, particularly uith stronger illumination of the
rivalry stimuli, produce marked decreases of the MAE in both
duration and magnitude estimates. The effect of rivalry
stimulus intensity Þetrrreen the three rivalry conditions uras
tested using a 2-r,lay analysis of valiantre. Intensity had a
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TABLE

5.5.

MEANDURATI0NSANDMEANMAGNITUDEESTIMATESFoR
THE MONOEULAR (M) AND THREE RIVALRY INTENSITY

TRIALS OF THE MAE CONDITION AND THE MONBEULAR
AND RIVALRV TRIAL5 OF THE AI CONDITION IN
EXPERIMENT 11.

AI

MAE

M1

Rivalry stimulus

z

3

1

M

IntensitY

2t.6 11.9 9.8

Du¡ation (sec)
Magnitude Estimate

100 73.8 45.9 48.8

(standard trial

=

6.2

¡0

1O.7

112

93

14

100)

significant effect on durations (F = 5.O3¡ df = 2.11, p < .05)
(f = 'l '321
and alss a significant effect on magnitude estimates
df=2/11tP<.0'l).
in Experiment 10 there uras also a uride range
of MAE durations in this experiment. There ulas also a u¡ide
range of AI durations (6.3 seconds to 29.J seconds). In order
As uas found

to

compare

1,ivalry conditions rr¡ith respective

monocular

relative effects of rivalry
suppression of the MAE trondition and AI condition it ulas
nesessary ttr standardize the ner¡ EauJ strores. For this
purpose durations and magnitudes in the rivalry conditions

conditions and to

urere converted

compare

to percentages of their respective

condition for each subject"

monocula¡
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illustrate the effects of the rivalry stimuli on the
nsnsuppression time of the induction stimulus along uith the
mean duration and magnitude percentages of the MAE and Af these
measures are shor¡n in Figure 5.3" It is clea¡ that increases
of rivalry stimulus intensity produces decreases of the nonsuppression time of the induction stimuLus r decreases of MAE
duration, and decreases of magnitude estimates' rt arso seems
to Þe the case that strong rivalry suppression of the induction
stimulus does not markedly reduce the AI duration and magnitude
To

estimates from the monocular condition.
Since the r¡orking hypothesis r¡as that rivalry stimulation
r¡ould reduce t,.l¡e

MAE

but not the AI

compared

ulith their

monocular conditions the follorr.ring Fost hoc comparisons ulere

made. Both the MAE measures and AI measures for rivalry
stimulus fntensity 1 ulere comFared r¡lith their respective
monsçu}ar conditionç. The Intenslty 1, Af percentages hJere
Eompared r¡ith the Inteneity 1 and Intensfty 2r l4AE percBRtEgBB.
results of cor¡elated means t-tests and asssciated
probability levels for these comparisons are shoun in Table 5.6.
The

that both the duration and magnitude estimates of
the MAE are markedly reduced f¡om their monocula¡ condition
r¡hen the induction stimulus is in rivalry u:ith the least
intense rivalry stimulus. 0n the other hand, it cannot be

This

shor¡¡s

confidently concluded that rivalry stimulation during the
induction period reduces the strength of the AI.
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TABLE

5.6.

POST HOC EBMPARTSBNS OF STANDARDISED PERCENTACE
DURATION AND MAGNITUDE MEASURES SHOIdING CORRELATED
MEANS

IN

I

VALUES AND ASSOEIATED ONE-TAILED PROBABILITIES

EXPERIMENT

11.

Duration Difference Maqnitude Difference

tomparison

t
MAE, Monoculat vs

Binocular

AI,

1

001

2"?3

1

s.

1.95

AI, Binocular 1 vs
MAE,

Binocular

1

AI, Binocular 1 vs
MAE,

Binocular

2

p

6.68

"

0.50

f'ì.

2.00

.05

1.37

.10

3.32

.01

4.48

.001

Monocular vs

Binocula¡

t

p

.01
"05

reduction of magnitude estimates for the AI fol-Ior¡ing the

binocular condition reaches a significant (p = .05) leve1.
Tab1e 5.6 shous the results of the direct test bet¡.'¡een
the AI and MAE percentage values.

bJhen

the same Intensity

1

rivalry stimulus uas used it produced a someuhat greater
reduetion of MAE than of AI. -. The duration measures are
significantly different (p < .05) and the magnitude measure is
different to a lour confidence level (p ( "10). It could be
that the more appropriate comparison of the AI
Intensity 1 condition is r¡ith the MAE Intensity 2 condition
instead of MAE Intensity 1" The Intensity 2 condition provides
argued
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of rival¡y suppressi-on of the rotating dot
pattern as the Intensity 1 condition does of the AI induction
stimulus. That comparison shor¡s the mean MAE percentages to
be less than the AI percentages at high confidence Ievels. If
it is also assumed that any slight eye movements during the
induction periods uiIl probably be more detrimental and
consequently reduce the strength of the AI to a greater
proportional extent than the MAE, then the diffe¡ence in the
the same

amount

AI conditions should be accepted as real.
It uas suggested in Experiment 10 that the reduction of

MAE

and

the

MAE may

suppression

not be caused directly by the

of the induction stimulus.

effects to the

MAE may

phenomenal

rivalry

The detrimental

be occurring on a lor¡e¡ leve1 during

the induction period than the leve1 uhich is the basis of

rivalry. It is clear from the results that both
the percentage of suppression time of the induction stimulus
and the percentage MAE strength are a function of the rivalry
stimulus strength. It also seems to be the case that in the
rivalry conditions the percentage MAE strength seems to
approximate the percentage nonsuppression time of the induction
stimulus. This circumstantially uould suggest that the
strength .of.the MAE results directly from the amount of
phenomenal nonsuppression time.of the induction stimulus. A
more direct test of this hypothesis uiII be unde¡taken in the
phenomenal

next experiment by varying the

arnount

of suppression

through

voluntary control r¡ithout varying the rivalry stimulus
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intensity.

Using the data

of the present experiment it

may

also be possible to examine the relationship betr¡een BR
suppression and the

MAE

reduction.

First, it.may be noted that quite a r¡ide range of BR
nonsuppression times exist uithin the group of 12 subjects.
For instance uith rivalry stimulus Intensity 1 the percentage
of the time the induction stimulus is in nonsuppression Ianges
from 3O.3y" to 81.1/o, r¡ith Intensity 2 the range is from 23% to
5g.8% and r,¡ith Intensity 3 the rangB is f¡om 2% to 56%. For
r¡hatever reasons, be

it ocular

dsminance

or

BR

pattern

preferences, different subjects shot¡ quÌte large differences

of percentage suppression time r¡ith the same intensity rivalry
stimulus" It is also the case that larqe diffelences exist
r,¡ithin one intensity condition of MAE du¡ation percentages and
magnitude percentages. The range of MAE duration percentages
for the three intensity conditions are respectiie¡y 25% to 99%,
o%

to

113% and E%

uJere comparable

to 87%.

The ranges

of

magnitude Pelcentages

to these.

r¡ if the percentage

MAE

percentage nonsuppression time

is a direct result of

the

in the induction periodr

r¡ithin a given intensity condition

then

one r¡ould predict a positive

correlation betr¡een percentage nonsupPlession time and
percentage MAE duration or magnitude. In other ¡¡ords, the
less the induction stimulus is suppressed by a particular

rivalry stimulus lntensity, the less the MAE strength should
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be

reduced. This

r¡ou1d

also provide a convenient explanation

toaccountforthelargeamountofvarianceoftheMAEmeasules
r¡ithin an i.ntensity condition. 0n the other hand, if the MAE

results from thÉ operation of a difierent mechanism on a
differentlevelf¡omthatofthephenomenalrivalrysuppression'

thenacorrelationmaynotbefound.ThePea¡soncorlelations
betr¡eennonsuppressiontimeandMAEdurationrnonsuppression

timeandMAEmagnitude,andMAEdurationsandmagnitudesfor
Table 5'7"
each of the intensity conditions are shoun in
TABLE

5.7.

BETUJEEN NONSUPPRE5SION
PEARSON EORRELATION EOEFFIEIENTS

(N5) TIME

PERCENTAGES AND MAE DURATION

AND MAENITUDE

(M)

(D)

PERCENTAGES

PERCENTAGES ARE SHOII¡N FOR EAEH

OF THE

THREE RIVALRY STIMULUS INTENSITY CONDITIONS'

(+ = Eignificant at p = .05)

Intensitv

NS X D

NS

X M

D

X M

1

-"126

+.04

+.30

2

+.1J0

-.32

+.44

3

-.362

-.3?

+.55t

It is clear.from Table 5.? that nonsuPPlgssiol tlme-ls not
co¡related r¡lth either sf the FIAE st¡ength meaEurea. The
duration and maqnitude percentaqes do aeem to þe cor¡elated
at least for Intensity 3 condition"

Anotherpossibleuaytotesttherelationbetu¡eennon-
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suppreEsiontimeandMAEstrengthistocorre}atethereduction

ofnonsuppressiontimefromlntensityltolntensitySt'¡iththe
reductioncfMAEstrengthbetueenthesetuoconditions.Based
a large decrease
on the previous hypothesis individuals ¡¡¡ho shot¡
shot'¡
of nonsuppression time from Intensity 1 l'o 3 should also
a large decrease of both

MAE

duration and magnitude'

Houievett

thecorrelationbetr¡eenthenonsuppressiontimereductionsand
(r = -"60) as r¡as the
MAE duration reductions uras negative

correlationuiththeMAEmagnltudereductions(r=-"18).
Another approach may be to vary rivalry stimulus
intensitybuttokeepBRsuppressj.ontimeconstant.This
possible to
cannot be done experimentally, but it may be
accomplishessentiallythesamethingbymatchingsubjects
the
betr¡een Intensity condition 1 and J ruith approximatery

same

times. This could be done Þy comparing the
times in
seven subjects ¡¡ith the lor¡est nonsuppression
greatest
Intensity Eondition 1 r.¡ith the seven subjects r¡ith the
This gave the
nonsuppression times in Intensity Eondition 3.

BR nonsuppression

groupof?subjectsinthelntensitylconditionameannonSupPlessionpercentageof44.?%andthegroupofTsubjects
strength
in Intensity 3 condition a mBan sf 44.9%. Notu if MAE

isafunctionofBRnonsupPlesslontimethe¡eshouldbeno
is
difference betr¡een the grBup8. Houlever, if MAE strength

functionofrivaLrystirnulusintenslty'thereshouldþea
dlfference. Independent samples t tests ¡¡¡ere apPlied to

the

a
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difference in

MAE

du¡ation and MAE magnitudes betueen

Intensity Eondition 1 and 3.

The mean values

for

each

condition and the resultant t vaLues are presented in Table
5.8. Arthough the differences betueen rntensity condition
1 and 3 reach only lorrl significance IeveIs, the percentage

differences (23.9% and 24.2%) were someuhat larger than the

of the r¡hore group (19.3% and 24.a%
respectiveJ-y) uhich uere significant to at least the same
levels (p < .10 and p ( .0001 respectively). Therefore, it
percentage differences

to conclude that varlation of rivalry
stimulus intensity r,rhile keeping nonsuppression time constant
results in a change in MAE strength.
geems reasonable

TABLE

5.8"

THE MAE DURATION AND MAGNITUDE PERDENTAGES BF THEIR
RESPEETIVE MONOCULAR CONDITTON ARE sHOI,dN FOR THE

IN

SELEETED GROUPS OF N=7

1 AND

I

EACH OF INTENSITY CONDITION

|¡JITH THE RESULTANT DIFFERENCE

IntensitV Eondition

1(N=7)
MAE

Duration

MAE

Magnitude (%)

rn

to

(%)

summary,

3(N=7)

(D).

Difference
D

51"4

27.5

23.9

69.6

45.4

24.2

t
1.69
1.37

df

p(

1-tailed)

12

( ¡10

12

< .10

the presence of rivarry stimuration sufficient

produce marked phenomenal

rivalry

of the induction
stimurus does not affect the subsequent strength of the Ar. 0n
suppression
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the other hand, rivalry stimulation sufficient to

produce

rivalry suppression of a rotating induction stimulus does
produce a marked decrease of MAE strength. T¡¡o alternative
explanations of the basis of the MAE reduction urere examined.
Although va¡iation of rivalry stimulus intensity produced
variatisn of rivalry nonsuppression time and csncomitant
variation of MAE strength, it uas found that these t¡¡o
variables uithin one intensity condition or changes across
intensity conditions uere not positively correlated. It uas
also fsund that uithout changes of

rivalry
suppression, changes of rivalry stimulus intensity ùJere
sufficient to produce changes of MAE strength. Therefore,
the ueight of evidence from the present experiment ¡¡ould seem
to favour the hypothesis that MAE strength J.s dependent on
phenomenal

the.strength of rivalry stimulation during induction but it

is not dependent on the amount of

phenomenal

rivalry

suppression time during induction"
Experiment

12

of the present experiment ¡¡as to clarify
t¡.¡o concluslons of tha prevlous experlment and to sbtain more
detailed info¡mation about the effect of rivalry stimulation
on the MAE. Experiment 11 sho¡¡ed that rlvalry sttmulation
The purpose

during an induction perlod produced a small reduction sf AI

strength aa compared r¡ith the monocular lnduction period.
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Houever, the reduction ofl AI duration uas not

significant

and

the reduction of AI magnitude estimates reached only a loLr
confidence.Ievel (p (' .10). In additiun, it ¡¡as suggested
a

that slight fixation lusses may tend to occur. mole frequently
during binoculal rivalry and thus contribute to a reduction
of AI strength. Although it appeared unlikely that riva}ry
stimulation had a real effect sn AI strength, it r,rould he
desirable to gain further evidËnce regarding iiris question.
Three changes blere Íncorporated into the present
to r'educe the possibility of fixation l"asses and
their effects on the induetiun of the AI. Since it ís likely
that fixation lssses r¡ouId tend ts trccul tor¡ard the end of the
60 second induction period, the length of the indutrtion period
uras reduced to 45 seconds. Second, the subjects of thB
previous experiment had only brief practice of tapping
telegraph keys to indicate rivalry alternations r¡hile at the

experiment

same

time attempting to maintain Éorl.ect fixation.

un-

find a stlong tendency to shift fixation
from the centre of the pattern in order to make decisions about
the alternations of rivalry. Therefore subjects ¡¡ho had
extensiv? nasl exqelience .in maintaining correct fixation r,¡hile

practlced subjects

may

indicatlng rivalry alternations uele used |n the present
experiment. Thlrd, the induction pattern for the AI r,las

to a patte¡n, of horizontal uhite þars on a þlack þackin place of the pattern of thln ¡¡hite horlzontal l1nes.

changed

ground
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if they do occur, are likely to have a
less detrimental effect on the AI induction of a broad striped
pattern than on a thin striped pattern since sIíght eye movements
may reverse the contour fo¡ the latter Þut not the fo¡mer. If
the smal1 reduction of AI strength follor,:ing a rivalry induction
period u¡as artifactuaL and not reaI1y a result of rivalry

Sliqht

eye movemenùs,

stimulation per se, then one uould predict even less AI
reduction under the conditions of the present experiment.
The second question ¡¡as r¡hether the reduction ofl MAE u¡as

a function of the presence of rivalry stimulation rather than

a function of the amount of

phenomenal nonsupPression

time.

that rivalry nonsuppression time uras a function
of rivalry stimulus intensity but it uas not by itself the
cause of the MAE reduction. This conclusion uas reached
follor'¡ing trrro types of examination of the data. In one, the
effect on MAE strength ¡¡as tested r¡hen rivalry stimulus
uras suggested

intensity uras varied and ER suppression time uras essenlially
held constant. This post hoc manipulation shot.¡ed changes in
MAE strength. The second examination uas to consider the
various nonsuppression times of subjects for a constant
rivalry stimulus intensity. The lack of positive correlation
shoued that MAE strength did not vary uith nonsuppression time
r¡ithin a constant stimulus intensity.

In the

present

experiment ueIl-practiced subjects used voluntary control to

alter the BR suFpressiori time in a given intensity condition.

It
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If subjects reduced the nonsuppression time nf the lnductlon
stimuLus for one trial and increased lt for anothet tlial
under the same intensity cnndi-tions, r^lould the¡e be a diff erence
produced

in

MAE

otrength?
Method

Subjects
Three volunteer subjeets (LL, JTn

ct) including

the

author urere used in the present experiment. JT and Gt had
normal vision u¡ithout cu¡rective lenses; LL had nnrmal vÌsion

¡¡ith corrective corneal lenses" AlI 3 subjects had
participated in sther experiments t¡hich required voluntary
control of ER and key tapping to indicate BR alternations"
A1I subjects, especially JT and LL, had extensive previous
practice of BR control uith knsr,rledge of results using various
kinds of ¡ivalry stlmuli.

Hnuever, both JT and CG ¡lere nalve

as to the purpose of the present expe¡lment'
ã¡a tus and

r¡ith

Stimuli

The .apparatus r¡as the same as .that used in Experiment 11
the addition of decade timers and electromechanical relays.

This additional equipment uas used to turn on and off an
incandescent lamp for short intervals of time in order to
produca a lor,,l frequency sirobnscops

observatlon of the AI.

effect during

the

The lncandescent lamP bras directed at

a lou diagonal. cetllng 0.6 mEters distant frsm the subjectst
eyeo and produced a dlsk

of light auÞtending 20 degrees of

the
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vlsual fleld.

Activation of the stroboscope mechanism

ft-L luminance fo¡ 100 msec alternating in tlme
¡¡ith a homägeneous dark fleld of 0.01 ft-l- luminance for 1U0
mgec. Thts resulted in five flashes./second of lrttense
produced 40

luminance.
One

minor alteration uas made of the placement of the

telegraph keys. Instead of beinq placed separateJ-y the tuo
keys uere placed adjacent

to

each othe¡

in the right

hand

posÍtion. This enabled subjects to operate both keys u1ith
the right hand. Subjects used the right index finger to tap
the right key indicatinq a shift of duminance to the right eye
pattern, and used the riqht thumb to tap the left key indicating
a shlft of dominance to the left eye pattern. Although the
it proved to be a simple and.
convenient method for suhjects to indicate BR alternations.
The main purptrse of this trhange u,as to free the left hând
so that it could Þe used to cover the left eye during the
observation sf the AI in the presence of the flashing light.

procedure sounds complicated,

If there.ùrere any movement aftereffects from the rotating
spiral pattern r¿hich may have interfe¡ed ¡¡ith the Af they uould
be mlnimised by eliminating the light stimulation of the left
eye durinq the AI test pe¡iod"- In any case, in order to
compare percentage MAE reductions ¡¡ith percentage AI reduction
to provide the same stimulation conditions of
the teft eye for both the inductlon periods and tast periods
1t

rr¡as

necessary
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of the t¡¡o conditions. Since illumination for the left eye
uras terminated in the MAE test period it r¡ould also have to
be terminated for the AI condition test period'
TheleftandrlghteyestimulifortheMAEandAl
condltÍons urere the Fame as used Ìn Experiment 11 t¡ith the
exception of the AI lnduction stimulus. The eight thin (2 min
of visual angle) uhlte ho¡izontal lines Ûrele replaced by four
thicker (24 min of vlsual angle) r¡hite horlzontal bars, tuo
evenly placed above the horizontal midline and tt¡lo belou' The
uhlte bare r¡ere spaced alternately uith black bars of the same
r¡idth" The r¡hlte bars bre1.e illuminated by the right hand
slide projector and had the 88me luminance of 20 ft-L as the
uhite fuslon background in Experiment 1'1. The black bars had
the same background as used earlie¡ ¡¡|th the lor¡ luminanca of
The luminancss for the rlght eyB stlmuli in the
0.01 ft-L.
lnduction and test perlods of the MAE condition u'jere the same
as thoee of the prevlous ExperimBnt. The luminances for the

left eye stlmuli for both the MAE and AI conditions u¡ere the
same as those ln Intensity condltion 3 of Expe¡lment 11.
Thus, instead of the louest rlvalry intensity conditlont the
greatest intensity of tivalry stlmulua ues used ln the inductisn
period of the AI condÌtion.
Procedure

of obtainlnq
Bstimates fo¡ both the

The experimental procBdu¡B and the method

msaaulet

of the duration and magnitude
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MAE

11

and

AI conditions ¡¡e¡e the

same

as those used

in

Experiment

r¡ith the mlnor exceptlons already mentioned of the use of

45 seconds'induction periods, key tapping

uith the right

hand

only, and the placement of the left hand over the left eye
during the test perioO for the AI. ùlith regards to the latter
change

it

r¡as found

placed over.the

left

llght stimulatlon
itself.

that the left
eye

palm could be comfortably

in a bray that practically occluded all

u¡ithout putting any pressure on the eyeball

of the experiment uas to test the effect
of voluntarily altering the amount of BR suppression time on
the resultant MAE. Subjects uere instructed on some t¡ials
to use voluntary effort to lncrease or to decrease the nonsuppreesion tine of the lnductlon stimulus du¡ing an lnductlon
period. There uere three typea of BR inductlon perlods all
using the eame rivalry stimulus lntensity of Eondition 3,
The main purpose

Experlment

112

to vieu the rivalry in a
passlve manner and not to attempt to control the BR in any'uray;
2. SubJects uere lnatructed to maximlze the domlnance of

1.

Subjects uere lnstructed

the right eye lnduction stlmulus ln the

f+5 second

inductlon

period;

3. Subjects u¡ere inst¡ucted to maxlmlze the dominance of
the left eye spiral rivalry stlmulua orr in othel ulords, to
maxlmize the amount of Euppresaion tlmE of thE right eye

ZDE.

induction etimulus in the induction perlod'
During each of the BR induction periods the subjects tapped

the telegraph keys in the appropriate uay to indicate
In thls uay the amount of BR nonalternations of rivalry.

of'the induction stimurus could be measured
and the percentage BR control of the subjects could be
calculated by taking the difference of, right eye nonsuppression
suppression time

time betureen Instruction 2 and Inst¡uction 3 and multiplylng

that difference by 1oa/45. Fqr example, a subJect r¡ho could
produce no difference of right eye suPp¡ession time for the
tuo control instructlons uould register zel'o pBlcentage control'
A subject r¡ho could maintaln the dominance of the right eya
stimulus for the fuII 45 seconds under Instruction 2 but reduce
the dominance time of the right eye to zero under Instruction 3
¡¡ould have (45-0)(100/45) = 100% control'

At the beginning of the experiment it uas observed that
JT failed to observe any AI either follor¡ing BR lnduction
periods or follor,ling monocular nonrivalry induction periods.
An AI could not be elicited in JT follor¡ing lorrr or high
intensity stimulation of the lnduction stimulus, after short
or long duratlon induction periods, or r¡hile observinq uith
eyes closed !n darkness or r¡ith right eye open to the flashing
JT understood the lnst¡uctions and the importance of
maintainlng the correct fixatlon point for the entlre 45 second

light"

inductlon perlodn

HB kneu n¡¡hat

to look fo¡tr elnce hB had
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prevlously participated in
urere

used.

BR experiments

in uhich afterimages

These previous afterimages had been induced r¡ith

a fraeh gun rather than uith prolonged flxation of a pattern.
JT uras not incapable of flxatlng for a pertod of time since he
could observe ¡easonably robust MAEs" One expranation fo¡

thie curlous

anomaly could be

that JT had a ¡ather

1arge

frick component in his saccadic eyg rnovgments o¡
some aort of eye tremor that r¡as just large enough to move thE
image of the inductlon stimulus across the retina to the
extent that it failed to produce an Ar. This hypothetical
eye movement in subject JT, if lt is assumed to have been
operating et all times, üras not large enough, hor,lever, to
elimlnate the lnduction of the MAE. rf this is the co¡rect
explanation it r¡ould be a dramatic ilrustration of the
greater effect of eye movements on the induction of the Ar
than on the MAE. rn any case, subject JT r¡as precluded f¡om
taking part ln the Af part of the experiment.
ampritude

The experiment ùJas composed

of tuo parts.

rn the fi¡st
part, the three subjecte uere tested trver a series of three
experlmentar sessions usuarry on three consecutive

days"

rn

each session the eubjects forloued the same sequence of

tuenty trialsr the first ten fo¡ the Ar condition and the
second ten for the MAE condition. subject JT u¡as tested
only ulth the ten trials of the

MAE

condrtion ln each of the
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three sessions. For any sequence of ten t¡ials the same
order uas follouled. The order ¡¡Jas monocurar condition, BR -

rnstruction 1,

condition.

BR

rnstruction 2,

BR

rnstruction j and monocura¡

five uere these same condltions in
revBrse order. There uere J minute rests betüreen trials and
5 mlnute rests betueen the fi¡st flve and second flve trials.
For each block of five triale the flrst monscular t¡ial served
ae the standard for magnitude estimates uhose maximum Intensity
uas gfven a value of 100.
0n the third experimentar session the subJects forrot¿ed
exactry the

The second

eame procedure

as on the previous trr¡o sessions

except that 15 minutes prior to the

commentrement

of the session

the subJecte ue¡e administered ¡¡ith cycroplegic and mydriatic

drops. Thls ujas the same drug, Mydrilate, that ¡¡as used
in Experlments I and 9. The purpose of the Mydrllate uas
turofold: 1. to examine again r¡¡hether the ross of periphe¡al
ocula¡ motor activity affects the degree of BR control, and
2. if variation of BR suppression affects the MAE unde¡ normar
condltions, to test if it al-so affects the MAE strength r,rhen
the int¡insic eye muscles are paralyzed.
eye

FollouÍng the first part of the expe¡iment alr subjects
-biere qiven tuenty trials o.f spaced practice of the BR

rnst¡uctions 2 and i r¡¡ith the reft eye stimulus and MAE
induction stimulus in rivalry" The purpose of these practice

triars uas to bulld- up the subjectsr

degree

of

BR

cont¡or r¡ith
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In the second part of the experiment
the subjects uere given tuelve trials in one session for the
test of the MAE on1y. AII trials u¡ere in the rivalry condltlon
in r,¡hich only fnstructions 2 and 3 t¡ere usBd. The tuo
instructions Uere alte¡nated sn sonsecutive trials r¡ith the
first Inst¡uction 2 trial serving as the standard for the flrst
these rlvalry patterns.

six trials and an Inst¡uction 3 trial serving as the standard
for the second six. The purptrse of i;his second part of the
experlment uas to, maximlze the BR eontrol variation to
lncrease the llkellhood of getting positlve results from the
effect of control.
It appeared to the author that the decay of MAE velocity
r¡ith time u¡as of a dÍfferent functÌon fo¡ thE monocular and
rlvalry csnditlons. For thie reason at the end of Part 2 the
three subJects vier¡ed seve¡al

MAEs

alternating conditions

on

To facilitate the association of the
trials.
decay of angular velocity rrlith tlme the expelimenter called
Euccessive

out the elapsed seconds as the aubJects uatched the l'lAEs.
Then each subject dreu, a trulve beat representing the function

for both the
monocular and blnocular stimulation MAEs uere d¡ar¡n uith a
- standard of 100 representing the initial angular velocity of
of angular velocity over time"

The curves

the monocular condition. This ls similar to the technique
used by Sekuler & Pantle ( 7961). They had subjecte make
megnltude Bstlmates

of the MAE at Eeveral different

delay
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intervals follor¡ing movement cessati-on. Their method overcomes problems of lnaccurate memories uhich may arise uhen
subjects have to reproduce the uhole curve. Houever the
present method ulas probably adequate to lnvestigate rough

descriptive differencas uhich

may

exist

Þetueen the conditions.

Results and Discussion
Subjects participated in the thi¡d session of the flrst

part of the experiment r.,rith paralyzed intrinslc eye muscles.
There urere no differences betueen the normal and paralyzed
eye sessions in BR control, nonsuppression time of the
induction stinulue, or elther of the strength measures of the
MAE

o¡ AI.

As a

result, the data from aII three sessions ùJere

ln the data analysis. Table 5.9 shous the MAE and
AI duration means and standard deviations fo¡ each of the
aubJects from the monocular lnduction t¡lal.
combined

TABLE

5.9

MEAN5 AND 5TANDARD òEVTETTONS

THE MAE AND

IN

AI FOLLOü¡ING

(S.0.) IN SECONDS OF

MONOBULAR INDUCTION PERIODS

THE FIRST PART OF THE EXPERIHENT'(THREE 5ESSIONS

-i'

EOMEINED).
Eonditlon
Mean

5.D

AI

.

Sub.iects
EG

MAE

'

"

Meen

s.D.

_.LL

27.6
z"a

31"3
5.€l

25.7
E.?

24.l+

1.4

JT
24..9

5"3

(.
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fairly ¡obust MAE and Af du¡ations uith
comparatively small standard deviatlons. Thls lndicates the
J.arge amount of consistency of these values f¡om session to
AII three subJects

have

session.
To compare changes

durations and magnitudes
raù, score percentage

uith changes in
the rau data üJas converted lnto the
in

nonsuppression time

of the respective

monoculatr mean score.

For instance, ntrnsuppression time uas converted to percentage

of 45 seconds (presumably the amount of nonsuppression time of
the monocular inductlon pe¡iod). Both the duration values
and magnltude estimates ùrere

their respectlve

also converted to percentages of

monocular condition

means. FÌgure 5.4

illustrates the percentages for the MAE and AI conditions
separated into the three dlfferent instruction conditions for
each subject. The condltions are arranged from left to rlght
in the order 3, 1, 2 because fnst¡uctlon 3 uas to suppress the
induction stimulus time, Instructlon 1 uas for passive vieuing,
and Instruction 2 u¡as to maximizE the right eye nonsuppression
time.
As can be seen from Figure 5.4 the results

of

Experiments

1l gain fu¡ther support in this experiment. fn the MAE
condltlon the combined BR conditions for each subject u,erB
10 and

thei¡ monocular conditlons. For instance
the magnitude measurBs of the three BR conditlons of subject 0C
uere slgnlficantly less than h1s monocula¡ condition measures
markedly less than
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at a high confÍdence leve1 (t = 5.42, df = 28, p < .001).
Subject CC had the highest percentage duration measures in
BR

the

conditions (57.3%), but these measures ue¡e less than the

respective monocuLal condition at a high significance level

(t = 9.68, df = 28, p <.00'l). Eompared r¡ith E0 the du¡ation
and magnitude measures of LL and JT shor¡ed even greater
dec¡eases as a ¡esuIt of rivalry stimulation" There is no
question of the reality of the effect of rivalry stimulation
on the

MAE"

The MAE curves

sf

MAE

velocity for each condition

and

in Figure 5"5. The most apparent
difference betueen the tuo curves for all subjects seems to
be in the initial rate of decay of the MAE" The movement
velocity follotuing monocular stimulation seems ts sustain
itself someuhat better than the rivalry condition MAE"
Although the velccity follor,ring rivalry stimulation starts at
a ctrmparatively high level, it seems to decay very rapidly to
a lou¡ 1evel. This r¡ould suggest that the greatest difference
each subject are shoun

betueen the monocular and binocular MAE is not
magnitude but

du¡ations

in the magnitudes

in the initial
after 2-5 seconds and in fÍnal

"

Experiment 11 using naive suÞjects shouled a slight

reduction of AI magnitude in the binocular condition. It

that this diffe¡ence probably did not indicate a
real effect of BR stimulation on the induction of the AI.
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of the present expe¡iment support that concrusion.
subjects cc and LL shor¡r vl¡tualry no diffe¡ence in magnitudes
or durations betueen the monocular condition and any of the
The ¡esurts

three rivalry conditions. Atthough the ho¡izontar bar
patterns uere in rivarry nonsuppression a mino¡ity of the
seconds

45

induction period (especially for EE), the ¡esurtant

Ars are unchanged in

intenslty and duration as compared
t¡ith the monscula¡ inductlon condition" Therefore, it seeme
reasonable to concLude that ¡ivalry stimulatÍon and
maximum

rivalry suppression during an lnduction perlod
does not affect the subsequent strength of an AI"
The maln questlon of the present experiment ¡¡as uhether
va¡iation of BR suppression tlme uourd resurt in variation of
the MAE strength. This can be investigated by testÌng the
conslderabre

dlffe¡ences

bett¡¡een BR

rnstructlon 2 and Instructlon i of non-

fo¡ both MAE duraiions and MAE magnitudes.
These diffe¡ences for the th¡ee subjects r¡ith associated tsuppresslon time

values and significance leve1s are shor¡n in Table 5.10.

effect of instructional condltions on the MAE duration
and magnitude seems to be mixed" For EE there is virtualry no
difference of duration percentage betueen rnstruction z and 3
and there Ís a. sllght decrease in MAE magnitude" Neither of
The

these differences for CC iproach a signlficant level"
Hs¡¡ever LL shor¡s

a sllght but not signlficsnt increase of

duratlon and a larger lnc¡ease of magnltude r¡hich is
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TABLE 5.1O.
PART

1

PERCENTAGE NON5UPPRESSION

(NS) TIME

OF

RIGHT EYE INDUCTII]N STIMULUS, DURATION (D), AND
MAGNITUDE (M) OF THE MAE UJITH THE BR INSTRUETION
EONDITIONS

3

AND

2

AND THEIR DIFFERENCE IdIÏH

ASSOCIATED t-VALUE AND SIGNIFICANEE LEVEL

Measu¡e

J

45.0

NS

15.4

D

42.5
45.0

t

1ff.

Instr.2

7.1
53.3
80"0

10.00

p

5l+.0

37.9
o.7

75.O

- 5.0

54.3
52.4
75.3

JB"4

12.70

9"9
30.3

1"23

2.65

37

"8

16.9

6.70 . <.8001

D

21"o
24.4

30"1

M

22.?

31.1

5"2
8.q

NS
D
M

M

JT

fnstr.

(P).

NS

-

<

tr.12
0"61

0.83
1.34

.008

1

N.S.
N.S.

(

"0001

"s.
(.05
N

N.S.
N.5.

JT shoue slight
signiflcant (t = 2.65t df = 10, p (.u5).
increases of MAE strength but nelther of them are signiflcant.
0f six differences of MAE strength one ls opposite to the
predicted direction and only one reaches a significant

probability in the predlcted directlon" Hencer a confident
concluslon about the effects of BR euppression cannot bB
draun from the present lesults".

Follor'ling the firet par.t of the experimenÈ subjects uars
glven ptactlce trlals In ordEr to increase the degree of control

r'¡lth the rtvalry atlrnull of the expe¡lmentÒ l¡llth greater
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control and hence gleater

NS

differences it uas hoped that

a

definite conclusion could be rnade regardinq the effects
of N5 time.sn MAE strength. In the second part of the
experÍment trr¡elüe trials uere given ln ruhich Instructions 2
No passive
and 3 ue¡e alternated on successi-ve trials.
instruction trials or monocular trials uere included" As in

more

the fi¡st part, the percentage NS tlme uas based on 45 seconds.
slnce there ùras no monocular condition the percentage
du¡ations had to be based on the monocula¡ condition of the

first part and the magnitude estimates ujerE based on a standard
from a BR trlal, each instructlon serving as a standa¡d for six
In order to derive percentage values of the monocular
trials.
condition, merely fo¡ illustratlve purposes, the mean magnitude
of thls part üras glven the mean percentage vaLue of Part 1o
This did not alter the percentage difference, the cruclal
value to be tested.

of the second part of the experiment are
illustrated in Figure 5"6" SuÞjects u,ele again successful
at producing a difference in NS time betr¡een Instruction 2
and 3. Houever in the MAE measures EE shoÙrs slight
The resuLts

differences opposite to the predicted direction.
shor¡ small

LL and JT

differences in the predicted dlrectlon"

percentgge valuas

of

NS

time,

MAE

du¡atlon and magnltude fo¡

Instructlon 2 and 3 ¡nd the dlffe¡ences are shob¡n ln
5.11.

The
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TABLE
PART

2

5.11.

PEREENTAGE NONSUPPRES5ION

INDUETION STIMULUS, MAE DURATION

(M) UITH BR INSTRUETION 3

AND

2

(NS) TIME OF THE

(D)

AND MAE MAGNITUDE

AND THEIR DIFFERENCE

UITH ASS0CIATED t-VALUES AND SIGNIFICANCE LEVELS (p).

Measu¡e Inst¡.3 fnst¡.2
NS
D
M

LL

51.4
92.o

t

32 6

2G.70

.0001

N.s.

0

0.51
o.91

¿+0.6

16.20

8.5
17.O

3.27
1.62

.0001
.01

30.2
9.6
12.tr

?.50
2.21
o.79

39.6
46.?

-4
-7

85.0

D

19.0
26.6

M

7s.o

59.6
35.1
92.o

N5

21.O

51-2

D

28.8

38.4

M

112.O

124.O

NS

JT

7.O

(2-3 Diff.)

'

7

p

N.S.

N.5.
.0q01

.05

N.s.

effect of practice betueen the tuo parts seems to have
had a decided effect only on subject JT r¡ho shoued an increase
of BR control from 16.8% to 3O.2%. 0C shoued a slight decrease
and LL a slight increase in control from Part 1 to Part 2. In
The

in Part 2 aLL three subjects shou¡ed NS differences
betueen Instruction 3 and 2 uhich r.rere significant at a high
confidence level. Hourever, again the differences in MAE
strength are not consistent Þetr¡een subjects. Both measures
decline slightly fo¡ EC. Both measures for LL and JT shot¡
differences in the predicted directisn. The.magnitude
any case

difference for LL is less in this part than in Part 1 and is
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not significant.

0n the other hand, the du¡ation difference

for LL, although it also is less than in Part 1, does reach a
signiflcant probability. Both the percentage differentres for
JT in this part are somer¡hat larger than in Pa¡t 1 of t¡hich
the duration diffelence is signifj.cant.
If the ¡esults of Part I and Part 2 are combined perhaps
a more reliable conclusion can be obtained regarding the

main

hypothesls. There is no appropriate r^ray to combine magnitude
estimates betureen the parts since they uere relative judgments
There ls no
based on different types of etandard t¡ials.
that the mean magnitude estimates of the tt¡o
part6 are, ln fact, equal" Houlever, the duration measures mãy
be combined fo¡ the tr¡o parts in order to test the diffelence

basis to

betu¡een

assume

Instructlon 2 and 3.

The mean

duration difference

for subject EE uas -0"54 seconds o¡ -2.7% of the monocular
condition duratlon" The mean duration differentre fol LL uas
2"86 seconds o¡ g"7o| and uas significant (t = 1.726, df = 22t
The mean difference for JT ¡¡as 2.1 seconds o¡
p (.05).
7.4oÁ and uas siqnificant (t - 1.90r df = 22, p ( '05)"
of LL and JT shot¡ small but
significant differences r¡ith changes in nonsuPplession time
resultlng from BR control. 0n the othe¡ hand, GE sho¡¡ed no
dlfferences ln the predicted di¡ectÌon of MAE duratlsn ot
The duration measures

magnitude. Thus, the effects of varying nonsuppression time
of the lnduction etimulue r'¡hlle keeplng rlvalry stlmulus
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intensity constant are still equivocal.
tdhat does seem clea¡ f¡om the ¡esults is that the
difference of MAE strength is certainly smaller than the
percentage variation of nonsuppression time. The effect of
BR control on the NS difference for LL r¡as a mean of 39.7%.
0n the other hand the mean duration and magnitude differences

for LL uere only 9.2% and 23.6Yo. Similarly the mean NS
difference for JT t¡as 18.5%, but JTrs mean duration and
magnitude differences uere only 7.4% and 10.2% respectively.

for LL uas onJ-y 23% of his
NS difference, and the percentage duration difference for JT
u:as only 4t% of his NS difference. For Part 2 in ¡,lhich the
duration differentres urere significant for both LL and JT these

The percentage duration difference

differences uere only

21% and 32%

of thei¡ respective

NS

differences. ldith tr,.lo r¡eIl-practiced subjects
producing a considerable va¡iation in ù" amount of NS time
betueen conditions only a small variation of MAE du¡ations
percentage

resulted.

If

MAE

strength is dependent only on the

phenomenal

of rivalry and not necessarily on the
strength of the rivalry stimulus, then variation of NS time
should have produced comparable va¡iation of MAE strength.

nonsuppression time

in this experiment the subjectsr cont¡ol of BR to vary
NS time betueen conditions either had ns effect or produced an
effect urhich uas only a fraction of the NS time variation.
Houever,
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This ls fairly consistent r¡ith the results of Experiment 11
sf the lack of positive cor¡elation r¡ithin intensity
conditions betu¡een Ns tlme and MAE strength. This lndlcateE

that if phenomeñal nonsuppressS'on tlme hy ltaelf has any
effect on MAE strenqth it ls only a mlnor effect'
ThemostdramatlceffectonMAEstrengthlsproducedby
the lntroduction and varlation of blnocular ¡ivalry stimulatlon'

rivalry stlmuLus during
that
induction markedly reduces the MAE strength compared t¡ith
follor¡lngamBnocularnonrlv¡Iryinductionperiod.IncreasÞs
of livalry stimulus intensity produce marked and highly
slgnificant variation of MAE strength" In Experiment 11 the
dlfference betueen Intensity '! and 3 produced. a difference of
2O"?14
Z.l.?"Á in MAE duration, 22"6% in MAE magnitude, and
dlfference ln nonsuppresslon time. From Experiments 11 and

The lntroduction

of

even a ueak

lzitseemsthatbothNstimeandMAEstrengtharemarkedly'
affected by rlvalry stimulus intensity: 0n the other hand'

variationofNstimealonecanproducerat.themostronlya
¡elatively small variation of MAE strength'
Intermsofaphyslologicalmodeltheresultsr¡ould
suggest that rivalry stimulation operates on the physiological
level
mechanlsm responsible for. the origin of the MAE at a
0n the
belor¡ that ¡¡hich 1s the bäsis of phenomenal rivalry.
othe¡ hand, if rivalry stimulation is producinq a constant
lnhlbltory effect at some lou¡ level in the perceptual pathulayt
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üJhyisitthattherotatinginductionstimulusappearsperfectly
normalinthenonsupPressionphasesofrivalry?Inaddition'
¡eferringtoEhapterlllandtother,lorkofFox&Eheck(1966)'
during the nsnsuppression
ruhy is it that ihformation transmission
phaseofrivalryseemstobeequaltothenonrivalrycondition?
Theseinconsistenciesr¡il1þediscussedfollor¡ingthedlscussion
of the origins of the MAE and AI'
Discussi on

of the Ev idence for the B¡i

1n

of Afterima

Mostinvestigatorshaveassumedthatafterimages(AI)'

r¡hethe¡theyarenegativeandinducedbyprolongedfixationof

avisualpatternorpositivef.ollor,lingabriefintenseflash'
(Ruch, 1960'
arise fron a photochemical mechani-sm in the retina
p.444).Houever,ltr,¡ouldseemtheoreticallypossiblethata
(especially negative
neural component to the origin of the AI,
It is
AIs) may exist at the retlnal or even higher leve1s'
interestingthattheassumptionoftheretinaloriginofAls
paucity 9f
seems.to be held so strongly given the actual

crucialexperimentalevidencerelevanttothequestion.This
digcussionr¡illfocusonthefeumore¡ecentstudiesconcerned
r¡ith the origin of AIs'
and
Brindrey (g5Ð measuted AIs from ¡ligf.frashes

foundthatthestrengthoftheAl(excludlngthefirstl5
Eeconds)uasdependentonthetotalenergytransmittedinthE
flashr¡hetherthEene¡gyldlstransmittedln0"016secondsor
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1.68 seconds. Thls uas consistent uith a photochemical basls

of the AI but not e neu¡al basis. Brindley ( 1962) also
lnvestigated the effects of progressive blurring of fl¡sh
lnduced AIs and the green rhalor effect uhlch appeared unde¡
He felt thet the only.
Bome condltlone uith a plnk AI.
explanation consi¡tent ulth a1l hls ¡esults ü,es ons in ¡¡hlcb
the AI 1¡ the product of photolyaia sf cone pigments. In
this care the blurring and green ihalor uere thE result of
the diffuflon of thase photochemical products. Barlou &
Sparrock (1964) u¡ed the AI from a brief flash and stabilize{
¡etinal images to plot the absslute thresholds of the AI to
119ht stimulation during dark adaptation. They found that fhe
receptors of the AI are not unresponsive but only more rnoisy!

thus increasing the threshold relative to sutrounding ¡etinal

areas. Their results also strongly suggested the retinal
origin of Afe".
Recentlyr. houever, thl increased use of stabilized
retinal images and the comparison uith AIs has led some
in AIs"
Gerrits, de Haan & Vendrick (1966) suggest that the periodic
fading of, stablLized retinal images more closely fits the
knourn neural characteristics of cortical ce1ls than it does
retinal ce1ls" fn addition t'lac¡<innon, fo"O" & Piggins (1969)
experimenters

to suqqest a cortical

component

found the non¡andomn all-or-none fragmentation characteristics

to be vsry Blmllar to stabllized ¡etinaf images, steadily
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fixated lou intensity figures, and prolonged afterimages.
They conclude that a Fsingle mechanism in the central nervous
system underlies fragmentation.n

0n the other hand Smith ( 1968) found that the
fragmentations occurring in binocular rivalry ulete less

pattern vieued

structured than those occu¡ring rrrith the

same

as En afterimage" Since

to be a cortical

BR uas assumed

that Af fragmentation

may have

a pre-

eortical component" Mattheus (19?E) found that an AI,

vier¡ed

phenomenon, he concluded

monocularly against an opposite contoured background, fragmented

to a much greater extent that if
uas vieued dichoptically" This

in an unstructured

the opposlte background
supported a

rrlay

retlnal origin of the Af"

Houever, because the

total fragmentatlon time u¡as the same reqardless of the Þackgro.und, he felt that some central factor uas involved in
fragmentati.on" Piggins ( 1969)
evidence by suggesting

final

summarized

the experimental

that nurhilst the gradual

decay and

of the prolonged afterimage may be
explained in terms of ¡etinal photochemistry, it is more
probable that the locus of fragmentation lies altogether
outside the retina (p.28?)"Ë Houever, because the initial
Íntensity Bf the AI and the total time of AI presence uJere
used as measures of AI strength, *n" presence of any fragdisappearance

mentatlon phenomena uould not have affected the results of
Experlments 11 and 12.
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Other psychological experiments concerned solely uith

the origin of AIs also support a ¡etinal site.

llolehmainen

(969) flashed three small brighi lights to
produtre the ¡ttau-effecttr and three AI spots. The lights
Uhen tuo adjacent
uJere eguidistant in a horizontal line.
lights r¡ere flashed simultaneously fo1lo¡¡ed shortly by the

& Toumisaari

third 1Íght, the tr¡o simultaneous flashes urer'e Perceived as
closer together in space than the cent¡e flash and the third
flash. The Ittau-effectrr is atlributed to a central mechanism
since the three lights are equidistant on the tetina. 0n the
other hand, the AIs produced by the three 1ights

t'rer'e Pelceived

as equidistant. They concluded from this result that AIs

u¡ere

retinal in origin.
It r¡ou1d seem that a more convincing Lray to establish
the retinal origin of AIs t¡ou1d be to. employ some technique to
eliminate retino-cortical transmission either du¡ing or
follorlring the induction of an AI" The technique of pressure
this function. Plessure applied
partial retinal anoxia resulting in

blinding the eye may fulfilI

to the eyeball produces
an increase in threshold to light after 5-'15 seconds and
effective blindness after 15-38 seconds (Eraik & Vernon , 1941).
Presumably pressule þlinding interrupts synaptic transmission
in the retina.

.--

Graik ( 1940) described the results of a short experiment

in ¡¡hich he pressure blinded one eye until vision faded
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llght fron a 60-¡,¡att bulb uas then proJected
on the blinded eye using the unbllnded eye to establish
ftxation. After 2 mlnutes of exposurB he looked auay and
viEr¡ed a homogeheous background. A clear AI f¡om the no¡mal
entirely.

The

eye h,as firet

vistble.

Then, ¡.¡hen Eraik (1948) closed that

eye and le1eased the bllnded eye, vision retu¡ned along

uith

an

AI presumably from the blinded eye that had never t¡ansmitted
etimulation to the higher visual centres" The simila¡ st¡ength
of the blinded AI and the no¡mal AI strongly suggested a
¡etinal orlgln. An.AI could also be produced in the blinded

uith the normaL eye closed during the 2 minute Expoaure
perlod. Thls presumably ¡uLed out the possibility that the
AI ln thE fil'st casE ü,as due to a transferred AI from the
normal eye. Therefore, because retlno-co¡tical transmission
eye

effectively blocked during lnduction, the subsequent AI
must be orlglnating ln the retina"
Hou¡ever, it r,lould seem that some improvements could be
made to increase the conclusivenesa of Eraikts demonstratlon
(1940), Because his induction period extendefl over a full
uas

2 minutes and because pressure blinding is a someuhat
uncomfortable ptocedure,

it

t'¡ould seem Possible

that

the

effeetivansss of pressute bllnding may have va¡led
conslderably ove¡ the 2 minute period.
Bxperiment

it

Beems

Also, in hie firsÈ

poseible that the vier¡ed AI o¡ part of

the ct¡ength of thE ¡eEultant AI

r,¡ae

t¡Ensfe¡red f¡om the no¡mal
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eye.

Even ¡¡hen

the no¡mal eye is closed stimulation uould

continue to Þe transmitted centrally possibly to contrlbute

AI f¡om the bllnded eye. Eraik ( 1940) presumably
controlled for this possibility in a second test by keeping
the normal eye closed during the induction perlod. 0n the

to

any

othe¡ hand this uould create the problem of maintaining
constant fÍxation during the induction perlod ttith any eye

resulting ln a reduetlon in AI strength" Hotoevet,
thls conditlon also produced rthe same result.r
Since Cralk ( 1940) üras more interested in demonst¡ating

movements

the usefulness of pressure blinding as an lnvestiqative tool
than in undertaking a definitive study of the Af, his sho¡t

report lacks quantltative aupport.

Because

Eraikts (1940)

conclusion u¡ould nenehit from an improved replication of his

short experiment and because the method of pressure blinding

to provlde such a simple and conclusive demonstration
of the retinal origin of AIs, the follou¡ing short experiment u¡as
¡'¡ould aeem

undertaken.

of the Retinal 0riqin of Afterimaoes
A eimple uay to overctrme most of the criticisms of Craikrs
( 1940) procedure is to use a brief intense flash as the Af
A Demonstration

lnduction stimulus rathe¡ than*a stimulus requiring prolonged

fixation. This uould only requlre adequate pressure bllnding
during the lnstant of the flash" The AI ¡rrould be sharp because

z7?..

eye movements ùrould essentially be stopped during inductlon.

If the much more intense flash stimulus uas nst perceived,
it r,rould be,a more convincing checÉ of the adequacy of the
pressure blinding. Since the nonstimulated eye uould be
completely occluded there b,ould be no possibility of a
transferred AI ;contributing to the induced AI.
Since a positlve AI results from the intense f1ash, it

in a dark ¡oom uithout any background
stimulation" This fact r¡ould allot¡ the test of a central
If, after induction, pressure blinding
component of the AI.
can be observed

the stimulated eye but not the unstimulated eye had the effect

of eIImÍnating the AI, it uould suggest that there is no cent¡al
This u¡as not tested by Craik ( 1940)
component to its origin.
and, therefore, needs confirmation. One dlfficulty in using
a brief flash induction stimulus as far as the evaluation of
Experiments 11 and 12 ate concetned is t¡¡hether the results
could be generalized to negative AIs from prolonged fixation.
It ulill be shoun that the results using either method of

AI

induction are identical"

first test ¡,las conducted to replicate Craikrs (1940)
results using a brief, intense flash as the induction stimulus
r,¡lth the stimulated eye pressure blinded. Fo¡ thfs purpose
The

the subject flrst da¡k adàpted fo¡ 5 minutes j.n a vEry dlmly
11t room u¡ith an ambient illumlnation producing about 0.01 ft-L
luminance from

uhite'surfaces.

The lnductlon stimulus uas
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provided by a cut-out stencil of a ve¡tical ba¡ on a uhite

background. 10 cm behind the cut-out stencil a Blaupunkt
flashgun

bras mounted u¡hich produced

a

100

joule flash of

approximately a 1 msec du¡ation. The subject positioned his

rest mounted 30 cm from the stencil pattern and
flxated the cent¡e of the vertical bar. UJith this arrangement
head on a chin

4 degrees of visual angle in height
and one degree in r¡idth. The subject cove¡ed his left eye
the vertical bar

measured

r¡ith the palm of his left

hand and could pressure

blind his

right eye using the right index finger before triggering the
flashgun on any tria1.
Tr,¡o conditions uere tested using four trials follotoing

an

design. 10 minutes separated the trials to allou complete
AI fading. Condition A uas right eye normal before right
eye stimulation. In Eondition B the subject applied pressure
uhile maintaining fixation at the cent¡e of the vertical bar
ABBA

as long as vision ¡emained and for a furthe¡ 10 seconds

follor¡ing the loss of vision"

The

flash r¡as then triggered

uith a microsuitch pressed by the small finger of the right
hand. As soon as the flash occurred pressure uas released.
In all trials the initial strength of the AI uas judged r¡ith
respect to the first trial AI r¡hich. r,:as given a value of 100.
In addition the time elapsed from the induction stimulus untitr
the AI faded completely uras measured uith a stop uratch and
represented a tu¡ation measure of the AI.
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results shot¡ed no significant diffelence of AI
strength þetueen the conditions. The mean AI duration of
condition A bras 110 seconds and for condition B u¡as 100
The

seconds. The mean initlal magnitude fol condition A uas 95
and fol condition B r¡as 85. It must be noted in this last
case that the AI appeared only uhen vision returned follotling
the ¡elease of pressure from the blinded eye. Since this uas
usually about 10 seconds afte¡ the flash, lt may be expected
to yleld a someùrhat louer initial intensity than that ln
condition A t¡hich is observed almost lmmediately after the
flash. Although it uas difficult to compale the lnitial AI

'

ln condltion B r¡lth that at the 10 second point in condition At
they seemed to be of equal strength" The¡efore, the results
suggest that equa}ly strong AIs result r¡hethe¡ an eye is normal.
or uhether it is pressure blinded to block csrtical stimulation.
A retinal component of the AI is unquestionable. The .fact
that both conditions are_essentially equal sugqests that there

ls ns cortical

comPonento

A more tronclusive demonst¡ation

of the lack of a cortical

to test the effect of. pressure blinding after
AI lnduction. In this case the same exPerimental conditions
Instead of
and stimuli u¡ere used as in the previous test.
tromponent r¡ould be

Fressure blinding befo¡e AI induction, Pressure r,ras applied
immediately afte¡ AI lnduction in the right eye. A positive

AI could be obse¡ved clearly in the dark room r¡ith effectÍvely
no retlnal activity resulting from distal stimulation. If
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there ürere a cortical

component

of the AI it should be

unaffected by the retino-cortical blockage frorn Pressure

blinding and some AI should still be present. The results
ùJere quite dramatic. l¡Jhen the stimulated eye ¡,ras pressure
blinded lmmediately after AI induction, the AI faded entirely

r¡ithin 5-10 seconds. The AI did not reapPeal, as long as
pressute uas rnaintained. trJhen pressur,e uas ¡eleased the Af
u¡ou1d usually return r¡ithin 10-15 secsnds. Since the AI
under these conditions u,as clearly present for up to 100
seconds, pr.essure could alternately be applied and released

to

make

the AI disappear and reapPear several times.

P¡essure blinding did not seem

to affect the overall rate of

or total duration of the AI.
It may be that pressure blinding, instead of eliminating
retino-cortical transmission, produces a lor¡ level noise uhich
disrupts lou level cortical activity" In other ÙrPrdsr perhaPg
a cortical component of the AI exists but is disrupted by
random activity from pressure blinding" If this uere the

decay

case, then pressure blinding the unstimulated eye u,ould be
expected to diminish the intensity and du¡ation sf the AI as
compaled

¡'¡ith a nolma1 condition A trial of the first test.

AI durlng pressule blindÌng of the unstimulated
eye ul6s indistinguishable from that du¡ing a normal trial
uithout pressure blinding. Therefore in the case of the

Houlevet, the

positive AI follorrllng an intenser brief flash of lightr the
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results of the present experiment indicate that the origin of
the AI is in the retina ¡,¡ithout any component contributed from
nonretinal levels.

In the case of negative AIs follor,ling prolonged
fixation of the induction stimulus Eraik ( 1940) has already
shoun that the AIs are induced during the pressure blinding
of the stimulated eye" The question Is uhether it is also
the case uith negative Afs as it is ruith positive Afs that
pressure blinding the stlmulated eye afte¡ induction u¡iIl

AI to dlsappear along uith vision in the blinded eye?
The same procedure bras follor¡ed here as in the previous tests
cause the

except that the stimulus uras provided by a black vertical þar
on a u¡hite background b¡ith the luminances

of 1"0 ft-L

and

20 ft-L.respectively.
Constant

fixation for 60 seconds

produced a clea¡

neS3tiyg AI r¡hich lasted about,20 seconds" =Houeverr.. lf . the
stlmulatqd gVe ürere pressure blinded at the end of tle 60
.

inductiol F7"igA uith fixation being T3l"tSlled gs lonq
as vlsion remained, no AI r,¡as observed u¡ith th9 ylstimulated
secsnd

eye covered or _untroverBd and vieuing .a hornogeneous_illuminated
field. Pressure uas released soon after þlindness had been

attained and vislon in the stimulated eye along uith a
returned r,¡ithin a feu seconds. Because the

¡,leak AI

total time to

to retain vision after pressure ¡elease
uas about 15 seconds, it r¡as unde¡standable that only a uleak
attain blindness

and.
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AI remained. The fact that the AI decayed regardless of
¡etino-co¡tical transmission is further support for a photochemical origin of the AI. At least this fact fails to
support a hypothesis that the AI is stored if it is not
alloued to ndischarger.

Insummary,theresultsofthepresentexperiments
support and elaborate the earlie¡ results of Graik (1940)"
pressure blinding the stimulated eye during the induction
period does not affect the subsequent strength of either
positive or a negative AI. Hsuever follor¡ing a nOrmal

a

induction of either a posltive or negative AIr plessure
blinding the stimulated eye eliminates the AI" These simple

ln addition to the evidence discussed earlier
provide uhat seems to be conclusive evidence that the origln

experiments

of AIs is in the retina"
Discussion of the
M

Ev idence

ovement

for the 0riqin of the

After Effect

Sekule¡ & Pantle (1967) recently proposed a model fo¡
the MAE r,¡hich generally fits the scheme thought to underlie

all aftereffect phenomena (Sutherland , 1961; lrloodr'rorth &
Schlosberg,1954).Themainpointsoftheirmodelare:
1" The existence of cel1s or analyzers u¡hich respond
exclusively or at least optimally to movement in a prefe¡red
directisn"

2. Adaptatlon of these cells r¡lith continued stimulatÌon'
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3.

l¡Jhen

the

movement ceases

these cells are suppressed

in activity.
4. The amount of suppression depends on the amount of
prior stlmulation.
5. The .amount of time to recover the þaseline activity
level Ís a function of the amount of suppressi.on.
6- The final duration of the MAE is the time required to
rscover the baseline Ievel"

It

r¿ould

also be generally accepted that it is the

of stimulation bett¿een analyzers sensitive to
movements in opposite directions ùrhlch results in the MAE"
That is, the suppression of ranalyzersr fo¡ movement in one
d1¡ectlon uiII ¡esult in a greate¡ net activity from the
¡analyzerst for movement in the opposite direction.
imbalance

Sekuler & Ganz (1963) described psychophysical results

consistent u¡ith this model" They found that continued
movement

stimulation raised the luminance threshold for

detecting stripes moving in the

same

direction compared.t¡ith

the threshold for detection of opposite moving contours.
There

is

some

physiological evldence to support the existence

of such ranalyzersr. Barlor¡ & Hill (1963) reported the
existence of retinal ganglion cells in the rabbit retina
that

fit the requirements of the Seku1e¡ & Pantle
model (196?). The ¡etlnal gangllon cells sho¡¡¡ed maximun
activation to moving contoura in its ¡etlnal fleld ln a
r,¡ou1d
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tpreferredr direction.

t¡Jith continuous movement stimulation

for 57 seconds the ceII shor.¡ed an exponential decay of
activÍty from about 60 impluses per second to about Zí/second.
At the end of 57 seconds the motion uas stopped and the
frequency of impulses dropped to zero u,¡hich u¡as belob¡ the normal
baseline of about S/second. During the next 30 seconds the
level uf activity climbed slsuly back to its normal
spontaneous leveI" Presumably cells that are maximally
sensitive to movement opposite to the stimulation movement
r¡¡ould be unaffected during

the stimulation period and u¡ould

continue to shor¡ baseline activity follouing stimulation uhen

the activity of the stimulated cel}

h¡as

still

suppressed.

This imÞalance should then give the perceived MAE" ft is

inte¡estlng that the time course fo¡ these movement detecto¡s

of adaptation and recovery of baseline activity corresponds
fairly r¡elI to the MAE that uould normally result from a 57
second stimulation period" 0f course, the.Barlor¡ & HilL (1963)
study only verified the existence of the required mech_anism
fo¡ the MAE in one species of mammal" fn an associated study
Barlor,¡ & Brind1eV (1963)

such units

point out that ít is unlikely that

exist in the retina of humans.

The evidence

for

this r¡iIl be discussed Iater. ,.
Physiological studies in mammalian species r¡ith visual
systems more simÍIar to humans have produced other evidence
relevant to the orlqin of the î44E" Hubel & t¡Jiesel (1959)
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cells in the primary visual cortex of cats that
responded maximally to stimuli moving in one di¡ection across
These cortical ceIIs responded
the retinal receptive field.
at a much reduced leve1 to stimuli moving in the opposite
found neural

directÍon. In a mo¡e detailed analysis of the primary
visual cortex of monkeys Hubel & UieseL ( 1968) found a large
number of their rcomplexr cells to be activated by contours
moving only in one direction and not in the opposite direction.
These results have been confirmed by ldurtz (969) ¡¡orking r¡ith
au.rake, nonparalyzed monkeys.

0n the other hand l{uffler ( 1953) found the ¡etinal
ganglion ce1ls of cats to have concentric receptive fields

and

to respond to the onset or termination of a spot of light in a
specific retinal area. He failed to find cells continuously
activated by constant movement in one di¡ection. HubeI &
bjiesel (1962) also found concentric receptive fields in the
Iateral geniculate nucleus ofl cats. Thus, if u¡e assume that
the human visual system is more similar to that of the cat and
monkey than to that of the rabbit it seems most likely that the
units responsible for the origin sf the MAE are located on
higher levels than the retina, perhaps in the primary visual
areas ín the cerebral trtrrtex.
Before complicating the.-physiological picture any further

of the psychological
evidence relevant to the origin of the MAE. The debate

it

may be

appropriate to consider

some
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betureen

peripheral and central origins of the

MAE

is an old

one. Adherents of the peripheral theory usually depend for
support on the flact that the ¡transferredr MAE from the
stimulated to the unstimulated eye is rarely as strong as the
MAE in the stimulated eye, and that it is impossible to knou
r¡hich eye is being stimulated so that I transference I may not
At the same tÌme the fact that there
be occurring at all.
is usually considerable interocula¡ transfer of the MAE has
þeen used by some experimenters as conclusive evidence of

a centrat origin (Hol1and, 1957). Houever, as Day (1958) a¡d

Pickersgill & Jeeves (1964) correctly argue, evidence of
I t¡ansfer I does not rule out a retinal origin of the MAE since
the effects of a continuing retinal process of the induced

in the other eye"
0n the other hand, the fact that the rtransferredr MAE
is rarely as strong as the ipsilateral MAE and sometimes is
absent entirely is not conclusive evidence for the existence
of a retinal component since it may be the result of cortical
cells that shor¡ ocular dominance to one eye. Electroeve may be rr¡hat

is

seen

physiological evidence (Hubel & bJieseI, 1962, 1968i

Blakemore

& Pettigrer,r, 1970) and anatomical evidence (Hube1 & Lliesel,
1969) nou

exists demonstrating that most cortical neurons in

the striate cortex of cats and monkeys are ocula¡ dominant.
This means that
movement

urhen

only one eye is ¡eceiving constant

stimulation during an induction period, it is
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stimulating a large

number

of

neurons

that can ¡espond to

either eye but those that are most strongly stimulated are
those that are ocular dominant to the stimulated eye. That
could explain u,hy ¡transferr occurs but is rarely as strong
as the ipsllateral MAE. Thus the evldence of tt¡ansfert may
be consistent r,rith any theory of the origin of the

MAE and,

therefore, provides no crucial support for any one theory.
An interestlng attempt to localize the orlgin of the
MAE

uas unde¡taken Þy Anstis & Moulden

(19?0).

They plesentsd

results uhich they feel support both retinaL and central
components. In their fi¡st experiment the subjects observed
opposite rotating sectored disks in binocular rivalry during
the induction period" In the test periodu their subjects
reported no

movement rr¡hen

both eyes ulele open and in the

case

of only one eye being tested the l'lAE for that eye only uas
observed. They do not repott if the separate MAErs uere
redutrEd as compared to nonrivalry mtrnocular stimulation but
only that there bras movement in the aPploPriate direction.
They conclude that this evidence ùrould be consistent r¡ith a
retinal origin of the MAE, or an origin peripheral to the
point of binocula¡ fusion (Anstis & Moulden | 1970). This
assumes

that binocular fusion octruls on cortical cells that

are activated equally by both eyes and ignores the previously
mentioned findings of cortfcal neurone ocular dominance. If

it is

assumed

that the o1.ganizatlon sf the

human

stliate
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cortex is similar to that of the monkey then most cortical
neurons are dlfferentially sensltive to one eye or the other.

In that case, the Anstis & Moulden (1978) evidence is
conslstent r¡ith a cortical origin of the MAE and is not
netressarlly evidence fo¡ a retinal origi'n'
0n the other hand, the subsequent experiments of Anstis
& Moulden ( 19?0) nBcessarily support a cent¡al origin of the
MAE. They arranged a ring of lights and sr¡itched them on
and off in such a bray that each eye sau only a random flashing
oscillation but so that r¡ith dichoptic presentation subjects
saur rotating phi movement" Their subjects reported the
opposite rotating movement of the MAE during the test period.
In another experiment the sr¡¡itching of the lights uas
arranged so that each eye sarrr phi movement rotating in a clockr¡ise direction but so that r¡ith dichoptic vier¡inq subjects sat¡
anticlockr¡ise ¡otation" Follouring an induction period of this
type of stimulation, subjects

saur

a clockr¡|se

MAE

¡¡hether the

test period uas r,lith binocular oll mtrnocular vier'ling of a
This MAE, although it ¡¡as short (2-f seconds)
stationary field.
muet have been produced by central and not retlnal mechanisms'
Another technique that has been used recently to analyze
of pressule
blinding the eye as described in the previous discussion of the
Ar orlgin" This provides a techniguB for eliminating an MAE
if it is retlnally produced. If the MAE ls still rtransfe¡redl
the components involved in the

MAE

has been that
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to the nonstimulated eye r,lhen the stimulated eye is Pressure
þlinded, then it must have a nonretinal origin. Barlo¡¡ &
Brindley (1963) did just that and found that pressure
btinding did not affect the apparent st¡ength and du¡ation of
the rt¡ansfer¡edr MAE.
0n the other hand, Pickersgill

& Jeeves (1964) conducted

a series of experiments using Pr.essur'B blinding r¡ith a larger

of subjects and concluded that the MAE rrras dependent on
the state of the stimulated eye during the aftereffect. It
may be instructive to consider their results in more detail
to determine r¡hich theory is more heavily supported.
Pickersglll I Jeeves found that no MAE resulted if the
stimulated eye uras plessure blinded during the entire induction
period but released during the test period" This ¡esult t¡ould
only be consi-stent r,¡ith a retlnal origin if the effect of
pressure blinding ùras to lnterfere ¡¡lth retlnal synaptlc
transmission ¡ather than optlc nerve t¡ansmisslon. In elthe¡
case the results arB conaistent ulith a central oriqln of the
number

MAE.

In a further experiment PickersgÌll

& Jeeves (1964)

essentially replicated the Barlor¡ & Brindley (1963) experiment
by comparing their condition rlan (ntransferi r¡lthout pressure

bllndlng) r¡ith condition

nZan (Étransferledrr MAE r¡ith

stimulated eye pressure blinded during the test period.)

Thel¡ ¡esults (Pickersglll & Jeeves | 1964) brere consistent ¡¡ith
those of Ba¡Ior¡ & B¡indley ( 1963) in that the¡e L¡as no
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difference in the rtransferredt MAE duration betueen the tuo
conditions. This seems to be the stlongest evidence
available against a retinal origin and evidence for a more
centraL origin of the MAE. Plckersglll & Jeeves (1964) onLy
tronclude f¡om thls that nit is not possible to drau any
conclusions from this result about the effects of anoxia

(p.99).n

onepartofthislastexperimentofPickersgill&
Jeeves (1964) does seem less easily explicable in terms of a
nonretinal origin of the MAE. After the MAE had come to an
in the contralateral eye r¡ith the ipsilateral eye pr.essurB
ÞIinded during the test period, the Pressule uas released but
the eye uras covered to occlude any light stimulation and
subjects continued to vier¡ r¡ith their contralateral eye. In
this case 7 out of 12 suÞjects shoued a rener¡ed MAE t¡ith an
end

of about 10 seconds. The fact that 5 subiscts
did not see any fu¡ther MAE ¡¡as not important, they felt. üJhat
ùras important to them ùras the demonstration that resumption of
average duration

the aftereffect could ogcur uhen Pressure blinding ulas
terminated. They made the fairly safe conclusion that the l4AE
in the contralateral eye ris, therefote, dependent on the state

sf the stimulated eye during the aftereffect (p.99).r
Houeve¡, the conclusion that the origin of the MAE or
Bven E comFonent of the MAE r¡as Ín the letina ls not necessary
from the flndings of Fickersglll & Jeeves (1964)" The
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renqùred

stimulation sf spontaneous activity from the ipsi-

late¡al eye follouring the release of P¡.essure may produce
activity in cortical cells for r¡hich the ipsilateral eye is
dominant. This may rdischarger any remaining MAE that is
less effectively rdischargedr by the contralateral eye' It
r¡ould seem that even the result ùlhich Pickersgill & Jeeves
(1964) feel is most convincÍng for a retinal cgmponent of the
MAE ls consistent r¡ith a cortical- origin if one assumes that
most st¡iate cortical neurones are ocular dominant. Thus,
it

seems

that the experiments of Pickersgill

& Jeeves (1964)

do not present any evldence t¡¡hitrh necessarily implicates the

retina as the origin of the

MAE,

or urhich is inconsistent

uÍth a cortical origin"
Scott & t¡Jood ( 1966) in an impressively controlled study

of the same conditions tested by Pickersqill
& Jeeves (1964). Usinq a rrnulln technique rather than
duration measure they found that pressure blinding pr'odutred a
slight but significant reduction of MAE in the stimulated eye"

investigated

some

This result uas found regardless of uhether the stimulated o¡
contralateral eye uras the one being plessure blinded" They

alss found robust ttransfe¡r of the

MAE r¡hen

the stimulated

blinded. Pressure þlinding appears to
affect the MAE strength OLt "no retinal theory urould have
predicted the diminution of the aftereffect resulting from
eve ujas pressure

applylng pressure to the nonparticipating eye (p.442).n
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that trif there is a ¡etinal component in the
aftereffect of motion, it can account for only a very small
fraction of the aftereffect (Scott & Uood, 1966, p.442).i'
Although pressure blinding may interfe¡e minimally ttith the
MAE, this interference may be occurring in the retina and/or
the co¡tex. Thus there i.s stiLl no evidence that necessarily
substantiates the retina as providing even a component of the
They conclude

origin of

MAE.

There

is

some evidence ¡¡hich r,lould be

consistent uith

retinal component. Houever, in general the available
psychological evidence strongly supports a cortical or

a

non-

retinal origin of the MAE and thro¡¡s doubt on the existence
of any retinal component of the MAE origin.
There has þeen considerable recent electrophysiological

of directionally sensitive neurons in the optic
tectum (superior colliculus).of different mammals (Humphreyr
1968; Sterling & LJickelgren, 1969; blickelgren & Sterlingt

evidence

1969).

This research motivated Richards & Smith (1969) to attempt

to separate effects of cortical activity from that of the
superior colliculus. Their attempt ¡¡as based on the
assumption that changing convergence affects the rmappingr of
the retinae onto the co¡tex and effectively expands or
contracts the apparent size of the r¡hole visual field (Richards,
1968). If an rimager from the MAE of a rotating spiral is not
due

to the geniculo-co¡tico

mapping Þut due

to a fixed cortical
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tfatiguedr area, then convergent eye

movements should not

affect the apparent size but r¡rsuld change the objective
angular size of the MAE. This r¡ould presumably occur because
the visual r¡orld r¡ould shrink in co¡tical extent uith
convergence movements and

the

MAE

r¡ould remain constant in

cortical extent and apparent size, but relatively larger uith
respect to the visual usr1d. They ingeneously used a spiral
uhose inner disk produced contraction r¡ith an outer annulus
that produced expansion. This provided a nonmoving circular
boundary that could only be perceived ¡¡hen the spiral uas
rotating or ¡¡hen the aftereffect u¡as beinq observed" The
objective angula¡ diamete¡ of this boundary in the aftereffect shobled no change bllth a degree of convergence that
should have altered the objecttve slze by about 3O/" if it had
felt that previous
experimental evidence eliminated the retina as a possible site
of the MAE. They conclude that rtthe most likely location fo¡

been

of a cortical origin.

the motion aftereffect in

They also

man r¡ould be

the most prominent

midbrain structure 3eceivlng retinal input, the superior

colliculus (Richards & Smith,

1969¡ p-534).n

The neurophysiological investigations

of the superior

colliculus of the cat by Sterling & Llickelgren (1969) r'¡ould
strongty suggest the involve*"nt of the superior colliculus
in the MAE. Single units in the superior colliculus are even
more

selectively sensitive to letinal

movement and

less

sensitive to contour charactgristics than are cortical cells'
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rapidly to stationary stimuli. Thei¡ Inulll
direction of movement is opposite to the prefe¡red direction
rather than perpendiculal as for cortical cells. 9?% of ttte
They adapt more

units ue¡e binocularly driven r¡ith over half of the units
shouing no ocular dominance. The topographic maP of the
visual field

shor¡s an even greater pledominance

of the area

centralis than the retino-cortical mapping
Although the superior colliculus receives input from
bsth the retina and the striate cortex, the units have response
characteristics most similar to the cortical cells described as
thyper-complexr by Hubel & bliesel (1962)" uickelgren & Sterling
(1gíg) faited to find any directionally sensitive fibels in the

retino-collicular tract r¡hich, incidentally, suggests that the
cat does not have retinal movement detectors. Hou:ever, by
using ablation studies and reversible cooling effects they
demonstrated that the directional sensitivity of the collicular
cortical input. They also found that
monocular closure from birth produces almost complete dominance
of all units to the normal eye. Therefore, if the superior
colliculus of humans functions similarly to that of cats, it
r¡ould appear to be a Like1y candidate for the origin of at
units is

least

dependent on

some component

of the MAE.

Houever, the conclusion-of Richards & Smith (1969) to

¡u1e out the striate cortex as a location of the

treated very tentatively.

MAE

must be

Thei¡ conclusion is based on a
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series of sequentially contingent assumptions r,lith empirical
support in each case from no more than one ExPeriment. They
first assume that a tremappingr must occur in the lateral

geniculate body oI before retinal input reaches Þinocularly

drlven cortieal units.
change

This is based on the finding that the

in perceived size of constant sized retinal

accompanies vergent eye movements

images uhich

also changes the absolute

visual angle rrlhich can Produce bintrculal ri-valry.
This, of cour'se, assumes that binocular rivalry occuls on the
first cortical level to receive binotrular input (an unsubstantiated premise). It also assumes that the changes of

minimum

perceÍVed size accomPanying vergent eye movements

of this tremappingr

is a result

Frocess.

Next, Richards & Smith (1969) demonstrate that convergence

the apparent size but does not change the objective
visual angle size of an image that can only be pe1.ceived in
This is contrary to the effects of
movement aftereffect.
changes

convergence on the

visual

scotoma

a

flom a cgr'tical lesion.

of rfatiguer underlying a MAE is
not the same aS an area of a flxed cortical lesion. Based
on thel¡ earlier assumptions they conclude that the MAE

Presumably, then, the area

originates ln the superi'or colliculus since it*;must. not

be

cortex" Houlever, lt tuou.Id seem difficult to
evaluate the relevance of the effects of Eonvergence on
cortlga}ly produced visual scotomas. It is certaÌntly
coming from the
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guestionable t¡hether one can tronclude that the rfatiguedl

cells producing the MAE do not occupy a fixed co¡tical area
just because the perceived MAE size does not operate like a
perceived scotoma size.

of thei¡ earlier
assumptions, their conclusion seems to disregard the
ldickelgren & Sterling (1969) results r¡hich attriþute the
movement lesponse characteristics of the superior colliculus
not to retinal input but to input from the visual cortex and
probably from thypercomplext cells at that. Ho¡¡ can the
Besides the tenuousness

of

most

geniculo-striate system be by-passed during the production of
the MAE in the superior colliculus ulhen motion sensitivity is
the cortico-collicular system? There are too
many ureak links in the chain of their argument to agree uith
dependent on

their conclusion of the lack of cortical involvement in the
MAE. Indeed, the ÛJickelgren & Sterling (1969) study ¡,rould
strongly suggest cortical involvement"
In summary, the neurophysiological evidence provides no
support for a retinal origin of the MAE in higher mammals and
primates. 0n the other hand, cells in the striate co¡tex and
superior collicu1i of cats and monkeys shohl ocular dominance
and motion sensitivity in a tpreferredr direction. This
evidence r¡ouId strongly suggest the involvement of the superior
colliculus and perhaps to a lesser extent the involvement of
the primary visual cortex in the origin of the MAE. Psycho-
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Iogical evidence exists r¡hich necessarily implicates nonretinal mechanisms in the MAE, But it seems that none of
the discussed psychological evidence provides necessary
support for a retinal involvement in the origin of the MAE.

In other uordsrall the psychological evidence is consistent
uith a non¡etinal origin.
Discussion reqardinq the I I evelt of Binocular Rivalrv

fact that binocular rivalry stimulation during
induction had a minimal effect on the afterimage strength
indicated that contralateral inhiÞitory effects of BR occurred
mainly on a hlgher rlevel¡ than the origin of the AI" The
physiological and psychological evidence discussed earlier
points to the retina and more specifically to the photoreceptor cells of the retina as the origin of prolonged AIs.
This leads to the conclusion that the¡e is no contralateral
effect from BR stimulation on the retinal level. The ..
results of Experiment 12 t'¡ould also suggest that BR control is
The

not exetted even partially :n,the photoreceptot leve_I.. _. This
rules out a centrifugal_effect from BR control as fa¡ out as
the photoreceptor level

that the first level of blnocula¡ interactlon in
the primary human visual system is in the striate cortexr'these
Assuming

are not surprising conclusions. Indeed, based on -the
assumption

of co¡tical binocular inte¡action the lack of a BR
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effect on the Af r¡ou1d be sufficient evidence to assign a precortical origin to the AI. ThÍs r¡suId imply that the negative
Af resulting from prolonged fixation as used in Experiments 11
and 12, if it has a neural component, r¡ouId be confined to precortical leve1s.
0n the other hand, the mixed results of BR stimulation
and BR cont¡ol effects on the MAE and the imprecise determination
from the evidence of the MAE origin require a rather more
complicated conclusion about the effective level of BR
stimulation and control. From Experiment 12 it uras concluded
that the MAE arises f¡om a louer nleveln than that r¡hich is the
.

basis for the
suppression

phenomenal suppression

of

BR

since

phenomenal

itself, did not affect the MAE strength"

The

physiological evidence and the investigation by Richards

&

Smith (1969) suggested the involvement of the superior

colllculus in the MAE origin"
The findings of LJickelgren & Sterling (1969) sugqest that
the superior colliculus receives its movement sensitive
stimulation from the striate cortex, probably from rcomplexl
or rhyper-complexr cells. If it is assumed that no binocula¡
interaction exists prior to the visual cortex and if the
superior colliculus provides a component of the MAEr the
findings in this chapter inUicate that it is the striate
cortex, rather than the ¡etina, that supplies the zuperior

colliculus r¡¡ith

movement

stimulation. Thusr lf

some component
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of the MAE arises from the superior colliculus, it may be
presumed that csllieular cells receive movement input from
the striate cortex during the induction period and feed back
MAE stimulation to the striate cortex during the test period.
Since it is not the phenomenal suppression ¡¡hÌch affects the
MAE,

the superior colliculus

r¡ou1d presumably

receive its

cortical input from levels belor¡ that of phenomenal rivalry.
The inhibitory effects of BR stimulation may operate on
cortical cells that supply the superior colliculus t¡ith its
input or on the superior colliculus alone" In the fi¡st case
it ¡¡¡ould mean that the inhibitory effects r¡ould be operating
continuously on cortical. levels belor¡ that of phenomenal
rivalry. These effects, if they are continuous as they appear
to be ¡rith the MAE, should be detectable even during nonsuppression phases. As mentioned earli.er, the fact that nonsuppression seems subjectively and behaviourally to be free of
inhibition is inconsistent r¡ith the conception of a Dtntinuous
louer level inhibitory effect.
The second possibility, that the cont¡alateral inhibitory
effect only operates on the superior colliculus, provides a
convenient resolution to this inconsistency" This possibility
also seems to be the more plaus.ible one in vier¡ of the
physiological evidence that a minority of collicula¡ units are

of corticaL units are ocular
dominant. This allor¡¡s the possibility that binocularly
ocula¡ dominant but that

80%
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incompatible contour and movement information may coexist to

co¡tical region in different populations
of cells each dsmlnant to different eyes. Houeverr in the
superior colliculus coexistence of þinocularly incompatible
information tuould be much less possible uith its much greater
binoculal convergence on to nondominant populations of ce1ls.
some

extent in the

same

Binocular inhibitory effects t¡ould be much less avoidable in

the superior colliculus. Thus, the consideration of the
superior colliculus as the origin of at least a maitrr component

of the MAE al-lours the Possibility that the contralateral
inhibitory effects of BR stimulation tran redutre the MAE r¡ithout
affecting information t¡ansmission during the phenomenal

nonç'

suppression phase"
The phenomenal alte¡nations

of rivalry r¡hich are subject

to voluntary control r¡outd then operate mainly on a higher
level than that r¡hich provides collicular input" Information
I
transmission durinq the nonsupPlession phase may in reality be
Iess efficient than du¡ing nonrivalry" Undet the present

the extent of information loss during nonsupPression
¡¡ould indicate the extent to r¡hich some contralateral
inhibition exists on cortical levels prior to the cortical

modeL

In additionr if in
fact BR control does affect the MAE strength it r¡ould indicate
the extent to r¡hich phenomenal rivalry results f¡om the same
co¡ticaI levels that supply collÌcula¡ input. Alternatively'
Ieve1 that supplies the collicular input.
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effect of BR control on the MAE strength uould indicate the
extent to r¡hich the level of phenomenal rivalry is at or belou
the origin of a possible cortical component of the MAE.
In summary, it appears that the superior colliculus may
Þe the origin of at least the major component of the movement
aftereffect" The superisr collicuÌus receives its movement
stimulation probably from rcomplexr or thyper-complex¡ cells ln
the st¡iate cortex" The presence of binocular rivalry
stimulation during an induction period markedly reduces the
an

l

MAE

of

strength. Variation of rivalry stimulus intensity but not

phenomenal dominance using

voluntary control has the effect

strength. Previous findings in Ghapter III
an_d from other. experimenters suggests a lack of inhibition of

of varying

MAE

contour information during the nonsuppression rivalry phase.
Therefore a Fossible model to incorporate the present evidence

lhat the inhlbitory effect of rivalry etimulation
pn !1" MIE oplrstes.mainly on-the.euperior colliculus. ._The
phelgTglal alternations of rivalry uould then operate from
activity mainly ln levels beyond those of the r.complex.t 3nd
r,rguld..suqgest

rhypercomplext
l¡lherever

cells providing the colliculus t'¡ith input.
thls higher leve1 of phenomenal rivalry exists has

yet to be determined.
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CHAPTER VT.

THE EFFEÊT OF THE VOLUNTARY EI]NTROL ON THE

MEAN

PHASE DURATIONS OF BINOEULAR RIVALRY.

Introduction

It has þeen knou¡n for a considerable time that dominance
in binocular rivalry can be dependent upon the relative stimulus
strengths of the rivalry stimuli (Breese, 1899). An lncreased
strenqth of one stimulus results in an inclease in its relative
Stimulus strength may be in terms of
dominance in rivalry.
overall luminance (Ereese, 1899)r sharpness of contour nr
blu¡redness (Levelt' 1968)r contrentration sf contours (t{aufman,
1963), mBvement

of contours (Grinuley

& Tounsend, 1965)r or

contrast of contôurs (tlaplan & Metlayt 1964)' The effect of
stimulus strength variation has alrrlays been measu¡ed in terms of
overall predominanee during the experS-mental period. This may
be taken simply as the percentage

of the total period that

the

stimulus is recorded as being in the nonsuppression phase of

rivalry" Past experimente¡s have not investigated the effects
of stimulus strength on the individual phase durations. As
Levelt points out (1968, p.83) msst experimenters have assumed
that the mean nsnsuppression phase durations of a stimulus r¡ou1d
be posltively co¡related r,¡ith
Houever, the inc¡ease

in

tts strength.
dominance may

resqlt from any one

2gg.

of three possible

changes

in

mean phaaa

duratinns: 1.

the

stimuLus r,¡ith increased strength Shskls an increased mean nnnsuppression duration and the constant st¡ength stimulus shot¡s

no chänge in nonÉuppi,esslon du¡ation.
shoLJS

2- the st¡onger

stlmuLus

no change in phase duration but the constant st¡ength

stimulus

shor¡ls

a decreased duration of

3. the strongel stimulus

ShotJS

nonsupp1.ession

phase.

Er

an incr.eased nBnSuPpTeSSion

duration and the constant stimuLus shouis a detrreased nsnsuppression
duration. At the present time only tr,:o investigations (Leveltt
1968 and Fsx & Rasche, 1969) have measul.ed

the effects of

variatiBn of stimulus strength on mgai; piiase i-lu¡rations'
LeveLt ( 1968) kept the right eye stimulus strength tronstant

leflt eye stimulus strength in truo different uays.
In his Experiment 11 (Levelt, ',¡968, p.88) kept all parameters
constant in the left eye stimulus BXçBFt the intrqductlon of a

and varied the

certain amount of blur of tha çOnteu¡s. Undel the sharp cuntour
condition the left eye stimulus rjas in ncnsl¡ppression phase for
the time" Blurring the left eye stimulus slgnificantly
reduced its dominanEe to 26.5?4 uÍ' the time. ûn the other hand,
50.giÉ of,

in the mean duratinn mf the left eye nonsuppression phase. The rnean left eye p[-lase durations uere 2.50
seconds and 2.48 seconris for the turs cpndi'hinns respectively.
The reeult rnust have been an incr,ease in mean duration of the

the¡e

ulas no chanEe

rlEht eye nonsuppression Phase"
In the second method of varying stlmulus strength Levelt
(1968, p.90) varied the degres of eontrast bett¡een the black and

2gg.

r¡hite of the left eye stimulus.

Tr,¡o

high contrast (7'35)

conditions but at diffe¡ent overall luminances ploduced

41'9%

for the left eye stimulus' A
reduction of contrast to 0.10 reduced the left eye nonsupPression
time to 27.6%. Again there uas nO variation of the mean duration

and l+6.6% nonsuPpression time

of the left eye nonsuppression phase.

The means from

the three

conditions Ljere 2.62 seconds, 2.56 seConds and 2.59 seCOnds
respectlvely. The result of decreasing stÍmuLus strength of

the left eye apparently
nonsuppression phase

uras an

increase of the duration of the

of the right

eye r,rith no change

in

the

duration of the left eye nsnsupFression phase" This result
supported the second of Leveltts fsur PlcrFositions (1968l p.76)

relating stimulus strength to predominance and rate of rivalry
alte¡nation" The proposition r¡as that an increase uf stimulus
strength in one eye uiII not affect the mean dominance phase for
the same eye but rrlill only affect the mean dominance phase for
the opposite

eYe.

Fox & Rasche (1969) used essentially the same

rivalry

stimuli as that of Levelt but varied contrast values trver a much
r¡ider range. The rÍght eye rivalry stimulus uas provided by a
black disk 40 min of angle surrounded concentrically by a r¡hite
annulus extending to a visual diameter of 3 deg 14 min. The
left eye rivalry stimulus uas piovided by a foveally located
u¡hite disk 40 min in diameter surrounded by a black annulus
r¡ith a visual diameter of 2 deg 48 min surlounded in turn by a
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concentric r,lhlte ring r,rith an outer diameter of 3 deg 14 min of
visual angle. These rivalry stimuli uere the same as used by

Levelt (1968) except thai they occupied slightly less than half

of the
rivalry stimuli r¡as at a constant 0.00"1 ft-L so variation of the
ulhite area luminance produced a variation in trontour. conttast.
The luminanses for the variable stimul-us ranged ftom 0.1 ft-L to
the visual angle.of Leveltts stimuli.

The black area

ft-L in equal log unit steps. The four variaÞIe stimulus
values uere tested r¡ith tr,¡o diffe¡ent constant stimulus vaLues.
They found that the mean nonsupplession Phase durations of the
varied stimulus eye shor,red no significant change. 0n the othei
hand, the mean duration of the constant stimulus eye did sho¡¡ a
100

significant (p = .01) variation betueen the tr¡o extreme luminance
values. Thusn these results (Fox I Rasche t 1969) supported
Leveltts proposition.
For the purpose of simplicity it r¡ou1d be advantageous to

restate Leveltrs proposition. Because he concentrates so1ely
on the dominance or nonsuppression phase durations his proposition

to be stated in a negative and rather nonintuitive manner,
i.e. there is no change of phase duration in the varied stimulus
eye but there is an inverse change of phase duration in the
trpposite eye" If it is assumed that rivalry is a dichotomous
has

phenomenon

(an assumption supported by the results of Experiment

t then the dominance phase of one eye is also the suppression
phase of the opposite eye. Since Levelt does not propose any
underlying physiological mechanism aa a basis for his resultst

4)
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his Proposition rI serves only a descriptive function.
Presumably then, he uould not oÞject to a simplification of
his Proposition Þy substituting the suppression phase of the
varied stimulus eye for the nonsuppression phase of the
oPposite eye.

Leveltts Proposition u¡ould then read--va¡iatisn of the
stimulus strength in one eye produces vaI,iation of the

that eye and no change in the
suppression phase duration of the opposite eye" For examplet
an increase of stimulus strength produces a decrease of
suppression duration in the affected eye and no changB in the

suppression phase duration j-n

opposite eye.

In fact

Fox & Rasche (1969) state the

relationship in these terms since they suggest a model uhich
relates rivalry stimulus strength in an eye only to the

of that eYe.
The confirmation of Leveltrs Proposition II by Fox &
Rasche (1969) may Provide a basis on uhich to investigate

suppression phase

further the mechanism of the control 0f BR" Both the
variation of stimulus strength and the exercise of control of
rivalry affect the phase duratinns. Thus it may be possible
to speculate about the nature of the mechanism of rivalry

control. If control produces effects ¡¡hich are equivalent
to an increase of stimulu's strength it may be cgnsidered
¡ exci-tatory ¡ .
If control produces eff ects t¡hich are
equivalent to a decrease of stimulus strength, the control
nechanlsm may be considered rinhibitoryl"

3tz.

ft has been shou¡n in earlier chapters that by using
voluntary control the rate of rivalry may be increased or
decreased as compared to the passive rate and that the predominance of one rivalry siimulus may be inc¡eased or
decreased compared ¡¡ith the passive vieuing condition. The
second of these, dominance control, may be exercised by;
f. increasing the suppression phase duration of the unuanted
pVer 2. by decreasing the supp¡ession duration of the attended
pVer or 3. by a combination of both effects" The first effect
could also be produced under passive vieuing conditions by

a

of the suppressed eye, the second
by an increased stimulus strength of the attended eye, and the
decreased stimulus strength

third

ctru1d be produced by

These

three possibilities and their effects on the

a combinatisn of both effects"

suppression phase durations are i]l,ustrated

in

mean

Fi-gure 6.1.

Figure 6.1a represents the possibility of an increased

of the nondominant or suppressed eye
and uould suggest an tinhibitoryr mechanism of control. Figure
6.1b represents the possibility of dec¡easing suppression
durations of the dominant eye and u¡suld suggest an fexcitatoryr
suppression duration

mechanism" The third possibility represented in Figure 6.1c
r¡ou1d suggest

the presence of both rinhibitory t and I excitatory t

effects.

'

It has already been clearly established that the control
of the rate of rivalry alternations can produce either a
decrease or an increase of late.
An increase of rivalry rate
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necessarily produces a dec¡ease in

mean phase

durations in

or both eyes. fn terms of the above speculation this
r¡ould suggest the presence of an ¡excitatoryr effect. 0n the
other hand, a decreased rivalry rate must accompany an
increased phase duration in one or both eyes--an effect uhich
is equivalent to a decreased stimulus strength in one or both
one

eyes. This rrlould suggest the plesence also of an ¡inhibitoryr
effect. since the dominance control and rate control methods
usually yield hiqhly correlated control measures (Experiment 5)t
it may be suggested that they are merely tr,ro methods of
tiith this assumption it may be
measuri-ng the same ability.
predicted that dominance control also employs an inhibitory
and excitatory

effect

and uould

alter the suppression durations

in the manner iLlustrated in Figure 6.1c.
It may also be predicted that if rate control and
dominance control are trorrelated and if they both employ
excitatory and inhibitory mechanisms, then there should be
similarities of mean supplession durations betueen the modes

of exercising control. The mean Supplession du¡ations for
the left and right eye during tRapid rater should be the same
as those r¡hen the left and right eye lespectively a1.e Þeing
held dominant during dominance contlol. Similarly, the mean
suppression durations for the left and right eye during rSlott
rater should be the same as those ¡¡¡hen leflt and right eye
respectively are being held in the supplession state during
dominance

contlol.

In the follouing exPeriments,

these
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predictions r¡riIl be tested for naive, unpracticed subjects
and

for

turo subjects r¡eLl

practiced in

Experiment

BR

conttol.

13

that naiver unpracticed subjects could exercise a very significant degree
of voluntary control of rivalry by reducing the ¡ate under the
rSlo¡¡ rater instructions and increasing it unde¡ the rRapid
rater instructions. It r¡as alss shoun that the effect of
practicing these ccnditions is an inc¡ease in the degree of
ft

u¡as shsurn

in Ehapters II

and IV

contrsl resulting from a decreased slsuJ rate and an j.ncreased
rapid rate. No suggestion uas made that r¡elI-practiced cont¡ol

qualitatively different than unpracticed control. It r¡as
assumed that practice merely extended the abiLity that uas
already present. Hou¡eve¡, it may be that t¡ith dominance
control in particula¡ the nature of the controL mechanism is
different for r,relI-practiced subjects than for unpracticed
subjects. Fol example, unpracticed suÞjects may exert control
usinq basically an inhibitory mechanism but tlith practice may
develop an excitatory mechanism. It rr¡ou1d be necessary first
uas

to

measure

the

mean durations

of rivalry

phases

of naive,

unpracticed subjects exercising voluntary controJ..

that the high degree of ER cont¡ol
t¡ith the practice of single line rivalry

Experiment 9 shor¡ed

that

u¡as developed

stimuli

t,¡as

not entirely transferred to other types of rivalry
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stimuli. The fact that naive subjects had someuhat less
contrsl of afterimage rivalry stimuli than control of
continuously illuminated stimuli suggests that the measu¡e of
rivalry control may be dependent to some extent on the specific
rivalry stimuli used. Thus, in the present attempt to relate
the effects of control to the ¡esults of Leve1t ( 1968) and Fox
& Rasche (1969), it tuould be appropriate ts use the same

rivalry stimuli.
in the past of the role of
Although
peripheral mechanisms in the control of rivalry.
it r¡as fsund in Ehapter IV that peripheral mechanisms could
make, at,best, only a minor contribution to measuted control,
it r¡ould, nevertheless, be informative to test the effect of
There has been some questisn

In addition to
eliminating any possible rsle of accommodation or eye movements in BR control the use of a different type of rivalry
stimulus t¡ou1d test the generality of the results from the

the control of afterimage rivalry stimuli.

conventional rivalry stimuli.

Thus both the illuminated

rivalry stimull used by the other experimenters and the afterimage stimuli used in Experiment 9 uere used in the present
experiments.
Method

Subjecþ
Tr¡e1ve

subjects (6 males, 6 females) r¡ith unco¡rected

normal vision u¡ere obtained from an int¡oductory psychology

course.

No

subject had any Previous experience of þinocular
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rivalry

and

all

ulere naive

to the

purpose

of the experiment.

Stimuli

of rivalry stimuli r¡ere used in the present
experiment. The first type ¡,¡as the same as that used by
Levelt(1968)andFox&Rasche(1969).Therighteyerivalry
stimulus consisted sf a centrally located dark grey disk 1 deg
in diameter. This u¡as surtounded by a r¡hite annulus t¡ith an
Tuo types

oute¡ diameter subtending a visual angle of 3 deg 30 min.
The left eye rivalry stimulus essentially had these contouts
reversed. It consisted of a centrally located ¡¡hite disk 1

in diameter. This ùJas surlounded by a dark grey annulus
r¡ith an outer diameter subtending a visual angle of 3 deg.
This in turn r¡as surrounded by a r¡hite ring r'rith an oute¡

deg

diameter of 3 deg 30 min and

rr.¡hich

served as a fusion contou¡

for the tr¡o rivalrY stimuli.
since it r¡as the experience of the author that these
rivalry stimuli had ssme tendency to lose corresponding
retinal projections through vergent eye movements, it t¡as
decided to use additional contours in the su¡rounding field
to facilitate fusion. Fot this purpose an additional black
ring 15 min in r¡idth surrounded the r¡hite annulus and r¡hite
ring in the right and left eye rivalry stimulus respectively'
In addition the tr¡o stimu],i t""" placed in identical positions
on identical ¡andom dct fields sÍmilar to the pattern used in
Bhapter V for the production of the MAE. The black dots urele
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in diameier and accounted for about one third of the
total area of the fusion fields. The random dot fields
extended peripherally to subtend a visual angle of 25 deg.
The fusion rinQs and random dot fields provided such a large
number of high contrast fusi.on contours that it ¡¡as almost
impossible to lose fusion. The use of random dot patterns
15 min

also discouraged any discrete incremental
ments

conver.gence move-

that might occur uith regular repeating fusion trontouls.
Uniform illumination uas provided by overhead fluorescent

lamps. The luminance of the ¡¡hite areas of both fusion fields
and right and left rivalry stimuli as measured uith an S.E.I"
The l-uminance of the black
spot photomete¡ ¡¡as 25 ft-L"
The luminance
random dots sf the fusion fields uras 2 ft-L.
of the grey disk in the right rivalry stimulus and grey annulus
in the left rivalry stimulus and the grey rinq in both stimuli
This provided a contour contrast of 4.0 fo¡ both
ulas 5 ft-L.
livalry stimuli. This contrast value uas intermediate to the
tr¡o values used by Levelt ( 1968) and less than those of Fox &
Rasche (1969). In additionr a compa¡ison of retinal
that the subtended visual angle of
the present rivalry stimuli r,las intermediate to those of these

projection sizes
tr,ro

shor¡ed

previous investigations.

rivalry stimuli
method as descriÞed in Experiment 9.
The afterimage

urere produced

by the

same

A Blaupunkt photoflash

gun ulas mounted behind a stereocard placed

in the ste¡eosctrpe.
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The stereocard uas opaque

uhich allor,led the passage

to liqht except for cut-out slots
of Iiqht and production of positive

afterimages. The slots ¡JeIe lectangula¡ bars and subtended
4 deg of visual angle in lenqth and 1 deg in r¡idth. The left
eye bar' ulas o¡iented horizontally and right eye bar, vertically.
fields insured that the vertical
and horizontal bars bisected each othel priol to the induction

Surrounding random dot fusion

of the afterimages.
Follouing a flash the positive afterimages urel.e vieued
r,rith eyes open in total darkness. Although the afterimages
uJould normally remain for at least 2 minutes, trials commenced
5 seconds after the induction flash and urele te¡minated 30
This initial delay sf 5 seconds bJas leguired
seconds later.
to allor¡ the afterimages to appea¡ and rivahy to commence
r¡hich normally occurred 2-3 seconds follouring the flash.
Usinq the

S.E.I. sPot photomete¡ it

r,¡as

possible tB

the equivalent luminances of the afterInstead of matching the test spot t.tith an

measure approximately
image

stimuli.

objective luminantre the author' mattrhed the spot t¡:ith an afterimage bar r¡hile vier¡ring into the photometel in a totally dark

after the flash uas
Because afte¡equivalent to a luminance of about 0.2 ft-L.
images decay in strength over time, it ¡.,las nst surprising to
find that the afterimage strenqth 35 seconds follouing the

room.

The afterimage strength 5 seconds

flash had dropped to an equivalent Ìuminance of about 0.05 ft-L.
Nevertheless, this lor¡ equivalent luminantre still provided an
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afterimage urhich subjectively r,las reasonably bright and easily

rivalry resulting from the tuo opposing
afterimages r¡Jas easily measured since it uas almost completely
dichotomous r¡ith only one complete afterimage p¡'esent at any
discernable.

The

trne time.
A

tus and Procedure

of the Holmes/Breuster
type stereoscope as described in Ehapter v. The rivalry
stimuli could be pJ-aced in the steteoscope and adjusted to a
The apparatus cunsisted mainly

depth and interstimulus distance to provide

maximum

acuity t¡ith

only a slight degree of convelgentre. A chin rest and nose slot
uere adjustaÞIe to help the subjects maintain a steady head
position.

Rivalry phase durations and alternations uere reported by
subjects t¡ith the use of a telegraph key connected to a single

recorder. Subjects ulere instructed to fixate
the centre of the rivalry stimuli and to depress the telegraph
channel event

the centre dark disk on urhite background became
dominant or in the case of the afterimages LJhen the verticaL
key

rr:hen

dominant. The key ulas to remain depressed as long
as this stimulus r¡Jas dominant. Llhen the opposite or left eye
rivalry stimulus became dominant the telegraph key r,ras to be
released. Depression of'the key produced deflection of the
pen to one position of the record paper and release of the

bar

became

to the initial position. The
recording paper r'Jas dxiven undel the pen marker at a constant
key produced deflection back
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of 2 millimete¡s pet second. Measurement ¡.,ras accurate
to r¡ithin 0.2 mm or in other uords to t¡ithin 0.1 second.
The subjects uere tested first uith the disk rivalry
stimuli. To familia¡ize the subjects t¡ith the rivalry of
these stimuli and method of reporting rivalry ten 1 minute
speed

practice trialç of passive vieuing

r,rere given

before testing.

Subjects uere then given ten 1 minute test trials separated

by

rest periods. The ten trials uJere conducted using
tr¡o trials for each of five different instructional conditions
in the order shoun in Tab1e 6.1. In the rrpassive vieuingrl
condition the subjects uere instructed to r¡atch the rivalry
1 minute

in a passive manner and not to exert any voluntary control
over the rivalry process. In the |tright eye stimulus
dominantrt condition the subjects tuere instructed to maximize
the amount of time in the trial period for uhich the grey
centre disk r¡as dominant. Simil-arly in the rrleft eye
stimulus dominantfl condition the subjects uere inst¡ucted

of time in the trial period for uhich
the r¡hite centre disk r¡as dominant. No specifie suggestions
urere given as to hor¡ the subjects should follot¡ these
instructions. They uere not instructed to decrease
supþression phase durations or inctease the dominance phase
to

maximize the amount

duratlons of the rivalry stimulus instructed to be dominant.
The rrslor¡ raterr and rrrapid raterr instructions ue¡e the same as
those used in previous experiments and described in Experiment 1.
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TABLE 6.1
ORDER

gF THE FIVE

TNSTRUCTTONAL CONDITIONS OVER

TEN TEST TRIALS TN EXPERIMENT 13.

Test Trial

Inst¡uctional Eondition

2

Passive vieuing
Right eye stimulus dominant

3

Leftrlll!

1

t ¡r
Ri ght rr
Slor¡ rate
RaPid rr
RaPid rr
slor¡ r
Lef

4
5
6
7

I
9

n
rt'
rr
of alternation
u
rr
r rl
rr

rr

rr

Passive vieuing

10

of afterimage stimuli uas tested using the
same instructional conditions fsllo¡,ring the same order
illustrated in Table 6.1. In Test Tria1s 2 and 5 the
vertical bar r¡as instructed to be dominant. In Test Trials
3 and 4 the horizontal bar u¡as instructed to be dominant.
Because of the possibility ofl cumulative retinal effects from
The control

the use of the afterimage stimuli, only one practice trial
uras

given and inte¡tria1 rest periods ¡¡ere 4 minutes in length.
Results and Discussion
The

effects of the instructional conditions on the mean

durations using the disk rivalry stimuli are illustrated in
Figure 6.2.

It can be seen that the effects of ttleft
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Fig. 6.2. Experiment
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K¡te lnstructions osr indlcoted.
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uith their respective
passive vieuring condition i.s an inc¡ease of right eye
suppression phase duraiion (t = 3.OZt df - 11, p < .0'1) and a
decrease of Left eye suppression duration (t = 3.26, df = 11,
p ( .085). The effect of nright eye dominantu (RD)
domÍnantt' (LD)

instruction

compared

instruction is less conclusive. The increase of left eye
suppression phase is not significant and decrease of right
eye suppressisn phase is significant only to a lorr.l confidence
level (t = 1.61, df = 11, p < .10).

fn terms of the three possible models discussed earlier,
it appears that both ¡inhibitoryr and rexcitatoryr effects
are operating. An increase of mean suppression phases uould
indicate an inhibitory mechanism and decreases of suppression
phases r¡ould indicate an excitatory mechanisrn. Since both

effects are present to a significant extent, the third
seems to gain support" The relative contributions of
effect

may be seen more

concisely r,rith the ¡elated

model
each

sample

t-tests (df = 11) presented in Table 6.2. The total effect
of the hypothetical inhibitory and excitatory mechanisms are
indicated in the rrcombined eyesrr column. Although both
mechanisms receive significant support, it appears that the
excitatory effect may be sttonger. Hot,¡ever, ulhen the total
decreases

of suppression

phases are compa¡ed u¡ith increases

of suppression phases the difference
significantrs (t = O.2).

does not even approach
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TABLE

6.2.

PREDICTED AND RESULTANT CHANGES TN MEAN SUPPRESSII]N
PHASE DURATIONS COMPARED IdITH PASSIVE VTEbJING

CONDITION FOR RIGHT AND LEFT EYES AND BOTÍj EYES
COMBINED ]jJITH

Hypothetical
Mechanism

DISII RIVALRY STIMULI IN EXPERIMENT 13.

Effect

Inhibitory

Increased

Excitatory

Decreased

duration
duration

Riqht

t = 3.tZ ,
p ( .0'l
t 1 61,
p < .18

Combined

Left

EVe

Eve

Efes

t = 0"4r

t = 1.94,
p<.05

t = 3.26
p < .005

t = 5.17
p < .0005

N.S.

Thus, the dominance contlol of disk rivalry stimuli prsduged

both decreased supplession phase durations of the
eyB and increased suppression phase duratlsns
same

rrdominantn

to about the

extent of the opposite oI suppressed eye. This suggests

the possibility of the operation of both an excitatory and an

inhibitory effect in the

mechanism

of

Figure 6.2 also indicates the

BR

control.

mean suPpression phase

du¡ations of each eye under the lrslouJ Taterr and rr¡apid ¡aterl

inst¡uctions. For both eyes the suppression duration is
similar but somer,¡hat less under nrapid raterr than it is under
the respective eye ndominantrr instruction" Inverselyr the
nslor¡ ratetr instruction ¡esults Ín someuhat greater suppression
durations than uhen the eyes a¡e instructed to be nondominant.
The mean percentage

rate trontrol

measure uas

agrees very closely urith the mean pertrentage

29.5%. This
rate control value
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trf a grtrup of a group of

14 naive subjects using orthogonal

single and multiple Ìi-ne ríva1ry stimuli in Experj.ment 9.

results using the ho¡izontal and vertical bar afterare ill.ustrated in Figure 6.3. The right eye stimulus

The
images

of the ve¡tica1 Þar af,terimage apFears to be more predominant
r,rith the 12 subjecis under the present conditions than the left
eye stimuius. The crucial comparison is the change sf mean
suppression duration from the passive csndition. tdith the
afterimage rivalry sti-mu1i also tha effeci of nLeft dominantrt
instructions is a declease in the left eye suppression duration
and an increase in the right eye suppression mean. Conversely
the 'rright dominant'r j.nstruction results in a decrease of right
eye suppression duration and an increase in left eye suppression
duration.

t-iests applied to these four
diflferences and to the differences combining eyes to test the
total increase of durations and total decrease of durations is
The related samples

in Tab1e 6"3" As r¡lith the continuously illuminated
disk stimuli, rjominanue csntrol of the afterimage rivalry
stimuli prodr-rced i.ncreased and decreased phase duratisns ts
about the same extent. Thus, both the hypothetical lnhibiiory
and pxcitatory mechanisms. again receive significant suppo¡t and
as Þefore, there üJEs nt siEnificant difference þetueen them
(t = 0.66).
presented
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TABLE

6.f.

PREDICTED AND RESULTANT CHANGES

IN

MEAN SUPPRESSION

PHASE DURATIT]NS FOR RIGHT AND LEFT EYES AND BOTH
EYES EOMBTNED FRTM DÍ]MTNAÍUCE CgNTRCIL TN5TRUCTIONS
I.¡JITH AFTERIMAGE RIVALRV

Hypothetical
Mechanism

Inhibitory

duration

Excitatory

Right

Eflfect
Increased
Decreased

duration

STTMULI

IN

EXPERTMENT 13.

Left

EVe

Esmbined
Eyes

Eve

t - 3.29,
p ( .005

t = 1.91,
p<"05

t = 4.34¡

t

t

t

-- 3.75,
p ( .005

1.71

p< .1t

p4

p<

.8CI5

4.37,
.005

rate trontrol instructions produced a mean percentage
trontrol af 32.9. This is vely simila¡ to the mean rate control
of unpracticed subjects in Experiment 9 r,¡ho also used afterimage
The

stimuli.
effects of vsluntary control of ¡ivalry seem to be
verv much the same uhether the illuminated disk stimuli are used
The

or the afterimage stimuli are used. In both cases the dsminance
instructions produced a dec¡eased supplession phase du¡ation of
the dominant eye and an increased suppression phase du¡ation of
the nondominant eye. Also in both cases the rrslot¡ taten
produced increases of suppression duraiions and the rrrapid raterl
produced decreases

of suppressinn duraiÍons ihat

u:er.e

similar

to those produtred by the dominance control instructions.
It may be that these results a¡.e sFetrific to the mechanism
of control in suhJects ¡¡ithout plevious plactice or Lrith lot¡,
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degrees of control.

The

next experiment ¡rlilI examine ihe

cont¡of of these stimulÍ using nole expelienced subjects"
Exper iment

In addition to the previously

14

mentioned purposes the

present experiment investigated a questÍon concer,ning the effect

of differences of types of rivally stimul-i on the degree of
rivalry control. The tr,:o types trf rivalry stimuli in
Experiment 13 differ in tr¡o basic ulays. One diffelence uas
the fact ühst the disk stimuli uere çtr-n'binuousty illuminated
and the afterimaqs EttmuLi t.¡ere Bssentj.81"3"y stabllized retlnal'
images. The second basic difference is that the tuo disk
stimulÍ had exactly the same dimensions ¡¡ith coincident contours
uith only the contrasts tever.sed" 0n the other hand the afterimage stimuli had mutually perpendiculat conttruts"
Hubel & l¡liesel (1969) have shot¡n that the units in the
striate cortex of monkeys ale organized on at lea'çt tr'lo
different dimensions, angular orientation and eye dominance"
If rivahy may be considered in the physiokgical terms
provided by Hubel & Uliesel, it may be assumed that all forms of
binocular rivalry by deflinition produce a competition

betueen

units uith opposite ocular dominance
characteristics. In additiun, rivalry stimuli that are
mutual.ly perpendicular t'¡ou1d activate tr.^¡o populations of units
trlto populations ol'

that also differed ln angulal srientation specificity"

For
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riEht eye afterimaqe of the vertical bar uould
activate units that ¡¡ere selectively sensitive to vertical
orientation and uere also right eye dominant. The left eye
afterimage r,loultl activate different units that uere sensitive
to the ho¡izont¿¡l orientation and uere different also in
example, the

ocular

dominance.

The disk

stimuli, on the other hand,

r¡ou1d

result in

competition of opposite contrast stimulation in the

a

same

population of units r¡ith a specific angular orientation

In this case the main difference in rivaling
populations of units is in ocular dominance. Hubel & t¡Jiesel
( 1968) also indicate that ocul-ar dsminance is usually not a

sensitivity.

discrete sharacteristic since most ce11s

(80?/") can be

extent. 0n the other hand,
a population of cells specifically sensitive to one angular
orientation ls unaffected by a perPendicular orientation.
There nust then Þe virtually no units in common betü¡een
stimulated by both eyes to

some

mutually perpendicular orientations. Thus, angular

to be physiologically a more
diffe¡entiable attribute of stimuli.
This does not suggest that rivalry betr¡een the disk
stimuli is difficult to repolt. It only suggests that the
orientation

u:su1d seem

tr¡o active populatisns of units competing for the final
sommon phenomenal

pathuay

in rivalry

ar'e mor'e independent

r¡ith mutually perpendicular rivalry stimuli than uith
spposite contrasting but identically oriented rivalry stimuli.
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rivalry stimuli may be more
functionally discriminable by voluntary contrsl and may be
susceptible to a greater degree of control than stimuli having
Thus, mutually perpendicular

the

same

angular orientation.

A problem r¡ith comparing the previous types of rivalry

stimuli is the possible confounding difference of illuminated
Because the afterimage rivalry
versus afterimage stimuli.
stimuli offer the advantage cf controlling for possible
peripheral mstor factors such as accommodationr eVe blinks, and
eye movements, they urere used in a comparison uith another pair
of afterimage stimuli. The second pair differed only for the
right eye afterimage. Instead of a veriical bar the ri.ght
eye afterimage consisted of tr¡o half disks aligned in such a
uray as to provide ho¡izontal contou¡s coincident r¡ith the left
eye afterimage but reversed in csntrast. A comparison of the
of control uith these tuo pairs of afterimage stimuli
may prqvide a tentative test of differences betr¡een the types
of stimuli in their susceptibility to contrsl.
degree

Method
Subj ects

Subjests JT and LL r¡ere used in the present expetiment.
They both had considerable.previous experience

of

BR and

cont¡ol of rivalry as described in Experiments 5, 6, and 12.
JT had normal vision rrrithout csrrective lenses and LL had normal

vision r¡ith corrective corneal lenses.
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Stlmuli
Three types

sf rivalry stimuli

¡r.¡ere

used

in the

present

experiment; 1. the opposite contrasting disk rivalry stimuJ-i
used in the previous expe¡iment and r¡hich ue¡e similar to the

(1969), 2. the
horizontal and ve¡tÍcal bar afterimage stimuli used in the
previous experiment, and 3. afterimage stimuli that produced
stimuli

used by Levelt (1958) and Fox & Rasche

coincident but opptrsite contrasting contours.

rn the thi¡d type the left eye rivalry stÌmulus uas
an afterimage of a foveally centred horizontal bar identical
to that produced for the second pair of rivalry stimuli.
The right eye rivalry stimulus tronsisted of tr¡o half disks
r¡ith their respective straight edges aligned ho¡izontally to be
coincident ¡,lith the uppe¡ and louler hsrizontal edges of the
horizontal bar in the binocular condition. The positive afterimages urer.e plsduced by a photoflash gun placed behind cut-out

slots of the described configulation in the same uay as in the
previous experiment. l¡Jhen properly induced, the right afterimage provided a half disk above the fixation point uith
circular

Eontour.

facing upuard and a haIfl disk equidÍ-stant

fixation point r¡ith circular contour facing doulnuald.
In betr,.reen the half disks uas a black hsrizontal- Étrlp defined
by the absence of a positiúe afterimage betueen the tr.,¡o half
disks ¡¡hich r¡¡as 1 deg of visual angle in r¡¡idth and 4 deg in
Iength. This black strip coÍncided uith the left eye

belor,l the
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horizontal bar positive afterimage in the binocular condition.
These
A

stimuli resulted in rivalry that uas easily reported.

aratus and Procedure

for the observing and
reporting of rivalry phases and apparatus for recording rivalry
phase durations u:ere the same as in Experiment 13. In the case
of the light versus dark horizontal bar afterimage stimuli the
subjects pressed the telegraph key for the presence of the dark
strip, right eye stimulus. The five instruction conditions
and their srder of presentation over ten trials for a given'
pair of rivalry stimuli ulas also the same as in the previous
The apparatus and procedure

experiment (see Table 6.1).

effect of practice uas investigated by giving the
subjects a series of five consecutive days ofl practice of
En
control r¡ith knorrrledge of results follouing every trial.
each day the crder of stimulus pairs r¡as the disk stimuli
first, folloued by the horizontal-vertical afterimage stimuli
follor¡ed by the horizontal-hurizontaL afterimage stimuli.
The

Follor¡ing the fifth practice day the tuo subjects uere given

a final test day in uhich they uere tested uith their intrinsic
eye muscles paralyzed by the cycloplegic and mydriatic ¡¡hich

in Ehapters IV and V" JT and LL thus exercised
dominance control and rate control on each of three different
pairs of rivalry stimuli over a series of five practice days
uas described

and a

final test day uith

eyes paralyzed-
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Resulis and Discussisn

effent of practice on the three types of rivalry
stimuli is þest.illustrated in Figure 6.4. Both subjects
shoul an increase of bsth the dominance control measure and
The

rate cont¡ol measule over the practice days on all three pairs
of rivalry stimuli. A i+-r,ray analysis-of-variantre uJas applied
to the cuntrsl measur'es to test the main effects of practice
days, type of control instructions, and siimuli" In each
case the Brro1' term

u.¡as

the main effect by subjects inte¡-

action. 0n1y the main efieci of practice days uas
significant (fl = 51^24, df = 5/5r P ( "Ût''¡)- The effect ufl
cnntrol instructipns i¡as not significant (f = 15,D7¡ df = ^t/1,
p } "'iü), nsr Lras the effect of siimuLi (f = 9,7?, df = 2/2,
p ) .1û).

'¡.0.

AIL the interactions prod¡.iced f-ratj-os less than

This suçgssta uhat is apparent 1n Figure 6.i+, that the

effect of practiee ls ÉünsiËtent r¡tth alL s"cimull and flmr beth
instructions.
0n the Final Test Day both subjects haci their intrinsic
eye muscles

paraiyzed.

Ftom Figure

6.4 it can be seen that

effects to increase ol dectease
dnminanne contrnl or rate cqnt¡.îl betr,.¡een
Practice Day 5 and-bhe Final Test Day" An examination of tire

this treatment
the measure of

had no consistent

mean suppression phase

durations also failed to rBveal

systematic effect of the paialysis t¡eatment.

any

Tåre mean

supplession phase du¡atisns uere virtually the same sn
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practice Day 5 and the Final Test Day for both subjects.
This reconfirms the earlier findings described in Experiment 9
and in Experiment 12, that intrinsic eye muscle paralysis has,

at the most, a minor effect on the increased measu¡e of BR
control established as a result of practice'
Although it appea¡s in Figure 6"4 that rate instructions
producq greater control than dominance instructisns and less
control resuLts r¡ith the H-H stimuli than the sther stimulit
these tr¡o effects are not significant in the analysis-of-

variance. This lack of significanEe could be due ts the
fact that only tr,ro subjeÉts urere used' More direct
comparisons of the rate and dominance instructions may be
appliedtotheirrespectivemeansuppressionphaseduratigns.
Figure6'5shor¡sthemeansuFplessionphasedurations
of subject JT for eaeh eye separately resulting frum the
dominance conttol instructisns and rate contrtrI instructions
on Practice Day '1 and on the Final Test Day r,:ith eyes
paralyzed. In each of the six graphs the resultant

of slor¡ rate fsr right eye and
rapid rate for left eye are plesented in the left Dominant
(LD) column for dominance control. The supplession phase
durations of slou¡ rate for left eye and rapid rate for riçht
eye are presented in 'r,he right Dominant (RD) cslumn of the

suppression phase durations

dominance controL

insiructions.

The purpose

of this

super-

imposition of ¡ate control durations on dominance cont¡oI
instructicns ujas the same as in Experiment 13, to enable

a
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visual comparison of the relative eflfects of the tuo types
of control instructions. In this r,.ray the effects of increased
suppression durations from dominance control instructions are
appropriately

compared

r¡ith the increased durations flom the

slol,: rate instructions, and the decreased suppression.

durations from dominance control ale comPa¡ed u.¡ith the Rapid

In the same LJay Figure 6.6 sho¡¡¡s the
mean suppression durations for subject LL.
For any pair of rivalry stimuli the effect of EontroÌ
instructiuns can be tested for eatrh eye. For example the
rate instructions.

effect of rate control on the left eye can be tested by
comparing the sloul ratB supPlession duration rr:ith rapid rate

suppression

duration" Similarly

dominance

control for the

left eye tran be tested by comparing the left eyer LD
suppression duration r¡ith the left eye, RD duratisn. UJith
the disk stimuti gn1y, JT lacks significant dominance control
on Practice Day 1. bJÌth the H-H afterimage stimuli JT lacks
significant dsminance and rate control in both eyes and LL
Lacks significant dominance cont¡ol' in his left eye on
Practice Day 1. All othe¡ differences for both subjects on
Day 1 are significant (p ( "oz5) and all differences on the
Final Test Day are sÍgnificant (p ( "005). Thus both subjects
generally indtcate a significant degree of control on Day 1
very significant control in all conditisns on the Fina1 Test
Day"

and
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ít uas found that dominance controf
instructions had the effects to decrease the suppression
duration of the dominant eye and to increase the suppression
duration of the suppressed eye. Based on the results of
earlier. investigations (LeveIt, 1968; and Fox & Rasche,
fn Experimeni

1969) these

results

13

r¡ou1d be analogous

to incleased stimulus

C

strength on the dominant eye and a decreased stimulus strength

on the suppressed eye and uere accordingly designated

as

texcitatoryr and tinhibitoryt respectively. The texcitatoryl
compalison or' decleases from the passive condition are for the
Right eye, Passive minus Right Dominant (Rr P-RD) and for the

Left eye, Passive minus Left Dominant (L'P-LD). The
¡inhibitoryr comparisons ale for the Right eye, Left Dominant
minus Passive (R, LD-P) and
minus Passive

(L,

for the Left eye, Right

Dominant

RD-P)"

four comparisons r,.¡ith the three types of rivalry
stimuli on Practice Day 1 and the Final Test Day are
illustrated in Figure 6.5 for JT and Figure 6.6 for LL. Uf
tuelve tinhibitoryr comparisons ten (p < .OZ) are diffelences
These

in the predicted direction for JT and nine (p (.10) are in
the predicted direction fcr LL. 0f tr¿e1ve rexcitatoryr.
comparisons ten (p ( .tZ) a¡e in the predicted direction flor
JT and eleven (p < .0'l) are in the predicted direction for LL.
levels of the forty-eight individual
comparistrns are shot¡n in TaþIe 6.4. 0f tuenty-foUl tinhibitoryl

The significance
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EXPERIMENT

1t+.

TABLE

6.4.

TESTS

0F tINHIBITORVt AND 'EXCIÏATORYl

EFFECTS. OBTAINED LEVELS OF SIGNIFICANCE
APPLTED TO DTFFERENCES
DURATIONS FOR LEFT
DOMINANT

(LD)

(L)

IN

FRBM t-TESTS

MEAN SUPPRESSTON PHASE

I}R RIGHT

(R)

EYE BETUEEN LEFT

OR RIGHT DOMINANT (RD) AND PASSIVE (P)

EBNTROL INSTRUCTIONS.
¡

Test

Stimuli
Disk

Dav

JT

LL

ArrH-H

JT

LL

Eomparison
R,LD-P L,RD-P

I

Excitatory

I

Comparison

R.P.RD

L.P-LD

N.s.
.o25

N.s.
N.S.

.10

.ü005
.0005

.005

N.S"

N.S.

.05

F

.01

N.s.

.005

.o25

1

N.S.

N.

.05

F

.o25

N.5.

.o25
.0005

1

N.5 .

N.5 .

N.s.

N.

F

.10

.10

N.S.

.o25

1

.05

N.s.

F

N.5.

N.S.

.10
.10

N.s.
.10

N.S.

N.s.

F

.o25
N.s.

1

F

Ar,H-V

I

N.S.
.05

1

LL

Inhibitory

1

N.5.

S.

.005

.o25

.005
S.
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six are indivi.dually significant to at least the
gfl the tr¡enty-four rexcitaioryr comparisons
"05 leve1.
thi¡teen are significant to the .85 Ievei.. Thus boih
subjects shoun an rinhibitoryr efflect or increases of
suppressisn duration fsr the suppressed eye and an I excitatory I
effect or decreases of suppression duration for the dominant
eye. This is consistent ¡¡ith the results from the naive,
Eomparisons

unpracticed subjects ofl Experiment 13 and confirms the

predicted model illustrated in Figure 6.1c.

effects of practice on the tinhiÞito¡yr and
I excitatory I effects may be crudely examined by comparing
The

Practice Day 1 r¡ith the Final Test Day. In Figure 6.5
shor,¡s

JT

neither a predominance of rexcitatoryr effects nor

rinhibitoryt effects on either PractÍce Day 1 cr the Final
Test Day" The effect of practice in most cases mereJ-y
enhances the differences uith the passive condition that
already exist. Bf six tinhibitoryr comparisons ulith the
three stimuius pairs four of the differentres are increased.
0f sÍx t excitatory I comparisons for JT all six differentres
a¡e j-ncreased betureen Day 1 and the Final Day. The
of Figure 6.6 shotts the same general results for
subject LL, a lack of predominance of rexcitatoryr or
¡inhibitoryt effects before or afier practice" 0f six
t excitatory I comparisons four shou increased differences from
examination

0f six tinhibitoryr comparisons.four shot¡
incleased differences from Day 1 to Day F. Thus, neither the

Day 1

to

Day

F.
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rexcitatoryr efflect nor the tinhibitorvr effect predominates
for either subject before o¡ aftel practice. Practice of
control_ seems

to increase both effects by about an equal

amount.

in the introduction to this experiment
that a greater degree sf csntrol may be exercised t^tith rivalry
stimuli that differed in angular orientatisn than r¡lth stimuli
having the same orientation but diffe¡ing in contrast. Mo¡e
It

r¡as suggested

specifically it

uras

predicted that a greater degree ofl cont¡oI

r¡ould ba possible ¡¡ith the H-V afterimage

the l-l-H afterimage stimuli.

stimuli than ulith

AlthouEh the differences in

control fo¡ the th¡ee types of stimuLi uere not significant in
the analysis-of-vari.ance, there seems to be greater control

of the H-V stimuli than of the H-H stimuli. The lack of the
significance of the earlie¡ analysis may arise from the use
al

of only tuo subjects

and from the additional variance

contributed by the disk stimuli.

A mor'e appropliate rrray to

test this specific prediction r,¡ould þe to Éompal'e directly
the eontro1 values arising from these tuo types of stimuii.
For each subject under each type of control instruction
the percentage control values uere matched betuleen the l-l-V and
H-H stimulus conditions for respective practice days. This

in reläted samples t-tests betr¡een the
stimuli for each subject r¡ith each type of control instruction.
The results of these tests al.e Fresented in Table 6.5.

procedure resulted
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TABLE
REI-ATED SAMPLES

DIFFERENTES

IN

6.5.

t-TESTS

(df = 5)

APPLTED TO THE

PERCENTAGE CONTROL BETIJEEN THE

HORIZONTAL-VERTITAL AND THE HORIZONTAL-HORIZI]NTAL
AFTERIMAGE RIVALRY STIMULI

IN

EXPERIMENT 14.

LL

t

of Control
Dominance tontrol

1.97

Rate Control

4"5û

Dominance Dontrol

4.8',l

Type

Rate Eont¡ol

12.O

p

.10
"

005

.005
.0005

The resurts indicate a greater degree

of contror uith the H-v
stimuli than uith the H-H stimuli for both subjects. This
seems to confirm the earlie¡ prediction of the existence of
greater control ¡.r¡ith rivalry stimuli differing in angular
ori entation.

it is

that practice results in
increase of both dominance and rate control r¡ith the H-H
stimuli. In fact, the increase of dominance cont¡ol over
the six days is onry sriqhtly less and the increase ofl rate
Houever,

aLso the case

an

contror actually someuhat greater for the H-H stimuri than for
the H-V stimuli. Thus, control of the H-H stimuli is

definitery present and is increased as much by practice as is
control of the H-V stimuli.
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rf the¡e Lrere a physiological limitation or disadvantage
in the cont¡ol of the H-H stimuJ-i, as suggested earlier, one
r¡ould expect eithe¡ the comprete lack of control or a smaller
increase as the resurt of practice. Neithe¡ of these Bccurs.
The only rrray in ¡¡hich contror of the tr,.ro types of stimuri diffe¡
is in the initial control values. Therefore, it seems most
likely that the greater measure of BR cont¡or r¡ith the H-v
stimuri is mainry a function of the amount of practice r,lith
these respective types of stimuli.

In

this experiment confirms the resuLts of the
previous experiment and of Experiment 9. The tr¡o experienced
subjects shor¡ed both the rexcitatoryr and rinhibitoryr effects
in exercising dominance contror both before and after five days
of practice of control. As r¡as the case in Ehapters rr, rrr
and rv the effect of practice u¡as an increase in the measure
of control. The increased contror uras quaritatively the same
summary,

as unpracticed control.

ability to shorten
of rivalry.

Practice resulted in àn

enhanced

and rengthen the suppression phase durations
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EHAPTER

Relevance of Rivalr

VIT

GONCLUSITN

Control to Sel-ective Attention

Recognition sf Relevance

that in early
theo¡ies binocular ¡ivalry had an important role as a
paradigm of selective attention, a role uhich has not been
sufficiently recognized in recent years. The major obstacles
preventing the recognition of the impo¡tance of BR are:
1. the genetal assumption that subjects do not normally have
control over rivalry, Z. the conclusion that peripheral
mechanisms such as blinking, eye movements and accommcdation
are a necessary component in BR control, and 3. the lack cf
The introductory chapter pointed out

of the cont¡ol of rivalry. The
experimental evidence provided by this thesis should remove

an objective measure

these obstacles.

Possible Extent of

ER

Eontrol

üillette (1933), Meredith
Meredith (1962), and the results of Experiments 11 21 31 7,
8, 9, and '14 have shoun that unpractitred subjects possess a
hiqhly significant degree uf BR control. This control can
Evidence from Uashburn &

8.

to r¡hich rivalry dominance can
temporarily be altered or the extent to r¡hich the rivalry
be measured as the extent

rate can Þe reduced and increased. Experiment 5 found that
these tu¡o measu¡es of control are highly correlated.
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In acidition, althcugh the rileasu¡es of ÛR contrnl are
reliable (Experiment 5), they are not permanentJ.y fixed. The
degree of control is insreased '¡ith practice, especially if
the practíce is spaced anci if knor,.lledge of results is given.
The degree of BR cont¡ol responds te praciice in a uay similar
to that of the contrpl ol reversible figures, and may,
therefore, be conside¡ed a pei'ceptual skill that can be learned.
It r¡as suggested that the initial difference in degree of
control of

BR and

selective listening

may be

only a funciion of

the previous amount sf practice in these selective attention

situations.
frequently

Practice in selective listening otrculs rej.atively

r,:hereas

binocular ¡ivalry of the type in the

lahoratory situation does not normally occur in vision"

The

retinal disparity of objects in very near vision may result in
observable rivalry, but attempts to control this rivalry uouj-d
probably be rare.

of practice in the
present experiments subjects produced marked increases in tsR
Even

control.

uith the relatively small

amount

Although urell-practiced subjects JT and LL did not

exe¡t complete control of the rivalry stimuli in Experiments
12 and 14, it uas nst the pur.pose ofl these experiments ts test
the upper limits of

ER

control r¡ith these sii-muli.

One may

only speculate on the effects.-of providing as much practice
in BR control as is normally sÞtained in selective listening.
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Individuals suffering from st¡abismus, a condition in
r¡hich no¡maI binocular fixation and flusion are absent, must

uith uhat is essentially binscular rivalry in every day
life.
In the strabismj.c, trorresponding reiinal points
receive conflicting contou¡ information, the cause of ltdouble
imagesrr ot bj-nocular rivalry in normal subjects. Although
most strabismic patients shor¡ no dysfunction in'either eye,
they are not bothered by double vision (Duke-Elder, 1949).
It uould be tempting to suggest that because of constant
practice, strabismics possess complete control of rivalry.
This may be the case uith those uho become st¡abismics late in
life, but may not apply to congenital strabismics" Hubel &
Uiese1 (1965) found that if kittens uere deprived of normal
binocular vision from birth, either by surgically inducing a
squint or by alternately occluding each eye, there Lras a
cope

progressive decrease u¡ith time of the percentage of

binocularly driven celIs, so that after J months only

2D%

of

the corticaL cells could be stimulated binocularly. If it

is

assumed

that visual functicn in

humans

is similar to that

in cats, then these results suggest that congenital strabismics
r¡ould effectively lack binocularly driven cortical cells.
In
that case binccular rivalry urould not exist in the normal uay.
In Ehapter VI it t¡as suggested that the H-V rivalry
stimuli r¡ou1d be easier to control than the H-H stimuli since
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the fo¡mer differed both by eye and angular orientation

resulting in competition betueen moxe disparate populaticns
of cortj-caI ceIls. The H-il stimuli ¡..¡ould produce competition

differing only in ocular dominanceThe logical extension of this argument uould suggest that
selection betr¡een populations of cel-Is differing in angular
orientatiun and differing completely in eye sensitiviiy tlould
If congenital
be much easier than control sf nerrnal rivalry:
strabismics possess a different visual system, they cannot
necessarily be cEnsidered in possess a greatly increased ability
betueen trrro subpopulations

to control rivalrv as a result of csn'binuous practice.
En the other hand, the individual ¡r.¡ho later becsmes
strabismic possesses a normal percentage of binocular cortical
ce1ls and is faced immediately r,lith ine probLem of dsuhle

vision (McLaughlin, 1964). The strabismic dl-or¡ly adapts to
this confusing conditinn as Dne uf the tuo imaEes is
increasingly supptessed. EventuaLly the doubi.e vision
disappears although clear vision r¡ith either eye alone

is still

reported (McLaugh1in, 1964). This t¡ould seem to þe a

case

of extraordinary control of BR rr¡hich is presumably a result
ofl practice. Ldith enough practice then, the degree of BR
control may be at least as great as is the control of
selective listening.
Role of Peripheral Mechanisms in

EIR

Eontrol

Although past experimental evidence uras inadequate,

it
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led most psychologists to conclude that peripheral
play a crucial role in the control of rivalry.

mechanisms

The mechanisms

of blinking, eye movements (fixation chanqes), accommodation
(ratinal image blurring and intraoculal Pressure changes) and
pupillary activity have been proposed as necessary components
of the control of rivalry. The nonperipheraL facto¡ of

criterion dÍstortions has also been suggested as a method
uhereby subjects may enhance their measures of conttsl.
Experiment 2 found np difference in rate of blinking
instructj-ons. Subjects
Thus,
generally did not þlink during the 30 second trials.
blinking could be discounted as a factor in the control of

betueen the slor¡ and rapid rate

rivalry rates.
The results of Experiment 3 r,lhich found that the. uss of
very small artificial pupils did not reduce BR control, precluded
the possibility of a retinal image blurring mechanism of BR
control. The findings of Experiment B questioned the existence
of any accommodatisn mechanism in ER control. .Thq slight effect
of the paralysis of intrinsic

eye muscles uas probably the result

of a general performance decrement rather than the loss of a
specific mechanism of rivalry control. Experiment 9 confirmed
the unimportance of accommodation in unpracticed control and
also found that r,reIl-practiced control is mainly retained uith
paralysis of the intrinsitr eye muscles. The significant
reduction of uelI-practiced control ¡¡ith eye paralysis could be
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for by the general performance decrement
and the Iedutred knor,:Iedge of results in the final test session"
A more crucial test of the role of periphe¡al mechanisms
bras provided by the use of afterimage rivalry in Experiments 9

more than actrounted

and 14. In Experiment 9 the subjects observed the positive
flash-induced AIs ¡¡ith eyes closed and intrinsic eye muscles

paralyzed. In this condition blinking uas eliminated in
addition to retinal image rnovements (fixatisns)r accommodationt
FoI. unpracticed subjects there Lras
and pupillary activity.
very little difference of BR control betureen the illuminated
Ljell-practiced subjects shoued a
and AI rivalry stimuli.
highly significant increase of BR control of AIs as a result
of practicing r.rith illuminated stimuli in Experiment 9 and ulth
AI stimuLi in Experiment 14. The lor,.¡er degree of control of
AIs as compared r¡ith illuminated stimull may be the ¡esult of
differences in stimulus intensity.

Thus, it stil1 cannot

be

ascertained r¡hether peripheral mechanÍsms play any part in
the control of rivalry. ldhat is clear from these results is

that.peripheral- mechanisms are certainly unnetressary and, at
most, ttould play a mj-nor part in unpraEticed and r¡eII-

practiced

BR

control.

It r¡as also the experientre of suÞjects that afterimage
rivalry Lras ditrhotomous and unambiguous thus leavinq little
room for criterion distortions. From a ctrmPalison of
Experiments ? and I it ¡r.lould seem that misleporting accounted
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for very littIe, if anyn of the measullB of BR control. Uhen
criterion distortions and all periphe¡al mechanisms a1'e
virtually eliminated, there still exists very considerable BR
control in unpracticed subjects and even greater measutes of
contlol in r¡eIl-practiced suÞjects. Therefore, this remaining
control must be mediated by trentla] oI neulophysiological
metrhanisms.

An Obj ective Measure

sf

ER co nirol

third major obstacle to the recoEnition of the
relevance of BR to attention has Þeen the lack of an objective
measure of BR control. The development of behavisuraL
correlates to phenomenal rivalry has been pioneered Þy Fox
The

requiring lecognition
responses from subjects (Fox & Check, 1966) provided a useful

(196Ð.

The

test stimulus

method

of the effect of rivatrv suppression under passive
vierrring conditions. The application of this method Ìn
Experiment 4 found that the magnitude of suppression u¡as not
This method used in
changed by actively vieuing rivalry.
Experiments 5 and 6 found that subjects could contlol- to some

measule

extent u¡hich eye uould þe in
degree

of cOntrol

phenomen_al

¡¡as reflected

suppression.

in the difference

The

betueen

instructed and noninstructed eye perfo1'mance. The (I-NI)
diflference uJaS correlated r,¡ith the measures of rate control

control. As predicted, subjects r¡ith faster
rapid rates performed better r,rhen given only a 1 second delay
and dominantre
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to fsllou instructions and subjects r¡ith lor¡er slou rates
performedbetteratthe5seconddelay.Thustheuseofthe
test stimulus method has established the objective validity of
to select
BR controL and has found that the effect of control is
r¡hich eye r.'riIl be suppressed.
The questions about the existence of BR control, the role
.

of peripheral mechanisms,

and the behavioural meaningfulness of

control should nor¡ be ansuered and should no lonqer be
obstacles to the consideration of BR control as an example of

BR

selective attention. The question may nou be raised r¡hether
the findings of the study of ER control can be generalized to
the field of attentionFindings Relevant to Selective Attention

in r¡hich the results in this
thesis may be relevant to selective attention' 1: in the
controversy of intensity equivalents of attention, ?. in the
investigation of sr¡itching time betueen channels, 3. in the
There are four main urays

question of the temporal Ìimits of single acts of.attention

and

4. in the tronstruction sf a genelal model of attention.
Intensitv

Equiv alent

of the Effects of Attention

Pillsbury ( 1908) discussed the controversy of r'lhether
attention uras the result sf an increased intensity of the
attended stimulus or a decreased intensity of all nonattended

0f the tr¡o alternatives Pitlsbury (1908) favoured
the latter vieLj. The case of binocular rivalry uould generally
stimuli.
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seem

to

co11.espond

to PiLlsburyrs predictions (1908).

The

findings of Fox (1963), Fox & theck (1966' 1968), i|Jales &
Fox (197tr), and of Experlment l+ in this thesis r¡ould suggest

is equivalent to nonrivalry and is
mainly free of the inhibitory effects of suppression. 0n the
other hand, supplession represents a nonspecific inhibitory
state urhich effectively results in a decrease of visua.l
sensitivity or an incleased thleshold. This inhibition r¡ou1d
that

BR nonsuppr.ession

be equivalent to a reduced stimulus intensity.
The report

of

Dne

recent experiment has raised doubts

aþout the nonsupplessed state of rivalry.

Collyer & Bevan

in the nonsupplessed
state to be louer than that during nonlivallv. They found a
(19?O) found lecognition perfolmance

someu¡hat

greater nonrivalry-norisuppression difference than

found by Fox & check (966) or in Experiment 4.
Bevan

(g?t)

used rather more complicated

noncontinuous

line

segments

Lras

collyer &

rivalry patte¡ns of

that may have resulted very lar.ely

in complete suppression sr dominance. They also suggested
that subjects may have been less attentive to target stimuli
in the rivalry condition. In addition their nonrivalry
condition uras monocular vie¡¡ing r,:ith the opposite field
darkened (CoIIyer & Bevan , 1970), r,rhile nonrivalry in the
Fox & Eheck experiment (1966) and

in

Experiment 4 uas produced

by removing only the rivalry conttrurs of one eye. It may be

that montrculal nonrivalry results in better perfolmance than
binocular nontivalry. In any case it is clear that rivalry
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is an inhibitory state and ntrnsuFpr.ession is not
an excitatory state or does not represent an increased
intensity compaled uith nonrivalry. The exteni of possible
inhibitory effects in the nonsuppressed state of rivalry has
suppression

yet to be determined.

in Attentinn
Broadhent ( 1958) suggested a value of abuut 1/6 second
fo¡ the minimum time taken to Su,-itch betr¡een channels" The
measurernent trf this figure uras compiicated hy the necessity
of measuring the time for a complete cycle betr.,:een Ehannels
including a recognition response in one channel" Since the
recognition time uras difficul-r, to estabiish, it t'jas difficult
The time taken t o Srrritch C hannels

to determine the sr¡itching tj.me. A rnore convenient measure
of the minimum sr¡itching time, at least in binogular rivalryt
the rapid rate measuls. The recognition
times required for these cÐmpalatj-ve slmple rivalry stimuli
should be mi-¡ch less than that requiled for digit recognitisn

mav be sþtained frum

in short tetrn memory' The mean phase duration
under the rapid rate instructions shsuld then be cl-ose to the
minimum s¡¡itching time in rivalry.
The fact is ihat there uras considerable valiation of
and Stsrage

rapid rates betr¡een subjects and a large increase of rapid
rate uith practice. The mean rapid rate for unplacticed subjects uas about 35 alternations/min resulting in a
phase duration

mean

of about 1.? seconds. Practiced subjects
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decreased

their

mean

durations to about 0.92 seconds and tt¡o

ue]I-practlced subjects in Experiment 2 reduced their du¡ations
to 0.22 seconds and 0.6? seconds. Thus it is not unusual to

find practiced subjects r¡ith mean durations less than 1.0 secsnds
under the rapid rate instructions. uJhat part of this du¡ation
is required to recognize a rivalry stimulus'and r¡hat part is
required to shift attention to the other stimulus is indete¡minable f¡om this data. In any case the minimum time to shift
attention in

BR

is less than 1 second for moderately practiced

subj ects.

Itmaybemisleadingtosuggestthatsomeabsolute
minimum sr¡itching time exists in BR. since rapid rate
increases r¡ith practice u.¡ith no apparent limit, it seems to be
that the minimum time to sr¡itch attention in BR decreases ulith

practice. This

may

also apply in other modalities. Moray

&

Jordan (1966) found that subjects improved markedly t.,tith

practice 1n the alternating condition of a dichotic listaning
task. The minimum st¡itching time in a dichotic listeninq
task must be inferred from recall perfolmance and presentation
rate. BR offers the advantaqe of measuring the sr¡itching
time more di¡ect1y from the alternation rate'
The method of Experiment 5 could þe used to eliminate

any

recognitisn time from the calculation of sr¡itching time in BR'
The ability to follor¡ instructions after the shortest deì'ay of

I

second

in

ability to

Experiment 5 r¡as correlated
produce a hlgh rapid

late.

r¡ith the subjects
sj.nce the task

for

the
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1 second delay requires only a shift of attention, it

eliminates the recognition times included in the rivalry

alternations of the rapid rate.

Subjects shoued significant

(p( .01) ability to shift to thB instructed eye by the 1
second deIay. It lemains ts Þe investigated hor¡ short the
delay could be and still ¡esult in a significant difference
bet¡¡een instructed and noninstructed eye lecognition
performance.
The Maximum Time

pillsbury

of a Si le

rrActrr

of Attention

that attention may duelì- on
one stimuLus from J seconds to 24 seconds but that the normal
span of attention is about 5-8 seconds" This seems to be
( 1908)

sugqests

rather an arbitrary choice r¡ith litt1e experimental support.
Recent experimental evidence r¡ouId suggest that there is
probably no absslute

maximum

attention time.

Shadou.ling

of alternating strabismus
r¡ou1d suggest nearly indefinite attention time, at least times
experiments and the selective vision

much

greater than 24 seconds-

In the case of binocuLar rivalry a nraximum attention time
may be calculated directly from the subjectsr slou lates.
unpracticed subjects have a mean slorr¡ rate of about 12
alternations,/min oI a mean duration of about 5 seconds. The
practiced subjects of Experiments 1, 2 and 3 reduced their
sLor,¡

rates to about 8/min ot increased their

about

mean

I seconds. Further pragtitre by subjects

durations to

ET and

RG
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to at least 30 seconds. Experiment
5 shor¡ed a significant decline of the (I-NI) measure by 7
íncreased the mean duration

the instruction stimulus r¡hich suggested that
at least some subjects lost the dominance of the instructed
seconds foltor,¡ing

pattern after ? seconds. In binocula¡ rivalry betuleen t¡¡o
equally dominant stimuli the average maximum attention time

of about 5-7 seconds conforms ¡¡eII to Pillsbury¡s estimate
(1908). Hourever, this maximum attention time for BR shot¡s
large individual differences and is vel'y mutrh affected by
practice.
Sunoort

for

Current Theori es

The resutts

of

of Attention

Experiment 4 confirmed the

results of

Fox & Check (1966' 1968), bJales & Fox ( 197U) and Gollyer

&

that rivalry supplession uras corlelated r¡ith an
inhibitory state of limited effect. No experimenters found
a reduction of suppressed state recognition performance to

Bevan (1g7O)

chance

1eve].

The difference betr¡een supp¡'essed and non-

suppressed state performance uras usually

in the region of

or a dr difference of about 0.6. Hence, these
results ¡¡ou1d not support Broadbentrs filter theory (1958)
rr¡hich proposed an all-oÎ-none effect of attention.
0n the other hand, phenomenal rivalry does seem to be
15-2tr%

alternation. tdhen one rivalry stimulus is
completely suppressed it súbjectivety does not exist. The
limited degree of inhibition present in rivally supplession

an all-or-none
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only

þecomes

evident uhen a plobe stimulus is presented to

the suppressed eye. Most experiments in selective listening
have also used the probe stimulus methsd and have obtained

results similar to those in BR. Lauson U966) found no
differentre in reaction times bet¡¡een the ears to simple stimuli

that ¡¡ere very different

Hob.lever, uhen uords

messages.
embedded

flrom the shadowed and rejected

in

speech messaEes,

are used as target stimuli

thsre is a very significant

diflference betbreen attended and rejected channels. Even
here there are more intrusions frsm the rejected message than
one might expect from the very gleat phenomenal suppression

of the rejected mBssage. Tt
difference

betr,leen

seems

that tha

performance

selected and rejecied channels increases

as

similar to the attended
Thus, the contrsversy bettrreen an alland rejected stimuli.
or-none or attenuatisn mudel sf attention may be reduced to a

the probe stimuli

become more and more

description of the uay the efflects sf attention are measured'
According to the theory sf Deutsch & Deutsch ( 1963), uhich

full cortical recoqnition
analysis, there shculd not be any dlffelence In recognitlon

propgses

that all- stlmuli

undergo a

performance betu,een the instructed and noni-nstructed eyes in
Experiments

5 and 6.

Tl¡e diffelsnEes

ln dr but not

c¡iteria in the immediate lecognitlsn task of
6 u¡ould tend not to support this theory.

eanfidence

Experj-ments

5 and
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TheresultsofExperimentsl0,lland,l2aremole
damagingtotheDeutschs'iheoly,atleast¡¡ithrespectto
binocular rivalry" These experiments found thai the movement
afte¡effect u¡as reduced as a lesult of rlvalry stimulation
during the induction period. This implies that BR stimulation
uhich
rnust exert an inhibitory effect on or prior to the level
is the origin of the MAE. If lt is assumed that the origin
of the MAE is on the input side, this is also ¡¡here the effects
of BR suPpressisn must occur'
AlthoughsomeofthepresentresultsmayÞerelevantto
the attention model proposed'by Treisman ( 1969), her theory
sf
does not generate many predictions speEific to the control
rivalry. The fact that informaticn is reduced or attenuated
and not completely blocked by

rivalry

supPIBSSion

is consistent

msdel. She recognizes the effectiveness of
instructions in producinq transient changes in stimulus
importance and thus in selective attention but she does not
consider in detail the dynamics of the control of attention'
It is clear that her theory pI.oFosES the attenuation of a

r,¡¡ith her

rejected

message

in opposition to an all-or-nsne sujitching

betueen accepted and rejected messages r,¡ith the accepted

predominating. It is .not clear, houever, if the
theory could incorporate the possibility ofl an nall-or-solnen
sr,¡itching urith the accepted message p¡edominating--this latte¡

message

notion being that of

BR.
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of atientlon
Thus, of the three main current theo¡j'es
thetheoryofDeutsch&Deutscr¡(196])r¡ouldseemtoreceive

leastsupportfromthepresentinvestlgationgfBRgonttul.
phenonrenal
theory ('1958) seems to be appropriate to
Broadbentrs

on target

rivalry but not to the effeci sf rivarry suppressisn
stimuli.TreismanIsattenuaiiontheory(1969)seemstobe
Houevett none
BR contrsl'
most appropriate ts the effecis of
attention in

of the theories are specific enough reEarding
visionorespeclallyinbinoeularrivalryforthepresent
them'
results to provide a crucial test betueen
Ph

sioloqica! Doncomitants of Binocula¡

oneadvantagementionedinthelntroductionofstudying
is the
the effects of attenticn in binocular rivalry

accessibilitycfBRtoaphysiologicalinvestigation.Because
theexperimentsinEhapterVprovidedsomeindirectevidence
in BR and BR
regarding posslble neural mechanisms involved

control,itmaybeinstructivetoconsidertheinvesiigations
oftheperipheralandcentra}neuraleffectsofhinocular
rivalry.
Peripheral Neural Effects

Effects of
gave

BR o n

1a

Activit

7 subjects
alt{niv & HalldJn (194g) found that 5 of their
more pupillary responses ts a threshold

significantly

Iightflashr,¡hentheflashUasPresentedtothedominant
tdirth (1953) also
rather than the suPpressed eye in rivalry'
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reported that a pupillary response is more likeiy to

elicited

r¡hen

the stimulated eye is in rivalry

be

dominance.

Zuber, Stark & Lorber (1966) found a reductisn in the amplitude

of the pupillary lesponse t¡hen the stimulated eye enteled the
These ¡esults suggest either
suppression phase of rivalry.
that rivalry supplession ploduces an inhibition that extends
doun to the retinal- Ievel or that suppression in some uay
operates through parasympathetic pathr¡ravs to affect the
pupillary

response.

Hor,lever,

there

ure1'e

methodological problems associated

r¡ith these studies ulhich may vitiate their results. In a mole
controlled and thorough investigation of the pupillary reflex
Lor¡e & 0g1e (1966) could find no differentre in the amplitude

of response betuleen nonsuppressionr supplession and monocular
conditions. ldhen equally intense lj-va1ry stimuli urele used
the amplitudes of pupillary responses Lrele a function only
of the flash stimulus intensities. Hot¡.rever, Loue & 0gle (1966)
did find small pupillary r.esponses during lival-ry of a bright
and dim pattern r¡hen the

brÍght patteln

emerqed from supplessitrn.

indirÉct effect of rivalry on the
pupillary response via the parasympathetic pathulays, or a
binocular brightness averaging mechanismr but r¡ou1d not suppor.t

Their results

r¡ou1d support an

of direct retinal inhibition.
Rather than measuring pupillarv responses to photic
flashes, Bradshaur (1969) measured baseline pupil diameters
a

metrhanism
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during rivalry of unequally illuminated patterns. Pupil
diameters ulere measured under 4 binocular conditions:

1. plain da¡k versus plain bright, 2. plain da¡k versus
patterned bright, 3. patterned dark versus patterned Þright,
and 4. patterned dark versus plain bright. The Þright
pattern uould dominate in ccndition 2 and dark pattern ulould
dominate in condition 4. If it is assumed that rivalry
produces retinal inhibition, then condition 2 should produce
smaller pupil diameters. Houever, there uJas ntr difference
betu¡een these
One

conditions.

interesting aspect of Bradshaurrs results (1969) is

relevant to Experiment 4.

The

results of Experiment 4 shor,¡ed

in recognition performance in the nsnrivalry
state betueen target stimulus presentations to the patterned
eye and to the blank fie1d. Although the pattern dominated
over the blank field this condition seems to be free of
rivalry suppression. If this is the case, then only
no difference

condition 3 of Bradshauts experiment (1969) r¡ould contain

rivalry suppression. If pupillary baseline diameters are a
function of the total amount of illumination in both eyes
minus any inhibitory effect uhich r¡ould effectively subtract
illumination, then condition 3 should produce the largest
pupil diameters. This is, in fact, ruhat is evident f¡om
Bradshar¡¡s data (1969). Conditisn 3 diametets are

significantly (p < .05) Iarger than those of condition 2 and
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4 combined. Eondition 3 is also larger than all three of
the othe¡ conditisns combined (P { .gZ5). Thus, Lor¡e &
that
0g1ers results (1966) and Bradshauts data (1969) suggest

rivalrysuPPlessionaffectspupillarydiameter,althoughit

isunclearhouloru¡herethiseffectoperates.The]-ackof
effectonflashevokedpupillarylesponsesinLor¡e&09IeIs
experiment (1966) makes it doubtful that rivalry suppression
produces an inhibitory effect sn the retinal level'
Effects un t e El-ectroretino

ram

Viefhues a MüIle¡-Limmroth

( 1958)

found a reduction of

the b-r¡ave amplitude uf the el-ectroretinogl.am

(ERG)

in

the

squinting eye ofl alternating st¡abismics' In addition they
found that the amblyopic eye of monocular strabismics shoued

the opposite effect--decreased ERE uith fixation and increased
difficuJ-ty in
ERG in the squinting condition. Besides the

\

interpretingtheseaPpalentlyconflictingresults,itis
difficult to assess reliability of the results from thei¡
brief, undetailed rePort.
using more sophisticated techniques and msle controlled
conditions Burian & La¡.¡:r¡il1 ( 1966) found no diff erentre in ERG
amplitudeBlüJaveformbetr¡eennormalandamblyopiceyes.
They point out, houlevel, that the ERG may be too crude

a

to detect lscalized abnormalities or suppression
effects in the central macular area ofl the retina" It may also
be questioned uhether strabismic amplyopia operates ln a

measule
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similar uay to rivalry suppression. It can only be
suggested that if no ERG changes ale found r¡ith the very strong
suppressive effects of strabismic amblyopia, it t¡ould seem
unlikely that they urould be found u.rith normal rivalry supptession.

in normal subjects in
essentially a rivalry situation by van Balen (1964). He
measured the ERE to a flashing liqht from an eye in dominance
ERE responses LJere measured

printed texi) or in supp¡.ession (opposite
using a computer of avel|age transients van

(same eye reading

reading text).

eye

Balen (1964) found no difference betr¡een rivalry dominance or

in the average flash-evoked ERG. His techniques
urere sensitive to the effects of rivaIIV supplession because he
did find diffe¡ences in the evoked cortical responses to the
Thus, the mole convinci-ng studies of Burian
flashing liqht.
& La¡¡r¡i1L (1966) and van Balen (1964) found no effects on the

supFression

of no1.ma1 rivalry supPlession or of amblyopic
suppression in strabismic patients. This suqgests that if
retinal inhibition accompanies rivalry suppression, the
inhibition is too r¡eak to produce an effect on the ERG.

ERG

response

a

S
Effects of RivaIrY and QB--Qg ntrol
The study by Eraik ( 1940) and the demonstration in

of the effects of pressure blinding on the strength
of afterimages indicate that AIs have their origin in the
retina. MoIe specifically Brindley (1959, 1962) concluded

Chapter V

that AIs uere basically a photochemical phenomenon arisinq
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from the receptor ce1l laye¡ in the retina. Hence, even if

rivalry suppression ue¡e atrcompanied by some inhibitory eflfect
on the retinal leveL, it r,.rould not interfere uith the formation
of an afterimage during an induction period.
The results of Experiment '11 found only a sli-ght but
significant reduction of AI strength follor¡ing a rivalry
induction period. It r¡ould seem likely, given a receptor
ceII origin of AIs, that this reduction of AI strength resulted
from a physical disruption of the retinal- image rather than from

retinal neural inhibition during the induction period"
LJith experienced subjects in Experiment 12 there uras no
difference in AI sirength follotring a monocular or BR induction
period. If a photochemical basis of AIs is accepted, this
result confirms the fixation steadiness of subjects CE and LL
rather than precluding the possibility of neural inhibition in
results sf Experiment 12 are important in
that thele uras also no effect sf BR control on the strength of
AIs. This suggests that the change of rivalry dominance

the retina.

The

induced by voluntary control u¡as not produced by a physical

disruption of the retinal image ¡¡hich t¡ou1d occur uith

eye

changes. This result supports
the earlier ccnclusions from Ghapters IV and VI of the
unimportance of peripheral mechanisms in BR control.

movements

In

trr

aÞcommodation

summary,

there are mixed findings regarding the

effect of rivalrv suppression on pupillary responses and
diameters. Some studies found inhiþition of pupillary
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effect of rivally supplession
rt seems evident that rivalry
on pupillary activity.
suppressisn does not affect the ERG. Thus no definite
respBnses LJhile others found no

conclusions can be made regarding the possible neural effects

of rivalrv supplession on the ¡etinal level. Houlever, the
grouing amount of evidence of the existence of cent¡.ifugal
fibers in the retina (Brooke, Douner & Pouell, '1965 and
Honrubia & E1liott, 1968) as r,¡eII as centrifugal activity in
the visual system (Granit, 1955i Dodt, 1956; and Spinelli &
lJeingarten, 1966) urould make it prudent to leave open the
possibility of some neural lnhibitory effect on the retinal
Ievel frsm rivalry suppression.
Gentral Neural Effects

Effects of Rivalr on Cortical Evoked Potentials
There has been an accelerating

inte¡est lately in

physiological cor¡elates of the attention plocess

1966).

Most investigators have measured the

the

(bJorden,

cortical

evoked

eLect¡ical potentials (EP) to liqht flashes, auditory clicks

of attention.
This technique has also been applied ts the study of the
effects of binocular rivalry on flash evoked responses in
the striate cortical alea. Van Balen (19'o4) found that the
o¡ tactile

shocks under difflerent conditions

EP amplitude uas reduced

by 20-40% ¡¡hen the subjects read

printed text r¡ith the eye not being stimulated by the flashes.
Apparently, then, rivalry suppression produced an effect

l5B.

measuraþIe

in the cortical

EP.

Lansing (1964) measured

flicker driven

(EEG) Iesponses as subjects reported

electroencephalogram

alternations in rivalry

light on one eye and a pattern of paralle1
diagonal lines on the other eye. He found that the amplitude
cf the flicker driven EEE ¡,¡as hiqhly cor¡elated r¡ith the
reported suppression and dominance of the flickering light in
bet¡¡een a flashinq

rivalry.
Eobb, Ettlingel, g ¡4ortsn (1967) t,:ere unabl-e

to replicaie

the earlier results using flicker stimuli. They argued that
their experiment, r¡hich used flickering illumination of Þoth

its or¡n rivalry stimulus, provided a real
rivalry situation and thus a bette¡ test of the effects of
rivalry on the cortical EP. Houeve¡, uhen gobb, Morton &
Ettlinger. ( 1967) used pattern reversals of black-t'¡hite bar
eyes Eatrh r¡ith

patterns instead of fiickering light as stimuli r they found
very clear reductions of the cortical

suppression. They also found that

EPs

EPs

¡¡ith rivalry

during nonsupplession

uere at least as great aS duling the monocular condition.

In an experiment similar to that of Cobb, Ettlinqer
Morton (1967), Riggs & tdhittle (1967) fsund no change in
flicker

EPs betr¡een

rivalry

&

dominantre and supptession.

Houever, Larr:urill & Biersdorf (1968) using vertitral and

horizontal bar patterns as rivahy stimuli each presented uith
a different frequency of flicker found marked differences in

?RO

cortitral

EPs

cor¡elated r¡ith rivalry phases. They flound

differences in peak amplitudes and differences of

latencies of as

much

peak

as 50 msec betr¡een rivalry dominance

and suppression phases.
Donchin & Dohen (19?O) reported a short experiment in

r¡hich the subjects vieu¡ed

rivalry

betr,.reen

pelpendicularly

oriented grid patterns on ulhich flashes of light occurred
randomly in time and randomly to ei-ther eye. They found that

to the liqht flash uas almost nonexistent r¡hen
the subjects ue¡e reporting on rivalry alternations and ignoring
the superimposed flashes. But r¡hen the subjects attended ts
the flashes and ignored the rivalry alte¡nations, the corticHl
EPs to the fLashes became very plominent. This suggests that
intramodality changes of attention have a large effect on the
cortical EPs. Hence, the attempt to measure the effects of
the average

EP

rivalry by superimposing nonattended photic flashes on the
rivalry stimuli ¡rrould very likely be unsuccessful. This
may explain the negative results of Eobb, Ettlinger & Mor.ton
(1967) and Riggs & Uhittle (1967).
positive results sf van Balen (1964) and
Lansing (964) and esPecially ofl Gobb, Msrton & Ettlinger
The

(1967

)

and Lar'¡r¡iII & Bie¡sdorf ( 1968) provide strong support

for the existence of cortical effects of binocular rivalry.
Houeve¡, the EPs provide little evidence of r¡hat cortical
Levels are involved. It is even possible that the changes
in

averaged EPs indicate neu¡al

inhibition at precortical
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t E.g. the Lateral geniculate nuclells. tihat can be
stated from ihò evidence is that the effects of rivalry can

LeveLs

be measured electrophysiotogically from scalp elect¡odes over.

the cortical visual ateas.
Summary

of Physiological

Eoncomitants

the results of experiments t¡ith afterimages the
receptor cell layer of the ¡etina can be eliminated as the
site of rivalry suPpression or sf the effects of BR contr.ol.
From

to changes in rivalry, there
is some effect of rivatry in pupillary atrtivity. This is not
conclusive evidence, Þut it does suggest the possibility of

Although ERGs are nst responsive

retinal inhibition.
The movement aftereffect is strongly affected
¡ivalrous stimuLation during an induction period.

some

evidence requires a nonretinal component

of the

by

Most

MAE and

component, if it exists at all,
" ""rrnul
could contribute to MAE strength only to'a minor extent. The
evidence also suggests that the interference of a hypothetical
retinal component could not actrount fsr the extent of MAE
reduction that occu¡.s follor¡ing rivalry stimulation.

indicates that

Therefore, the main effect sf ¡ivalry stimulation on the
MAE

must operate on nonretinal levels.

that a cc¡mponent of the origin ofl
the MAE may be in the superior colliculus. Neurophysiological
evidence suggests that the superior colliculus oÞtains its
Ehapter

v

concluded
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visual- msvement stimulation from a level of the visual cottex.

rivalry
suppression ori.ginates, it could accnunt for the fact that
If this level is

belorr¡

the level at r,lhich

phenomenal

rivalry stimulatisn but not phenomenal supplession intelferes
r¡ith the induction of the MAE. The reductisn sf the MAE
urould thus be a result of neulal inhibition mainly in the
superior colliculus.

is strong evidence from electrophysiological
studies that rivalry suppression exerts an inhibitory effect
on the level of the visual cottex. Suppression is ctrIlelated
r¡ith a reduced evsked potential to light fiashes oI pattern
revetsals uhereas nonsupPresslsn produces EPs similar to those
in a monocular nonrivalry condition. Therefore, at least
There

of the inhibitory effect of rivalry suppressisn uhich
reduces EPs and test stimulus performance arises on cortical

some

1evels.

ntrol of Binocular Rival
A tentative model of BR control is suggested by the
experimental findings of this thesis. It ¡¡ou1d appropriately
be based upon the most recently proposed model of Þinocular
A Model

rivalry.

of

Eo

l¡lales & Fox (97O) found

that rivalry

supPlession

involved a decreased visual sensitivity or increase in
threshold of about .5 1og unÍts compared uith nonsuPPlessitrn

tronditisns. They concluded that rrivalry
suppression is an inhibltory state that attenuates all classes

or

(

monoculal.
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of inputs falling r,:ithin ihe spatial þoundari-es of the
suppressed target (l¡Jales & Fox, 19?O, p,90).n Fox & Rasche
(1969) extended this concept of suppressisn to aecount for
Uhen a reciprocal inhibition model
alternatÍons in rivalry.
faÍIed to be confirmed, Fox & Rasche (1969) suggested that
each eye had separate and independent inhibition mechanisms

that

produced suFpression

phases. Since durations of

suppxession. phases urere dependent

only on the siimulus strength

of that eye, a greater stimulus st¡engih r^rould more quickly
overcsme the inhibition and result ln reduced suppression
phase durations.

To account

for the

dichotomous alternation Þetr¡een '''he

eyes Fox & Rasche (1969, p.217) ploposed

a nflip-flop

sr¡itching device that uould trigger the supPlession mechanism
alternately lor each eye uhenever a siqnal from the trther eye
emerged from

suppressj.sn.tr They stressed that Itthe on)-y

function allotted to the sr,¡itchinq device r¡ould be to
alternately trigger the suppression mechanism for the tuo
eyes (p .217)..1 In other u¡ords the duration of the supp¡ession

of its stimulus strength. l¡Jhen
the duration is completed, the sr¡itching device triggers the
suppression phase of the other eye. The tr¡o eyes do not
interact directly but alternate by means of this separate

phase LrBuld Þe a function.trnly

sbritching device. Fox & Rasche (1969) have thus suggested
the operatisn of tr¡o mechanismsr an inhibltion mechanism to

3'o3.

for the turo eyes r
device to Provide the aLte¡nation of the

determine phase durations independently

a selec-r,ion

and

suppression phases.

that the ctntrol of
þinocu1al livally has the effect of shortening oI lenEthening
the durations of suppression phases. Based on the Fox &
Rasche model (1969) one explanation of this effect uould be
that control effectively alters the strengths of the rivalry
stimuli. This expJ-anation, in fact, r.eceives lj-ttle support
Experiments 13 and 14 found

the experimental results of this thesis. For instancBt
one convenient r,ray to alte¡ the effective stimulus strength
¡,lou1d be ts change the physical properties cf the stimulus
flrom

through the operation of some peripheral mechanism such

as

2, 7,
B, gr 13 and'14 found that these effects contribute very little
to the measure of control.
Alternatively, it may be argued that control csuld be
mediated by centrifugal neurophyslological inhibition and
excitatior,r.of the rivalry stimuli. For.several reasons this
eye mgvements or ascommodation. HtruJever., Experiments

possibility also seems unlikely" First, the subjects
reported that r¡hen they made one stimulus mo¡e dominant it
did nst alter in its subjective intensity. The only result
in nonsupplession durations and a deerease in
suppressi-on durations. Second, the ¡esults of Experiment 4
shou¡ed that the magnitude of suppression r'JaS constant even
¡¡hen control uas being exe¡ted. Thirdr a centrifugal neural

['ras an increase
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mechanism ulou1d

the

'1 second

opelate in Experiment 5 to exert control for

delay by effectively increasing the intensity for

the instructed eye, and for the 5 second and 7 second delays
by decreasing siimulus strength for the noninst¡ucted eye.

overall recognition performance should be greater for t he
'l second delay than fsr the 7 second delay. The fact that

Then

Experiment 5 shoued no change
betureen

in overall recognition performance

the 'l second and 7 second delays

r¡ou1d argue against

inhibitory and excitatory neural effect r¡hich can be applied
to the tuo visual inputs to control rivalry.
A second possible model of BR control based sn the Fox &
Rasche (1969) suggesti-ons uould be that control affects the
rivalry suitching device. Ftrx & Rasche (1969) imply that the
sr¡itching device operates in some r,:ay to trigger the next
an

suppression phase uhen one eye emerges from supplession.
The suitching mechani-sm may be innervated from msre central

levels allouing the possibility of an inhibitory oI excitatory
effect. An excitatory effect may trigger the suppression

in the dominant eye before the supPressed eye r¡ou1d
normally emerge from suppression. This r¡ou1d allou the
other eye automatically to emerge from supptession. In
addition, an inhibitory effect tuould delay the triggerinq of
phase

the next suppr'ession phase and thus prevent the supplessed eye
from becoming dominant. Thus, the ¡inhibitoryf and ¡excitatoryl

effects found' in Experiments '13 and 14 r¡ou1d operate on the
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suritching device proposed by Fox & Rasche (1969) rather than
on the relative strengths of the rivalry stimuli.
Experiment 12 found

that altering the relative

dominance

of a rotating induction stimulus by voluntary control did not
change the strength of the MAE. If the superior colliculus
Teceives its movement stimulation from some level of the visual
cortex, it uould seem unlikely that BR contlol exe¡ts a centrifugal neural effect at o¡ belor¡ this level" The model of ER
control based on a mediation of the sr¡itching device

proposed

by Fox & Rasche (1969) ¡,lould be consistent u¡ith ihese
experimental results. This model does not l.equire the addition

of any excitatoly Br inhiÞitory neural effects to that of the
rivalry stimuli. The only inhibition sf rivalry stimuli
r¡ould be that from nolmal rivalry supplession since 8R control
t:ou1d operate

only on the sr,litching device.

This model proposes nelther an all-or-ncne sujitching of

attention ntrr a ctrnstant attenuation of the rejected channel.
It suggests, instead, an all-or-some sr¡itching in uhich the
selected channel is ¡ralIr¡ a majority of the time but s¡¡itches
of attention (rrallrr) to un¡¡anted channels, even if very brief t

inevitably accur. The total proportion of time for uhich
the selected channel is attended is the measule of control
of attention, a measur.e LJhich'-can be increased r¡ith plactice.

is consistent ulith the results
5, although the use of the overall (I-NI) measure

Tlte model proposed absve

of

Experiment
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for

each subject disguises the a1l-or-some sr¡itchinq betureen

the eyes. Most investigators (Breadbent & Êregory, 1963;
Moray & flrBrien, 196?; and Treisman & Eeffen, 1967) have also

overall perfolmance differences betueen selected and
rejected channels as the measule of the effects of selective
attention. This overall difference measure is insensitive to
used

transient lapses of attention to the selected channBl

and

therefore cannot determine r¡hether attenti-on produces a constant
attenuation of the rejected channel oI a suritching of an attenuation effect (alI-sr-some su¡itching). Thus, the use of this
of
Ferfor.mance measure may incorrectly lead to the trBntrlusion
a tronstant attenuation. If the effect of attention is to be
measured more precisely and if the specific effects of voluntaly

control ar€ to be understood, the question of r¡lhether selective
attention is a constant attenuation or an all-or-sollle sujitching

to be investigated.
This model of BR control is consistent u.lith the
experimental findings of this thesis. The notion that control
r¡lou1d operate on the sr,litching device of the Fsx & Rasche model
(1969) is consistent r¡ith the findings of Chaptels IV, V and VI
that BR ccntrol is mediated basically by central rather than
peripheral mechanisms. The results of Experiments 4 and 5
required, in fact, a model of control r¡hich directs the

needs

to the selected Eye but does nst affect the
magnitude of supplessitrn. An excitatory effect has never. been
rivalry

phases
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found to be associated r¡ith dominance phases- This is

consistent r¡ith the proposal that ¡inhibitoryr and rexcitatoryr
effects found in Experiments '13 and '14 r¡ouId operate on the

sr¡itching device rather than the rivalry stimuli.

The model

also incorporates the possibility that cont¡ol of phase
durations may be increased uith practice by the increased

inhibitory

from more Eentral Ievels.

the

knou¡n

of the s¡,litching devÍce
Thus the model is consistent u¡ith

and excitatory innervation

effects of

BR

control.

in chapter III this model also conforms to
the suggestions of verhoeff ( 1937) that the effects of
attention (rivalry suppression) are involuntary and of a
constant amount uhile the vcluntary control of attention
As mentioned

directs these effects (BR suitching mechanism). The model
of voluntary control of rivalry uould be applicable to
selective attention in other modalities, and uould generate
testable hypotheses to provide a more detailed analysis of

the effects of the voluntary control of attention. Thust
the expe¡imental findings of this thesis and the proposals
deri-ved from these findings should increase the importance of

control and may lead to the resumption of its former place
in the study of seleciive attention.

BR
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